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1                  P R O C E E D I N G S

2                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is the

3   video operator speaking, Gayle Ashton, with

4   Merrill Legal Solutions.

5                  Today's date is May 29, 2014,

6   and the time is 9:57 a.m.  We are here at the

7   offices of Pepper Hamilton, located at 125

8   High Street, Boston, Massachusetts to take

9   the videotaped deposition of V. Michael Bove,

10   Jr.

11                  This is a proceeding in the

12   United States Patent and Trademark Office,

13   before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board,

14   Yamaha Corporation of America, Petitioner,

15   versus Black Hills Media, LLC, Patent Owner,

16   Case IPR2013-00597, Patent 8,230,099 B2; and

17   Case IPR2013-00598, Patent 8,214,873 B2.

18                  Will counsel please state

19   their appearances.

20                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Lana Gladstein

21   of Pepper Hamilton on behalf of patentee,

22   Black Hills Media.

23                  MR. MOLLAAGHABABA:  Reza

24   Mollaaghababa of Pepper Hamilton on behalf of

25   patentee, Black Hills Media.
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1                  MR. ENGELLENNER:  Tom

2   Engellenner, also Pepper Hamilton, on behalf

3   of Black Hills Media.

4                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  We have also

5   Dr. Gareth Loy with us on behalf of Black

6   Hills Media.

7                  MR. YAP:  Alex Yap of Morrison

8   & Foerster for petitioner, Yamaha Corporation

9   of America.

10                  MR. FEHRMAN:  David Fehrman,

11   Morrison & Foerster, for petitioner Yamaha

12   Corporation of America.

13                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Will the

14   court reporter please swear in the witness.

15

16                  VICTOR MICHAEL BOVE, JR.,

17   Ph.D., a witness having been duly sworn, on

18   oath deposes and says as follows:

19

20                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Shall we just

21   put on the record the discussion that we had

22   prior to the deposition about the

23   applicability of this deposition to both

24   proceedings, that's IPR598 and IPR597?

25                  MR. YAP:  Sure.
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1                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  All right.

2                  And we will use exhibits

3   consecutively, and to the extent that they're

4   applicable to either proceeding, they will so

5   apply.

6                  MR. YAP:  Sure.

7                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  All right.

8                  (Exhibit 1 marked for

9   identification.)

10                    EXAMINATION

11   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

12        Q    Dr. Bove, I am handing you what has

13   been marked as Bove Exhibit 1.

14                  It's a document titled Notice

15   of Deposition of V. Michael Bove in

16   IPR2013-00598.

17                  Have you seen this document

18   before?

19        A    I believe I was emailed a copy of

20   this document by Yamaha's counsel.

21        Q    Thank you.

22                  (Exhibit 2 marked for

23   identification.)

24                  THE DEPONENT:  Thank you.

25   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:
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1        Q    Dr. Bove, I'm handing you what's

2   been marked as Exhibit 2.  It's a document

3   titled Notice of Deposition of you, Michael

4   Bove, Jr. in case IPR2013-00597.

5                  Have you seen this document

6   before?

7        A    I have.

8        Q    And could you state your full name

9   and address for the record.

10        A    Victor Michael Bove, Jr., and my

11   address is 57 Ray, R-A-Y, Road in Wrentham,

12   Massachusetts.

13        Q    Thank you.

14                  (Exhibit 3 marked for

15   identification.)

16   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

17        Q    Dr. Bove, I'm handing you a

18   document marked Exhibit 3 that bears a title

19   of Declaration of me, Michael Bove, Jr., for

20   Patent No. 8,214,873, and I will represent

21   that it's in the proceeding IPR203-00598.

22                  Are you familiar with this

23   document?

24        A    I am.

25        Q    And what is this document?
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1        A    This document is a declaration in

2   which I give my opinion on certain points

3   that Yamaha's counsel has asked me to address

4   with respect to the IPR of the '873 patent.

5        Q    And that's a document you prepared?

6        A    It is.

7        Q    And it bears your signature?

8        A    It does.

9        Q    On page 15?

10        A    Well, it's -- there are two sets of

11   page numbers on here, just for clarity.

12        Q    Oh.

13                  Let's refer to this document

14   is also marked as Yamaha Corporation of

15   America, Exhibit 1002, page 16.

16        A    Yes.

17        Q    Does that page bear your signature?

18        A    It does.

19        Q    Thank you.

20                  (Exhibit 4 marked for

21   identification.)

22   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

23        Q    Dr. Bove --

24        A    Thank you.

25        Q    -- I'm handing you what has been
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1   marked as Exhibit 4.

2                  It's a document titled

3   Declaration of Michael V. Bove for Patent

4   No. 8,230,099.  I will represent it's an

5   inter partes review proceeding No.

6   IPR2013-00597, and that also there's a Yamaha

7   Corporation of America Exhibit 1002.

8                  Are you familiar with this

9   document?

10        A    I am.

11        Q    And is this a declaration that you

12   prepared?

13        A    It is.

14        Q    And does the Bates stamp page 9

15   bear your signature?

16        A    It does.

17        Q    Dr. Bove, have you been deposed

18   before?

19        A    I have.

20        Q    On how many occasions?

21        A    Quite a few going back to the

22   1990s, so I don't have an exact number.

23        Q    Approximately?

24        A    Maybe two.

25        Q    So you are familiar with the
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1   process?

2        A    I think so, yes.

3        Q    Deposition process.

4                  If at any time you need to

5   take a break, so long as there is no question

6   pending, just let me know, and we'll go off

7   the record.

8        A    Thank you.

9        Q    That's really about it.

10                  Is there anything that may

11   impede your ability to answer questions here

12   today?

13        A    Not that I'm aware of.

14        Q    Great, thank you.

15                  Can you please tell me about

16   your education post high school.

17        A    I have a bachelor's degree in

18   electrical engineering from the Department of

19   Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

20   at MIT.

21                  I have a master of science in

22   visual studies from the Department of

23   Architecture at MIT, and I have a Ph.D. in

24   media technology from the program in Media

25   Arts and Sciences at MIT.
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1        Q    Focusing on your undergraduate

2   studies, how would you characterize the work

3   that you did in pursuit of your undergraduate

4   degree?

5        A    Well, it was a fairly standard

6   electrical engineering program at MIT.

7                  My bachelor's thesis was on

8   the subject of digital television and

9   interactive television.

10        Q    And could you tell me about the

11   thesis and the focus of your master's

12   studies?

13        A    My master's thesis was on what you

14   might think of as -- nowadays you would call

15   it an intelligent personal video recorder.

16                  So imagine a TiVo-like device

17   that has a user profile for a user that reads

18   the closed captioning as well as schedules of

19   upcoming television programs and actually

20   records personalized recordings based upon

21   what it understands a user profile to be and

22   how that corresponds to the subject matter of

23   the programming.

24                  The particular area that I

25   concentrated on was television news, and so
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1   the system could record news broadcasts and

2   play them back in a non-linear fashion based

3   upon what it felt the user's interests were.

4        Q    So would it be fair to say that the

5   focus of your master's studies was on video

6   recordings?

7                  MR. YAP:  Objection.

8        A    No, I wouldn't say it was on video

9   recordings per se.  I think it was on what

10   you might think of as personalized

11   television.

12        Q    Then how does personalized

13   television differ from video recordings?

14        A    A video recording is a technical

15   element that might be a part of a

16   personalized television system, but it's not

17   all of it.

18        Q    What are other parts of the system?

19        A    So there would be analysis of the

20   content.  There would be a profile of the

21   user.  It would be potentially a graphical

22   user interface.

23                  There would be databases.

24   There would be an overall control system for

25   managing the storage and the processing of
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1   the video and audio.

2                  There would be playback

3   mechanisms and probably a lot of what a

4   computer scientist would call "glue" holding

5   it all together.

6        Q    Thank you.

7                  And with respect to your Ph.D.

8   studies, what was the focus of those studies?

9        A    The focus of my doctoral

10   dissertation was what nowadays is called

11   computational photography, although that term

12   wasn't in common use at the time, but it was

13   the idea that if one had a camera that could

14   capture three dimensions instead of just

15   two-dimensional images, so actually the

16   distance to each pixel, which is what a

17   connect camera does now, one could enable a

18   variety of applications ranging from

19   interactivity to artistic or technical

20   modification of the imagery, because it's a

21   computer graphics database of real scenes to

22   very efficient encoding of video based upon a

23   three-dimensional model.

24        Q    Would it be fair to say in general

25   terms that the focus of your Ph.D. studies
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1   was on video?

2                  MR. YAP:  Objection to form.

3        A    I would say video was a piece of

4   it, but probably not the main focus.

5        Q    What would you characterize as the

6   main focus?

7        A    I think the main focus would have

8   been acquisition of computer graphics, models

9   of real scenes.

10        Q    So if you had to sum up your

11   education starting with what you did in

12   college and graduate school in pursuing your

13   master's degree and then pursuing your Ph.D.,

14   how would you characterize the main focus

15   area of your studies from undergraduate to

16   graduate?

17        A    Well, there were many different

18   aspects to it, but I would say that digital

19   video was a consistent thread that was part

20   of all of my work.

21        Q    What is your current job title?

22        A    Principal research scientist at the

23   Media Laboratory and head of the Object-Based

24   Media Group at the Media Laboratory at MIT.

25        Q    And as part of your job, what are
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1   your duties and responsibilities?

2        A    I head a research group which

3   conducts research in a variety of areas.

4                  As part of that, I supervise a

5   number of graduate students, typically about

6   seven or eight.  I also have visiting

7   researchers working in my group as well.

8                  Additionally, I am the chair

9   of the Media Laboratory's intellectual

10   property committee.  Additionally, I am

11   undergraduate officer for our academic

12   program.

13                  Additionally, I am head of

14   what's called the MAS Freshman Program, which

15   is a specialized program for first-year

16   undergraduates at MIT, and I have a variety

17   of other duties as well.

18        Q    What is object-based media?

19        A    Well, object-based media is a

20   phrase whose meaning has changed over the

21   years.

22                  In the beginning it was really

23   an outgrowth of my work in building scene

24   models of real scenes, so representing video

25   and later audio in terms of an underlying
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1   model of what was actually out there in the

2   world rather than just pixels or waveforms.

3                  And we continue to do work of

4   that sort; but over the years, we've added to

5   it an emphasis on making tangible objects as

6   intelligent, responsive and interactive as

7   virtual objects are, so that's an extension

8   of it, so putting sensing intelligence and

9   interactivity into physical things.

10                  We have also over the years

11   taken on work in advanced displays, such as

12   holographic television displays.

13        Q    You referred to in the beginning of

14   the work in the object-based media.

15                  Approximately when did you

16   begin working with object-based media?

17        A    Well, I think it could be said that

18   my doctoral dissertation was on the subject

19   of object-based media, and I continued

20   working on that after I turned in my

21   dissertation.

22        Q    And that would be at or around June

23   of 1989?

24        A    Yes.

25        Q    But you would have began work with
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1   respect to the dissertation sometime before

2   that?

3        A    1986.

4        Q    1986.

5                  You also mentioned that the

6   meaning of object-based media has evolved

7   over time.

8                  What was the meaning of

9   object-based media say around 2004?

10                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

11        A    In about 2004, it was probably

12   about as broad as it is now.

13        Q    And what was the meaning of it when

14   you started in that area?

15        A    Well, so when I started, when I was

16   working on my doctoral dissertation,

17   object-based media related to the capture of

18   models of the real world through advanced

19   cameras and microphones and other sensors and

20   then enabling efficient compression, enabling

21   personalization of content and enabling

22   interactivity and other applications by means

23   of those models of the world.

24        Q    As a principal research scientist,

25   would you see your work as academically
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1   focused?

2        A    Well, it has an academic aspect,

3   and we also work fairly closely with a number

4   of industrial sponsors and collaborators as

5   well, and so it has both an academic focus

6   and an applied focus.

7        Q    And who are the industrial sponsors

8   that you're working with currently?

9        A    Well, there are approximately 80 of

10   them, and they are on the Media Laboratory

11   website.

12                  So if you were to go there,

13   you could get the list.

14        Q    Is Yamaha Corporation of America

15   one of the sponsors?

16        A    I don't believe they currently are.

17   They have been in the past, although I didn't

18   work very closely with them at the time.

19        Q    How about Samsung?

20        A    Samsung is, yes.

21        Q    And have you worked with Samsung

22   as -- at MIT as part of your duties and

23   responsibilities?

24        A    Yes.

25        Q    And what was the nature of the work
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1   that you had done with Samsung?

2        A    Samsung is a member of a research

3   consortium, and as part of that work, we tell

4   them about what they're doing.  They tell us

5   about what they're interested in.

6                  We -- they've attended

7   workshops that I've run on consumer

8   electronics and on other topics, and we've

9   just had a variety of contacts with people

10   throughout the organizations -- the

11   organization, rather.

12        Q    Do you meet with Samsung

13   representatives on a periodic basis?

14                  MR. YAP:  Objection.

15   Objection, relevance.

16        A    I do meet with them, yes.

17        Q    And say this year, how many times

18   have you met with them?

19                  MR. YAP:  Same objection.

20        A    That's actually a rather difficult

21   question to answer, because one of my

22   colleagues is going on leave from MIT this

23   year to help Samsung launch a new laboratory

24   on the West Coast, and I met with him almost

25   daily for a good portion of this year.
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1                  But it was never entirely

2   clear whether I was meeting with him in his

3   capacity as an MIT person or as a Samsung

4   person.

5        Q    How about with Samsung personnel

6   who are not within MIT?

7                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

8   relevance.

9        A    Possibly about once a month.

10        Q    Once a month.

11                  And how frequently were you

12   meeting with Samsung in 2013?

13                  MR. YAP:  Same objection.

14        A    Probably about the same.

15        Q    Okay.

16                  And typically what are your

17   meetings about?

18                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

19   relevance.

20        A    Well, some of the meetings relate

21   to intellectual property that hasn't been

22   disclosed publicly yet, and so I'm hesitant

23   to go into details of that.

24                  I will say that we have had

25   quite a few meetings on the subject of
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1   three-dimensional television displays.

2        Q    Have you had meetings with Samsung

3   on the subject of networked media?

4                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

5   relevance.

6        A    To the degree that networked media

7   might involve smart televisions, yes.

8        Q    How about music players?

9                  MR. YAP:  Same objection.

10        A    Not that I can recall.

11        Q    Okay.

12                  Is Pioneer a sponsor?

13        A    They have been in the past.

14                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

15   relevance.

16        A    I am not certain if they are

17   currently.

18        Q    What would help you ascertain

19   whether or not Pioneer is currently a

20   sponsor?

21        A    I'd have to look up the dates of

22   their consortium membership and see if it was

23   current or not.

24        Q    And where would you look that up?

25        A    That's actually publicly available.
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1   So if one were to go to the Media Lab's main

2   website, there's a link from there that gives

3   a list of all the current sponsors.

4        Q    And that would list past sponsors

5   as well?

6        A    No.

7        Q    Okay.

8                  So if Pioneer isn't listed --

9        A    If Pi --

10        Q    And where would you go to figure

11   out whether Pioneer has ever been a sponsor?

12        A    I have access to a contract

13   database that has all of the contracts that

14   any member of the laboratory has ever signed,

15   and so I would be able to look up any past

16   research contracts or consortium memberships

17   that Pioneer might have had with the lab.

18        Q    And how far back does that list go?

19                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

20   relevance.

21        A    At least to the 1990s.  Possibly

22   before.

23        Q    And what does it take for a company

24   to become a consortium member?

25        A    The company has to agree to the
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1   terms and conditions of membership.  The

2   company has to pay an annual membership fee.

3                  And typically, a company has

4   to agree to sign up for a minimum of three

5   years.

6        Q    All right.

7                  And what is the annual fee of

8   membership in 2014?

9        A    It's currently $250,000.

10        Q    And what was it last year in 2013?

11        A    In 2013, it went from 200,000 to

12   250,000.

13        Q    And what about 2012?

14        A    The same, $200,000.

15        Q    And besides a three-year commitment

16   and the annual fee, what are some of the

17   other terms and conditions in the membership

18   contract?

19        A    There's a secondary document which

20   is called the Member Benefits Document, and

21   that spells out the rights and the benefits

22   that accrue to members of the research

23   consortia at the Media Lab.

24        Q    And what are some of the major

25   benefits that would typically attract
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1   somebody to sponsor --

2        A    Well, we have a set of annual

3   events, both large meetings and smaller

4   workshops, and they will receive invitations

5   to those.  They have the right to visit us.

6                  Additionally, we have a single

7   IP pool for the entire lab and all consortia

8   members have rights to the entire IP pool.

9                  Further, we have a portal on

10   the web, which is only accessible to current

11   members of the lab, which includes things

12   like videos of events at the lab.  It

13   includes things like publications that have

14   not been publicly released yet.

15                  It includes information about

16   licensable software that may not be subject

17   to patent but may be available for licensing.

18                  It includes information about

19   patent applications that have been filed and

20   a variety of other useful things.

21        Q    What is the IP pool that you're

22   referring to?

23        A    So all intellectual property

24   generated as a result of research at the

25   Media Laboratory goes into a single pool, and
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1   all corporate members of the laboratory,

2   consortium members, have royalty-free rights

3   to all the patents and other IP in that pool.

4        Q    So the patents in the pool are

5   solely the patents that are generated as a

6   result of the Media Lab's work?

7        A    Yes.

8        Q    What about IP generated as a result

9   of the Media Lab's collaboration with any one

10   of the sponsor members?

11        A    In general, we arrange things such

12   that there is no such IP.

13                  On one or two occasions that

14   I'm aware of when such IP was generated, the

15   arrangement is that the IP goes into the

16   pool, but the member who is part of the

17   collaboration also is an assignee of the IP

18   and has the right to license it as well,

19   license it out as well.

20        Q    Are you currently doing any work

21   for Samsung?

22                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

23   relevance.

24        A    Could I ask for clarification?

25                  Are you asking expert witness
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1   work or any work at all?

2        Q    Any kind of work.

3        A    I served as a proposal reviewer for

4   a research-funding mechanism that Samsung

5   runs in Korea.

6        Q    Anything else?

7        A    That's the only thing at this

8   point.

9        Q    And have you ever served as an

10   expert witness on behalf of Samsung?

11        A    I don't believe I've been retained

12   directly by Samsung.  I may have been

13   involved in cases in which Samsung was

14   involved but not working directly for them.

15        Q    Not on behalf of Samsung?

16        A    Not on behalf of them.

17        Q    And besides serving as an expert

18   witness on behalf of Yamaha, have you done

19   any other work on behalf of Yamaha?

20                  And let me clarify.  Besides

21   serving as an expert witness on behalf of

22   Yamaha in the proceedings subject of this

23   deposition, the IPR2013-597 and 598.

24        A    I believe this is the first

25   compensated work I've done for Yamaha.
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1        Q    And have you worked with the law

2   firm of Morrison & Foerster before?

3        A    Yes.

4        Q    And when was that?

5        A    Quite a few times going back to the

6   1990s.

7        Q    When was the last time before

8   the -- before your work on behalf of Yamaha

9   in connection with these inter partes review

10   proceedings?

11        A    I believe I was involved in another

12   matter with Morrison & Foerster in 2012.

13                  I believe prior to that I was

14   involved in a matter before the ITC with

15   Morrison & Foerster in 2009 and 2010.

16        Q    And which matters were those?

17        A    So the first one was the -- was a

18   case involving Funai at the ITC.  I believe I

19   also did work in a case involving mobile

20   devices where I was retained on behalf of

21   Kyocera Sanyo Telecom and Palm Incorporated

22   through Morrison & Foerster in 2010.

23                  And I've probably done

24   something else in the intervening period as

25   well, but I don't have my notes in front of
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1   me on that right now.

2        Q    Looking at the list of your

3   consulting engagements, on pages 2 and 3 in

4   the Bates-stamp markings on those pages, can

5   you identify any other engagements where

6   Morrison & Foerster was the law firm?

7        A    Well, again, I'm having to do this

8   from memory, but I believe the Cirrus Logic

9   matter in 1998 may have been through Morrison

10   & Foerster.

11                  I know that several cases

12   before the ITC, Morrison & Foerster was one

13   of the firms that I worked with, but I may

14   not have been retained through them because

15   there were several firms and several parties

16   involved.  Let's see.

17                  And I think the EchoStar

18   matter in 2007 may have been through Morrison

19   & Foerster.  At least they were involved.

20                  And that one, I think one of

21   the Thompson matters may have involved

22   Morrison & Foerster as well.

23                  And I think also the 20th

24   Century Fox Home Entertainment matter may

25   have involved Morrison & Foerster.
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1                  But again, I'm doing this from

2   memory.  I don't have my notes in front of me

3   on those.  As you can see, I've done quite a

4   few cases, and in many of them there were

5   multiple parties involved and multiple law

6   firms involved, and I may have worked with

7   firms other than the firm that originally

8   retained me in the matter.

9        Q    And who at Morrison & Foerster have

10   you worked with with respect to the 20th

11   Century Fox case?

12        A    I'm not sure which of the Morrison

13   & Foerster offices.  That may have been the

14   Silicon Valley office.

15                  I've worked with the Silicon

16   Valley office, the LA office, the Tokyo

17   office, the Washington, DC office and some

18   people from other locations as well over the

19   years.

20        Q    Have you worked with counsel

21   present here today from Morrison & Foerster?

22        A    Yes.

23        Q    Prior to your work on this inter

24   partes review?

25        A    I have.
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1        Q    When was the last time that you

2   worked with them prior to your engagement

3   with respect to these inter partes review

4   proceedings?

5        A    I worked with Mr. Yap on the Funai

6   case in 2010; and Mr. Fehrman has been

7   involved in matters I've worked on in the

8   past as well, I believe.

9        Q    And that's going back to when?

10        A    I don't know precisely the dates.

11        Q    Approximately?  Going back ten

12   years, more than ten years?

13        A    Less than ten years.

14        Q    Less than ten years, okay.

15                  So you've -- it appears from

16   your CV that you have been consulting since

17   1996, is that right, consulting on patent

18   cases since 1996?

19                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

20        A    I believe that's correct.

21        Q    As part of your consulting on

22   patent cases, what types of activities are

23   you typically engaged in?

24        A    It really varies.  It's a function

25   of the case.  And so in the past, I have
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1   analyzed hardware.  I've analyzed software.

2   I've conducted experiments.  I've analyzed

3   design of chips.

4                  I have reviewed references.

5   I've done prior art searches, and I've also

6   evaluated prior art that was searched for by

7   others.

8                  I've written declarations.

9   I've written reports.  I've assisted in the

10   preparation of tutorial materials.

11                  I've simply acted as a

12   consultant in some matters where just my

13   opinion was sought but there was no written

14   work product.

15                  And I've traveled to various

16   locations to see particular technological

17   setups as they're actually deployed, so a

18   broad range of activities.

19        Q    How much time, approximately, do

20   you think was devoted to work on validity or

21   invalidity aspect of patents?

22                  MR. YAP:  Objection to the

23   extent it calls for privileged information.

24        A    Might I ask for a clarification?

25   In this case or overall, across all of the
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1   consulting?

2        Q    Across all of your consultants --

3   consultancies, can you estimate how much --

4   what percentage was devoted to analysis of

5   validity or invalidity of patents versus, for

6   example, infringement or non-infringement

7   analysis?

8        A    I would say it's probably about a

9   50-50 split.

10        Q    Okay.

11                  Have you provided testimony in

12   court before?

13        A    Yes.

14        Q    On how many occasions?

15        A    I don't recall the precise number

16   of occasions, but several occasions.

17        Q    Less than five, more than five?

18        A    More than five.

19        Q    More than ten?

20        A    Probably not.

21        Q    Okay.

22                  Would you say that the

23   majority of your consulting engagements are

24   on behalf of the patentee or a party accused

25   of infringement?
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1        A    I think probably 50-50.

2        Q    So would you consider yourself a

3   professional expert witness?

4                  MR. YAP:  Objection to form.

5        A    Well, I would not say that it's my

6   primary profession.  It's one of the things I

7   do as part of my consulting practice.

8        Q    Okay.

9                  What is your hourly rate in

10   the proceedings at issue here?

11        A    My hourly rate went up toward the

12   end of last year.  I believe I signed a

13   contract at my previous rate, which would

14   have been $600 an hour.

15        Q    And what is your rate today?

16        A    650.

17        Q    Okay.

18                  And when were you first

19   contacted in connection with the IPRs at

20   issue here, the 597 and 598?

21                  And let me just take a step

22   back.  I will refer to the proceedings here

23   as IPR597, that's with respect to the Weel

24   '099 patent that we will make of record in a

25   moment, and IPR598 with respect to the '873
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1   patent that we will make a record in a moment

2   as well.

3                  So as not to confuse you,

4   would that be understandable and clear to

5   you, when I say IPR597, that would be in

6   reference to the '099 patent and 598 in

7   reference to the '873?

8        A    Yes.

9        Q    Great.

10                  So when were you first

11   contacted with respect to the 597 and 598?

12                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

13   privileged.

14                  You may answer to the extent

15   it doesn't reveal any attorney-client

16   privilege.

17                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Counsel, there

18   is no attorney-client privilege with respect

19   to an expert witness.

20                  MR. YAP:  I'm sorry, I

21   meant -- I misspoke.  To the extent it would

22   reveal any privileged information or work

23   product information.

24                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Okay, again --

25                  MR. YAP:  Under the rules.
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1                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  -- there

2   should not be any privileged information but

3   there may be work product information.

4                  MR. YAP:  There would be work

5   product information, yes.

6                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Right, but not

7   privileged information with respect to the

8   expert witness.

9                  MR. YAP:  It depends.  Ask

10   your questions, and I'll make my objections.

11                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Very well.

12   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

13        Q    So when were you first contacted in

14   connection with IPR597 and 598?

15        A    I believe it was either late spring

16   or early summer of 2013.

17        Q    And how were you first contacted?

18        A    It was either telephone or email.

19   I don't recall which.

20        Q    Do you recall from whom you may

21   have received a telephone or received an

22   email?

23        A    I believe I was talking with both

24   gentlemen who are here today, Mr. Fehrman and

25   Mr. Yap, about that time, but I don't know
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1   which one contacted me first.

2        Q    And when did you sign a retention

3   agreement in connection with these matters?

4        A    I don't recall the precise date.

5        Q    Was it shortly after communication

6   with counsel?

7                  I'm just trying to establish

8   how soon after the initial contact.

9        A    It was within a few weeks, I think.

10        Q    Okay.

11                  Do you have an understanding

12   of how it is that counsel reached out to you,

13   why they reached out to you?

14                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

15        A    Well, I think in part it was

16   because I had worked with the firm in the

17   past and because they told me they felt I had

18   appropriate knowledge to be able to

19   contribute to this matter.

20        Q    Do you -- do you have an

21   understanding of the tasks with which you

22   were charged?

23        A    What I was initially asked to do,

24   apart from simply reviewing the large number

25   of references, was to give my opinion on
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1   certain areas relating to claim construction

2   and certain areas relating to specific

3   elements of claims in these matters.

4        Q    Do you recall what those certain

5   areas relating to claim construction were?

6        A    Those are the areas that are

7   covered in the declarations that are before

8   me.

9        Q    And what are certain elements that

10   you referred to in your answer before last

11   answer?

12        A    That would be the --

13                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

14        A    -- claim elements that are

15   discussed in my declarations.

16        Q    How did you go about preparing your

17   declarations?

18        A    I reviewed all of the references

19   that are listed in the declarations.

20                  I considered what one of

21   ordinary skill in the art -- first of all,

22   what ordinary skill in art would be; and

23   second, what such a person would think about

24   particular aspects with respect to claims and

25   with respect to combinations of references.
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1                  I reviewed a variety of

2   references.  I had many conversations with

3   counsel, and then I started writing.

4        Q    With respect to the '873 patent,

5   subject of the IPR598, how many hours did you

6   approximately spend working on that case that

7   led up to your declaration?

8        A    I have not been billing these

9   matters separately, so I have -- because all

10   of them are on behalf of Yamaha, I've been

11   aggregating the hours, so I couldn't tell you

12   how much time went into any one of the two

13   declarations today or the two tomorrow, for

14   that matter.

15        Q    Can you tell us approximately how

16   much time you have spent on both the '873 and

17   '099 patents, meaning how much time you've

18   devoted to analyzing the prior art and claim

19   construction and person of ordinary skill in

20   the art that led up to your declarations that

21   were marked as Exhibits 3 and 4 here today.

22        A    Well, again, as I was preparing

23   more than two declarations at roughly the

24   same time period, I couldn't just separate

25   out two of them and say how many hours went
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1   into those.

2        Q    How many declarations were you

3   preparing?

4        A    Last fall, that would have been

5   four.

6        Q    Okay.

7                  And do you recall what the

8   other two declarations were about?

9        A    Those are the other two patents

10   that we're going to be discussing tomorrow,

11   as I understand it.

12        Q    So if I were to say IPR ending in

13   593 and 594, would that sound familiar to

14   you?

15        A    Yes.

16        Q    Okay.

17                  So with respect to all four

18   proceedings, how much time have you billed

19   Yamaha up to the point of your filing --

20   finalizing your declarations?

21        A    I don't have those records in front

22   of me now, so I did not look at the invoices

23   in preparing for this, so I haven't seen

24   those since last fall.

25        Q    Okay.
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1                  So you started working with

2   respect to all four of these proceedings

3   sometime late spring, early summer?

4                  Would that be fair to say?

5        A    Well, I don't know precisely when I

6   started working, but I definitely was working

7   on it during the summer last year.

8        Q    Okay, so during the summer 2013.

9                  And you've signed these

10   declarations on or around September 19th,

11   give or take a few days between the four

12   cases.

13                  So from summer of 2013 through

14   September -- mid-September of 2013, how many

15   hours, approximately, did you accumulate?

16        A    I would have --

17                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

18   answered.

19        A    I would have to review my billing

20   records.  I don't have that information with

21   me right now.

22                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  We would like

23   to request a copy of the billing record.

24                  MR. YAP:  We'll take that

25   under advisement.
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1                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  The witness is

2   not remembering the amount of time that he

3   has spent working on these cases, and this

4   information is relevant to these proceedings,

5   so we request that a copy be produced.

6                  MR. YAP:  We'll take it under

7   advisement.

8   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

9        Q    Do you recall how much in fees you

10   received from the time that you started work

11   on the four cases, including the two cases

12   subject of today's deposition, through

13   September of 2013, approximately, ballpark?

14        A    Well, I'm not sure when my first

15   invoice was even submitted to Morrison &

16   Foerster.

17                  It may have been after these

18   were signed, but my answer would be analogous

19   to my answer to the previous line of

20   questioning, which is without the records in

21   front of me, I don't wish to speculate about

22   the numbers.

23        Q    Do you have an understanding of how

24   much you charged Yamaha for the work that you

25   have done in connection with cases, subject
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1   of today's deposition and tomorrow's

2   deposition?

3        A    Well, what I --

4        Q    Approximately.  I'm not looking for

5   a precise number.  Just a ballpark.

6        A    Well, since we know what my hourly

7   rate is, but I've already said I haven't a

8   precise sense of how many hours, then as a

9   consequence, I also haven't a precise sense

10   of how many dollars, since that would just be

11   the number of hours times the rate.

12        Q    Besides consulting for Yamaha, are

13   you consulting for any other party

14   concurrent -- simultaneously, concurrently?

15        A    In this party?

16        Q    No, no, no.

17                  Besides having a consulting

18   engagement on behalf of Yamaha, are you

19   engaged in other consulting assignments on

20   behalf of other parties?

21        A    Legal and other sources of

22   consulting?

23        Q    Let's start with legal consulting

24   engagements.

25        A    Yes, I am.
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1        Q    How many of those do you have?

2        A    As counsel may be aware, it's

3   sometimes difficult to determine which cases

4   are still active since there are things that

5   have been stayed and things that have

6   temporarily vanished, but there is at least

7   one case that I'm actively involved in at

8   this point.

9        Q    And which case is that?

10        A    This -- well, I believe I provided

11   a list of all of my legal engagements to

12   counsel for Yamaha, and I thought they had

13   provided that to your firm.

14        Q    I'm not aware of that list, but I

15   am aware of your CV that's attached to the

16   declarations.

17        A    Right, right.

18                  So the issue is that this CV

19   is approximately a year old at this point,

20   because this CV was last edited beginning of

21   summer 2013.

22        Q    Right.

23                  I see --

24        A    That was the most up-to-date

25   version that I had as of September.
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1        Q    Okay.

2                  If I could ask you to look at

3   Exhibit 3, which is your declaration in the

4   IPR598, and look at the first page of your

5   CV.

6                  It bears a header on the

7   left-hand side in small font that says "last

8   updated June 2013."

9        A    Yes.

10        Q    And if we turn to page 2, under the

11   heading of Consulting Record, which goes on

12   to page 3, there are at least two entries

13   that I see on page 3 that state as of June of

14   2013, that those are ongoing assignments, and

15   those are Research in Motion and HTC.

16        A    And --

17        Q    Do you see those?

18        A    And just to be precise, there is

19   also one for Motorola, Inc., farther up.

20        Q    Oh, I see that.

21                  There are a couple more,

22   actually.

23        A    And there's also technical advisor

24   to One Laptop Per Child.

25        Q    Okay.
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1                  So today, are any of these

2   five engagements still pending?

3        A    No, as far as I'm aware.

4        Q    So all of these have been closed at

5   some time in the past?

6        A    I believe that's correct.

7        Q    And with respect to Motorola, when

8   do you -- do you have recollection as to when

9   that engagement concluded?

10        A    I'm not certain of the precise

11   date, but my understanding was that the

12   matter in which I was involved settled at

13   some point after 2011.

14        Q    But it's fair to assume that as of

15   June 2013, the Motorola matter was still

16   pending; and as far as you are concerned, you

17   were still engaged as a consultant in that

18   case?

19        A    Well, I would say that as of that

20   point in time, I had not been notified that

21   it had concluded.

22        Q    So the case would have concluded

23   after June of 2013?

24        A    Or at least I would have been

25   notified after June of 2013 of such
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1   conclusion.

2        Q    But you don't recall when after

3   June of 2013 you would have been notified?

4        A    No.

5        Q    Okay.

6                  How about the next case,

7   technical advisor, One Laptop Per Child?

8        A    One Laptop Per Child closed their

9   Boston office toward the beginning of this

10   year, and I stopped having significant

11   involvement with OLPC at that time.

12        Q    Was that a patent case?

13        A    No.

14        Q    What type of a case was it?

15        A    That wasn't a case.  That was -- I

16   was technical advisor to the One Laptop Per

17   Child Foundation.

18        Q    And what about the TDVision

19   Systems, was that a patent case?

20        A    No, that's being a member of their

21   board of advisors.

22        Q    And when did this engagement

23   conclude for you?

24        A    I haven't had any involvement with

25   TDVision in the past year, so I'm assuming
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1   they don't need me to do anything else, but

2   they did not formally notify me that it had

3   terminated.

4        Q    Okay.

5                  And what about Research in

6   Motion, when were you notified that your

7   services were no longer needed in that case?

8        A    I don't recall.

9        Q    Was it this year?

10        A    It was probably last year, but I

11   don't know for certain.

12        Q    And what about HTC?

13        A    That would be the same answer.

14        Q    So you believe that your engagement

15   terminated sometime last year?

16        A    Yes.

17        Q    Late last year?

18        A    I don't know.

19        Q    Do you recall working on behalf of

20   HTC while you were preparing the Yamaha

21   declarations?

22        A    I was not doing any work on behalf

23   of HTC during that period.

24        Q    Do you recall doing any work on

25   behalf of research in motion while you were
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1   preparing Yamaha declarations?

2        A    I don't recall producing any work

3   product during that time.  I may have had

4   contact with their counsel during that

5   period.

6        Q    How about with respect to Motorola,

7   do you recall doing any work on behalf of

8   Motorola while you were preparing Yamaha

9   declarations?

10        A    I do not recall doing any work on

11   behalf of Motorola during that period of

12   time.

13        Q    And do you recall doing work on

14   behalf of One Laptop Per Child?

15        A    Yes.

16        Q    At the time that you were preparing

17   Yamaha declarations?

18        A    Yes.

19        Q    And do you recall the amount of

20   time that you were spending on behalf of One

21   Laptop Per Child?

22        A    Only a few hours.

23        Q    Do you recall doing work for

24   TDVision Systems at the time that you were

25   preparing the Yamaha declarations?
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1        A    I do not.

2        Q    Would it be fair to say that when

3   you were preparing declarations on behalf of

4   Yamaha, that was the predominant consulting

5   engagement that you had --

6        A    At that time --

7        Q    -- during that period of time?

8        A    At that period of time, yes.

9        Q    And now that we have gone through

10   and attempted to reconstruct the history

11   between June of 2013 and when these

12   declarations were filed, sitting here today,

13   you have no recollection as to the amount of

14   time or the fees that you charged Yamaha in

15   connection with your work on the four

16   declarations?

17                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

18   answered.

19        A    Inasmuch as we are talking about an

20   invoice that I submitted to them probably

21   more than six months ago, I do not recall the

22   numbers on the invoice.

23        Q    So the last invoice that you

24   submitted to Yamaha was about six months ago?

25        A    No, I believe I've submitted
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1   invoices to them since then, but those may

2   have involved work beyond the completion of

3   these declarations.

4        Q    Can you tell me the approximate --

5   I don't need exact numbers, approximately

6   amount of the invoices that you have

7   submitted to Yamaha?

8        A    In total?

9        Q    In total.

10        A    I think my answer would again be

11   the same.

12                  If I don't know the amount of

13   the initial one, I don't know the amount of

14   any cumulative totals beyond that.

15        Q    Have there -- apologize.

16                  How about the amount of the

17   last invoice that you submitted to Yamaha?

18        A    I don't recall.

19                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Counsel, we

20   would like to know the amount of time that

21   the expert witness has spent working on the

22   four declarations.

23                  MR. YAP:  We'll take it

24   advisement.

25                  THE DEPONENT:  Would this be a
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1   time for a break, by the way?

2                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Sure.

3                  THE DEPONENT:  I'm sorry, did

4   I stop you from saying something on the

5   record?

6                  MR. YAP:  No, that's fine.

7                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

8   10:57 a.m.  We're going off the record.

9                  (Recess.)

10                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are back

11   on the record.  The time is 11:16 a.m.

12   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

13        Q    Dr. Bove, welcome back.

14        A    Thank you.

15        Q    During the break did you have any

16   substantive discussions with counsel about

17   this deposition?

18        A    No.

19        Q    So before the break, we talked

20   about your work on behalf of Yamaha with

21   respect to the petitions at issue here, the

22   597, 598, as well as the other two petitions

23   on which you will be deposed tomorrow, that's

24   the 593 and 594.

25                  Are you doing any additional
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1   work on behalf of Yamaha that is not with

2   respect to the four petitions that I just

3   listed?

4        A    Yes.

5        Q    And what is that additional work?

6        A    That is preparing and signing

7   additional declarations.

8        Q    Which patent or patents are those

9   declarations for?

10        A    That relates to additional claim

11   elements in two patents that I did not treat

12   in my earlier declarations.

13        Q    Do you recall the last three digits

14   of those patent numbers?

15        A    Let's see, one -- I'm not going to

16   speculate on that, no.  That -- I know that

17   your firm should have access to those

18   declarations, inasmuch as they have been

19   filed.

20        Q    Besides -- so now we're talking

21   about six different petitions on behalf of

22   Yamaha; is that correct?

23        A    I believe that's correct.

24        Q    Are you doing any other work on

25   behalf of Yamaha?
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1        A    As of right now, no.

2        Q    Do you anticipate doing any

3   additional work on behalf of Yamaha in the

4   near future?

5        A    If I am asked and if I have the

6   time, I may.

7        Q    But there is nothing specific that

8   you're aware of at the moment besides the

9   work that you're doing?

10        A    Not at this time.

11        Q    Okay.

12                  So do you have a sense of how

13   much time you have devoted on the work for

14   Yamaha with respect to all of the petitions

15   that you have been working on?

16                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

17   answered.

18        A    I think my answer would be the same

19   answer that I had given before, that inasmuch

20   as I don't have the records before me, and

21   further inasmuch as I haven't invoiced them

22   recently, so I don't even have a total

23   calculated for work I've done in the past

24   month or two, I'm not in a position to answer

25   that right now.
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1        Q    Okay.

2                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  We reiterate

3   the request for the time sheets submitted by

4   Dr. Bove in connection with the four

5   proceedings that are at issue here at the

6   moment, so 593, 594, 597, 598.

7                  MR. YAP:  To be clear,

8   counsel, after we went off the record -- as

9   long as we can make a representation of the

10   amount of hours or the amount billed, we can

11   do that, too.

12                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  We can start

13   there.

14                  MR. YAP:  That will be

15   fastest.

16                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  That will be

17   faster?  Can you represent on the record?

18                  MR. YAP:  We are trying to get

19   a number; so if we can, we will represent on

20   the record.

21                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Okay.  Great.

22   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

23        Q    So let's move on.

24                  Did you discuss the 597, 598,

25   593 and 594 IPRs with anybody other than
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1   counsel for Morrison & Foerster?

2        A    No.

3        Q    Did you bring any documents with

4   you today?

5        A    I have copies of my -- these two

6   exhibits, 3 and 4, in my briefcase, as well

7   as copies of the related petitions that

8   Yamaha submitted in those two matters and the

9   decisions in those two matters.

10        Q    And by "related" petitions, you're

11   talking about the 593 and 594?

12        A    The '873 and '099 patents, yes.

13        Q    And aside from your declarations

14   and petitions, are there any other documents

15   that you brought with you?

16        A    The decisions in those two matters

17   as well.

18        Q    Apologies.

19                  So the declarations, petitions

20   and decisions in all four IPRs --

21        A    Only on the two --

22        Q    Only on the two?

23        A    -- that we're discussing today.

24        Q    Okay.

25                  Anything else that you have
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1   with you?

2        A    I have my address book, but I think

3   that's it.

4        Q    And what is -- why do you have the

5   declarations, petitions and decisions with

6   respect to the two proceedings subject of

7   this deposition here with you today?

8        A    Because if I arrived early, I

9   thought I might flip through them again in

10   advance of the deposition, but that didn't

11   happen.

12        Q    And do you keep a file of materials

13   in connection with the work that you have

14   done in the two cases subject of the

15   deposition today?

16        A    I have copies of all of the

17   materials that have been provided to me by

18   counsel, as well as final copies of each of

19   my declarations.

20        Q    And where do you store copies of

21   materials provided to you by counsel?

22        A    On a disk drive that's not on a

23   network.

24        Q    Do you have a physical file of

25   documents that you review, mark up or prepare
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1   in connection with work?

2        A    No, everything is electronic.

3        Q    Do you take any notes about the

4   case that you're working on?

5        A    Generally, no.

6        Q    No notes whatsoever?

7        A    No.

8        Q    So how do you remember what it is

9   that you were asked to do, to look into?

10        A    So how do I remember, for example,

11   what claim elements?

12        Q    That's a good example, sure.

13        A    Well, I think in the case of these

14   declarations, I probably started typing a

15   skeleton of the declaration while I was on

16   the phone speaking to counsel.

17        Q    Did you prepare the declaration

18   yourself?

19        A    Yes.

20        Q    You typed it up yourself?

21        A    Yes.

22                  Counsel did formatting and

23   counsel provided the front matter.

24        Q    The case caption?

25        A    (Nods.)
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1        Q    Did you prepare for today's

2   depositions?

3        A    Yes.

4        Q    And how did you go about preparing

5   for the depositions?

6        A    I reviewed the two declarations

7   that have already been produced as exhibits.

8                  I reviewed the references that

9   are cited in these.  I also reviewed several

10   documents that were not available at the time

11   that I filed these, such as the decision --

12   the board decisions in these two cases and

13   the patent holders' preliminary responses in

14   these two cases.

15        Q    Did you review anything else?

16        A    I don't believe so, no.

17                  Actually, I will amend that,

18   because Yamaha's counsel informed me that

19   there was a Windows Media Player manual

20   document as well as two patents from

21   WatchPoint Media, my startup, that they had

22   been notified might come up today or

23   tomorrow, and so I did look at those.

24        Q    Did you review the 598 and the '099

25   patents at issue of your declarations?
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1        A    The '873 and the '099.

2        Q    I'm so sorry.

3        A    Yes.

4        Q    The '873 and the '099.

5        A    So just to be clear, in each of

6   these declarations there's a section called

7   "Materials Considered," and so I reviewed

8   everything in there with the possible

9   exception of prior art references that may no

10   longer be relevant.

11                  So there's a list in these

12   two, so those plus the two decisions, plus

13   the two responses, plus the three documents

14   that I just referred to.

15                  I think that covers

16   everything.  At least if we say that in

17   noting that I reviewed a petition, I'm also

18   noting that I reviewed the -- the appendices

19   to said petition.

20        Q    The references cited in the

21   petition?

22        A    Yes.

23        Q    Okay.

24                  Did you meet with counsel in

25   preparation for your deposition?
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1        A    I did.

2        Q    And who is the counsel that you met

3   with?

4        A    I met with both the gentlemen who

5   are present here today.

6        Q    And how many occasions did you meet

7   with them?

8        A    I met with Mr. Yap on Tuesday, and

9   I met with both gentlemen on Wednesday.

10        Q    And approximately how long were you

11   meeting on Tuesday?

12        A    Probably about five hours,

13   including lunch.

14        Q    And the length of your meeting or

15   meetings on Wednesday?

16        A    That was probably about seven

17   hours, including lunch.

18        Q    And is Tuesday the first day that

19   you started preparing for the -- for the

20   deposition?

21        A    No.

22        Q    When did you personally start

23   preparing for the deposition?

24        A    I think over the past several weeks

25   I've been looking through these materials,
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1   but I couldn't say a precise date when I had

2   started.

3        Q    Did you have teleconferences with

4   counsel in connection with preparation for

5   preparing for the deposition?

6        A    Yes.

7        Q    Approximately how much?

8        A    Somewhere between two and five.

9   I've had a number of conversations with them

10   on the phone recently, not all necessarily

11   directly related to preparing for the

12   deposition.

13        Q    Aside from the three documents that

14   you mentioned of which you were -- about

15   which you were recently told which is the

16   Microsoft Media Player document and the two

17   patents in which you are one of the named

18   inventors, did counsel provide you with any

19   additional documents relevant to the 597 and

20   598 proceedings?

21        A    Not that I recall.

22        Q    And did you on your own review any

23   documents that you would consider relevant to

24   the declarations that you prepared that are

25   not referenced as part of the materials
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1   reviewed in your declarations?

2        A    Not that I recall.

3        Q    You mentioned earlier this morning

4   that Yamaha may have been a member of a

5   consortium of the Media Lab.

6        A    Yamaha was a research sponsor of

7   the Media Laboratory at one point.  I don't

8   recall the precise dates.  I don't believe

9   they currently are.

10        Q    Do you remember how long ago were

11   they a member?  Approximately five years ago,

12   ten years, less than that?

13        A    I think they've been a member more

14   recently than five years, and their

15   membership probably went back quite a few

16   years before that, but I don't remember the

17   precise dates.

18        Q    Where would you look to -- to find

19   out as to the status of their membership?

20        A    Well, I could give you the present

21   status by looking at the current sponsor list

22   on the web, which is a publicly accessible

23   document.  That was the one referred to

24   earlier this morning.

25                  That would simply tell me yes
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1   or no were they currently on the list.  I

2   could then go look at our private contracts

3   database and determine the exact dates of

4   their membership.

5        Q    We would like to request that you

6   determine the exact dates of Yamaha's

7   membership.

8        A    I may not be able to do that here

9   today.

10        Q    That would be difficult, so at some

11   point after your deposition is over and

12   possibly prior to tomorrow's deposition, if

13   you could verify as to the dates of the

14   membership, that would be great.

15        A    Okay.

16                  I will have a conversation

17   with counsel about that later today.

18                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  So we make an

19   official request to let us know --

20                  MR. YAP:  We'll take that

21   under advisement.

22                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  -- the dates

23   of Yamaha's membership.  Okay.

24   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

25        Q    Looking at -- I'm looking at
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1   Exhibit 3, which is your declaration in the

2   '873 patent; and more particularly, I am

3   looking at page 5 of your CV under the header

4   of "Current Organization Membership."

5        A    Yes.

6        Q    I just would like to ask you a few

7   questions about these organizations.

8                  So the American Institute of

9   Physics, approximately how long have you been

10   a member of that organization?

11        A    Between 10 and 20 years.

12        Q    And what is American Institute of

13   Physics?

14        A    It's a professional organization of

15   people who are involved in research or

16   education or other areas relating to the

17   study of physics.

18        Q    And are you a member of any

19   particular interest group?

20        A    Of AIP?  No.

21        Q    Does AIP have digital audio

22   interest group?

23        A    I'm not aware that they do.

24        Q    All right.

25                  Next organization on the list
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1   is the Association for Computing Machinery.

2                  What is ACM?

3        A    ACM, you'll note by the fact that

4   it's called "Computing Machinery" is they're

5   a very old and established organization

6   relating to computer science and allied

7   areas.

8        Q    And do you have a particular focus,

9   interest in ACM?

10        A    I was chair of the ACM multimedia

11   conference some years ago.  In fact, I think

12   that's cited here somewhere.

13                  (Deponent read document.)

14        A    That may not actually be listed

15   here.

16        Q    Do you recall when that was?

17        A    That was in I think 1996 or so.

18        Q    Does ACM have a digital audio

19   interest group?

20        A    I don't think they have something

21   that's called "digital audio" specifically.

22   I believe they have a multimedia interest

23   group, and network digital audio would fall

24   under that.

25        Q    Were you part of the multimedia
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1   network group?

2        A    I believe -- I'm not sure I'm

3   currently a member, but I believe I was a

4   member some years ago.

5        Q    How -- approximately how long ago?

6        A    I don't recall.  I think I was a

7   member at the time I chaired the conference,

8   because that's the special interest group

9   that's associated with the conference that I

10   chaired.

11        Q    Okay.

12                  Next organization on the list,

13   the IEEE, Institute of Electrical and

14   Electronic Engineers.

15                  How long have you been a

16   member of that organization?

17        A    More than 20 years, I believe.

18        Q    Do you belong to any particular

19   focus group or interest group?

20        A    There is a communications

21   organization that's part of the IEEE.

22        Q    And when is that communications

23   organization?

24        A    They're really interested in all

25   aspects of transmission of information,
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1   whether digital or analogue.

2        Q    Do they meet regularly?

3        A    They have conferences -- a number

4   of conferences associated with the

5   communication society.

6                  One of them is the Consumer

7   Communications and Networking Conference, of

8   which I was general chair ten years ago, I

9   believe.  More recently than ten years ago.

10   Within the past ten years as chair of that

11   conference.

12        Q    How frequently does the

13   organization meet on an annual basis?

14        A    They have quite a few events that

15   they either run or cosponsor with the another

16   one of the societies, so I'm sure they have

17   an event every month somewhere.

18        Q    Do you attend their events monthly?

19        A    No.

20        Q    How frequently do you attend those

21   events?

22        A    Probably once a year.

23        Q    And that would be at an annual

24   meeting?

25        A    There's a particular conference
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1   that I attend, because it's adjacent to the

2   CCNC conference, the one that I chaired, I'm

3   not on the advisory board for that

4   conference.

5                  And they have a meeting of the

6   advisory board, which always lands at the

7   tail end of the Consumer Electronics Show in

8   Las Vegas, which I always attend, so I go to

9   that meeting at CES.

10        Q    And what does the "CCNC" stand for?

11        A    Consumer Communications and

12   Networking Conference.

13        Q    Okay.

14                  And does IEEE have a digital

15   audio interest group?

16        A    I think they have several different

17   groups that address digital audio.  I'm not

18   sure there's one that's focused precisely on

19   digital audio.

20        Q    Are you part of those groups?

21        A    Certainly CCNC, of which I'm a

22   current member, digital audio, to the extent

23   that it's transmitted over networks or

24   wirelessly is part of that conference and

25   that society.
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1        Q    So CCNC is --

2        A    The conference, the Consumer

3   Communications and Networking Conference.

4        Q    And you attend the CCNC

5   conferences?

6        A    Yes.

7        Q    And they take place annually?

8        A    Yes.

9        Q    Do you attend any meetings dating

10   up to the conferences, to the CCNC

11   conferences?

12        A    We have regular conference calls

13   with the committee throughout the year.

14        Q    And do you participate in those

15   regular conference calls?

16        A    When I'm available.

17        Q    And on an annual basis, how many

18   conference calls are there that proceed the

19   CCNC conference?

20        A    At least six or seven.  It really

21   depends on who is chairing that year and how

22   often he or she wants to convene the

23   committee.

24        Q    And so how many times,

25   approximately, would you participate in one
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1   of those teleconferences?

2        A    Maybe every two months.

3        Q    Sorry.

4                  You said there are six or

5   seven teleconferences leading up to the CCNC

6   conference?

7        A    So these --

8        Q    Of the six to seven, how many

9   teleconferences would you participate in?

10        A    Oh, it varies from year to year.

11   It depends on when they're scheduled.  I

12   might have some other event that occurs at

13   the time during the week when they've decided

14   to do it, but I try to get on as many as I'm

15   available for.

16        Q    Aside from CCNC, do you belong to a

17   digital audio interest group that is part of

18   the IEEE?

19        A    I was formerly -- formerly, I

20   believe a member of the -- I don't know if it

21   was called the Multimedia Society, but there

22   was another group that dealt with multimedia

23   that was part of the IEEE that I used to be a

24   member of.

25        Q    How long ago?
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1        A    Probably -- each one of those

2   societies has an additional annual fee, and

3   so a few years ago I cut back on how many of

4   them I was a member of, so I'd say probably

5   not in the past five years.

6        Q    And how long were you a member

7   of -- of that multimedia society?

8        A    Probably about ten years.

9        Q    So would it be fair to say that you

10   were a member of the multimedia society from

11   1999 to 2009?

12        A    I would hesitate to pick precise

13   dates.  I really don't recall.

14        Q    Approximately the time range, does

15   it sound right to you?

16                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

17   answered.

18        A    I would hesitate to predict the

19   precise date or to speculate on the precise

20   dates today.

21        Q    Aside from the multimedia society,

22   are you part of any other groups that focus

23   on digital audio?

24        A    Within the IEEE?

25        Q    Within the IEEE.
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1        A    No.

2        Q    Okay.

3                  Optical Society of America.

4   What is that organization?

5        A    That is a society of people

6   involved in research, education and

7   commercial applications of optics.

8        Q    Do you have a particular focus of

9   interest there?

10        A    Mostly cameras and displays.

11        Q    Is there a digital audio interest

12   group that's part of OSA?

13        A    No.

14        Q    Next organization, Society of Photo

15   Instrumentation Engineers, or SPIE.

16                  How long have you been a

17   member of that society?

18        A    Since about 1986 or 1987, since I

19   was a graduate student.

20        Q    So what is SPIE?

21        A    Most generally, it's like the OSA,

22   an organization that is interested in optics,

23   in light, things like optical networks and

24   microscopy and use of light in medical

25   applications.
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1                  However, their interests are

2   fairly broad, and so they also run

3   conferences in areas like multimedia.

4                  And indeed I was cochair of

5   their multimedia networks and applications

6   conferences for four years from 1997 to 2000.

7        Q    And is digital audio part of the

8   multimedia conferences --

9        A    Yes.

10        Q    -- that you have chaired?

11        A    Yes.

12        Q    And what aspect of digital audio

13   would be presented at those multimedia

14   conferences?

15        A    Pretty much any aspect that the

16   presenter convinced the committee was

17   interesting to the audience.

18        Q    Could you give an example?

19        A    So there was a great deal of

20   discussion in the 1990s about multimedia

21   where multimedia means you have some

22   combination of video, audio and possibly

23   other kinds of media, like text and graphics,

24   and especially on user interactions with that

25   transmission of it and realtime with high
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1   quality of service over a network and the

2   processing for it.

3                  There was another conference

4   called Conference on Media Processors, which

5   was particularly aimed at hardware and

6   software for processing video and audio in

7   realtime.

8                  I was cochair of that from

9   1999 to 2005.  And actually, those two

10   conferences met at the same time in the same

11   place so there was a great deal of

12   cross-pollination between the two.

13                  So it's -- you know, it's a

14   very inclusive group.  If somebody proposes

15   to give a talk or present a paper on an area

16   relating to some aspect of multimedia, it's

17   largely a function of the quality of

18   presentation and whether -- quality of the

19   proposed presentation and whether the

20   committee thinks it would be of interest to

21   the audience.

22                  There isn't a firm dividing

23   line.

24        Q    With respect to the conference on

25   media processors, can you describe what were
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1   some of the themes addressed at the

2   conference, or trends?

3        A    Certainly.  There were really two

4   trends, and there are two trends that

5   continue to this date.

6                  The question is, do you

7   optimize a general purpose processor for

8   processing video and audio in realtime, let's

9   say for compression and decompression or for

10   playing back audio or video from a file or

11   from a stream over a network, or do you build

12   dedicated hardware.

13                  And papers on both those areas

14   were presented and the debate was often quite

15   lively.

16        Q    What were some of the issues that

17   were addressed at these conferences in the

18   2000 to 2005 timeframe?

19                  And more specifically focusing

20   on the 2004 timeframe.

21        A    Well, without having the conference

22   proceedings in front of me, I can't recall

23   precisely what would have been presented in

24   2004 versus 2003 or 2002; but in general,

25   that was a period of time during which it was
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1   clear that it was practical to deal with

2   digital video and digital audio on general

3   purpose computing devices as well as on

4   inexpensive special purpose devices.

5                  And is he thinking about the

6   whole ecosystem of wired, wireless and

7   optical networks, thinking about storage for

8   this content, thinking about efficient but

9   low-overhead compression and decompression,

10   thinking to some degree about the kinds of

11   interactions and the kinds of user

12   experiences people might have with that

13   information and how that might influence the

14   requirements for processing and storage and

15   networking.

16                  So all of those areas were

17   discussed around that period of time.

18        Q    You -- your CV states that you're

19   an associate editor of -- of Optical

20   Engineering.

21        A    I was associate editor from 2004 to

22   2011.

23        Q    Okay.

24                  And is that a journal?

25        A    Yes.
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1        Q    And what types of subject matter

2   does the journal publish on?

3        A    Generally things relating to

4   optics, to light, to interaction of light

5   with matter, to -- which could include

6   anything from optical networking to cameras

7   to displays to interesting optical materials

8   to use of optics or light in medicine.

9                  So again, it's a very broad

10   journal, but it's all applied rather than

11   theoretical.

12        Q    Would digital audio be a subject

13   matter that you typically encounter in the

14   publications of the journal?

15        A    Not generally.

16        Q    With respect to the Society of

17   Motion Picture and Television Engineers, you

18   have been, it looks like, a member since

19   1993?

20        A    No, actually, I've been a member

21   since 1983.  I joined when I was a student.

22        Q    And you're still a member today?

23        A    Yes.

24        Q    And what is the Society of Motion

25   Picture and Television Engineers?
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1        A    That's a society that deals with,

2   well, less so nowadays, film and analogue

3   recording of pictures and sound, as well as

4   digital recording and transmission of

5   pictures and sound, whether to the home or to

6   the theater.

7        Q    And do you have a particular

8   interest or focus in the society, subject

9   matter interest?

10        A    Well, I -- the papers I've

11   published in the journal are all in the area

12   of video; but in terms of the area of

13   interest, I'm interested in all of them.

14        Q    All of them being --

15        A    All of subject areas, so the board

16   of editors discusses all the topics that come

17   under the heading of the "society."

18                  I just haven't published

19   papers outside of video.

20        Q    Does the SMPTE society have a

21   digital audio interest group?

22        A    They certainly have a digital audio

23   standards group.  I'm not sure if they have a

24   digital audio interest group.

25        Q    Are you part of the standards
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1   group?

2        A    No.

3        Q    And what does the standards group

4   do?

5        A    So one of things that SMPTE does is

6   working with industry.  They create standards

7   for a variety of things ranging from back in

8   the old days where the -- the perforations

9   were in theatrical film to issues today like

10   formatting for audio and video that are

11   captured as part of a theatrical -- captured

12   as part of Hollywood production that

13   ultimately would be shown in a theater.

14                  So a very broad range of

15   standards.

16        Q    Are you aware of any digital audio

17   standards specifically?

18        A    SMPTE has created quite a few

19   digital audio standards, either standalone or

20   as part of a standard for television that

21   would involve both video and audio.

22        Q    How about for simply audio

23   transmission, like song transmission, without

24   the video component, what would be some of

25   the standards that SMPTE was involved in?
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1        A    Well, I believe they have standards

2   that are used in capture and post-production

3   of audio.

4                  They're not responsible for,

5   say, mp3, although SMPTE and mpeg work

6   together, so there is overlap between the

7   organizations.

8        Q    Okay.

9                  So would you say that SMPTE's

10   focuses with respect to audio would be, you

11   know, its interplay with video?

12        A    Well, SMPTE, being focused on

13   motion pictures and television, they would be

14   generally working with video and audio

15   together rather than in isolation from one

16   another.

17        Q    Okay.

18                  Now, looking at your CV, there

19   is an extensive list of patents there.

20                  Do any of your patents deal

21   with digital audio?

22                  (Deponent read document.)

23        A    Let's see.  Several of the

24   hyperlinked television patents have an audio

25   component inasmuch as the interactive
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1   television program involves packets of --

2   video packets of audio, packets of controlled

3   information and packets of interactive

4   information.

5                  Additionally, I believe the

6   7,636,365 patent on smart digital modules

7   involved both -- involved capture, processing

8   and playback of digital audio as part of

9   those modules.

10                  Although as I sit here right

11   now, I don't recall how much that spec talks

12   about that piece of functionality.

13        Q    Now, in the '365 patent that you

14   just referenced, is digital audio part of the

15   video stream or is -- well, let's just start

16   there.

17                  Is digital audio part of the

18   video stream?

19        A    It can be or it can be separate.

20        Q    Do you have research experience

21   with digital audio?

22        A    Yes.

23        Q    Can you give examples of that

24   research experience?

25        A    Certainly.  I'll refer to the
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1   publication list that starts on page 11.

2                  So in no particular order,

3   several of the papers on parallel media

4   processing, such as Item 11 on page 11, those

5   are addressing streams of video as well as

6   streams of audio, so that was work on

7   hardware and software systems for processing

8   video and audio in realtime.

9        Q    Simultaneous streaming?

10        A    Or separately.  It's really just

11   about an architecture for processing in

12   realtime.

13                  I additionally -- let's see.

14                  (Deponent read document.)

15        A    On page 7 -- I'm sorry, page 13,

16   Item 7, Television Sound and Viewer

17   Preference, that was a study I was involved

18   in relating to audio for high-definition

19   television.

20                  And then, let's see, page 15,

21   Item 34, this was about a paper that we

22   presented at the Audio Engineering Society

23   Convention in 1999 on capturing audio with

24   multiple microphones and being able to do

25   processing on the outputs of multiple
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1   microphones together in order to enhance the

2   digital audio quality.

3                  Then on page 16, Item

4   No. 51 -- and this was work that was done

5   partly in connection with the project that

6   related to the patent on smart modules we

7   discussed earlier and partly done with mobile

8   devices.

9                  This was research, again, that

10   we presented at the Audio Engineering Society

11   Conference in 19 -- 2005 relating to the

12   ability to use a number of mobile devices

13   together to act as if they were a single

14   microphone.

15                  So instead of having one of

16   those expensive conference phones in the

17   center of the table, we all turn on our

18   cellphones and communicate with one another

19   by Bluetooth, and they become a conference

20   phone in a peer-to-peer network.

21                  And we also have the ability

22   in a system like that to process the audio in

23   realtime so as to create a steerable

24   microphone so we can concentrate on the

25   person who's speaking and reject the sound
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1   coming from the fan on the PC on the other

2   side of the room or the air conditioning

3   system or something.

4                  So again, the notion of

5   processing a group of audio inputs together

6   in order to create better audio.

7                  There certainly are audio

8   aspects in many of these other pieces of

9   work.  Those were the ones that were most

10   focused on audio specifically.

11        Q    Any other examples from -- from the

12   list of your publications?

13                  (Deponent read document.)

14        A    Well, if we go to the theses I've

15   supervised, there are a number of theses I've

16   supervised that had a digital audio

17   component.

18                  And again, this is -- this may

19   not be complete because I'm doing this on the

20   fly, but if we go to page 24, you notice that

21   there is a third item from the top of the

22   page, it's a master's thesis in EECS,

23   Electrical Engineering Computer Science, by

24   Chad Nicholson, where the subject of the

25   thesis was implementing the mpeg-2 audio
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1   decoding specification on a DSP chip, and I

2   supervised that project.

3        Q    And by supervising, what did that

4   entail?

5        A    That entailed working with the

6   student to define the -- to define the scope

7   of the work and establishing what would be

8   sufficient work to qualify for a master's,

9   and then being in regular contact with the

10   student as you actually did the

11   implementation of the algorithm, evaluating

12   the performance and the audio results, and

13   then ultimately signing the thesis.

14                  And then again on the same

15   page, the second to the last item, Westner,

16   Object-Based Audio Capture, that's a master's

17   thesis on digital audio processing which

18   relates to the first of the two Audio

19   Engineering Society Publications that I

20   mentioned earlier.

21                  We also did work in speech

22   interfaces which do involve digital audio.

23                  So on item -- page 25, sixth

24   item down, a thesis by Yi Li -- Y-I, L-I -- a

25   voice link -- a speech interface for
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1   responsive media.

2                  Then the same page about -- a

3   little past halfway down, the Dalton thesis

4   on audio-based localization.  That's a

5   master's thesis that's related to the second

6   of the two Audio Engineering Society papers

7   that we've discussed.

8                  Actually, the item above that

9   the master's thesis by Pilpre, P-I-L-P-R-E, I

10   believe digital audio was one of the kinds of

11   information that he was processing in the

12   sensor networks that he built as part of that

13   work.

14                  And again, there are other --

15   other pieces of this work that had an audio

16   component, but I think those are the primary

17   ones.

18        Q    Have you done any work on media

19   databases or audio databases specifically?

20        A    Yes.

21        Q    Could you give examples?

22        A    So one particular example -- excuse

23   me, adjusting my chair here -- we created in

24   about the 2000 to 2005 timeframe what we

25   called the Demo Box, and what it really was
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1   was a touchscreen for playing back media

2   files representing research that was going on

3   in my laboratory so that visitors could come

4   to the laboratory and touch the touchscreen

5   and receive a presentation of one of the

6   demonstrations.

7                  And so what it had was it had

8   a touchscreen.  It had a list of media items

9   and a brief description and maybe a little

10   picture, and then one could click on them,

11   and it would play a video, play an audio, run

12   a computer program.  But the kiosk was

13   actually fetching that from the network.

14                  So there was a database that

15   involved the menu on the screen, which you

16   might think of as a playlist, if you will,

17   and then how to access those resources from

18   other machines over the network and then

19   bring them back and play them.

20                  And after we put that system

21   together, the next thing we did was we

22   created a personalized version of it so that

23   a user could input preferences on the

24   touchscreen.

25                  Or we could also get a profile
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1   of a user from somewhere else, and then it

2   would pick particular pieces of media in a

3   particular order and play them for that user

4   so we could have someone visit us and the

5   person would walk up to the screen and get a

6   set of personalized set of presentations

7   associated with that work.

8                  So that involved a database of

9   all the available media as well as accessing

10   them across the network, user interaction by

11   selection or by personalization, depending

12   upon which version of the system we had

13   running, and then playing back a video and/or

14   audio.

15        Q    And so the database would be

16   containing both audio and video or was there

17   a separate video database and a separate

18   audio database?

19        A    The database actually just

20   referenced media objects of whatever sort,

21   and then what the media object arrived, the

22   player knew what to do with it.

23        Q    And how would the player play the

24   object?

25        A    The player is simply what you might
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1   think of as a renderer.

2                  It would take a stream of bits

3   and the stream, of bits might be video with

4   audio, and it would reconstruct the video

5   packets as images, and it would reconstruct

6   the audio packages as sound through the

7   speakers on the other side of the screen or

8   if it were just images or just audio, it

9   would just play it back as appropriate.

10        Q    So if you had a -- what you called

11   a "playlist," how would the device actually

12   go about playing the playlist?

13        A    Well, so what would happen was a

14   touch, so the user would touch the screen,

15   and the touch interface would recognize --

16   would determine the X-Y coordinate where the

17   viewer user had touched the screen.

18                  It would then have a

19   representation of the graphical user

20   interface that said what is the menu item or

21   media item, if any, corresponding to that X-Y

22   position.  So I'd select something by

23   touching it.

24                  It would then take that media

25   item and evaluate the reference, which would
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1   say where do you go, actually get the file or

2   stream or whatever corresponding to that

3   media item, and then it would either fetch it

4   from local storage or fetch it across the

5   network.

6                  So there would be a -- not

7   quite a URL, but there was an address from

8   which it could get each of these items.

9                  Then that information would

10   either be playing from local storage who are

11   playing across the network for remote storage

12   to a piece of player software associated with

13   this touchscreen.

14        Q    And what is your understanding of

15   the term "playlist"?

16        A    Well, playlist --

17        Q    Generally.

18        A    Playlist generally is a term that

19   originated probably back in the golden days

20   of top-40 radio, and the way that it was used

21   in that context was --

22                  I did a little bit of DJ'ing

23   back in the time there was top-40 radio that

24   anybody listened to.  My understanding was

25   that the playlist was the list of records
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1   that generally the station management had

2   decided were the records that the DJs were

3   allowed to play, except in very special

4   circumstances, and the DJs could then select

5   items from that playlist and play them.

6                  Now, there's -- there were

7   also and continue to be automated radio

8   stations where the playlist is really just a

9   list of files, and it's -- there's no DJ, and

10   an automated system just starts playing from

11   the beginning and plays through the entire

12   list without any human intervention,

13   typically.

14                  But my understanding of

15   "playlist" is that it is just a list of media

16   that may be selected.

17                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Excuse me.

18                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  We're going to

19   go off the record to change the tape.

20                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

21   12:09 p.m.  We are going off the record.

22                  This will be the end of Disk 1

23   in the deposition of V. Michael Bove, Jr.

24                  (Recess.)

25                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is
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1   Disk No. 2 in the deposition of V. Michael

2   Bove, Jr.

3                  We are back on the record.

4   The time is 12:14 p.m.

5   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

6        Q    Dr. Bove, during the break, counsel

7   for Yamaha informed me that they were able to

8   locate one invoice dated from August 6th to

9   September 30th of 2013.

10                  Would seeing your invoice help

11   you refresh your recollection with respect to

12   the work that you have done on behalf of

13   Yamaha?

14        A    Well, I may or may not need to see

15   that invoice.  There are really only two

16   pieces of information from it that seem to be

17   needed at this point.  One of them is the

18   number of hours that I put in during that

19   period, because that period would have

20   covered the preparation of the four

21   declarations we've been discussing, including

22   the two that are specifically relevant today,

23   and secondly, the rate.

24                  And I have been informed by

25   counsel that I -- that indeed the agreement
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1   that was signed in this case was at $650 an

2   hour, so I just want to make the record

3   reflect that.

4        Q    So we will wait to hear from

5   counsel if there are any additional invoices

6   and ask you additional questions --

7        A    Okay.

8        Q    -- later on during this deposition.

9                  Before we went on the break we

10   were talking about your general understanding

11   of a playlist, and I just wanted to follow up

12   on that.

13                  Is it your understanding that

14   a playlist has an inherent order to it?

15                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

16   mischaracterizing witness testimony.

17        A    Well, my understanding is that by

18   virtue of being a list, the items on the list

19   appear in an order.

20        Q    Now, in the context of a DJ setup,

21   the playlist that a DJ would play would also

22   have an order to it; is that right?

23        A    Well, depends on the DJ.  The best

24   DJs would play the records in whatever order

25   they felt was the appropriate order for the
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1   circumstance.

2        Q    Okay.

3                  So typically one would be able

4   to select an item from a playlist?

5        A    Yes.

6        Q    For playback?

7        A    The playlist was the universe of

8   records that the station management had

9   decided the DJ could select among.

10        Q    But it would be inherently a list

11   of items in an order.

12        A    Certainly, but it could be

13   alphabetical order.  It could be any sort of

14   order.

15        Q    Okay.  All right.

16                  Have you done any work on

17   wireless remote controls?

18        A    Yes.

19        Q    Could you describe that work?

20        A    Certainly.

21                  I think probably the first

22   relevant work goes back to when I was doing

23   my master's thesis, because lacking the

24   ability to store the video on disk drives at

25   the time, we made our intelligent personal
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1   video recorder out of consumer VCRs, and the

2   communication -- the communication method for

3   consumer VCR is a wireless infrared remote

4   control.

5                  And so I had to build a system

6   that was able to control this group of VCRs

7   from a PC or from a workstation by means of

8   the infrared interface.

9        Q    And approximately when was that?

10        A    That would have been in 1983

11   through 1985.

12        Q    And that is when you were a

13   graduate student?

14        A    When I was doing my master's.

15        Q    Any other experience with wireless

16   remote controls?

17        A    Well, we've certainly as part of

18   various projects used handheld devices or

19   mobile devices or other sorts of devices with

20   Wi-Fi or Bluetooth to control other things.

21        Q    Have you worked on portable

22   devices?

23        A    Yes.

24        Q    Portable mobile devices?

25        A    Yes.
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1        Q    What were those devices?

2        A    Well, the one that I had the most

3   involvement with was the OLPC XO laptop.  I

4   was one of the designers of that.

5        Q    And what kind of laptop was that?

6        A    So it was a compact, inexpensive

7   laptop specifically for children and even

8   more so specifically for children in

9   developing countries, so there were

10   particular environmental considerations.

11                  For example, the fact that in

12   equatorial Africa, school is outdoors, so the

13   laptop display has to be able to deal with

14   the ultraviolet radiation in equatorial

15   Africa, which a typical netbook can't survive

16   very long.

17                  It had to deal with unusual

18   sources of power.  It had to deal with the

19   ability to do what we called "mesh"

20   networking, so that if there was no Wi-Fi

21   access point, a laptop could talk directly to

22   another laptop without going through a Wi-Fi

23   access point, although using the Wi-Fi radio,

24   but it could also go multiple hops.

25                  So if, for example, if there
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1   was a server or Internet access at the school

2   or at a community center, the laptop could

3   talk to a second laptop which would talk to

4   a third laptop which was within range of the

5   Wi-Fi access point.

6                  And so one would have if not

7   what we would regard as great Internet

8   access, one would still have some degree of

9   Internet access without being within direct

10   range of the Wi-Fi access point contacted to

11   the Internet.

12                  The laptop had for the time a

13   couple of unusual features.  It was a very

14   inexpensive laptop, but it had totally

15   solid-state storage for robustness and for

16   power efficiency.

17                  It had a novel display which

18   works differently from other LCD displays,

19   and later had a novel touchscreen that uses

20   very different principles from the touch

21   screens on our phones and tablets.

22                  It had some interesting

23   abilities with respect to capturing audio and

24   playing back audio that one typically does

25   not find on laptops.
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1                  And so among other things, it

2   could be used as an oscilloscope either using

3   the internal microphone or using something

4   plugged into the jack on the side.

5                  So it was -- in everything

6   from appearance to low-level engineering, it

7   was a very different kind of machine from the

8   laptops that are used now.

9        Q    Could you tell me the timeframe of

10   your work on this OLPC XL laptop?

11        A    I think my involvement probably

12   started in about 2004.  The first units were

13   manufactured in the 2007 to 2000 --

14   manufactured and shipped in quantity in the

15   2007 to 2008 time period and continue to be

16   shipped to this date, although they've been

17   through three additional generations, two of

18   which I've been involved in the engineering

19   and design of.

20        Q    And which are the two that you are

21   involved in the engineering and design of?

22        A    So there were -- the numbering

23   scheme is a little bit strange, but -- so the

24   first laptop was the XO1, and then we

25   redesigned it to use a better microprocessor
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1   and to make a couple of improvements, and

2   that was called the XO1.5.

3                  And then we further improved

4   that to use an ARM system-on-a-chip instead

5   of an 86 processor to make it even more

6   power-efficient and cheaper, and that was the

7   XO1.75.

8                  We were sort of using the

9   Zeno's paradox approach there where you never

10   actually got to XO2.  You just kept getting

11   halfway through the remaining distance

12   because XO2 was this mythical thing that was

13   going to be completely different and not

14   evolutionary.

15                  So we felt if you were doing

16   something evolutionary, you couldn't call it

17   XO2.

18                  So I was involved in 1.5 and

19   1.75.  There was a tablet which was developed

20   which wasn't shipped, which I had a little

21   bit of involvement in, so I don't quite count

22   that.

23                  There is another tablet made

24   by a third party which is being shipped that

25   I had no involvement with.  And then there is
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1   an interesting machine called the XO4, for

2   reasons I still don't understand, which is

3   like the 1.75 but with a special touchscreen,

4   and I had a small amount of involvement with

5   that one before the Boston office --

6   Cambridge office of OLPC closed.

7                  But I was primarily involved

8   in the 1, the 1.5 and the 1.75.

9        Q    And when was the XO1.5 developed?

10        A    The primary design work was done

11   between I believe 2004 and 2007.

12        Q    And when was the XO1.75 developed?

13        A    The 1.75 I think was developed in

14   around 2010 to 2011, maybe into 2012.  That

15   project was around for a while.

16        Q    The XO1. -- 1.5, did that device

17   have the capability to select a player

18   device?

19        A    You mean to cause media to play

20   someplace else?

21        Q    Well, first select a device on

22   which you would want to hear an audio

23   rendering.

24        A    Well, one could play audio on the

25   internal speakers.  One could plug in a
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1   speaker to a jack.  If one had the

2   appropriate drivers, one could plug in a USB

3   audio device and play back through that.

4                  I don't recall that we ever

5   wrote code for playing audio over Wi-Fi, as

6   Apple does with AirPlay, although the

7   hardware and the operating system would

8   certainly be capable of doing that, given an

9   external device.

10        Q    But there was no feature in the

11   XO1.5 model to select a separate device in

12   which the XO 1.5 would direct that separate

13   device to play a song, for example?

14        A    That's not strictly true, because

15   as part of the peer-to-peer networking, there

16   was a sharing feature, so that if one were

17   composing sound collaboratively with someone

18   else, so there were two or three different

19   pieces of software that allowed children --

20   or it turned out grownups really liked it,

21   too -- to experiment with instruments and

22   with orchestration, and it was possible to

23   invite another user over the network to work

24   with the person who had started the program,

25   and the audio would then play.
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1                  And so when I hit "play," the

2   sound will also come out of the other user's

3   speaker over the network.

4                  So that was really just a

5   feature of the operating system.  That was

6   only a user basis -- well, we could argue if

7   we equate the user with the device, that I

8   was inherently selecting the user's device by

9   inviting that user into my session.

10                  There was some work done which

11   did not result on a -- in a product of

12   creating a classroom projector which had the

13   ability to project and play sound so that any

14   student in the classroom would use basically

15   that same mechanism.

16                  If a student has done a

17   drawing or composed a sound, the teacher

18   could say why don't you play that, and then

19   the student could cause the projector to show

20   the image from the screen or to play the

21   sound without any wiring between them.

22                  And the way that we were

23   planning to do that was essentially putting

24   another XO motherboard inside the projector

25   so that it just looked like another member of
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1   the mesh network.

2                  My recollection is that that

3   was never actually shipped as a product but

4   that there was work done on using that same

5   sharing mechanism to allow any child in the

6   classroom to share something with the whole

7   classroom.

8        Q    Okay.

9                  Have you done any work on

10   media databases in commercial settings?

11        A    Yes.

12        Q    Could you tell us about that work?

13        A    Certainly.

14                  I think it's probably fairer

15   to say that I supervised work in that area

16   than implemented it myself, and as part of

17   WatchPoint --

18                  So I should probably step back

19   and say that in about 2000, right around the

20   beginning of 2000, end of 1999, beginning of

21   2000, I cofounded with my student, John Dax,

22   and another student, Josh Walkman, a company

23   called WatchPoint Media, which was an

24   interactive television products and services

25   company that was looking to offer interactive
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1   and personalized television on existing cable

2   and satellite set-top boxes as well as on

3   existing software, like QuickTime, on

4   laptops.

5                  And as part of being able to

6   deploy this, we built internally our own play

7   app server so that we could take television

8   programming and interactive elements and then

9   stream them through cable or satellite

10   set-top boxes or to PCs on a wireless or

11   wired network.

12                  And I did not actually

13   implement that system, but I was present at

14   the code reviews, so we had a code review

15   about every week for the creation of that,

16   and I was also present at the specification

17   of how that system worked.

18                  That eventually resulted in a

19   somewhat more interesting and, as it turned

20   out, novel system that was the subject of

21   several patent applications.  And the two

22   Erekson patents that we talked about briefly

23   earlier today were outcomes of that.

24        Q    Okay.

25                  And with respect to that code
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1   review, did you have any input into the code

2   itself?

3        A    Well, certainly at an architectural

4   level, at a level of specifying the features

5   that needed to be supported, I believe I had

6   input.

7        Q    Okay.

8        A    Not necessarily on the very, very

9   low-level strategies of each individual

10   function in the system, but we knew -- we

11   knew -- we defined what was the thing that

12   had to be built, what kinds of formats it had

13   to operate under, what features it had to

14   support, how much capacity it had to have,

15   what the user interface looked like for

16   whoever was managing it, and then programmers

17   went off and implemented something.

18        Q    And so would it be fair to say that

19   you had input with respect to the media

20   databases that -- or media database that was

21   part of the system that you were building,

22   your company was building?

23        A    I think that would be correct, yes.

24        Q    Okay.

25                  Why don't we take a lunch
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1   break.

2                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

3   12:32 p.m.  We are going off the record.

4                  (Luncheon recess.)

5                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are back

6   on the record.  The time is 1:27 p.m.

7   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

8        Q    Dr. Bove, during the break did you

9   have any discussions with counsel regarding

10   the substance of this deposition?

11        A    No.

12        Q    Thank you.

13                  And just before we went on

14   break, counsel confirmed that they have only

15   received a single invoice form you me dated

16   September 30, 2013 for the period of time

17   from August 6th to September 30th of 2013 for

18   29.25 hours.

19                  Would it be fair to say that

20   you spent about seven or so hours per

21   proceeding based on this invoice?

22        A    Well, I think it would be fair to

23   say that that total amount represents the

24   amount of time I spent on all the

25   proceedings.
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1                  These different declarations

2   have larger or smaller numbers of references

3   associated with them, and I may have spent

4   more or less time on any individual one.

5        Q    Okay.

6                  And this amount of time would

7   have also included your drafting of the four

8   petitions, one per each proceeding?

9        A    I wasn't involved in the drafting

10   of the petitions, but the four declarations.

11        Q    I apologize.  I misspoke.

12                  That amount of time would have

13   included the time for you to draft the

14   declarations that were submitted in each of

15   the proceedings?

16        A    Yes.

17        Q    Did you have any input into the

18   petitions that were filed along with your

19   declarations?

20        A    I don't believe so.

21        Q    You didn't review any draft

22   petitions before they were filed?

23        A    Oh, I reviewed the draft petitions.

24        Q    Okay.

25                  And did you provide any input
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1   into the substance of the draft petitions?

2        A    I recall having discussions about

3   the substance of them.  I don't recall

4   specific instances in which I suggested

5   changes.

6        Q    To your best recollection, is this

7   the entire amount of time that you spent

8   drafting -- working on your declarations in

9   each of these four IPR proceedings leading up

10   to the declarations that were filed?

11        A    Just to clarify, we're talking

12   about the 29.25 hours?

13        Q    Yes.

14        A    Then the answer is yes.

15        Q    Okay.

16                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Let me mark a

17   couple of exhibits.

18                  THE DEPONENT:  Thank you.

19                  (Exhibit 5 marked for

20   identification.)

21                  (Exhibit 6 marked for

22   identification.)

23   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

24        Q    Dr. Bove, I marked as Exhibit 5 US

25   Patent No. 8,214,873 to inventor Martin Weel.
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1                  Have you seen this document

2   before?

3        A    Yes.

4        Q    And when was the last time you saw

5   this document?

6        A    During breakfast this morning, I

7   think.

8        Q    Great.

9                  I marked as Exhibit 6 US

10   Patent No. 8,230,099 to inventor Martin Weel.

11                  Have you seen this document

12   before?

13        A    Yes.

14        Q    And when did you see it?

15        A    Either this morning or late last

16   night.

17        Q    Great.

18                  Do you -- with respect to the

19   '873 patent, Exhibit 5, do you have an

20   understanding of the field of the invention

21   to which the patent pertains?

22        A    Yes.

23        Q    And what is your understanding?

24        A    It's a system and a method by which

25   one can use a handheld remote control for
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1   identifying a media player or a destination

2   for playout of audio.

3                  The remote control can receive

4   a playlist, and the user can select music

5   from the playlist and cause playback on the

6   media player without actually interacting

7   directly with the media player, rather only

8   by means of the remote control.

9        Q    Now, how does the -- the handheld

10   device receive a playlist in the '873 patent?

11        A    Are we talking about a particular

12   claim or are we talking about the

13   specification?

14        Q    No.

15                  Generally, the -- the handheld

16   remote that you referred to of the '873

17   patent, where does it get its playlist from,

18   its content from?

19                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

20        A    Well, I'd have to answer this in

21   two different ways, one with respect to

22   specific claims and one with respect to what

23   the specification discusses.

24        Q    Sure, please.

25        A    There is a server which is called
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1   the playlist server, and that is the

2   origination point or at least the immediate

3   origination point, not the ultimate

4   origination point, of the playlist that

5   arrives on the remote control.

6                  Although I will say that not

7   all of the claims specify a playlist server,

8   so that's why you see the specification talks

9   of a playlist server but the claims don't use

10   that phrase, necessarily.

11        Q    And how does the handheld remote

12   get the playlist from a server?

13        A    Well, in, for instance, Figure 1,

14   it's shown that the connection between the

15   playlist server and the remote control, which

16   is shown here as first device, is by means of

17   the Internet.

18        Q    What is the relevant timeframe for

19   assessing whether or not the claims of the

20   '873 patent are obvious?

21        A    My understanding is that this

22   patent resulted from a continuation of an

23   application filed in May 2004 and that I

24   should refer to May 2004 as the relevant

25   timeframe.
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1        Q    Do you have an understanding of the

2   state of the art in 2004?

3                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

4        A    I would have to ask which

5   particular art.

6        Q    The art -- state of the prior art

7   that pertains to the invention disclosed in

8   the '873 patent that you just described.

9        A    Yes, I believe I do.

10        Q    And what is -- what is your

11   understanding of the state of the prior art?

12        A    That's an extremely broad question.

13                  I don't know if you want to

14   break it up into pieces or if you just want

15   to have me recite everything I know about the

16   state of the art in 2004.

17        Q    Sure.

18                  Why don't we do this.  What

19   prior art did you review to inform yourself

20   as to what was the state of the art in 2004?

21   In May of 2004, to be precise.

22        A    Well, besides my recollections,

23   what I also did was I reviewed a variety of

24   references, some of which are cited in here

25   and others of which may have been cited in
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1   other declarations associated with related

2   matters which were descriptive of what was

3   generally understood about network music

4   playing, serving of playlists across the

5   Internet and things of that sort.

6        Q    Could you give me examples of the

7   references that you reviewed to gain an

8   understanding of the state of the prior art?

9        A    Well, I would say at the very

10   least, all of the references that are

11   specifically cited in paragraph 25 of this

12   declaration, but more broadly I would list at

13   least all of the references that are appended

14   to all four of the petitions, and which is a

15   superset of the ones I've listed here.

16                  And I may have looked at some

17   additional references at the time which I

18   didn't rely on in forming these opinions, but

19   I may have seen other references as part of

20   the process.

21        Q    Do you recall what those other

22   references were?

23        A    I recall, among other things,

24   looking up information on the website --

25   about the website mp3.com.
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1                  I recall just looking back at

2   some information about music servers that we

3   had installed in my laboratory in the early

4   2000s for use by students at the Media Lab,

5   and I don't recall what else I might have

6   looked at.

7        Q    And why did you look at the website

8   mp3.com?

9        A    I was just really interested in

10   relevant dates of when mP3.com launched and

11   what happened, what eventually happened to

12   it, because I didn't recall the precise

13   dates.

14        Q    And did the information from the

15   mp3.com website help you in reaching the

16   opinions that you set out in your

17   declaration?

18        A    I think I would regard it more as

19   jogging one's memory than something I relied

20   upon specifically in forming these opinions.

21        Q    What specifically did mp3.com

22   website jog in your memory?

23        A    Among other things, the dates by

24   which it would have been generally known that

25   digital audio could be served on the web?
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1        Q    And what were those dates?

2        A    I don't have those numbers in my

3   head right now.  I think they may have -- I

4   might have referred to mp3.com in one of

5   these declarations.

6                  I'm not certain.  Just in

7   passing, not as a reference that I

8   specifically relied on.  Or I might not have.

9   I'm not sure.  Perhaps I didn't provide a

10   reference to that in any of these.

11        Q    So were the dates by which digital

12   audio could be surfed on the web relevant to

13   May 2004?

14        A    First of all, I'd just like to note

15   for the record that I don't see a reference

16   to the actual website mp3.com in either of

17   the two declarations before me right now.

18        Q    You're referring to Exhibits 3 and

19   4?

20        A    Exhibits 3 and 4, yes.

21        Q    Thank you.

22                  Just so that the record is

23   clear, if you could mention which exhibit

24   you're looking at.

25        A    Certainly, I'm sorry.
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1                  I'm sorry, could you read back

2   the question that you were asking me when I

3   had interrupted you?

4        Q    The question was, so were the dates

5   by which digital audio could be surfed on the

6   web relevant to May 2004?

7        A    They were relevant to the degree

8   that digital audio, in particular mp3 files,

9   were available from web servers significantly

10   prior to 2004.

11        Q    Can you be more specific as to when

12   they were available?

13        A    I, again, don't have the reference

14   in front of me, but it was significantly

15   before 2004, which is consistent with

16   language in both -- some of the references as

17   well as in the Weel patents, that it was well

18   known.

19        Q    Okay.

20                  And you also mention that you

21   look -- looked at the work you have done with

22   music servers.

23        A    We -- the students in my laboratory

24   set up a central mp3 server that was remotely

25   controllable, and I just wanted to see the
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1   dates around which that happened.

2        Q    And when were those dates?

3        A    That was in the late 1990s.

4        Q    And why was that information

5   relevant to you?

6        A    It was really just curiosity, just

7   wanted to see when they've done it, and I

8   found some emails that referred to it.

9        Q    So aside from the art that is --

10   the references that are listed in paragraph 5

11   of your declaration and Exhibit 3 and the

12   mp3.com website, as well as work that your

13   students have done with music servers in the

14   late '90s, was there any additional sources

15   of information that you looked to to form an

16   understanding as to the state of the prior

17   art?

18        A    Well, again, with my previous note

19   that I was -- it was not -- since I was

20   reviewing material for four declarations at

21   about the same time, I would probably say the

22   Materials Considered section of all four

23   declarations taken together.

24                  I can't at this point say that

25   a particular reference that may appear in one
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1   of these and not in the other only affected

2   my opinion about the relevant issues in that

3   declaration, because I did review multiple

4   references for each of these, which may not

5   overlap 100 percent.

6        Q    So besides the references that are

7   cited in the Materials Considered sections of

8   your declarations -- and at the moment we're

9   talking about your declarations in the 597

10   proceeding and the 598 proceeding -- were --

11                  I'm just trying to learn

12   whether there was any other information or

13   materials that you considered in addition to

14   what is listed in your declarations and the

15   mp3.com website and your own students' work

16   on music servers.

17        A    Well, of course, there is also my

18   general knowledge from having been in the

19   field at the time.

20                  And again, just to clarify,

21   some of the references that I may have looked

22   at in preparation of the two declarations

23   that do not yet have exhibit numbers --

24   because they will be discussed at tomorrow's

25   deposition -- may have impacted my
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1   understanding of the state of the art with

2   respect to the patent in front of me right

3   now.

4        Q    Okay, thank you.

5                  All right.  So what was the

6   primary mode of consumer digital media

7   distribution in 2004?

8        A    When we say "digital media

9   distribution," are we referring just to

10   music?

11        Q    Music or video in 2004, audio or

12   video.

13        A    By 2004, there was a significant

14   amount of digital video and audio being

15   provided by satellite and by digital cable

16   systems.

17                  If we're talking about audio

18   distribution, there was audio distribution

19   over satellite and cable systems, and the CD

20   was still a very robust product at the time.

21                  And of course there was

22   digital audio distribution over the Internet,

23   but that was still on an upward trajectory at

24   the time.

25        Q    So with respect to the digital
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1   audio media, would you say that CDs were the

2   primary mode of consumer digital media

3   distribution in 2004?

4        A    I think it's probably fair to say

5   that in 2004, they were still a primary means

6   of consumer digital music distribution.

7        Q    And for video, would you say that

8   DVDs were the primary mode of video --

9   digital video distribution?

10        A    They may or may not have been,

11   because there were enough digital cable and

12   satellite systems that I think one might have

13   to figure out how many hours per day a

14   typical consumer would be watching a DVD

15   versus watching, say, DirectTV or Dish or

16   digital cable in order to make that judgment.

17                  Because we're not talking

18   about OnDemand here.  We're simply talking

19   about distribution.

20        Q    Aside from your looking on the

21   mp3.com website, how familiar are you with

22   the mp3 technology around the 2004 timeframe?

23        A    By "technology," are we talking

24   about encoding and decoding?  Are we talking

25   about transmission?  Are we talking about
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1   storage?

2                  Because there are many pieces

3   of the puzzle.

4        Q    We're talking about the use of mp3

5   technology, the storage of mp3 files and

6   transmission of mp3 files.

7        A    I believe I'm familiar with it.

8        Q    So if you wanted to copy music from

9   a CD onto a computer, how would you do it

10   around 2004?

11        A    Well, I know how we did do it,

12   which was that we put the CD into the

13   computer drive and either we imaged the CD

14   directly onto the computer's storage or we

15   imaged the CD directly onto a remote storage

16   device over the network.

17                  Or while reading the data off

18   the CD, we re-encoded it, because the CD

19   format is not compressed.  And so for more

20   efficient storage or transmission, we'd want

21   to compress it, and we might do that either

22   by doing it as the data are read directly

23   from the disk or we might do it from the

24   image that was stored on the computer.  And

25   then at that point, we would have one or more
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1   compressed audio files.

2                  And there were a variety, as

3   there still are, of compression algorithms

4   that were in common use at the time -- mp3

5   was not the only game -- but the result of it

6   would be that we would eventually have one or

7   more compressed audio files in one of a

8   variety of formats which could be stored,

9   transmitted or potentially streamed.

10        Q    Besides mp3s, what other formats

11   were used to compress audio files?

12        A    There were a whole variety of

13   proprietary techniques.  There were Windows

14   Media formats.  There were -- you know, there

15   was the audio compression that was associated

16   with, say, mpeg-1, which was not identical to

17   mp3.

18                  There were just taking the CD

19   file directly and applying compression

20   algorithms to it, like Lempel-Ziv or other

21   statistical compression methods directly to

22   the raw data to make it smaller, but without

23   actually doing what's called perceptual

24   encoding.

25                  So there is -- there are two
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1   ways to encode digital audio.  The less

2   efficient way, but the one that the audio

3   files would demand, is the one that can

4   perfectly reconstruct the data.  So that's

5   taking something like the data off the CD and

6   applying a statistical compression method to

7   it to make it occupy less space, but that can

8   be perfectly undone.

9                  That's in opposition to

10   something like mp3, which starts with a

11   perceptual model of the human and then does

12   compression where the goal is to make

13   something that -- to the extent possible --

14   sounds identical but is not mathematically

15   equivalent to the original audio file.

16                  And that's both

17   computationally more demanding to compress

18   and decompress, as well as at least to some

19   audio files, morally objectionable, because

20   they can claim they can hear the difference.

21                  Of course these are the people

22   who can also hear the difference between a CD

23   and an LP, so we can take that with however

24   much weight we want to apply.

25                  But in any event, there are a
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1   whole lot of ways to compress digital audio;

2   and the question is, what are the

3   circumstances under which it's going to be

4   consumed?

5                  Is it going to be played back

6   in a movie theater on high-quality audio

7   system or is it going to be played back

8   through $1 earphones while someone is jogging

9   through traffic.

10                  That might allow us to do a

11   lot more compression to the audio, because it

12   doesn't need to be nearly as high-quality in

13   the latter circumstance.

14        Q    Okay.

15                  So in 2004, were you aware of

16   any mobile devices that were able to directly

17   download content from the Internet?

18        A    Directly download content without

19   having a connection to some other device?

20                  Are we talking about

21   wirelessly or by any means?

22        Q    Let's start with by any means.

23   Mobile devices.

24        A    Let's see.  At the time there

25   certainly were pocket PCs that were able to
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1   connect to the Internet, and whether they did

2   it wirelessly or whether they did it while

3   docked, they were able directly to access

4   files across the Internet without being

5   attached to another computing device.  So I'm

6   aware of at least those.

7                  If we consider laptops as

8   mobile devices, which they seem to be

9   categorized as nowadays, they certainly were

10   capable of doing that at the time.

11        Q    Were mp3 players capable of

12   directly downloading music from the Internet

13   around 2004?

14        A    I think we need to clarify what you

15   mean by an "mp3 player."

16                  If you mean a dedicated device

17   specifically for playing mP3s and doing

18   nothing else, which is to say not being a

19   telephone or a PDA or a pocket PC or a laptop

20   or a tablet, my recollection is at the time

21   the downloading would generally be done by

22   means of connecting the mp3 player to

23   something else, like a computer, in order to

24   download the music.

25        Q    Now, would a PDA be able to
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1   directly download content from the Internet?

2        A    I believe some of them could, yes.

3        Q    Now, in 2004, were mobile devices

4   able to control networked player devices to

5   play a media item from a content server?

6                  MR. YAP:  Objection to form.

7        A    That's a fairly compound statement,

8   and we might need to define a number of the

9   terms in it before I can give a definitive

10   answer to that.

11                  I know, for example, that

12   people had programmed PDAs to act as remote

13   controls for various consumer electronic

14   products by that point in time.

15        Q    Are you -- do you know in 2004

16   timeframe of any mobile device that was able

17   to communicate with and direct a player

18   device to play a media item --

19                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

20        Q    -- that was available on a content

21   server, that wasn't locally available?

22                  MR. YAP:  Objection to form.

23        A    I believe there were, yes.

24        Q    Can you explain what you mean?

25        A    Certainly.
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1                  So one of the things that we

2   did at the time was we were running -- and

3   many people did this.

4                  We were running the XWindows

5   system and -- on PCs, on servers, on all

6   kinds of things, and it's possible with

7   XWindows to get a window on a remote machine.

8                  And so therefore, anything one

9   can do on the machine directly, which might

10   include playing a piece of stored digital

11   music, one could do on a remote device across

12   XWindows.  This was true of other Windows

13   systems as well.

14                  And there were certainly

15   mobile devices that were capable of

16   communicating, things like pocket PCs that

17   were capable of communicating with other

18   devices that -- such as a laptop or desktop

19   computer that could play mP3s.

20                  So in a situation like that, I

21   would imagine it would be relatively simple

22   to send the command from the window on the

23   handheld device to the media player computer

24   and have it play.

25        Q    So you're referring to a situation
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1   where the mobile device is a pocket PC?

2        A    Or an equivalent type of device.  I

3   mean, there were tablets at the time.  There

4   were a variety of things at the time.

5                  So it could be a PDA that had

6   a similar functionality.

7        Q    So you are aware that in 2004, a

8   PDA would be able to control a player device,

9   another device, to play a media item obtained

10   from a content server in 2004.

11        A    Well, I suppose the process would

12   consist of -- I mean, it would not be

13   something that a typical consumer would

14   necessarily find comfortable to use.

15                  But the ability to use one

16   computing device to issue commands -- one

17   computing device being a mobile device to

18   issue commands to another computing device,

19   whose functionality might include playing

20   digital media from whatever source, certainly

21   existed in 2004.

22        Q    It existed theoretically,

23   conceptually, or did it exist for consumer

24   consumption?

25        A    I'm not aware of anyone selling it
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1   as a product at the time.

2        Q    But theoretically?

3        A    As a practical matter, it could be

4   done using existing software --

5        Q    Could be done?

6        A    -- and existing hardware.

7        Q    Are you aware of any infrared

8   remote controls in 2004 that had

9   bidirectional communication with player

10   devices?

11        A    I don't recall such a remote

12   control in 2004.

13        Q    How about Wi-Fi remote controls,

14   are you aware of any Wi-Fi remote controls in

15   2004 that had bidirectional communication

16   with player devices?

17        A    If the player device were, for

18   instance, a desktop or laptop PC and if the

19   thing we're calling a Wi-Fi remote control

20   was something akin to a pocket PC or a

21   radio-equipped PDA, then yes.

22        Q    Can you think of any other

23   situations?

24        A    Well, certainly using a tablet as a

25   remote control.  There was
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1   wirelessly-equipped tablets at the time.

2                  Not sure whether or not there

3   were phones that would have used Wi-Fi in

4   that way at the time, but a phone would have

5   been able to communicate wirelessly

6   ultimately to a computer.

7        Q    Do you know when phones were able

8   to communicate via Wi-Fi?

9        A    Wi-Fi and phones started in that

10   general timeframe, but I can't give a precise

11   date.

12        Q    Are you aware of any Bluetooth

13   controls in 2004 that had bidirectional

14   communication with player devices?

15        A    I need to clarify.  Are we talking

16   about commercial products?  Are we talking

17   about patents that had been applied for?

18                  What precisely are we talking

19   about when you ask am I aware of?

20        Q    Commercial products?

21        A    Again, I think my statement about

22   things like pocket PCs or tablets would apply

23   there, that if that were programmed and used

24   as a remote control, it certainly had the

25   bidirectional communication capability.
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1                  Indeed, anything running a

2   Windows system has to have bidirectional

3   conductivity so it can receive the display

4   updates from the device to which its

5   connected.

6                  So a Bluetooth-equipped pocket

7   PC in that case could function in the same

8   way as the Wi-Fi-equipped pocket PC to

9   communicate with something else.

10        Q    What's something else that is an

11   equivalent of a pocket PC?

12        A    No, with a -- let's say a PC that's

13   on a network or that has locally stored

14   music.

15        Q    So a pocket PC that has -- that is

16   Wi-Fi-enabled to communicate with what other

17   device where the other device would need to

18   communicate back with the PC?

19        A    Basically with any other Wi-Fi

20   device.

21                  And the exemplar I'm using is

22   a desktop or a laptop computer, but it

23   needn't be just that.  It could be any

24   Wi-Fi-equipped device.

25        Q    Okay.
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1                  And in 2004, it is your

2   opinion that there would have been such

3   capability, bidirectional communication

4   ability via Wi-Fi network?

5        A    Wi-Fi or Bluetooth or other

6   wireless communication techniques at the

7   time.

8        Q    Okay.

9                  So going now to the '873

10   patent, which was marked as Exhibit 5, what

11   type of a remote control is disclosed in the

12   '873?

13                  (Deponent read document.)

14        A    In column 2, starting at line 59,

15   we're told that it could be -- that it

16   preferably comprises a handheld portable

17   device.

18                  And some examples are given

19   here, such as a palmtop computer, an mp3

20   player or a remote control.

21                  There's some other language

22   elsewhere in the patent that gives some

23   additional detail about that possible device,

24   and I can go through all of it if you'd like,

25   but --
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1        Q    Actually, the focus -- my question

2   was with respect to that type remote control

3   that is disclosed in the '873 patent.

4                  For example, is it an optical

5   remote?  Is it a radiofrequency-based remote?

6        A    Oh, I'm sorry, you're asking about

7   the communication means of the remote?

8        Q    Yes.

9                  (Deponent read document.)

10        A    In column 5 at line 28, there's a

11   discussion -- and this is in one aspect of

12   the invention.

13                  It says, "The remote control

14   is preferably in wireless communication with

15   the set-top box when the remote control is

16   not docked."

17                  That suggests that there are

18   at least two communication means, one of them

19   being wired and one of them being wireless.

20                  There's additional detail

21   given elsewhere about the communication.  And

22   again, if you'd like me to bring up

23   additional language in the spec, I can do

24   that.

25        Q    What type of the wireless remote is
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1   being disclosed in the '873?

2                  (Deponent read document.)

3        A    The language in column 9 starting

4   at line 50 is discussing a portion of the

5   device which is called a network transceiver.

6                  And I believe this is

7   referring to Figure 2 of the '873 patent.

8                  So this is the dotted

9   rectangle at the bottom of Figure 2 that's

10   labeled "transceiver" and called out as

11   element 24.

12                  And in column 9, it says, "The

13   network transceiver 24 preferably comprises a

14   wireless network transceiver, such network

15   transceiver conforming to the Bluetooth

16   (trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.) standard

17   and/or conforming to the Wi-Fi (a trademark

18   of the Wi-Fi Alliance) standard."

19                  So we are taught that at least

20   it could be Bluetooth or Wi-Fi.

21        Q    So it's a cellular remote?

22        A    No, cellular would be a different

23   communication technician.

24        Q    Could you elaborate?

25        A    Certainly.
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1                  So Bluetooth and Wi-Fi are

2   used for device communications, whereas a

3   cellular phone often will have more than one

4   radio in it.

5                  So we're used to having our

6   cellular phones able to talk Bluetooth to our

7   car and Wi-Fi to our computers, but that you

8   is not the radio that the phone uses to talk

9   to the tower.

10                  And so when you've heard of

11   standards like 3G, 4G and LTE and so forth,

12   those are the wireless communication

13   techniques that would be used for a phone to

14   speak to a cell tower.

15        Q    Okay.

16                  So does the '873 disclose a

17   cellular remote, a remote that can

18   communicate cellularly?

19                  (Deponent read document.)

20        A    Yes, it could be.

21                  Inasmuch as in the same

22   column, column 9, we are -- we're starting at

23   line 8, and it says, "The first device 13 may

24   comprise any of a plurality of different

25   types of devices.  For example, the first
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1   device 13 may comprise a handheld portable

2   device such as a personal digital assistant

3   (PDA), a palmtop computer, an MP3 player, a

4   telephone or remote control for a

5   music-rendering device.  The first device may

6   alternatively comprise a non-portable device,

7   such as a desktop computer, a television or a

8   stereo."

9                  So this suggests that the

10   inventors are envisioning -- inventor, I'm

11   sorry, is envisioning a rather broad range of

12   possible devices that 13 could be.

13                  I will also refer to column

14   14.  Column 14 has a discussion starting at

15   line 29 describing a cellphone 84 being used

16   as a remote device.

17                  And what's interesting about

18   this is that this is describing that the

19   cellphone shown here is a cellphone that does

20   not have a radio that allows it to

21   communicate directly with the second device,

22   but rather the cellphone talks to the server

23   apparently by means of a wireless data

24   connection, and the player device talks to

25   the same server.
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1                  And so the communication is

2   accomplished indirectly, but the same control

3   functionality is provided.

4                  And there's a discussion

5   starting at line 36 of column 14 about the

6   network architecture that would enable a

7   cellphone that was only talking to a tower to

8   control the player device.

9        Q    So the remote control in Weel is

10   able to directly connect to the Internet; is

11   that right?

12                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

13                  (Deponent read document.)

14        A    It appears that the remote control

15   is able to directly connect or to indirectly

16   connect, but it has some means of connecting

17   to the Internet.

18        Q    And by indirectly, what do you mean

19   by that?

20                  (Deponent read document.)

21        A    Well, in the embodiment illustrated

22   in Figure 1 of the '873 patent, the pathway

23   16 shows a direct connection between the

24   first device, which is the remote control,

25   and the Internet.
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1                  However, the spec talks about

2   the connection to the -- to the Internet

3   being preferably direct, but it also has some

4   other discussion that suggests that the

5   important point is that it somehow or other

6   be able to get to the Internet.

7        Q    So by --

8        A    For example, typically a device

9   that only has Bluetooth can't get directly on

10   to the Internet.  It has to talk to something

11   else, which then has Internet conductivity,

12   because the Bluetooth communication in a

13   situation like that would be paired with

14   another device, like a computer or something

15   else, which would in turn have Internet

16   conductivity.

17                  And the functionality called

18   out in the spec in the claims would still be

19   available even if the connection involved

20   more than one hop.

21        Q    Okay.

22                  And is there a reference to

23   this indirect connection to the Internet for

24   the remote control and the '873 patent?

25        A    Well, what I would say is that the
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1   discussion that the network transceiver could

2   be Bluetooth instead of Wi-Fi, which I

3   previously referred to in column 9, would

4   suggest a mode of operation in which the

5   connection was not directly to the Internet

6   but was to some other device that was in turn

7   connected to the Internet.

8        Q    And are you assuming that the

9   Bluetooth transceiver is the only

10   communications chip in the device?

11        A    Well, we're told that at least it

12   has a network transceiver, and the network

13   transceiver is described as Bluetooth and/or

14   Wi-Fi, so that suggests that the inventor was

15   considering the case where it was just

16   Bluetooth, just Wi-Fi, or both.

17        Q    Could I direct your attention to

18   Figure 8 of the '873 patent.

19        A    I have it.

20        Q    Does -- what do you see being

21   represented in Figure 8?

22        A    In Figure 8, I see a discussion of

23   being able to control -- being able to

24   provide the functionality described in the

25   spec by means of both what is called a local
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1   device, which is the PDA in this figure,

2   where the PDA is able to talk to the Internet

3   and is also able to talk to the stereo, so it

4   can exchange information with the remote

5   server as well as exchanging information with

6   the stereo, but the cellphone 84 is able to

7   provide the control and other functionality

8   even though it's not directly able to talk to

9   the stereo.

10                  And so those two abbreviations

11   or acronyms, "WAN" and "LAN" -- WAN, W-A-N,

12   is wide area network and LAN, L-A-N, is local

13   area network.  And so we can regard what is

14   below that line as being the devices that

15   either would be located in close proximity to

16   one another in the consumer's home, for

17   example, and we would regard the devices

18   above the line as being the devices that

19   don't necessarily have to be in close

20   physical proximity but still have network

21   conductivity.

22                  And there's discussion in at

23   least columns 13 and 14 of the topology

24   that's illustrated in Figure 8.

25        Q    Okay.
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1                  Does the remote control

2   described in the '873 request playlists?

3                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

4        A    We see discussion in column 15,

5   starting at line 32, where it's discussing --

6                  This is in the case of a cable

7   television version of the system, but there

8   is language here that says the remote

9   control --

10                  I'm sorry.  It says "Playlists

11   can be requested by the remote control 62 and

12   can downloaded from the playlist server 10 by

13   the via Internet 11," and there are other

14   discussions in the spec that are similar to

15   that.

16                  Now, the claim, using claim 1

17   as an exemplar, the claim does not actually

18   say "requesting."

19                  The claim 1 says "receiving on

20   the first device a playlist."

21        Q    And how does the receiving on the

22   first device a playlist occur in the Weel

23   '873 patent?

24        A    That would be by whatever means of

25   communication that that first device has to
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1   the server, so the kinds of radios we've been

2   talking about, potentially other means as

3   well.

4        Q    So the device would receive a

5   playlist by the means of communications that

6   we've been discussing, which is cellular

7   means or Wi-Fi means, for example, right?

8        A    Or Bluetooth.

9        Q    Or Bluetooth?

10        A    Or possibly other means as well.

11        Q    Right.

12                  But how would it get the list

13   in the first place?  Would not the remote

14   control itself need to request the list in

15   order to receive it?

16        A    The spec speaks of requesting.  But

17   if we are just looking at the language in the

18   claim, and this is perhaps a legal question

19   as much as it is an engineering question, but

20   if I am simply given the language of the

21   claim, of claim 1, for instance, what that

22   would suggest is that any means by which the

23   playlist server would provide that playlist

24   to the device, which could be, request, it

25   could be streamed, it could be simply a
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1   remote file system where the file appears --

2                  If it's a pocket PC, they can

3   talk to a remote file server where there's no

4   real request.  The file just appears as if

5   it's a local file.

6                  All of these would work across

7   those kinds of radios if we configure the

8   system correctly.

9        Q    But the file or the playlist

10   wouldn't magically appear on its own.

11                  There has to have been an

12   initiating step, a requesting step that I

13   want that file or that playlist or that song,

14   right?

15        A    Well, if --

16        Q    The --

17        A    The song -- I'm sorry.

18                  Let's make a distinction

19   between how we get a song and how we get a

20   playlist, because playing a song is

21   presumably in response to the user ultimately

22   doing something, indicating that the user

23   would like to hear that song.  So there is

24   some agency with respect to that.

25                  With respect to receiving a
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1   playlist, which is the language of the claim

2   as opposed to requesting a playlist, which

3   certainly is one way of receiving, we could,

4   if we are engineers or computer scientists,

5   imagine a variety of communication protocols

6   which would result in a playlist arriving at

7   the remote control that might or might not

8   require something that we would identify as a

9   request going to the server.

10                  I mean, the server could

11   simply broadcast it on a particular network

12   port.

13                  There could be a variety of

14   communication protocols that would result in

15   the receipt of the playlist.

16                  You know, if it's a phone, we

17   could use SMS to send the playlist to that

18   particular phone, and it would indeed receive

19   the playlist by that means, and there is no

20   request associated with that.

21        Q    In the context of the '873, is

22   there a request for a playlist by the remote?

23        A    The specification describes a --

24   one or more instantiations of the claimed

25   invention which do make a request.
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1                  The claim -- and again, I'm

2   referring to claim 1.  The word "request"

3   does not appear in the context of receipt of

4   the playlist in the claim.

5                  MR. YAP:  Sorry to interrupt.

6   It's been about an hour, so if you think

7   there's a good natural point to take a break.

8        Q    Do you need to take a break now or

9   can we --

10        A    I wouldn't mind stretching if we

11   could take five minutes.

12                  MR. YAP:  That would be good.

13                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Why don't we

14   take a break.

15                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

16   2:27 p.m.  We're going off the record.  This

17   will be the end of Disk 2 in the deposition

18   of V. Michael Bove, Jr.

19                  (Recess.)

20                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is

21   Disk No. 3 in the deposition of V. Michael

22   pro, Jr.

23                  We are back on the record.

24   The time is 2:46 p.m.

25        Q    Dr. Bove, during the break did you
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1   have any substantive discussions about the

2   subject matter of this deposition with

3   counsel?

4        A    No.

5        Q    Before the break, you said that in

6   2004 there was no commercially available

7   mobile device that was directing a network

8   player device to play a media item from

9   Quantum server.

10                  Do you recall that?

11        A    I think what I said is there were

12   commercial devices that could be used in that

13   way.

14        Q    And are you aware of there being

15   such usage of those devices?

16        A    Well, I am aware that things like

17   PDAs and pocket PCs were used as remote

18   controls.

19        Q    But specifically as remote controls

20   to direct a networked other device to play,

21   say, music downloaded from a server, were you

22   aware of any such usage?

23        A    I'm not aware of a commercial

24   product that was marketed specifically with

25   that usage as part of the marketing.
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1        Q    Are you aware of anyone suggesting

2   that a PDA enabled to communicate with

3   another networked to make that network device

4   play media obtained from the Internet?

5                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

6        A    Well, I am aware of a project that

7   wasn't mine at MIT called the Media Bank

8   which was a centralized --

9                  Actually, it was a distributed

10   set of centralized servers for media,

11   including video and mp3 files and things of

12   that sort, digital music files, that other

13   devices could talk to the media bank and

14   cause the playout of the media.

15                  And that project was not mine.

16   It was run by Henry Holtzman and Andrew

17   Lippman, L-I-P-P-M-A-N, who are my colleagues

18   at the Media Lab.  And there definitely were

19   applications of that in which one would

20   access the Media Bank through one device but

21   cause content to play elsewhere.

22                  That was not a commercial

23   product.

24        Q    And what was the timeframe of that

25   Media Bank project?
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1        A    I believe that was the late 1990s.

2        Q    But that project wasn't with

3   respect to a portable device, remote device?

4        A    My recollection was that that

5   product was really agnostic as to -- that

6   system was agnostic as to the form of the

7   product that was being used to access it.

8        Q    So it was just a bunch of code?

9        A    It was a bunch of code.

10        Q    And do you know why the project was

11   terminated?

12        A    I think all of the grad students

13   working on it got their doctorates and got

14   jobs.

15        Q    Thank you.

16                  Going back -- strike that.  So

17   the record is clear, you said that the Media

18   Bank project was agnostic as to the types of

19   devices that would be able to direct one

20   another to obtain media from a server and

21   direct another device to play the media.

22        A    Right.

23                  It was simply a matter of

24   being able to make a network connection by

25   whatever means, wired or wireless, to the
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1   system running the Media Bank software.

2        Q    So would it be fair to say that the

3   Media Bank project did not involve the use of

4   a portable device directing a player device

5   to obtain media from a server?

6                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

7   answered.

8        A    I don't think it would be fair to

9   say that.

10        Q    It would not be?

11        A    No.

12        Q    Could you correct that statement?

13        A    Well, I would say that the Media

14   Bank was capable of being controlled with

15   portable devices as well as hardwired devices

16   on a wired network, and it was capable

17   causing media to play out in one or another

18   destination.

19                  But the form of the device was

20   really irrelevant as long as the device was

21   capable of making an Internet connection to

22   the Media Bank servers.

23        Q    So to your knowledge, did the Media

24   Bank project involve the use of a portable

25   device directing a player device to obtain a
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1   media item from a server?

2                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

3   answered.

4        A    I'm fairly certain people connected

5   to it all the time with laptops.  I don't

6   know if we're going to call that a mobile

7   device or not.

8        Q    With respect to the researchers who

9   participated in the Media Bank project, what

10   was the level of their experience and

11   education?

12        A    They ranged from MIT undergraduates

13   who were maybe sophomores or juniors who were

14   writing code to Ph.D. students to the

15   associate director of the Media Lab, who had

16   been there since before the founding of the

17   lab.

18                  So a very broad range of

19   expertise.

20        Q    Who is the associate of the Media

21   Bank at the time?

22        A    Of the --

23        Q    The associate dean of the media --

24        A    It would actually be the associate

25   director of the Media Lab.
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1        Q    Director.

2        A    Was Andrew Lippman, L-I-P-P-M-A-N,

3   and it was primarily his project, although

4   another researcher, Henry Holtzman, ended up

5   both doing and directing a significant

6   portion of the technical work behind it.

7                  And there were several

8   bachelor's, master's and doctoral students

9   who did pieces of the system as well,

10   resulted in a number of theses and a number

11   of publications.

12        Q    Is Andrew Lippman still at MIT?

13        A    Yes.

14        Q    And Henry Holtzman, is he still at

15   MIT?

16        A    Yes, although he's the gentleman I

17   referred to earlier as being on leave at

18   Samsung this semester.

19        Q    Okay.

20                  What, in your opinion, is

21   the -- strike that.

22                  What are the qualifications of

23   a person of ordinary skill in the art with

24   respect to the '873 patent?

25        A    I'd say -- and this is identical to
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1   what I discussed in section Roman IV of my

2   declaration, how one would have at least a

3   bachelor's degree in computer science or

4   electrical engineering and at least a year of

5   practical experience with networked

6   multimedia.

7        Q    And why do you say at least a year?

8   Do you need more than a year?

9        A    Well, I think that's probably the

10   minimal experience.  We can argue about a

11   month or weeks, but generally about a year of

12   practical experience would enable both --

13   would enable one to understand the technology

14   and also to understand the general technical

15   landscape of the field.

16                  And further experience

17   probably wouldn't change one's opinion about

18   the relevant issues.

19        Q    So would a person of ordinary skill

20   in the art need more than one year of

21   practical experience or would one year

22   suffice?

23        A    I think one year would suffice, but

24   I would not say that one year plus one day

25   would suddenly make someone not a person of
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1   ordinary skill in the art anymore.

2        Q    In order for a person to be

3   considered of having ordinary skill in the

4   art of the '873 patent, would it be fair to

5   say that that person would need to have at

6   least a bachelor's degree in computer science

7   and one year of practical experience?

8        A    At least a bachelor's degree in

9   computer science or electrical engineering.

10        Q    In computer science or electrical

11   engineering, sorry.

12        A    And if we think of it as a

13   threshold, one would cross that threshold at

14   about one year.  One would have enough

15   practical experience that I would consider

16   such a person of ordinary skill in the art.

17        Q    Let's take this in two parts.

18                  Would you agree that the

19   minimum educational level that a person of

20   ordinary skill in the art would be required

21   to have is a bachelor's degree in computer

22   science?

23        A    The minimum --

24        Q    Or electrical engineering.

25        A    To be of ordinary skill in the art,
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1   yes.

2        Q    And that person should have one

3   year of practical experience with networked

4   multimedia?

5        A    At minimum, yes.

6        Q    So a person who has a Ph.D. in

7   computer science or electrical engineering

8   and say ten years of practical experience of

9   network multimedia, would that person be of

10   ordinary skill in the art?

11        A    With respect to the skill in the

12   art pertaining to the '873 patent, my belief

13   is that there is a certain level of education

14   and experience beyond which one would

15   continue to have the same general

16   understanding.

17                  So I'm looking at this as a

18   threshold, that it would not be the case that

19   if one received a master's degree, one

20   suddenly would understand the world

21   completely differently and would disagree

22   with one who had only a bachelor's and one

23   year of experience.

24                  So that's why I used the words

25   "at least."
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1        Q    So it's your opinion that a -- the

2   hypothetical person of ordinary skill in the

3   art, whether that person has a bachelor's

4   degree and one year of practical experience

5   or that person has a Ph.D. and ten years of

6   practical experience, that person would have

7   the same level of understanding that was

8   disclosed in the '873?

9        A    My --

10                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

11   mischaracterizing.  Go ahead.

12        A    What I would say is that beyond a

13   year of experience or at least a bachelor's

14   degree beyond that point, one would have

15   sufficient understanding and be considered a

16   person of ordinary skill in the art.

17        Q    Would you consider yourself to be a

18   person of ordinary skill in the art?

19        A    I would.

20        Q    Would you consider yourself to be a

21   person of extraordinary skill in the art?

22        A    I'm not quite sure what the

23   implications of being of extraordinary skill

24   in the art --

25                  I mean, the measure is really
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1   just does one have sufficient understanding

2   of the technology and the language and the

3   landscape to achieve a level of understanding

4   that other people of this much education and

5   experience would agree with.

6                  And I feel that I have the

7   same understanding of this at that level of

8   relevance.

9        Q    Do you think that you and a student

10   of yours would have the same understanding of

11   the '873 patent, a student of yours was -- an

12   undergraduate student -- take it back.

13                  A student of yours who is

14   starting a master's program, so a student who

15   has completed his bachelor's studies.

16        A    If that student had also had

17   practical experience in the relevant area.

18        Q    How much practical experience?

19        A    At least a year, then I would say

20   yes.

21        Q    So somebody with a bachelor's and

22   at least one year of practical experience

23   would have the same understanding of the '873

24   patent as yourself, who has a Ph.D. and

25   20-plus years of experience?
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1        A    I think with respect to the

2   relevant issues in this case, yes.

3        Q    What is your understanding of the

4   concept of determining whether the patent is

5   obvious over the prior art or not?

6        A    Well, would this be with respect to

7   a single item of art or combinations of

8   elements?

9        Q    In general, how do you go about

10   determining whether the prior art renders

11   obvious that which is claimed in a patent?

12        A    Well, my understanding is one has

13   to think about multiple factors, one of them

14   being the similarities and differences

15   between the piece of prior art and the

16   claimed subject matter of the invention we're

17   considering.

18                  I think one has to understand

19   really the scope and the content of the piece

20   of prior art being considered.

21                  I think one has to have a

22   sense of what it means to be one of

23   ordinary -- of ordinary skill in the art,

24   because that's the hypothetical person who is

25   making these sort of considerations.
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1                  And if there is some evidence

2   of nonobviousness that's apparent, I think

3   one would have to consider that as well.

4                  So if, for example, one -- I

5   believe one of ordinary skill in the art

6   would look at a claim element in this patent

7   and look at something disclosed in some other

8   prior art reference and say that what was

9   disclosed in the prior art reference was the

10   same as that claim element, then that would

11   be -- that would make that element obvious to

12   one of ordinary in the art.

13                  I think also one could combine

14   multiple elements if they were known

15   elements, they were combined in known waves

16   and the results are predictable, and that

17   would be a test as well.

18                  And presumably one has a

19   mental model of what one of ordinary skill in

20   the art would understand this intention to

21   be, what one of ordinary skill in the art

22   would understand the pieces of prior art to

23   be, and one of ordinary skill in the art

24   would have a general understanding in the

25   field.
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1        Q    When you're looking at a number of

2   different prior art publications, is it your

3   understanding that there has to be motivation

4   to combine these various prior art

5   publications in order for the collective of

6   these prior art publications to render

7   obvious what is claimed in a patent?

8        A    Well, it's -- again, I'm not an

9   attorney, and so I'm --

10        Q    I'm just looking for your

11   understanding.

12        A    I'm doing this based upon what I

13   have been instructed by counsel and what I've

14   been instructed in past matters.

15                  And so it is certainly

16   possible to argue that there is no motivation

17   to combine two pieces of art perhaps because

18   they're from vastly different fields, and one

19   of ordinary skill in the art with respect to

20   '873 might not have any understanding of the

21   field from which another piece of art

22   derived.

23                  It may be that -- that they

24   simply are so different in terms of the scope

25   of the two pieces of prior art that it
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1   wouldn't be apparent to one of ordinary skill

2   in the art to take those two pieces and

3   combine them.

4                  It might be the case that

5   there is something in the reference that

6   specifically teaches away from combining this

7   element with that element.

8                  But absent those, the question

9   is would one of ordinary skill in the art

10   looking at those two references say if I --

11                  First of all, it makes sense

12   to take these two pieces and put them

13   together; and second, that I know in advance

14   what the outcome would be.  It's predictable.

15        Q    Okay.

16                  So back to the '873 patent,

17   Exhibit 5, before the break we were talking

18   about whether the portable device has direct

19   communications with the Internet or with a

20   server.

21                  I wanted to direct your

22   attention to Figure 1.  Please tell me

23   whether you agree that the first device in

24   Figure 1 has direct communications or is able

25   to directly connect to the Internet.
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1                  (Deponent read document.)

2        A    I'm going to refer to the language

3   in column 8, starting at line 51, which is

4   the text that discusses Figure 1.

5                  (Deponent read document.)

6        Q    So --

7        A    So what we are told is that

8   device -- first device 13 is in

9   communications with the Internet, and that

10   conductivity is indicated by the line labeled

11   16.  And indeed we're told it's bidirectional

12   communication.

13                  Now, two comments about that.

14   One of them is this is described as a

15   preferred embodiment.  This is not described

16   as the only possible embodiment.

17                  The second thing I'll note is

18   that there is nothing here indicating that 16

19   is a single wire.  And indeed it typically

20   wouldn't be.  There would be routers, there

21   would be other things as part of arc 16.

22                  So an Internet connection,

23   there is not -- you know, there isn't a wire

24   going from first device to the Internet, and

25   there might not even be a direct radio link
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1   from it to the Internet, but it is able

2   bidirectionally to exchange information

3   across the Internet, so it has a means of

4   talking to the Internet.

5        Q    And the connection need not be

6   wired connection?

7        A    Right.  Wired or wireless.

8        Q    Wired or wireless.

9                  So in fact --

10        A    Or optical.  It could be anything.

11        Q    So going back to Figure 1, would

12   you agree that the first device is able to

13   directly communicate with the Internet and

14   the Internet is able to communicate with the

15   first device?

16        A    The specific language in column 8

17   is "also in communication with the network of

18   a first device."

19                  So I agree that it is in

20   communication with the network.  I don't see

21   language that says the communication is of

22   necessity direct, but it has the ability to

23   exchange information with the network.

24        Q    Do you see any intermediaries in

25   between the line that connects the box of the
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1   first device with the oval of the Internet?

2        A    I don't see anything illustrated in

3   Figure 1 that's an intermediary.

4        Q    Looking at Figure 1, do you agree

5   that the first device can communicate with

6   the Internet without going through the second

7   device?

8        A    Well, there is -- there are two

9   separate communication paths.  There's the

10   dotted one in 18 going between the first

11   device and the second device, and there's the

12   solid one, 16, going between the first device

13   and the Internet.

14                  So that suggests that there is

15   the possibility of the first device talking

16   to the Internet without going through the

17   second device.

18        Q    Okay.

19                  Does the remote control of the

20   '873 patent download playlists?

21        A    It receives playlists.

22        Q    It doesn't download them?

23        A    It can download them, but what we

24   are told in the claim there is -- claim 1,

25   for example, is that it receives them.
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1                  In other claims, like 17,

2   we're told that it obtains them.

3        Q    Now, if you could -- if you could

4   look to column 15 of the '873 at around

5   line 32 where it says that "Thus, playlists

6   can be requested by the remote control and

7   downloaded from the playlist server via the

8   Internet thereto.

9                  "Similarly, songs may be

10   downloaded to the remote controls -- to the

11   remote control 62."

12        A    Right.

13                  This is language that I,

14   myself, cited before the break.  And so I

15   used this as an example of where the

16   specification does say "request."  And so

17   that means at least the remote control can

18   request playlists.

19                  This particular instantiation

20   is a somewhat unusual one, because this one

21   is a set-top box for a television or stereo.

22   So this is one of several embodiments

23   discussed here.

24        Q    In other words, the remote control

25   that's described in the '873 is capable of
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1   downloading playlists or songs?

2                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

3   mischaracterizes.

4        A    At least in some embodiments.

5        Q    Does the remote control of the '873

6   display playlists?

7                  (Deponent read document.)

8        A    Well, we're told and shown in, for

9   example, Figure 2 that the remote control has

10   a display.

11                  We are told in the claims

12   that -- I'll use the precise word.  The media

13   item -- media item identifier is selected on

14   the remote control.

15                  And so although the claim --

16   claim 1, for example, does not explicitly

17   call out that it is displayed, it's

18   reasonable to understand that in order to be

19   selectable, items on the display list must

20   have to be displayed on the remote.

21        Q    Thank you.

22                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  The court

23   reporter asks that we go off the record for

24   just one minute.  If we could just hold on

25   that, would be great.
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1                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

2   3:15 p.m.  We are going off the record.

3                  (Recess.)

4                  (Exhibit 7 marked for

5   identification.)

6                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are back

7   on the record.  The time is 3:24 p.m.

8   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

9        Q    Dr. Bove, before we had to go on a

10   short break due to technical issues, we were

11   talking about the '873 patent, and I believe

12   I asked you whether the remote control

13   downloads songs according to the '873.

14        A    I think you asked me if it

15   downloads playlists.

16        Q    Okay.

17                  How about whether the remote

18   control downloads songs?

19                  (Deponent read document.)

20        A    Well, one of the modes in operation

21   and the one illustrated in Figure 3 contains

22   an element 37, which is the first device

23   receiving the songs.

24        Q    And the first device would be --

25        A    Would be the remote control.
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1        Q    -- the remote control.

2                  And there is a parallel mode

3   of operation in Figure 4 which has a block

4   49, which is the second device receiving the

5   songs.

6                  Now, again, just to be clear

7   on the record here, I'm speaking to the

8   specification and not to any specific claim.

9        Q    Is the remote control capable of

10   playing songs on -- itself on the remote

11   control in the '873?

12        A    Yes.

13                  In column 11, the relevant

14   language appears starting at line 41.  And

15   again, this is an embodiment.  This is not of

16   necessity a property of the remote control in

17   every embodiment.

18                  But the embodiment being

19   discussed here says the selected songs are

20   played by the first device 13, and then in

21   the next paragraph, it says the songs may be

22   played via one or more speakers that are part

23   of the first device 13.

24        Q    And that's not the only section of

25   the '873 where the remote's ability to play
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1   songs on itself is described, correct?

2                  And I direct your attention to

3   column 15 at about line 4 -- 39.

4                  (Deponent read document.)

5        A    Yes.  This language also talks

6   about his listening to songs on the remote

7   control.

8        Q    Now, is the remote control in

9   communication with media player?

10                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

11        A    Not necessarily at all times.  And

12   in the cellphone example we discussed earlier

13   today, it's never in direct connection with

14   the media player.  It talks to the server,

15   and the server communicates with the media

16   player.

17        Q    Let me just make sure that the

18   record is clear.

19                  My question was whether the

20   remote control is in communication with the

21   media player.  I didn't ask for whether it's

22   direct or indirect, just it communicates with

23   a media player.

24        A    Yes.

25                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.
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1        Q    How does it communicate with the

2   media player?

3        A    Wirelessly.

4        Q    Is the communication --

5        A    Actually, I'd like to append to

6   that at least wirelessly.  It might be a

7   combination of wired and wirelessly.

8        Q    Okay.

9                  Is the communication

10   unidirectional or bidirectional?

11        A    Bidirectional.

12        Q    Or both?

13        A    It's my understanding that it's

14   generally bidirectional.

15        Q    Can it be unidirectional?

16        A    In column 9, starting at line 4, we

17   learn that the first device may be an either

18   unidirectional or bidirectional communication

19   with the second device.

20        Q    Looking at Figure 4, does the

21   remote control direct a media player device

22   to play a media item selected at the remote

23   control?

24                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

25        A    Simply looking at this figure, the
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1   relevant boxes are 49 and 50, and they show

2   that the second device receives the songs and

3   they show that the songs are played.  This

4   does not show a direction.  Just in this

5   diagram.

6                  Now, the text may describe in

7   more detail.

8        Q    What does box 47 tell you?

9        A    It says it sends information

10   representative of the selected songs from the

11   first device to the second device, which

12   means it enables the song to be played on the

13   second device, but it doesn't actually say

14   that the song is played as a result of that

15   step.

16        Q    So when we get to box 50 that says

17   play the selected songs on the second device,

18   that doesn't tell you that the remote control

19   directed a media player to play a selected

20   song.

21        A    Well, it's interesting, because

22   this doesn't ascribe agency.  This says that

23   a song is played on the second device, but it

24   doesn't say as directed by the first device.

25                  And indeed if we go to the
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1   discussion in column 12 of this figure, the

2   language starts on line 33 and it simply says

3   the selected song is played on the device 14

4   as shown in block 50 and discussed above.

5                  So just the diagram and this

6   piece of language don't say in exactly so

7   many words that the first device plays the

8   song on the second device.

9        Q    Would a person of ordinary skill in

10   the art understand that the first device

11   directs the second device to play a selected

12   media item?

13        A    Yes, I think one of ordinary skill

14   in the art would understand that.

15                  My objection was simply that

16   neither the diagram nor this language in

17   column 12 expressly makes that statement.

18        Q    Could a player not play as directed

19   by the remote?

20                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

21        A    Well, if one were practicing

22   claim 1, for example, claim 1 would upon

23   completion of all of the steps result in the

24   second device receiving a media item but not

25   necessarily playing it.
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1        Q    Why do you say that?

2        A    Because there is not an explicit

3   element in here that says directing from the

4   first device to second device to play said

5   media item.

6                  It simply says directing from

7   the first device the second device to receive

8   a media item.

9        Q    So what would be the reason why a

10   player device would not play as directed by

11   the remote?

12        A    Perhaps because it's saving the

13   song to play at some later time.

14        Q    Any other reason?

15        A    Perhaps because the person building

16   it had been instructed to follow exactly the

17   elements of claim 1 and do no more than that.

18                  (Exhibit 8 marked for

19   identification.)

20   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

21        Q    I am handing you what has been

22   marked as Exhibit 8.

23                  MR. YAP:  Sorry, counsel, did

24   I miss Exhibit 7 somewhere?

25                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Let me just
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1   put it on the record.

2                  So Exhibit 8 is US Patent

3   No. 6,622,018 to Erekson.

4   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

5        Q    And now I'm handing you what has

6   been marked as Exhibit 7, which is a document

7   bearing Publication No. US2002/0087996 to Bi.

8                  Have you seen Exhibit 7

9   before?

10        A    Yes.

11        Q    And when was the last time you saw

12   it?

13        A    I believe yesterday.

14        Q    Have you seen Exhibit 8?

15        A    Yes.

16        Q    And when was the last time you saw

17   Exhibit 8?

18        A    I believe yesterday.

19        Q    Okay.

20                  Now, with respect to

21   Exhibit 7, which I will also refer to as "Bi"

22   interchangeably, because the first inventor

23   is Dapeng Bi, do you understand that the

24   navigator 260 of Bi is a remote control that

25   communicates with an audio-video player
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1   application 151 running on a computing

2   platform 100?

3        A    We learn in paragraph 18 of the Bi

4   reference that the interactive remote control

5   device 260, also referred to as the navigator

6   260, communicates with an audio or video

7   player application 151 running on a computing

8   platform 100 such as a personal computer

9   set-top box or Internet appliance.

10        Q    Does the navigator 260 of Bi

11   communicate with data server 102?

12                  (Deponent read document.)

13        A    Navigator 260 does not appear to

14   communicate directly with data server 102.

15        Q    How does navigator 260 communicate

16   with the data server?

17        A    By means of the application running

18   on element 100.

19        Q    Which is the computing platform?

20        A    The computing platform.

21        Q    So that navigator 260 of Bi does

22   not directly communicate were the data server

23   102?

24                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

25        A    That is correct, does not directly
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1   communicate.

2        Q    Does the navigator 260 of Bi

3   communicate with the Internet 101?

4        A    Not directly.

5        Q    Does the navigator 260 obtain

6   content from the data server?

7        A    Can we clarify what is meant by

8   "content" in that question?

9        Q    A playlist, a song, a video.

10                  (Deponent read document.)

11        A    Navigator 260 receives information

12   from the computing platforms, at least some

13   of which originates with data server 102.

14        Q    But navigator 260 does not itself

15   obtain songs or videos from the data server;

16   is that right?

17        A    It directs computing platform 100

18   to do so.

19        Q    But it itself has no ability to go

20   directly to the data server to obtain a song

21   or a video item?

22        A    As shown in these figures, it has

23   no ability to communicate directly with data

24   server 102 to do that.

25        Q    Is there any description in the Bi
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1   application itself as to whether or not the

2   navigator has the ability to directly go to

3   the data server to obtain content?

4                  (Deponent read document.)

5        A    It has the ability to direct the

6   software and the computing platform to do so.

7        Q    What would the navigator 260 need

8   to have in order to obtain content from the

9   data server or the Internet itself directly?

10        A    It would need to have the ability

11   to connect wirelessly to the Internet.

12        Q    And does Bi provide such capability

13   to the navigator?

14        A    It illustrates wireless data

15   communication, but it illustrates only

16   wireless data communication to computing

17   platform 100.

18        Q    In 2004, would a person of ordinary

19   skill in the art reading Bi have been

20   motivated to redesign the navigator 260 to

21   communicate directly with the data server or

22   the Internet?

23        A    Well, the opinion that I was asked

24   to give with respect to Bi was not

25   specifically that so much as whether it would
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1   be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

2   art effectively to employ a different device

3   as navigator 260.

4        Q    Do you have an opinion on whether a

5   person of ordinary skill in the art reading

6   Bi in 2004 would have been motivated to

7   redesign the navigator 260 to communicate

8   directly with data server 102 or the Internet

9   101?

10                  MR. YAP:  Objection, outside

11   the scope.

12        A    I haven't previously been asked to

13   give an opinion on redesigning the navigator

14   as opposed to implementing the navigator on

15   another device.

16        Q    So sitting here today, you have no

17   opinion whether a person of ordinary skill in

18   the art would have been motivated to redesign

19   navigator 260 to get it to communicate with

20   the Internet or the data server directly?

21                  MR. YAP:  Objection, outside

22   the scope.

23        A    One of ordinary skill in the art

24   understanding that the navigator itself is

25   essentially a computing platform in its own
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1   right and has a wireless communication

2   interface associated with it would understand

3   that it would certainly be possible for that

4   device to communicate with the Internet as

5   opposed to communicating with computing

6   platform 100.

7        Q    My question is a little different.

8                  Would a person of ordinary

9   skill in the art have any motivation to alter

10   the navigator 260 and give it direct

11   communication capability with the Internet or

12   the data server?

13                  MR. YAP:  Objection, scope.

14        A    I can imagine application scenarios

15   in which it would potentially make sense to

16   do that.

17        Q    But in 2004, the relevant

18   timeframe, what would have been the

19   motivation to one of skill in the art to

20   change the navigator 260 of Bi?

21        A    Well, one of ordinary skill in the

22   art would, first of all, understand that

23   navigator 260 needn't be a custom-built

24   device.

25                  It could have been implemented
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1   as a PDA.  It could have been implemented on

2   the phone.  It could have been implemented as

3   a pocket PC, because each of those contains

4   all of the necessary elements to perform the

5   functions of 260.

6                  And in implementing 260 as one

7   of those devices, one would gain the ability

8   to communicate directly with the Internet.

9        Q    Does Bi itself disclose the

10   motivation to connect the navigator directly

11   to the Internet or the data server?

12        A    I believe the Bi reference is

13   silent on that point.

14        Q    Let's look at Exhibit 8.  It's the

15   patent to Erekson.

16                  The remote disclosed by

17   Erekson does not receive any media content;

18   is that right?

19                  (Deponent read document.)

20        A    I don't see any reference in the

21   Erekson reference -- the Erekson document,

22   Exhibit 8, to receiving media content on the

23   remote control device.

24        Q    Now, Erekson's remote does not

25   receive any playlists, does it?
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1                  (Deponent read document.)

2        A    We're simply told that there's a

3   menu of commands, but it doesn't describe

4   precisely what they are.

5        Q    But there is no description that

6   there are any playlists that would be

7   included on the menu?

8        A    There's no description in the

9   reference, although one of ordinary skill in

10   the art would understand that this remote

11   could be used to select an item from the

12   playlist if it had one on the screen.

13        Q    Erekson's remote also does not

14   receive any songs; isn't that right?

15        A    The Erekson reference does not

16   appear to be describing receiving songs in

17   the remote.

18        Q    Does Erekson disclose sharing of

19   media content between the remote control and

20   devices being controlled?

21        A    It does not appear to describe

22   that.

23        Q    Does Erekson disclose sharing of

24   media content between the controlled devices?

25        A    So just to clarify, is the question
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1   whether two devices that are controlled by

2   this can be commanded to share media content

3   between them?

4        Q    So the question is whether Erekson

5   discloses sharing of media content between

6   the devices that are being controlled by the

7   remote of Erekson.

8        A    Although it doesn't describe

9   specifically doing that, one would understand

10   that if the devices are capable of doing it

11   and being commanded to do it, this could be

12   the remote control for initiating that

13   process?

14        Q    But there is no disclosure in

15   Erekson that media content can be shared

16   between the controlled devices?

17        A    Well, it does describe controlling

18   groups of devices that need to communicate

19   with one another, such as a television and a

20   VCR or a stereo and a CD player, so this

21   command -- the command for the CD player to

22   play through the stereo could be issued as a

23   result of using this remote.

24                  So that's described in

25   column 1.
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1        Q    Where in column 1?

2        A    In the background art where it's

3   describing the kinds of problems that

4   then-existing remote controls have to

5   address, it lists examples of groups of

6   devices, such as televisions and VCRs and

7   stereos, tape players, compact disk players.

8        Q    Sorry, could you point me to the

9   line --

10        A    This is the discussion -- the first

11   paragraph of Background Art.

12        Q    So this is where the -- where

13   Erekson describes problems in the art that

14   Erekson is trying to solve?

15        A    Yes.

16        Q    Okay.

17                  And Erekson says, Consider,

18   for example, the number of devices and

19   appliances in the typical living room or

20   family room of a residential dwelling," and

21   it lists those devices:  Lamps, light

22   switches, a thermostat and consumer

23   electronic devices such as televisions,

24   videocassette recorders and stereos, some of

25   these devices themselves comprising multiple
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1   devices, such as compact disk players, tape

2   players, et cetera.

3                  So where do you read the

4   sharing of content between multiple devices?

5        A    Well, what I'm saying is that this

6   discussion implies that an application that a

7   user might want performed will require

8   multiple devices to work together, and this

9   remote control is addressed to being able to

10   control all of the devices required in that

11   desired scenario with a single remote.

12        Q    You would agree with me that the

13   paragraph that you're pointing to has no

14   discussion of sharing of media content

15   between these devices?

16        A    Well, except --

17                  MR. YAP:  Objection.  Asked

18   and answered.

19        A    I was about to say, except to the

20   degree that, for example, the compact disk

21   player or the tape player could be said to be

22   sharing content with the stereo or the VCR

23   can be said to be sharing content with the

24   television.

25        Q    Could you explain to me how a
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1   compact disk player or a tape player would be

2   sharing content with each other or --

3        A    Well --

4        Q    Let's take a step back.

5                  What is it that a compact disk

6   player or a tape player would be sharing

7   content with -- content with?

8        A    The reproducing device.  So

9   they're -- these are players -- or in some

10   cases receivers -- which themselves cannot

11   reproduce sounds or pictures for a viewer or

12   listener.

13                  And so in order to provide the

14   functionality that a user would want, it

15   would be necessary to control the destination

16   device to select the input connected to the

17   source device, and then to command the source

18   device to play through the destination

19   device.

20                  Admittedly, that's not the

21   same kind of content-sharing that we've been

22   talking about up till now.  I'm merely

23   illustrating that it's clear that the

24   inventor understands applications in which a

25   user -- a desired user scenario will involve
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1   commanding multiple devices to work together.

2        Q    Dr. Bove, the sentence that I read

3   into the record where Erekson says, The

4   number of devices and appliances in the

5   typical living room or family room of a

6   residential dwelling:  Lamps, light switches,

7   a thermostat and consumer electronic devices,

8   such as televisions, videocassette recorders

9   and stereos, some of these devices themselves

10   comprising multiple devices such as compact

11   disk players, tape players, et cetera, merely

12   recites a number of devices that are

13   typically -- can be found in a residential

14   living room and notes that some devices

15   comprise multiple devices.

16                  So if we look back to the

17   timeframe of Erekson, which was filed in

18   April of 2000, if I recall correctly, compact

19   disk players and tape players were sometimes

20   integrated devices where you would have both

21   a tape deck and a CD player in the same

22   device.

23                  How -- how do you read

24   anything into this with respect to these

25   devices being able to communicate media
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1   content?

2        A    Well, again --

3                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

4        A    Again, what we are discussing here

5   is really my original point from several

6   minutes ago, that this is not the sort of

7   media sharing that we have been discussing

8   with respect to, let's say, the '873 patent.

9                  But rather, this is simply

10   saying that it's clear that the inventor

11   understands that multiple devices can be

12   controlled and indeed potentially controlled

13   to work together by means of the remote

14   control in Erekson.

15                  So that was the main point

16   that I was trying to make here.

17        Q    Okay.

18        A    This was not simply controlling a

19   single device, but it was allowing the user

20   to select one or more devices and command

21   them to work together.

22                  And ultimately, this is in

23   response to your question, which really

24   seemed to address the point of could this

25   remote control cause multiple devices to do
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1   something.

2                  The particular example you

3   used was media sharing, and I said, well,

4   it's not quite media sharing, but it is -- it

5   is clear that one could command multiple

6   devices to do something using this remote.

7        Q    But Erekson is not describing

8   communication between the controlled devices

9   themselves, correct?

10        A    That appears to be correct.

11        Q    Okay.

12        A    Except in terms of sending analogue

13   signals back and forth, potentially, say

14   between a VCR and a TV.

15        Q    Does Erekson disclose that the

16   controlled device can control another

17   controlled device?

18                  (Deponent read document.)

19                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

20                  (Deponent read document.)

21        A    To some degree a function of the

22   way that Bluetooth networking operates

23   implies a master-slave relationship among

24   groups of devices, and this is -- this is an

25   illustration of this in Figure 1, and it also
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1   has a discussion at column 5, starting at

2   line 5.

3                  So it talks about a piconet,

4   and within a piconet, one of the devices in

5   the piconet is the master and the other are

6   the slaves.

7                  That's really just a

8   discussion of how Bluetooth communication

9   works.

10                  With respect to the user

11   controlling multiple devices, the relevant

12   illustration is Figure 6.

13                  And in Figure 6, the portable

14   computer system 100 communicates with the

15   devices individually, but it does not show

16   communication between the devices.

17                  So -- which is not to say that

18   it couldn't happen.

19                  If they're all on a Bluetooth

20   network, they do as shown in Figure 1 have

21   the ability to talk to one another, just as a

22   consequence of being on a Bluetooth network.

23                  But Figure 6 does not show

24   such a dataflow.

25        Q    So you would agree that Erekson
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1   does not disclose that a controlled device

2   can control another controlled device?

3                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

4   mischaracterizes.

5        A    I would say that it does not

6   disclose that a controlled device does

7   control another controlled device.

8        Q    Okay.

9        A    But it does not teach that it

10   can't.

11        Q    But it also doesn't teach that it

12   can, by the same token?

13        A    Well, it shows in Figure 1, and

14   also one of ordinary skill in the art

15   familiar with Bluetooth network topology

16   would understand, that all of these devices

17   are in communication with one another, so

18   they could.

19                  The scenario illustrated for

20   using that network here does not make use of

21   that inherent capability of Bluetooth

22   networks.

23        Q    Okay.

24                  So looking at Figure 6, does

25   Erekson describe a remote control that can
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1   control another device via an intermediary

2   device?

3                  (Deponent read document.)

4        A    Not in Figure 6.

5        Q    Does Erekson anywhere describe a

6   remote control that can control another

7   device via an intermediary device?

8        A    Well, again, the discussion in

9   column 5 of the architecture of or topology

10   of Bluetooth networks shows that these

11   linkages are multi-hop, can be multi-hop or

12   can be synchronized so that one --

13                  In fact, there's an explicit

14   discussion of what is called point-to-point

15   and point-to-multipoint Bluetooth connections

16   in lines 15 and 16 of column 5, and what that

17   means is that a device can send commands to

18   multiple Bluetooth devices.

19        Q    Dr. Bove, would you agree that

20   Figure 1 only shows pairing information

21   through a network and not a cascade of

22   control from a device to a device?

23        A    Figure 1 is showing a coupling

24   arrangement both between two piconets and the

25   individual devices within each piconet.
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1        Q    But it does not show control from

2   one device to another device.

3                  It merely shows a multipoint

4   broadcast of the same command to multiple

5   devices; does it not?

6        A    Well, it shows conductivity among a

7   group, among the uses of which could be

8   sending a command to multiple devices.

9        Q    You agree that there's nothing in

10   Erekson that describes a remote control that

11   controls another device via intermediary

12   device?

13                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

14   mischaracterizes.  Asked and answered.

15        A    I think we've been over this

16   before; but just to reiterate the example

17   illustrated in, for instance, Figure 6, does

18   not show a multi-hop connection or a

19   connection between, say, remote device A and

20   remote device B.

21        Q    And would you consider Blue -- what

22   is Bluetooth to you?  What does it mean to

23   you?

24        A    Bluetooth is a short-range digital

25   wireless communication means.
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1        Q    Would you call Bluetooth a device?

2        A    A Bluetooth radio would be a

3   device, which would be part of a bigger

4   device.

5                  But a Bluetooth itself is

6   really a protocol.

7        Q    Okay.

8                  Would you agree that Erekson's

9   remote controls directly the device to which

10   it has connected, consistent with what's

11   shown in Figure 6?

12        A    Yes.

13        Q    Now, in your declaration with

14   respect to the '873 patent marked as Exhibit

15   3, you in paragraph 26 state that you've been

16   asked -- I'm paraphrasing it a little bit.

17                  You've been asked for your

18   opinion as to whether it would have been

19   obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art

20   to combine the portable (palmtop or handheld

21   computer) of the Erekson reference with the

22   system disclosed in the Bi reference.

23                  That's in paragraph 26 of your

24   declaration.

25        A    Yes.
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1        Q    How did you go about selecting the

2   combination of Bi and Erekson?

3        A    The particular element that I am

4   looking for here --

5        Q    Well, I apologize.

6                  Let me take a step back.

7        A    Okay.

8        Q    Did you select the combination of

9   Bi and Erekson in connection with preparing

10   your opinion set out in the declaration?

11        A    Well, the selection of this

12   particular combination arose out of

13   conversations I had with Yamaha's counsel, so

14   multiple possible combinations were

15   discussed.

16        Q    And who came up with the specific

17   Bi and Erekson combination?

18                  MR. YAP:  Objection.  You're

19   getting close to work product here.

20        Q    Let me ask you this question with a

21   yes or no answer.

22                  Did you come up with the Bi

23   and Erekson combination for purposes of

24   arguing obviousness of the '873 patent?

25        A    I'm not certain at this point who
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1   came up with it.

2                  There were many pieces of art

3   being discussed in many combinations.  This

4   one was that I felt was particularly relevant

5   to certain claim elements in the '873 patent.

6        Q    In paragraph 27 of your

7   declaration, you state towards the end of

8   that paragraph that, "By employing the

9   Erekson remote control with the Bi system, a

10   single remote control could advantageously be

11   used to control the computing platform as

12   described in Bi and a stereo that receives

13   its analogue output, as noted at paragraph 21

14   of Bi, as well as other devices used with the

15   stereo, such as a CD player."

16                  Do you see that?

17        A    Yes.

18        Q    What do you mean by "employing the

19   Erekson remote control with the Bi system"?

20        A    Specifically what I'm employing is

21   the ability of the Erekson remote control to

22   control multiple devices to select a device

23   and send commands to that device among a

24   group of devices.

25                  And whether that means
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1   literally using the remote control here or

2   using that -- combining that functionality of

3   this remote control with the navigator of Bi,

4   the result is equally predictable.

5        Q    You state that a single remote

6   control -- in that same sentence that I read

7   into the record in its entirety, a single

8   remote control could advantageously be used

9   to control the computing platform as

10   described in Bi and a stereo.

11                  Do you see that?

12        A    As well as other devices.

13        Q    Right.

14                  Now, let me turn your

15   attention to paragraphs 28 and 29 of Bi.

16                  Do you see that -- why don't I

17   give you a minute to read 28 and 29, and you

18   tell me when you're done.

19                  (Deponent read document.)

20        A    Okay.

21        Q    Do you see that in -- at paragraphs

22   28, 29 of Bi, Bi discloses that the navigator

23   260 is capable of controlling the computing

24   platform as well as an analogue stereo?

25        A    Well, I see that it has
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1   bidirectional wireless communication with a

2   computing platform.  And I see that

3   secondarily, it has an infrared transmitter,

4   which I take to mean not bidirectional but

5   unidirectional, because it doesn't say

6   "transceiver," which allows it to control the

7   stereo.

8        Q    Correct.

9                  So why would you need access

10   remote to control a stereo as well as the

11   computing platform when Bi is already

12   controlling both the computing platform and a

13   stereo via the navigator?

14        A    Well, actually, this further

15   suggests since this remote control is

16   controlling two different devices using two

17   different communication means, this suggests

18   the desirability of using only one

19   communication means, as in Erekson, to

20   control everything so that there would be a

21   single-user interface.

22                  The user would simply select

23   which device was to be controlled, and the

24   commands would go out to a single interface.

25                  So it would be a simpler
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1   design, which has advantages over what's in

2   Bi.

3                  Secondarily, the wireless

4   communication is bidirectional, and for

5   certain application scenarios, it might be

6   necessary to read status information back

7   from the controlled device, which would not

8   be possible over just an IR transmitter,

9   because that's a one-way command connection.

10        Q    Right.

11                  But I point you back to your

12   concluding sentence where you state that, By

13   employing the Erekson remote control with the

14   Bi system, a single remote control could be

15   advantageously used to control the computing

16   platform as described in Bi and a stereo that

17   receives its analogue put as noted at

18   paragraph 21 of Bi.

19                  But in Bi we already have a

20   single remote control.  You're not

21   distinguishing in this paragraph between the

22   different components that make up the remote

23   control of Bi.

24                  You're not pointing out, you

25   know, any drawbacks or deficiencies that one
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1   of skill in the art would be motivated to

2   replace by a system of Erekson, for example.

3                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

4        A    Well, the Bi -- the Bi system

5   actually has two remote controls in one

6   package.

7                  It has a wireless remote

8   control if you're talking about the computer

9   platform, and it has a secondary infrared

10   remote control for talking to things like a

11   stereo.

12                  And it clearly would be

13   advantageous to replace those two remote

14   controls that happen to be in one box with

15   one remote control.

16        Q    Where do you see in Bi two remote

17   controls?  There is only one navigator.

18                  It has many components in it,

19   but I don't see a second remote control

20   within Bi.

21        A    For that we have to refer to the

22   schematic diagrams at the end of the figures,

23   and so my apologies to everybody in the room

24   that isn't an electrical engineer.

25                  MR. YAP:  Counsel, we've been
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1   going for over an hour --

2                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  A question is

3   still pending --

4                  MR. YAP:  No, I understand.

5   After you get to a good natural break,

6   perhaps we can take a break?

7                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Absolutely.

8                  (Deponent read document.)

9        A    So the -- in referring, first of

10   all, to Figure 9, there's one set of

11   circuitry of which really consists of

12   elements 615 -- 615, 265 and 617, which are

13   the IR, remote control, electronics.

14                  And then there is another set

15   of electronics, which are the wireless remote

16   control.  So there are two separate pieces of

17   circuitry in this system.

18                  And Erekson, for example,

19   points out the shortcoming of an arrangement

20   like this, because in column 1 of Erekson, we

21   find that -- and this is starting line 45 of

22   column 1.

23                  We find that the problem with

24   using an infrared remote control is that its

25   range is shorter and restricted to line of
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1   sight when compared with a wireless remote

2   control.

3                  So the -- one of the issues

4   with the design in Bi is that if one is not

5   standing directly in front of the music

6   player system, one could control the

7   computing platform, the application, but one

8   would be unable to control the amplifier

9   because the wireless range would be farther

10   and more indirect than the IR range.

11                  And so Erekson offers us a

12   solution to that problem of both having

13   redundant componentry, two different remote

14   control mechanisms in the navigator of Bi,

15   but it also offers us a solution to the

16   problem that one is restricted to using the

17   system by the range of the IR remote control,

18   which really gets rid of most of the

19   advantage of the wireless remote control, as

20   described in Erekson.

21        Q    Going back to my original question,

22   which I did not hear an answer for, Bi does

23   not disclose two separate remote controls,

24   one to control the computing platform and the

25   other to control a stereo; isn't that right?
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1        A    It discloses two remote control

2   mechanisms, which are disadvantageous, as

3   described in Erekson.

4        Q    But it discloses a single remote

5   control; isn't that right?

6        A    A single physical remote control

7   device containing two remote control means

8   for two different sets of devices.

9        Q    Now, Erekson only discloses

10   Bluetooth, is that right, Bluetooth

11   communications?

12                  I specifically direct --

13        A    No.  I would suggest that in

14   column 4, starting at line 49, it says,

15   "However, it is appreciated that the present

16   invention may be utilized with devices and

17   systems compliant with standards different

18   from Bluetooth, such as the IEEE 802.11

19   standard, which nowadays we know as Wi-Fi.

20        Q    Well, we're talking about

21   communication with devices that are

22   Bluetooth- or Wi-Fi-enabled?

23        A    Bluetooth or Wi-Fi or other

24   wireless technologies.

25        Q    Can you think of any other wireless
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1   technologies besides Wi-Fi and Bluetooth?

2        A    Lots of them.  Zigbee, for example,

3   Z-I-G-B-E-E.

4        Q    But the devices would need to be

5   enabled to communicate --

6        A    With one or another of these, yes.

7        Q    Okay.

8                  So in 2004, stereos were not

9   Bluetooth-enabled, were they?

10        A    I believe some of them were, yes.

11        Q    And what's the basis for your

12   belief?

13        A    There certainly were amplified

14   speaker systems using Bluetooth technology by

15   2004.

16        Q    Can you give an example of those?

17        A    I don't have a particular model

18   number to suggest now, but there is --

19        Q    Manufacturer?

20        A    About the same time as Bluetooth

21   headsets and Bluetooth printers and Bluetooth

22   everything else became available, which was

23   the early 2000s, Bluetooth-amplified speakers

24   became available at roughly the same point in

25   time.
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1        Q    How about a stereo player, not just

2   a speaker but a device that plays a CD or a

3   tape?

4        A    Not certain.

5        Q    You would agree with me that the

6   remote control of Bi could play music via the

7   computer platform?

8        A    It could cause the computing

9   platform to play music, yes.

10        Q    Why don't we take a break.

11                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

12   4:40 p.m.  We are going off the record.

13                  This will be the end of Disk 3

14   in the deposition of V. Michael Bove, Jr.

15                  (Recess.)

16                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is

17   disk No. 4 in the deposition of V. Michael

18   Bove, Jr.

19                  We are back on the record.

20   The time is 4:58 p.m.

21   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

22        Q    Dr. Bove, did you have any

23   substantive discussions about the subject

24   matter of this deposition with counsel during

25   the break?
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1        A    No.

2        Q    Let's turn to Exhibit 6, which is

3   the '099 patent.

4                  What is your understanding of

5   the field of the invention to which the '099

6   patent pertains?

7        A    The '099 patent is in many ways

8   related to the patent we've just been

9   discussing.

10                  The claims of the '099 are a

11   system and a method, such the wireless remote

12   control device can receive a playlist of

13   songs from the remote source.

14                  A user can select songs from

15   the playlist, and then a media player that's

16   separate from the remote control device plays

17   those songs.

18        Q    What is the relevant timeframe for

19   assessing validity of the '099 patent?

20        A    My understanding is this is also

21   May 2004.

22        Q    And you mentioned that the '099 is

23   related to the '873 patent.

24                  Do you have an understanding

25   whether they, in fact, are related patents?
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1        A    My understanding is that this is a

2   division of an application which is

3   sequentially numbered one after the

4   application from which '873 is a

5   continuation.

6                  And there are many elements

7   present in common between these two patent

8   documents as issued.

9        Q    Okay.

10                  So would it be fair to say

11   that they come from the same family or

12   they're related?

13        A    They're related.

14        Q    They're related, okay.

15                  And would you -- let me --

16   strike that.

17                  We -- in the first -- earlier

18   in this deposition, we talked a lot about the

19   state of the relevant art, especially as it

20   existed around May of 2004.

21                  Would you say that the state

22   of the art that we have already discussed

23   with respect to the '873 patent would be same

24   for the '099 patent as well?

25                  (Deponent read document.)
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1        A    Essentially, yes.

2        Q    Is there any additional prior art

3   that you would consider to be relevant with

4   respect to the '099 patent that was not also

5   relevant with respect to the '873?

6        A    Well, in my analysis of prior art,

7   I -- in my declaration, that is to say, and

8   to be more precise, my declaration is

9   Exhibit 4 -- I consider items of prior art in

10   here that are different from the items that I

11   consider in -- at least some of them, that

12   are different from the ones I consider in the

13   other declaration we just finished

14   discussing.

15        Q    Is there a particular prior art

16   that stands out for purposes of showing the

17   state of the art in 2004 that you haven't

18   discussed with respect to the '873 patent?

19        A    Not with respect to the overall

20   state of the art.  Perhaps with respect to

21   particular claim elements.

22        Q    Okay.  All right.

23                  So turning our attention to

24   the '099 patent itself, and particularly

25   Figure 2, does Figure 2 show the remote
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1   control 18 directly receiving a playlist from

2   a server 11?

3        A    Well, the figure itself simply

4   discloses a bidirectional data path from the

5   server to the Internet and from the Internet

6   to the remote control.

7                  It doesn't disclose in the

8   figure precisely what information flows up

9   and down through those paths.

10        Q    But the remote control in Figure 2

11   would -- is directly receiving some data from

12   the server and from the Internet?

13        A    In Figure 2, as opposed to Figure

14   1, information passes from the server through

15   the Internet to the remote control and

16   potentially back as well.

17        Q    Okay.

18                  If I could direct your

19   attention to column 6 at the bottom at around

20   line 60, there is a description of Figure 2,

21   and it says, "Figure 2 is a block diagram of

22   another exemplary system for sharing

23   playlists according to the present invention,

24   wherein a server provides a playlist to a

25   remote control of a dedicated media player,
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1   wherein the playlists have been obtained from

2   client computers or other devices."

3                  Does the description in

4   column 6 that I just read in, in conjunction

5   with Figure 2, show the remote control

6   directly receiving a playlist from the server

7   via the Internet?

8        A    Well, it shows it and it describes

9   it receiving a playlist from the server

10   across the Internet.

11                  Whether there are proxies or

12   anything else in there is just a function of

13   how the Internet works.

14        Q    Okay.

15                  Does Figure 2 in conjunction

16   with its description in column 6 show sending

17   the playlist to the media player device?

18                  (Deponent read document.)

19        A    Figure 2 shows a one-directional

20   dotted data path between remote control 18, a

21   dedicated media player 17, but the actual

22   description of that is I believe at the top

23   of column 9.

24                  Now, this doesn't specifically

25   at the top of column 9 describe the situation
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1   we're discussing.  I think the relevant

2   language starts at line 15 where it says,

3   "Similarly, playlists that were communicated

4   to the remote control 18 as shown in Figure 2

5   may be further communicated to the dedicated

6   media player 17 associated therewith.

7                  "This communication may be

8   from the remote control 18 or from any other

9   source, such as from the server 11 via the

10   Internet 12."

11                  So the language here is really

12   dealing with a huge variety of embodiments

13   and a huge variety of dataflows.

14        Q    Now, looking at Figure 1, what is

15   the difference between Figure 1 and Figure 2?

16        A    In Figure 1, the dedicated media

17   player 17 connects to the Internet.

18                  In Figure 2, the dedicated

19   media player 17 is not shown to have an

20   Internet connection.

21        Q    If I could direct your attention to

22   Figure 5, does Figure 5 show the remote

23   control receiving a playlist directly from

24   the Internet with input from one or more of

25   the clients?
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1                  (Deponent read document.)

2        A    The discussion of Figure 5 in

3   column 10 says that the playlist may be

4   communicated to a remote control 48 for the

5   dedicated media player, but also says the

6   client's 43 to 46 may communicate their user

7   profiles to the remote -- it says "remove"

8   control, but that's a typo.  It should be

9   "remote" control 48.

10                  And then playlists may

11   subsequently be forwarded to another device,

12   such as the dedicated media player 47.

13                  So it's unclear precisely

14   where in this diagram the playlist comes

15   from, but it does land in remote control 48

16   at the end.

17        Q    If I -- you could look at the brief

18   description of Figure 5 in column 7 at

19   line 5.

20        A    Yes.

21                  This is where a peer provides

22   a playlist to a remote control of a dedicated

23   media player without the use of a server.

24                  But again, it just doesn't

25   tell us whether that's 43 or 44 or 45 or 46
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1   or some combination of them.

2        Q    That's right.

3                  So it's an input from one or

4   more of the clients?

5        A    Yes.

6        Q    Okay.

7                  Does Figure 5 show sending the

8   playlist to the media player device without

9   the use of a server?

10                  (Deponent read document.)

11        A    Well, the discussion in column 10

12   of Figure 5 starting at line 38 says,

13   "Similarly, playlists that were communicated

14   to the remote control 48 as shown in

15   Figure 5 may be further communicated to the

16   dedicated media player associated therewith.

17                  "This communication may be

18   from the remote control 48 or from any other

19   source, such as from one of the clients 43 to

20   46, via the Internet 42."

21                  So this implies that although

22   there is no path between the Internet and 47

23   illustrated here, the inventor understands

24   that an embodiment according to Figure 5

25   could have an implicit path between the
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1   clients and element 47.

2        Q    Just for clarification, you stated

3   the inventor understands.

4                  Did you mean to say a person

5   of ordinary skill in the art understands?

6        A    Well, no.

7                  The inventor in describing

8   Figure 5 is saying that despite the fact that

9   Figure 5 doesn't show a path from the clients

10   directly to element 47, this says that it can

11   be communicated from the clients to 47.

12                  So it implies there could be a

13   path there even if one isn't illustrated

14   here.

15                  Because this discussion in

16   column 10 is specifically addressing

17   Figure 5.

18        Q    Okay.

19                  But ultimately, the playlist

20   is being sent to the dedicated media player

21   from the Internet, not from the server?

22        A    Well, it's coming from one of the

23   clients on the Internet.  It's landing in the

24   dedicated media player either through the

25   remote control or through an Internet
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1   connection to the dedicated media player,

2   which is not illustrated in Figure 5 but is

3   discussed in column 10 in conjunction with

4   Figure 5.

5        Q    Okay.

6                  But you agree with the fact

7   that there is no use of a server that is

8   depicted in Figure 5?

9                  MR. YAP:  Objection.

10        Q    There is no server that is depicted

11   in Figure 5.

12        A    There is no server depicted in

13   Figure 5.

14        Q    Are you familiar with the meaning

15   of the term "playlist" as it was used in

16   2004?

17        A    My belief of the meaning of the

18   term "playlist" in 2004 and the meaning of

19   the term "playlist" now are essentially the

20   same.

21        Q    And what is the meaning of the term

22   "playlist"?

23        A    My understanding is that a playlist

24   is just a list of media items that may be

25   selected.
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1        Q    And is -- is a playlist a list of

2   items in some sort of an order?

3        A    By virtue of being a list, the

4   items appear in an order.

5        Q    And what kind of order are the

6   items typically in a playlist?

7        A    They could be in an order in which

8   a user would want to hear them in sequence.

9   They could be in an order by artist, by

10   album, by genre.

11                  There are a variety of ways

12   one could organize a playlist.

13        Q    Can a playlist be out of order?

14        A    Well, that -- such a statement

15   implies that there is a canonical order for a

16   given playlist, and that some other order is

17   not that canonical order.

18                  If we're asking can a playlist

19   be played in an arbitrary order, certainly.

20        Q    No, that's not the question.

21                  If a list is not in an order,

22   would it still be a playlist?

23                  If a list of items --

24        A    Well, I think the plain meaning of

25   "list" implies that there is an order in
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1   which items appear.

2                  That makes it a list.

3        Q    So is there a difference between a

4   list of media items and a playlist of media

5   items?

6        A    If one wanted to split hairs, one

7   could say I could have a list of media items

8   written on a piece of paper, but I couldn't

9   necessarily play that unless it had been

10   converted to a machinery to perform.

11                  Playlist implies that a piece

12   of software would be able to do something

13   with it.

14        Q    So would you agree that the term

15   "playlist" with respect to media items, such

16   as songs, is a list of items arranged in a

17   particular order?

18        A    First of all, I'm not sure what a

19   particular order is.  It could be an

20   arbitrary order, but the -- it is a list of

21   items in an order.

22        Q    Okay.

23                  Would you agree that a

24   playlist is a list of items designed to be

25   played?
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1        A    The items on the list are intended

2   to be played or at least potentially to be

3   played.

4                  So one could select one or

5   some other subset thereof and play those

6   individual items rather than playing the

7   entire list.

8        Q    Would you agree that the term

9   "playlist" is a list of items arranged to be

10   played in a sequence?

11        A    Not necessarily.

12        Q    Could you explain?

13        A    As I said before, the -- the fact

14   that there is a list implies that the items

15   appear in an order, but that may or may not

16   be an order in which anybody would want to

17   play the items.

18                  They could be in alphabetical

19   order, for example, and that might make no

20   sense to play them in that order.

21        Q    But the default would be to play a

22   playlist in a sequence in which the items

23   appear on a list?

24        A    I would say that commonly a user

25   interface would provide the ability to play
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1   the items in the sequence in which they

2   appear, as well as playing them potentially

3   in some other order or selecting some subset

4   and playing the subset.

5                  (Counsel conferred.)

6                  MR. YAP:  This happens to all

7   of us.

8                  (Exhibit 10 marked for

9   identification.)

10                  (Exhibit 11 marked for

11   identification.)

12   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

13        Q    Dr. Bove, I'm handing you

14   Exhibits 10 and 11.

15        A    Thank you.

16                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Counsel.

17                  MR. YAP:  Thank you.

18   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

19        Q    So Exhibit 10 is what I will

20   represent that I emailed to counsel for

21   Yamaha, noting that we may be asking you

22   questions at your deposition.

23                  Exhibit 11 is a hard copy of

24   the same chapter that appears in

25   Exhibit 10 from the Microsoft Windows Media
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1   Player 7 handbook.

2                  We are able to obtain a hard

3   copy, so that's what it is in actual print.

4                  And the version that was

5   emailed to you was what was available online

6   from the Internet.

7                  I will represent that they are

8   one and the same in terms of the content of

9   Chapter 2 that is copied in this Exhibit 11.

10                  And so I would like to direct

11   your attention to page 40 of Exhibit 11.

12        A    Will we be using Exhibit 10 at all?

13        Q    No, I just marked it up so that --

14        A    Okay, thank you.

15        Q    -- we have it on the record as

16   something that was communicated to you.

17                  And direct your attention to

18   the definition of the term "shuffle" that

19   appears in this chapter.

20        A    Okay.

21        Q    And if you would read the def --

22   I'll read the definition into the record.

23                  "Shuffle:  Thus place the

24   items in the current playlist in a random

25   order.  It does not change the order of the
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1   items in the playlist, only the order in

2   which they are played while the shuffle

3   option is selected."

4                  Do you -- does -- does this

5   definition imply to you that the items in a

6   playlist are arranged in an order?

7        A    Yes.

8        Q    And if you turn to page 39, with

9   respect to the definitions of "skip back" and

10   "skip forward," if you could read them to

11   yourself and then answer the question of

12   whether these definitions are consistent with

13   your understanding that items in a playlist

14   are arranged in an order.

15                  (Deponent read document.)

16        A    This implies that each item in the

17   playlist, except possibly the beginning and

18   the end, has an item before it and an item

19   after it.

20                  And pressing "skip back" or

21   "skip forward" will move through the items in

22   that way.

23        Q    And --

24        A    The word "order" doesn't appear

25   here, but it does show that items in the
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1   playlist are preceded by other items and

2   followed by other items.

3        Q    Right.

4                  On the last sentence, for

5   example, of the skip back paragraph states

6   "If you're at this first item in a playlist

7   and you select skip back, the last item in

8   the playlist will be played."

9        A    Right, which implies that they're

10   actually treating the playlist as what a

11   computer scientist would call a circular

12   queue or a circular buffer.  The end is

13   attached to the beginning.

14        Q    But you would agree that skip back

15   and skip forward functions imply in their

16   descriptions that the items are set up in a

17   certain order?

18                  That way, you would be able to

19   go, say, from Track 2 to Track 1 or from

20   Track 2 to Track 3?

21        A    Yes.

22        Q    All right.

23                  Now, referring to paragraph 12

24   in your declaration, which is Exhibit 4, your

25   declaration for the '099 patent where you
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1   discuss the term "playlist," do you agree

2   that none of the references to the Weel

3   patent that you rely upon are inconsistent

4   with the notion that a playlist is a list of

5   items arranged to be played in a sequence?

6                  (Deponent read document.)

7        A    Paragraph 12 of this declaration is

8   not so much addressed to the issue of being

9   played in a sequence as it addresses the

10   issue of whether or not a playlist must be

11   generated by a particular user.

12                  So that was the question that

13   I was asked to address in this point of this

14   declaration.

15                  So were I addressing the issue

16   of sequence in this paragraph as the primary

17   reason for writing this paragraph, I would

18   probably have cited different language from

19   the '099 patent.

20        Q    Would you agree that a list of

21   media items that are arranged to be played in

22   a sequence can be generated automatically?

23        A    With the potential that the

24   sequence might be unpleasant in actuality,

25   yes.
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1        Q    Would you agree that a list of

2   media items that are arranged to be played in

3   a sequence can be generated by a user?

4        A    I would agree that a user could

5   generate such a list.

6        Q    Are you aware of any reference in

7   the context of your work with respect to the

8   '099 patent and the '873 patent and the prior

9   art that you've reviewed where such a

10   reference used the term "playlist"

11   inconsistently with the notion that a

12   playlist is a list of items arranged to be

13   played in a sequence?

14        A    So to state it in another way, is

15   what you're asking me that across all of the

16   references that I have considered and the

17   ones that I have cited in my various

18   declarations, would I agree that the use of

19   the term "playlist" where it appears in any

20   of those references would be consistent with

21   the definition you just gave?

22                  Is that effectively what you

23   asked me?

24        Q    Would be consistent with the notion

25   that a playlist is a list of items arranged
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1   to be played on a sequence.

2                  MR. YAP:  Objection, outside

3   scope.

4        A    I would say at the very least it

5   would be consistent with a list of items that

6   could be played in a sequence, not that must

7   be played in such a sequence.

8        Q    But it would be -- would it be

9   consistent with the meaning of the term

10   "playlist" as it would be understood by one

11   of ordinary skill in the art?

12        A    Okay.  That's a very different

13   question, so maybe what we really want to ask

14   is we seem to have two definitions of

15   "playlist" at play here, if we -- don't want

16   to use that term too many times.

17                  One of them is the one that

18   Yamaha and I adopt, and the other one is the

19   one that Black Hills adopts.

20                  And the main difference seems

21   to be the phrase involving sequence in the

22   two definitions.

23                  And as I've expressed my

24   opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art

25   would understand playlist -- and this is
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1   really discussed more in the previous

2   declaration that we just -- we were dealing

3   with, which would have been Exhibit 3, and

4   expressed my opinion that one of ordinary

5   skill in the art would, in my opinion,

6   understand the playlist just to be -- no, I'm

7   sorry, not in the '873 declaration.

8                  I'm actually thinking of one

9   of the declarations we haven't yet dealt with

10   today.

11                  But it is my opinion that one

12   of ordinary skill in the art would understand

13   that a playlist is simply a list of media

14   items from which a user may make selections,

15   and that would be the broadest reasonable

16   interpretation of playlist consistent with

17   the specifications of these patents.

18                  And my understanding is that

19   Black Hills suggests a construction of

20   "playlist" that includes the notion of

21   playing in a particular sequence.

22                  So you asked me do I think the

23   use of "playlist" in these references is

24   consistent with one of -- with what one of

25   ordinary skill in the art would understand
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1   "playlist" to be, and I just want to make

2   sure that we're in agreement which of those

3   definitions is the one that I believe one of

4   ordinary skill in the art would understand a

5   playlist to be.

6        Q    Are you finished?

7        A    Yes.

8        Q    Okay.

9                  So let me clarify.  So my

10   original question was whether you've

11   encountered out of all the art that you

12   reviewed in connection with the work for

13   Yamaha with respect to the '099, '873 and the

14   other two patents on which you will be

15   deposed tomorrow, whether you have

16   encountered any prior art reference that used

17   the term "playlist" inconsistent with the

18   notion that a playlist is a list of items

19   arranged to be played in a sequence.

20                  MR. YAP:  Objection.  Outside

21   the scope.

22        A    I would say that it is consistent

23   with the use of the word "playlist" -- and in

24   some references it appears as two words,

25   "play list," rather than one word,
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1   "playlist," so we'll equate those for

2   purposes of this discussion.

3                  It is at least consistent with

4   the sense that a playlist is a list of media

5   items; and by virtue of being a list, it can

6   be played in a sequence.

7        Q    Okay.  Let's shift gears a little

8   bit.

9                  Now, we talked about your

10   understanding of the concept of determining

11   whether or not a patent is obvious in view of

12   the prior art a little earlier today.

13                  Do you have an understanding

14   of how to determine whether a patent is

15   anticipated by prior art?

16        A    My understanding is that a patent

17   is anticipated by a piece of prior art if

18   each and every element of a given claim is

19   present in a piece of prior art.

20        Q    Anything else about that piece of

21   prior art that needs to be present?

22        A    Well, we're talking, first of all,

23   about a specific piece of prior art.  And

24   presumably, it's a piece of prior art that

25   would be understood to cover the same field
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1   of practice.

2        Q    Okay.

3                  That's -- that's the entirety

4   of your understanding.

5        A    Well --

6                  MR. YAP:  Objection, calls for

7   a legal conclusion.

8        A    Right.

9                  I am not representing myself

10   as a legal expert, and I will also note that

11   what I have been asked to do in each of these

12   cases is that I am addressing obviousness

13   rather than anticipation.

14        Q    So in your declaration marked as

15   Exhibit 4, you did not set out any opinion

16   with -- let me take a step back.

17                  First of all, have you

18   reviewed the institution decision in the '099

19   case?

20        A    Yes, I have.

21        Q    I just would like to correct

22   myself.  In the -- let -- let me just strike

23   that.

24                  The question is, did you

25   review the institution decision issued in
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1   IPR2013-00597?

2        A    Which, just to be clear, is the one

3   that relates to the '099 patent?

4        Q    Yes.

5        A    Yes, I have.

6        Q    In its entirety?

7        A    I didn't spend a lot of time

8   dealing with the section of who the parties

9   are.  I was really just dealing with the

10   technical portions.

11        Q    Okay.

12                  But you are aware that the

13   trial has been instituted on three grounds.

14                  One ground is on anticipation

15   in view of Bi.  The other ground is in

16   anticipation of Gladwin, and then the third

17   ground is obviousness in view of Berman.

18        A    I'd have to see the little chart at

19   the end to make certain, but that's

20   consistent with my recollection.

21        Q    Okay.

22                  And in your declaration, you

23   did not set out any opinion on whether the

24   '099 is anticipated by Gladwin, correct?

25        A    Again, we're talking about the
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1   declaration that's marked Exhibit 4; and in

2   this declaration, I have been asked to do

3   analysis of prior art.

4                  Prior art that I analyzed here

5   is the Berman reference and a combination of

6   two Janik references.

7                  I'll note that I did review

8   the claim charts in Yamaha's petition.

9        Q    Did you have any input into the

10   claim charts in Yamaha's petition?

11        A    I don't believe that I had

12   significant input into what's in them, but I

13   have reviewed them, and I have discussed them

14   with Yamaha's counsel.

15                  And to the degree that an

16   expert opinion has any bearing on that side

17   of the case, there's nothing in there that I

18   disagree with, but that was not what I was

19   asked to address in this declaration.

20        Q    What were you asked to address in

21   this declaration?

22        A    So in this declaration, I was asked

23   to address in the -- with respect to the '099

24   the term "playlist," but more particularly

25   whether or not a playlist needs to be
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1   generated by a particular user.

2                  Second, I was asked to address

3   the claim term "remote source" that appears

4   in the independent claims of the '099 patent.

5                  Third, I was asked to address

6   whether the Berman reference discloses the

7   replication of the graphical user interface

8   of the media player on a remote control

9   device, and also whether one of ordinary

10   skill in the art will understand that the

11   remote control device of Berman could be a

12   wireless remote control.

13                  I was further asked whether

14   one of ordinary skill in the art would

15   combine elements from the Janik 558 reference

16   with the Janik 902 reference, and that was

17   all that I was asked to address with respect

18   to the '099 patent in this declaration, and

19   that's all that I provide here.

20        Q    And so just to confirm, you were

21   not asked to opine on whether Gladwin

22   anticipates the '099 patent?

23        A    I was --

24                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

25   answered.
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1        A    I was not asked to address that in

2   this declaration.

3        Q    And you were not asked to address

4   whether Bi anticipates the '099?

5                  MR. YAP:  Same objection.

6        A    Same answer.  I was not asked to

7   address that in this declaration.

8        Q    Do you have an opinion on whether

9   Bi anticipates the '099 patent?

10                  MR. YAP:  Objection, outside

11   the scope.

12        A    Well, I was not specifically asked

13   to address that.

14                  As I said, I did review the

15   claim charts that include those references,

16   and I find -- the claim charts from Yamaha's

17   petition, and I find nothing to disagree with

18   the identification of elements in those

19   references that disclose elements in the '099

20   claims.

21        Q    But you have no opinion on whether

22   or not the '099 patent is anticipated by Bi?

23                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

24   answered.

25        A    Well, I haven't been asked to
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1   provide such an opinion.

2        Q    Okay.

3                  (Exhibit 9 marked for

4   identification.)

5   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

6        Q    I'm handing you what has been

7   marked as Exhibit 9.  It is a document US

8   Patent 6,502,194 to Russell Todd Berman and

9   others.

10                  Have you seen this document

11   before?

12        A    Yes.

13        Q    When was the last time you saw the

14   document?

15        A    Yesterday, I believe.

16        Q    Is the remote control disclosed in

17   Berman an infrared remote control?

18                  (Deponent read document.)

19        A    Well, it is disclosed that -- and

20   this is in column 5 starting at line 46, The

21   playback unit may include -- may also include

22   a sensor such as an infrared sensor 206 for

23   receiving command signals from a remote

24   control unit.

25                  So one possible means of
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1   communication described in the specification

2   is infrared.

3        Q    Take a step back.

4                  What is the remote control in

5   Berman?

6                  (Deponent read document.)

7        A    The remote control in Berman is

8   discussed in a variety of different places;

9   but most notably in column 13 starting at

10   line 60, it talks about how the -- how the

11   audio playing device has a graphical user

12   interface.

13                  And this says that the

14   graphical user interface may be replicated on

15   a remote control device, as indicated in

16   Figure 13.

17                  So whatever the graphical user

18   interface is on playback device, it is

19   replicated or can be replicated on the remote

20   control.

21        Q    Okay.

22                  So my question initially was,

23   is the remote control an IR remote control in

24   Berman?

25                  And correct me if I'm wrong,
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1   but what I heard your answer is that the

2   playback unit has an IR interface?

3        A    The playback unit has some kind of

4   sensor for exchanging -- in that case

5   receiving information.  That's what 206 is

6   from the remote control, and an example given

7   is IR.

8        A    And IR can be one-directional or

9   bidirectional.  They're well-known

10   bidirectional IR communication methods.

11        Q    Does Berman disclose any other type

12   of interface than infrared?

13        A    Well, it discloses other

14   communication interfaces, but the only one

15   that it discloses between the remote control

16   and the playback unit is infrared.

17        Q    And where were you looking to with

18   respect to other?

19        A    So this is in column 5 starting at

20   line 11.  It says, The playback unit includes

21   a network interface 110 that provides a

22   communication channel with the Internet 102

23   and to the audio material server 104.

24                  The network interface can

25   communicate using a number of different
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1   protocols having a variety of physical

2   connection schemes.

3                  And then it lists a number of

4   different communication schemes with which

5   the network interface can communicate with

6   the Internet.

7        Q    Now, this is with respect to the

8   playback unit, but with respect to the remote

9   control, only an infrared sensor is

10   described?

11        A    Well, the infrared sensor is

12   described as being part of the playback unit.

13   It implies that there's an infrared

14   transmitter that's part of the remote control

15   that would talk to that sensor.

16                  And elsewhere, because it

17   describes replicating the graphical user

18   interface of the playback unit on the remote

19   control, that implies that there might be a

20   bidirectional data path, which is also

21   supported by several of the diagrams.

22                  For example, Figure 13, paths

23   9 and 6.

24        Q    How does an infrared remote control

25   operate?
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1        A    It depends on whether it's not a

2   monodirectional or bidirectional.

3                  If it's one-directional, then

4   the transmitter has an infrared LED.  The

5   receiver has a photodiode or phototransistor,

6   and there's some agreed-upon sequence of

7   pulses that correspond to each command or

8   correspond to bits in a data packet.

9                  If it's bidirectional, then

10   each element has both a transmitter and a

11   receiver.

12        Q    With respect to the remote, does,

13   does -- strike that.

14                  With respect to the remote,

15   Berman describes only an IR receiver on the

16   playback unit; isn't that right?

17        A    It describes only a sensor receiver

18   on the playback unit, although it describes

19   operations that would necessitate a

20   transmitter on the playback unit and the

21   receiver on the remote, which are not

22   illustrated.

23        Q    Is there a more detailed

24   description of the infrared sensor in Berman

25   other than at column 5, lines 46 through 47?
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1                  (Deponent read document.)

2        A    Apart from the element in Figure 2

3   indicating the sensor, I think that's the

4   only other appearance I see right now.

5        Q    So Berman does not disclose an IR

6   transmitter anywhere?

7                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

8   answered.

9        A    Well, it discloses that the remote

10   control unit sends command signals to the

11   sensor, and that's in column 5, lines 48 and

12   49.

13                  And in order to send signals

14   to the sensor, it must have a transmitter.

15        Q    So the playback unit has a sensor,

16   an infrared sensor for receiving command

17   signals from a remote control unit, so the

18   playback unit would have a receiver and the

19   remote control would have a transmitter?

20        A    At least, but that would not be

21   consistent with the bidirectional data path

22   that's needed to replicate the graphical user

23   interface, and that's why I said "at least,"

24   because in an embodiment where the graphical

25   suer interface of a playback unit is
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1   replicated on the remote control, it would be

2   necessary for data to go from the playback

3   unit to the remote control as well.

4        Q    Okay.

5                  So what types of remote

6   control were known in 2004?

7        A    Infrared, RF, ultrasonic.  That

8   would be the primary ones used in consumer

9   electronics.  And ultrasonic was well on its

10   way out by then.

11        Q    What about RF?

12        A    RF was certainly known at the time.

13        Q    Was it widely used?

14        A    And we're saying as of which year?

15        Q    2004.

16        A    2004.

17                  Well, we've already had an

18   example from 2000, which was the Erekson

19   reference we talked about this morning as

20   Exhibit 8, and so that disclosed in 2000 that

21   Bluetooth could be used for remote control.

22        Q    How does a wireless remote control

23   operate?

24        A    A wireless remote control typically

25   will have a transmitter and a receiver at
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1   both ends of the communication channel.

2                  If it's one directional, then

3   it will just have a transmitter at one end

4   and a receiver at the other.

5                  There's an agreed-upon

6   transmission protocol by which data are

7   encoded in the RF signal, and then issuing a

8   command at the remote control transmits an RF

9   signal with that agreed-upon protocol to the

10   receiver.

11                  The receiver receives it,

12   interprets it, and takes the appropriate

13   action.

14        Q    So in terms of having a transceiver

15   and a receiver, a wireless remote control is

16   identical to an IR remote control?

17        A    Well, if you ask the physicist, the

18   physicist would say it's exactly the same

19   except for the wavelengths.  It's all

20   electromagnetic radiation when you step far

21   enough back.

22                  But for our purposes, you

23   know, the IR has a source of infrared

24   radiation which sends data and an electronic

25   device that's sensitive to that infrared
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1   radiation that receives it.

2                  The wireless has a

3   transmitting antenna and a receiving antenna.

4        Q    In 2004, would a person of ordinary

5   skill in the art understand that an IR remote

6   is not the same as a wireless remote?

7        A    Well, one of ordinary skill in the

8   art would understand they use different

9   electromagnetic wavelengths.

10        Q    So that means they would understand

11   that they are different remotes?

12        A    Well, they can --

13        Q    Different types of remotes.

14        A    They send the same -- potentially

15   send the same information but using different

16   kinds of electromagnetic radiation.

17        Q    In Berman, does the playback unit

18   send any information to the remote control?

19                  (Deponent read document.)

20        A    Well, in order to replicate the

21   graphical user interface of the playback unit

22   on the remote control, that would imply that

23   the information that's displayed on the

24   graphical user interface of the playback unit

25   has to be transmitted to the remote control
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1   unit so it can display it as well.

2        Q    Could you use Berman's remote

3   control to operate the playback unit from

4   another room?

5        A    If it's using infrared, only if you

6   bounce the light off the half-open door

7   between the two rooms.  Some of us do that on

8   a regular basis because we're too lazy to get

9   up.

10        Q    Okay.

11                  This goes back to the IR and

12   RF remotes.  Does an infrared channel behave

13   the same as a radiofrequency channel with

14   respect to occlusion of the transmitter and

15   receiver?

16        A    Depends on the wavelength.  So

17   higher frequencies are line of sight in RF in

18   the same way that they are in -- as they are

19   in infrared?

20                  So once we get up into the

21   gigahertz range, we have pretty much the same

22   problem.

23        Q    Practically speaking, you couldn't

24   use Berman's remote control to operate the

25   playback unit from another room?
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1        A    Well, let's say through a wall,

2   through a solid wall.

3                  If we are restricting Berman

4   to using infrared, then you couldn't do it

5   through a wall.

6        Q    Okay.

7                  Could Berman's remote control

8   directly access a server without the playback

9   unit?

10        A    Berman doesn't give an example of

11   operating that way.

12        Q    Would one of skill in the art

13   reading Berman understand Berman's remote

14   control to be able to directly access a

15   server without the playback unit?

16        A    Could you read that question back,

17   whichever of you?

18        Q    Would one of skill in the art

19   reading Berman understand Berman's remote

20   control to be able to directly access a

21   server without the playback unit?

22                  MR. YAP:  Objection, outside

23   the scope.

24        A    I think one of ordinary skill in

25   the art would understand that this remote
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1   control would need to communicate through the

2   playback unit.

3        Q    Could Berman's remote control

4   directly access Internet without the playback

5   unit?

6                  MR. YAP:  Same objection.

7        A    As disclosed here, I don't think it

8   could.

9        Q    And what would Berman's remote

10   control need to have in order to access a

11   server or the Internet directly?

12                  MR. YAP:  Objection, outside

13   the scope.

14        A    It would probably need, for

15   example, the network interface as illustrated

16   in Figure 14.

17        Q    And that network interface is

18   present on the playback unit?

19        A    Correct.

20        Q    Would it need a microprocessor?

21                  Would the remote control need

22   a microprocessor in order to be able to

23   access the Internet?

24        A    To the extent that we're taught

25   that the remote control replicates the
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1   graphical user interface on the playback

2   unit, I think one of ordinary skill in the

3   art would understand that it would already

4   have a microprocessor, as disclosed here.

5        Q    What about a memory?

6        A    It would need to have enough memory

7   to store the information associated with the

8   graphical user interface and also to store

9   the program being executed by the

10   microprocessor as part of the function.

11        Q    Does Berman explain how to

12   replicate the graphical user on the remote

13   control?

14        A    Not in detail.

15        Q    What would a person of ordinary

16   skill in the art understand with respect to

17   how to replicate the graphical user interface

18   on the remote control device?

19        A    Well, one of ordinary skill in the

20   art would understand that the playback unit

21   has the necessary hardware and software to

22   replicate -- to create the graphical user

23   interface.

24                  One of ordinary skill in the

25   art would understand that there would have to
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1   be communication means by which whatever was

2   displayed on the graphical user interface of

3   the playback unit was duplicated on the

4   display of the remote control and would also

5   understand that whatever user input that was

6   given by the user to the remote control would

7   be sent to the same -- would be transmitted

8   back to the playback unit and go to the same

9   software functions that evaluate the user

10   input if it were given directly on the

11   graphical user interface of the playback

12   system.

13                  So it would be a relatively

14   simple process, because the two things would

15   be synchronized.

16        Q    Where does Berman disclose that the

17   remote control has a microprocessor or

18   memory?

19        A    One of ordinary skill in the art

20   would understand that in order to have a

21   display, it has to have sufficient memory to

22   hold at least the contents of the display.

23                  One of ordinary skill in the

24   art would understand that in order to be able

25   to evaluate the user input and transmit that
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1   to the playback unit and then update its

2   display, it would need to have a

3   microprocessor to execute the software or

4   firmware associated with those functions.

5        Q    But Berman nowhere in the

6   specification or the claims or the abstract

7   discloses those components?

8        A    No, Berman does not give hardware

9   architecture for the remote control.

10        Q    Can the -- can the remote replicate

11   the graphical user interface without having

12   its own microprocessor but relying on the

13   playback unit's processor?

14        A    It could be done very

15   inefficiently, but it could be done.  That

16   would involve having the remote control

17   basically be a video display that would be --

18   just wirelessly transmit the video signal

19   associated with the graphical user interface

20   backup to the remote control as if it were a

21   TV signal, display that, and then have some

22   dedicated hardware that evaluated the user

23   inputs and sent it back.

24                  That would probably be

25   significantly more expensive and less
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1   responsive than doing it with a

2   microprocessor.

3        Q    Would a person of ordinary skill in

4   the art endeavor to do that?

5        A    I think one of ordinary skill in

6   the art would understand that given how

7   inexpensive the microprocessor would be that

8   one would need for this functionality, it

9   would be much better just to use a very, very

10   cheap microprocessor to solve the problem.

11        Q    You mentioned that the remote

12   control of Berman would need to have a

13   network interface in order to be able to

14   communicate with a server or an intranet,

15   correct?

16        A    Yes.

17        Q    The remote control that is

18   described in Berman, does it have a Bluetooth

19   or Wi-Fi transceiver?

20                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

21   answered.

22        A    That specific means of

23   communication is not described in Berman.

24        Q    Only the IR means as described --

25        A    The IR means is given as an example
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1   of the kind of communication that could

2   happen.

3        Q    Is the remote control of Berman

4   able to be discovered by another device or

5   paired with another device?

6        A    I guess the question is could it

7   talk to a different playback unit or could it

8   talk to something else running similar

9   software to what its original playback unit

10   was running.

11        Q    Let's start with that question.

12        A    Okay.

13                  We aren't given a lot of

14   detail about device IDs and things like that,

15   but my sense is that this remote control

16   could talk to multiple devices.

17        Q    To multiple devices that run the

18   same software as the playback unit itself?

19        A    Or if not run the same software, at

20   least use the communication protocol that

21   whoever is building the system had

22   established as the means of communication

23   between the remote control and the playback

24   unit.

25                  So the -- it could talk to a
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1   very different kind of device as long as that

2   device spoke the same language.

3        Q    But the only communications means

4   disclosed in Berman is the infrared

5   communications?

6                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

7   answered.

8        A    That's correct.

9        Q    So in view of the infrared

10   communications, the range of devices with

11   which the remote control could communicate

12   would be quite limited?

13        A    Not necessarily.  And I'd give

14   several examples, one of them being that at

15   the time universal remote controls were well

16   known, which would be a single infrared

17   remote control that can talk to multiple

18   devices.

19                  The other thing that was well

20   known were bidirectional infrared

21   communication standards, like IRDA, which at

22   the time I believe Apple laptops and a number

23   of other commercial products incorporated

24   IRDA as a digital infrared communications

25   link.
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1        Q    Now, where does Berman describe

2   connecting to multiple playback units by a

3   remote control?

4        A    It doesn't.  You asked me whether

5   in my opinion one of ordinary skill in the

6   art would understand that it could, and you

7   have my response on the record to that.

8                  So the disclosure doesn't

9   explicitly say it could, but if the multiple

10   units were able to speak to the remote

11   control, it could communicate with more than

12   one playback unit or even with other things

13   that weren't playback units.

14                  And additionally, given the

15   architecture that's laid out here, if the

16   remote control spoke to the playback unit,

17   the playback unit then communicated with a

18   server on the Internet, that server on the

19   Internet could then use the Internet

20   connection to a different playback unit.

21                  So we could communicate

22   directly to one playback unit but command

23   another one by means of the Internet.

24                  The architecture laid out here

25   would support that.
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1        Q    Are you aware of the use of IRDA in

2   2004 timeframe in remote controls?

3        A    Certainly used by inexpensive

4   devices to talk to one another.

5                  I'm not sure whether remote

6   controls generally used it, but it was used

7   for exchange of information among a variety

8   of inexpensive devices because it was much

9   cheaper than wireless.

10        Q    In 2004?

11        A    Yes.

12        Q    What types of inexpensive devices

13   were utilizing IRDA?

14        A    There were various computer

15   peripherals, I believe, that were able to

16   communicate using IRDA.

17        Q    Any other types of devices?

18        A    I believe there were just modules

19   that were available for incorporation into

20   various devices so that one could easily

21   design it into a multiplicity of things.

22                  But right at the moment, I

23   haven't looked back into what was available

24   of that sort ten years ago.

25        Q    Were cellphones using IRDA?
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1        A    I don't know if cellphones were.  I

2   think there were PDAs that did.

3        Q    There were PDAs?

4        A    I believe there were PDAs that were

5   able to talk IRDA or pocket PCs.

6                  Anyway, handheld computing

7   devices of one sort or another.

8        Q    If -- hypothetical situation.

9                  If you take your Berman remote

10   control and you come over to my house where I

11   also have a Berman system, what content would

12   you be able to play on my Berman system with

13   your Berman remote control?

14                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

15   incomplete hypothetical.

16        A    Again, this calls for a certain

17   degree of speculation, because this is

18   referring to a situation that Berman doesn't

19   describe.

20                  But to the degree that I

21   understand the architecture and the data

22   interchange of Berman, if I go to your house,

23   your playback unit knows your user ID.  And

24   so whatever material you were authorized to

25   receive I would be able to control using the
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1   remote control that I brought over.

2        Q    So with the Berman system, you

3   would only be able to play my content on my

4   system?

5                  With the Berman remote control

6   at my house, you would only be able to play

7   my content on my Berman system?

8                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

9   mischaracterizes.

10        A    Well, potentially I could configure

11   your system to have my ID while I was there,

12   in which case I'd be able to access my

13   content on your playback unit.

14                  But if I just walked in the

15   door with my remote control and it synched

16   with your playback unit, what I would see

17   would be your media content.

18        Q    Could you point me where in the

19   specification Berman describes for the ID

20   setup?

21                  (Deponent read document.)

22        A    So we find one example of this in

23   column 13 starting at line 41, where it says,

24   "Next, the user identification information

25   provides identification of the listener for
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1   billing purposes and for personalization

2   features, such as described above.

3                  "The user identification

4   information can be entered if desired using a

5   card with magnetically encoded user

6   information, so such as a credit card or the

7   information can be entered manually through

8   the user display interface.

9        Q    So the user identification

10   information is optional?

11        A    This doesn't say it's optional.

12   Elsewhere it says it's optional because in

13   some situations we can -- the inventor --

14   inventors understand that there could be a --

15   an embodiment in which every user was

16   authorized for every piece of content.

17                  And in that case it's

18   unnecessary to check for authorization or to

19   deal with billing.

20                  In cases where it's necessary

21   to check for authorization to deal with

22   billing or to have things like personalized

23   playlists, it would be necessary to have a

24   way of entering the user information and of

25   transmitting that from the playback unit to
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1   the server.

2        Q    Okay.

3                  So how does the user in Berman

4   select a song to be played on the Berman

5   system?

6        A    One example of this is given in the

7   flowchart in Figure 3, which is described in

8   the specification in column 6 starting at

9   line 50 where it says, "Playback unit

10   operating steps."

11                  So the system is powered on,

12   the user can enter some information if the

13   user wants to constrain the kinds of content

14   that are accessible.

15                  The system verifies that its

16   song list is up to date with respect to

17   material available at the server by actually

18   sending the song list back up to the server,

19   and the server compares that with its current

20   song list.

21                  If the song list is not up to

22   date, then the server provides a new song

23   list to the playback unit.

24                  That song list is displayed on

25   the graphical user interface.  The user uses
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1   the graphical interface to select an artist

2   and the song title, basically to select a

3   media item, to use the terms you've been

4   talking about.

5                  That user selection is sent

6   back up to the server.  The server then

7   provides a URL on the Internet where the

8   actual content can be fetched.

9                  Now, there are a number of

10   variations on that theme, including having

11   the playback unit actually download the first

12   few seconds of each song on the list so that

13   when the user selects a song, it can begin

14   playing immediately with no delay.

15                  And while the first few

16   seconds are playing, the playback unit goes

17   and gets the remainder of the song.

18        Q    Okay.

19                  Let's -- let's take a closer

20   look at Figure 3.

21                  So after the system powers on,

22   in Step 3 the user selects artist, or title

23   or album or genre, et cetera.

24                  The system sends the current

25   song list version to DUL server.  What is the
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1   current song list version?

2                  Is that a song list or is that

3   something else?

4        A    No, I'm sorry, I may have -- I may

5   have missed saying "version" when I was

6   reciting the operation of this flowchart

7   previously on the record, and what I meant to

8   say is it sends the song list version back to

9   the server.

10                  So the communication protocol

11   actually has an ID number associated with the

12   song list for a particular user, and that's

13   illustrated in Figure 6.

14                  And so what it does is it

15   sends the user ID and then the song list

16   version.  And then the server compares that

17   song list version with the latest song list

18   version number that might be associated with

19   a server -- service or with just that user.

20                  So that's akin to your

21   figuring out if your phone is up to date by

22   looking at the version number of the

23   operating system rather than comparing byte

24   by byte everything that's stored in the

25   operating software.
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1                  If the version number that was

2   transmitted does not match the latest

3   version, then the latest version will be

4   provided automatically.

5                  So the user doesn't see any of

6   this happening.

7        Q    Would you agree that in Step 302,

8   the user is doing some sort of browsing?

9        A    The user might be said to be doing

10   browsing or might be said just to be limiting

11   the scope of the song list that's going to

12   come back.

13                  So the user might say I only

14   want to listen to country music right now.

15        Q    Okay.

16                  And so it's -- so once the

17   song list -- an updated song list is sent to

18   the playback unit in Step 308 or Box 308,

19   it's only after that point that the user is

20   able to select an artist and song title?

21        A    Right.

22                  The user can select an artist,

23   for example, immediately upon turning on the

24   device, but the user can't necessarily select

25   a particular song until it's verified that
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1   the song list is current.

2                  As a practical matter, this

3   probably occurs essentially instantaneously,

4   because the song list isn't that big for

5   something like this.

6                  So it wouldn't take long to

7   transmit it back down.  It would need to be

8   updated.  And most of the time, it wouldn't

9   need to be updated.

10                  But yes, the answer is in Step

11   310, that's where the user can go through the

12   song list and select a song.

13        Q    Now, is the song list in Berman the

14   same as a playlist?

15                  Is what you get in Box 308 a

16   playlist?

17                  MR. YAP:  Objection, compound.

18        A    Well, my understanding of a

19   playlist is that it's a list of media items

20   from which items may be selected, and that --

21   this certainly agrees with my understanding

22   of that term.

23        Q    So when in Step 302 the user

24   selects an artist, for example, and in step

25   304 -- 304 a current song list version is
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1   being sent to the DUL server and afterwards

2   there is very -- a verification step of

3   whether the song list is current, and if it

4   is, only at that point in time can the user

5   select an artist and song title, would you

6   say that what is received from the DUL server

7   is merely an updated song list and not the

8   browse results?

9                  (Deponent read document.)

10        A    Well, I would say that until we

11   reach Box 310, the user can't actually browse

12   through the list and select a song, a

13   specific song or multiple songs as described

14   elsewhere in the spec.

15        Q    To say that the record is clear,

16   what information does the DUL send to the

17   playback unit in Berman?

18        A    The song list ultimately originates

19   with the DUL.  And if the song list that

20   resides in the playback unit is current, then

21   it doesn't send another one until there's a

22   change in the song list.

23                  So it's essentially giving a

24   list of the available songs.

25                  And as that gets updated, as
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1   necessary, it supplies a new song list to the

2   playback unit.

3                  MR. YAP:  Counsel, do you

4   still have a lot more or -- we've been going

5   on for about an hour and 40 minutes, and you

6   probably only have about 20 minutes left,

7   so --

8                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Let me just

9   ask two follow-up questions, and then we can

10   take a break, and then I can regroup to see

11   if there's anything more that we need to ask.

12                  MR. YAP:  Thank you.

13   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

14        Q    So a quick one with respect to the

15   IRDA that we talked about earlier.

16                  What is the operational range

17   of the IRDA devices?

18        A    I think that's typically within a

19   room, a few meters.

20        Q    A few meters?

21        A    At most.  I mean, it depends on a

22   lot of things, like how powerful an LED one

23   uses and how big the lens is on the receiver

24   and things like that.

25        Q    So in practical terms, the
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1   application of IRDA technology in a remote

2   control is not attractive?

3        A    Well, I would say it is limited to

4   using the remote control within a certain

5   proximity of the things to be controlled.

6                  People have built IR

7   repeaters.  And in fact those have been

8   around for probably 20 years at this point,

9   so that one can actually extend the range of

10   IR remote controls across multiple rooms in

11   the house, so that's a way to get around that

12   limitation.

13        Q    Okay.

14                  I just wanted to follow up on

15   the Berman and the user ID aspect.

16                  So we talked earlier about

17   there being a user ID associated with the

18   playback unit.

19                  Do you recall that?

20        A    Well, what I'm really saying is

21   that a user provides user information to a

22   playback unit, and that's the information

23   that the playback unit transmits to the

24   server.

25                  And apparently one can change
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1   which user is associated with a playback

2   unit.

3        Q    Is the user ID also associated with

4   the remote in Berman?

5                  (Deponent read document.)

6        A    Well, the user ID could be entered

7   on the remote control as well as being

8   entered directly on the playback unit,

9   because the two share a graphical user

10   interface.

11                  And we're told in column 13

12   that the information can be entered manually

13   through the user display interface.

14                  Now, whether -- what the

15   implications of that are to how long does the

16   remote control remember it and what does it

17   do with it, the Berman patent is silent on

18   that point.

19        Q    So you're not able to say one way

20   or the other whether a user ID is associated

21   with the remote?

22                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

23   mischaracterizes.

24        A    Well, what I can say is that it can

25   be entered on the remote, but I don't know
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1   whether the remote's communication with the

2   playback unit or with anything else beyond

3   the playback unit involves the user ID.

4        Q    If I were to carry the Berman

5   remote to a different playback unit, not my

6   playback unit, somebody else's Berman

7   playback unit, I would be required to enter

8   the user ID at the new playback unit?

9                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

10   incomplete hypothetical.

11        A    You might or might not.  And we had

12   this discussion a few moments ago where I

13   said it might simply replicate whatever was

14   on the graphical user interface of that

15   playback unit, in which case if your ID had

16   previously been entered into that playback

17   unit or somebody else's ID had previously

18   been entered into that playback unit, that

19   playback unit would simply use that ID but

20   would now allow you to use that remote

21   control.

22                  Berman doesn't say whether or

23   not there's a specific pairing of user ID

24   with remote control and with playback unit

25   such that the playback unit and the remote
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1   control both have to have the same user ID to

2   work together.

3                  It just doesn't tell us that.

4        Q    What would a person of ordinary

5   skill in the art think about that?

6        A    I think one of --

7                  MR. YAP:  Objection, form.

8        A    I'm sorry.  I think one of ordinary

9   skill in the art reading the specification

10   would say that the most likely case is just

11   that the remote control is a replication of

12   the graphical user interface on the playback

13   unit.

14                  And so whatever is -- whatever

15   interactions are happening on one are

16   happening on the other.

17                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Okay.

18                  Why don't we take a short

19   break.

20                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

21   6:47 p.m.  We are going off the record.  This

22   is the end of Disk 4 in the deposition of V.

23   Michael Bove, Jr.

24                  (Recess.)

25                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  This is
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1   Disk No. 5 in the deposition of V. Michael

2   Bove, Jr.

3                  We are back on the record.

4   The time is 7:05 p.m.

5   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

6        Q    Dr. Bove, in connection with

7   Exhibit 9 that's the Berman patent, I'm

8   looking at Figure 3, but you're welcome to

9   look at Figure 3 and anything else.

10                  Is it -- what is your

11   understanding of whether or not the updated

12   song list that is sent from the DUL to the

13   playback unit intended to be played in an

14   order in which the song list is arranged when

15   it is -- when the DUL sends it to the

16   playback unit?

17                  (Deponent read document.)

18        A    So are you asking simply can a user

19   select more than one song or are you asking

20   does the user begin playing at a given point

21   and the song plays in sequence?

22        Q    The latter.

23        A    Given that the remote control and

24   the graphical user interface on the playback

25   unit implement a skip forward button, one
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1   would generally understand that the skip

2   forward button is essentially just saying

3   don't wait until the end of this song to play

4   the next one.  Go there now.

5                  So we are told that there is a

6   skip track or a skip forward button as part

7   of the user interface, so that suggests, just

8   as with the Windows Media Player reference we

9   discussed earlier today, that the songs are

10   in an order and can be played in that order.

11                  I'll also note that there's

12   discussion in column 9 that talks about

13   playing in a random order as well as the user

14   can record a program of track selections for

15   playback in the programmed order.

16                  This is in column 9 starting

17   at about line 10.

18        Q    Is the updated song list in Berman

19   more than what the user specifically has

20   asked for, seen in Step 302 when the user

21   selects artist, title?

22                  MR. YAP:  Objection, outside

23   the scope.

24        A    That's not entirely clear from the

25   description in column 6 and 7.
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1        Q    How would a person of ordinary

2   skill in the art reading the section of the

3   playback unit operating step that begins at

4   the bottom of column 6 over to column 7

5   understand whether the user gets more than

6   what he has asked for in the song list?

7        A    Well, as I said, it's my opinion --

8   and I think one of ordinary skill in the art

9   would see the same thing, that it's not

10   entirely clear from this description what the

11   scope is of what's on the song list that

12   comes back.

13                  It is a list of available

14   songs, and the user apparently can confine

15   the query to specific categories.  And

16   there's a discussion of that at the top of

17   column 7, but it does not give a detailed

18   walk-through of exactly what the user does or

19   what comes back in response to that query.

20        Q    So say if a user asks for a

21   specific artist, would the update be of

22   everything on the user's list or just those

23   entries that correspond to the artist?

24                  (Deponent read document.)

25        A    Well, I suspect that if the user
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1   put in a search saying give me only songs by

2   a specific artist, what would end up being

3   displayed would be only songs by that artist.

4   That's the whole point of having that step.

5                  But if one did something very

6   general, if one entered the musical genre hip

7   hop, then one could potentially get hundreds

8   of thousands of songs in response to that.

9        Q    Is that how a person of ordinary

10   skill in the art would understand the

11   operation of the playback unit?

12        A    Well, what this says is that the

13   user selects music category or type of song

14   desired for playback from a list, which can

15   include categories such as artist, song,

16   title, album and musical genres.

17                  It may through other things,

18   and it might even be the case that it's

19   possible to select none of them, in which

20   case one gets everything available, although

21   this doesn't say that in so many words.

22                  But ultimately, the reason for

23   doing that is so that every time one turns on

24   the device, one doesn't get 50,000 songs that

25   one might not want.
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1                  Elsewhere in the

2   specification, there's information about

3   personalization for a particular user, and so

4   presumably, there is a mechanism by which a

5   user can create a specific song list using

6   the graphical user interface.

7        Q    So, Dr. Bove, what is your

8   understanding of what is the updated list

9   that DUL sends to the playback unit?

10                  MR. YAP:  Objection, outside

11   the scope.

12        A    Well, it can -- ultimately it

13   contains a list of songs that are available.

14   It includes information which might not be

15   displayed as such about where to access those

16   songs by means of URLs.

17                  It includes information about

18   song name, artist, title, all that sort of --

19   album title, whatever, and it may be bounded

20   by the user having circumscribed the scope of

21   it.

22                  Now, there also is a

23   description of personalization features, and

24   so it may be a user's personal song list

25   further circumscribed by the fact that this
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1   morning I feel like listening to jazz.

2                  (Exhibit 12 marked for

3   identification.)

4   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

5        Q    Okay.

6                  I'm handing you what has been

7   marked as Exhibit 12.

8                  This is a US Patent

9   Application No. 2003/0045955 to Craig Janik.

10

11                  I also refer you to Exhibit 3,

12   which is your declaration on the '873 patent,

13   and particularly page 13, Section G, titled

14   "Bi in combination with Erekson and Janik

15   955."

16                  Would it be fair to say that

17   you are relying on the shuffle playback

18   feature disclosed in Janik 955, Exhibit 12.

19                  In paragraph 99 of Exhibit 2,

20   you're relying on the shuffle playback

21   feature as the only feature of Janik that in

22   combination with Bi and Erekson renders --

23   strike that.

24                  Would it be fair to say that

25   the only aspect of Exhibit 12 that you're
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1   relying on is the shuffling playback feature

2   disclosed at paragraph 99?

3        A    That is the only element of Janik

4   955 that I'm relying on in this declaration

5   for that particular Item G, yes.

6        Q    And this is in connection with your

7   opinion that it would have been obvious to

8   one of skill in the art to add a shuffle

9   feature to the combination of Bi and Erekson?

10        A    This and also just one of ordinary

11   skill in the art knowing that shuffle was a

12   common feature in other audio-playing

13   systems, yes.

14        Q    And did you conduct prior art

15   search to arrive at the combination of Bi and

16   Erekson and Janik?

17                  MR. YAP:  Objection, work

18   product.

19                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  No, it's not.

20                  MR. YAP:  Under the federal

21   rules --

22                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  I am asking

23   whether the expert has conducted a prior art

24   search.  I'm entitled to know whether the

25   expert has conducted a prior art search.
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1                  It's a yes or no answer.

2                  MR. YAP:  That's fine.

3   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

4        Q    Did you conduct a prior art search

5   to arrive at the combination of Bi, Erekson

6   and Janik?

7        A    I believe we've already had a

8   discussion of Bi and Erekson, and so in this

9   particular case, let me -- so that would be

10   Item E up above.

11                  So all I'm doing here is I'm

12   saying one element that that is -- that does

13   not explicitly appear in the population of Bi

14   and Erekson is playing back in a random

15   order.

16                  Inasmuch as the Janik 955

17   reference was already a reference in the

18   general pool of references that were being

19   discussed in this case, I spotted that there

20   was random play in this reference and decided

21   that was as good as any for demonstrating

22   that.

23        Q    Okay.

24                  So you did not conduct your

25   own independent prior art search to arrive at
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1   a combination of Bi, Erekson and Janik 99 --

2   955?

3                  MR. YAP:  Same objection.

4        A    Well, what I did, we already

5   discussed how I arrived at Bi and Erekson,

6   and for claims that require random playback,

7   I used this reference.

8        Q    Did you conduct any prior art

9   search in connection with your work on the

10   '873 and the '099 patents?

11        A    Yes.

12        Q    And what type of prior art search

13   did you conduct?

14        A    I reviewed a variety of potential

15   references, some of which may have landed in

16   one or another of these declarations, and

17   others of which I am not using.

18                  But looking for combinations

19   of references to deal with obviousness on

20   claim elements that were not present in a

21   single reference.

22        Q    Where did you get the references

23   that you reviewed from?

24                  MR. YAP:  Counsel, your time's

25   up.
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1                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  There's a

2   question pending.

3                  MR. YAP:  Object.  Work

4   product.

5                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  The source of

6   the references is not work product.

7                  I'm entitled to know whether

8   the expert obtained the references via his

9   own efforts or whether the expert obtained

10   the references that were provided to him by

11   counsel.

12                  That's not work product.

13                  MR. YAP:  Why don't you just

14   ask it.

15                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  I have.

16        A    I'll answer in this way:

17                  There was a prior art search

18   that was instituted by counsel.  At about the

19   same time, let's say late last summer, I did

20   my own prior art search, and indeed it turned

21   out that some of the same references that

22   turned up in their search turned up in mine,

23   so it's difficult to say where they came

24   from.

25                  In some cases, I used their
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1   references, and in some cases I may have

2   provided references to them that I had found

3   that I thought were interesting.

4                  At this point in time, I don't

5   think I could ultimately reconstruct why any

6   individual reference or the means by which

7   any individual reference landed in my

8   declaration or in their petition.

9        Q    Okay.  Thank you, Dr. Bove.

10                  Would you like to take a break

11   or would you like to continue?

12                  MR. FEHRMAN:  I think we can

13   just go on.

14                  THE DEPONENT:  It's fine with

15   me if we just wrap this up.

16                  MR. FEHRMAN:  Just another

17   couple of hours.

18                  THE DEPONENT:  Sure.

19

20                    EXAMINATION

21   BY MR. FEHRMAN:

22        Q    Dr. Bove, I have just a couple of

23   questions, we'll start with '099, which is

24   pretty much where we were leaving off here.

25                  So you had a lot of discussion
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1   with counsel regarding the construction of

2   playlist.

3                  And as I recall, you were

4   indicating that you had proposed a

5   construction of a playlist that is a list of

6   media items from which one or more selections

7   may be made by a user and that the patent

8   owner had proposed a construction that a

9   playlist is a list referencing media items

10   arranged to be played in a sequence?

11        A    Yes.

12        Q    And you reviewed the decision by

13   the board to implement the IPR or '099?

14        A    I did.

15        Q    And you understand that they

16   actually adopted yet a different

17   construction?

18        A    Yes.

19        Q    And their construction, which is on

20   page 9 of the decision, is simply a list of

21   media selections --

22                  I'm reading it from that.

23        A    Yes, that is my recollection.

24                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Counsel, hang

25   on a second.
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1                  MR. FEHRMAN:  Can you make

2   that an exhibit?

3                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Why don't you

4   mark it as an exhibit so that Dr. Bove can

5   follow, Exhibit 13.

6                  MR. FEHRMAN:  Thirteen.  Thank

7   you.

8                  (Exhibit 13 marked for

9   identification.)

10   BY MR. FEHRMAN:

11        Q    So if you look at page 9 of

12   Exhibit 13, the first paragraph --

13        A    Yes.

14        Q    -- can you review that quickly?

15                  (Deponent read document.)

16        A    Okay.

17        Q    So you see that the board

18   references column 1, lines 33 to 34 of the

19   '099?

20        A    Yes.

21        Q    You have that in front of you as

22   well now.

23        A    I see that, yes.

24        Q    Okay.

25        A    This is in the background Section
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1   of the '099 patent?

2        Q    Right.

3                  It states there that "A

4   playlist is a list of user's favorite

5   selections."

6        A    Yes.

7        Q    Just the simple statement.

8                  And you're aware, aren't you,

9   that the -- in an IPR proceeding, the

10   construction that is to be employed is the

11   broadest reasonable construction consistent

12   with specification?

13        A    IPRs are somewhat new to me, as

14   perhaps to all of us, but I have been so

15   information.

16        Q    So do you believe that the board's

17   construction is consistent with the broadest

18   reasonable construction consistent with the

19   specification?

20        A    Yes, I believe that's a consistent

21   construction.

22        Q    Okay.

23                  And there may be other

24   reasonable constructions, but that's the

25   broadest construction, reasonable
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1   construction that's consistent with the

2   specification?

3        A    It would be hard to make broader.

4   It has so few words in it.

5        Q    Okay.

6                  If you look at Berman

7   reference --

8        A    Exhibit 9.

9        Q    I'm trying to find.

10                  So you have quite a bit of

11   discussion regarding the disclosure in

12   Berman, column 13, lines 60 to 64.

13                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Objection.

14   Mischaracterization.

15        Q    So you discussed the disclosure at

16   column 13, lines 60 to 64, and specifically

17   the statement that the GUI may be replicated

18   on a remote control device as indicated in

19   Figure 13?

20        A    Yes.

21        Q    And looking at Figure 13, there is

22   a disclosure of a playback dataflow from

23   playback unit to the user display interface

24   at the line 9 in Figure 13?

25        A    Yes.
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1        Q    And if you look at column 14, lines

2   5 to 9, is that basically indicating that?

3        A    Well, actually, I'd say in

4   particular -- I'm sorry, you're talking about

5   the dataflow from the playback unit to the

6   graphical user interface?

7        Q    Right.

8        A    Right.

9                  And that's indicated at lines

10   8 to 10 in column 14.  It says, The dataflow

11   from the playback unit to the user display

12   interface is indicated by the Figure 13

13   dataflow arrow marked 9."

14        Q    Okay.

15                  So regarding the statement

16   that the GUI may be replicated on a remote

17   control device, do you think it would be --

18   would have been difficult for a person of

19   ordinary skill in the art to do such

20   implementation?

21        A    Well --

22                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Objection,

23   leading.

24        A    -- what I would -- what I believe

25   one of ordinary skill in the art would
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1   understand is that there is a graphical user

2   interface which is implemented as a piece of

3   hardware, as well as some software, on the

4   playback unit, and there is data that has to

5   go from the -- let's say from the operating

6   software of the playback unit to that

7   display, and that is represented by the arrow

8   marked 9.

9                  And the same information has

10   to go outside the box and go to the

11   replicated display on the remote control, and

12   I don't think that would be a particularly

13   difficult thing to do.

14                  The difference is that

15   presumably inside the box, it goes over wires

16   and presumably outside the box it needs to go

17   over some non-wired interface, whether it's

18   infrared or something else.

19        Q    So given the functional statement

20   that the GUI can be replicated, do you

21   believe that one of ordinary skill in the art

22   could implement such a replication without

23   undue experimentation?

24        A    I think it would be essentially off

25   the shelf as of 2004.
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1        Q    Okay.

2                  Let's go back to the '873 for

3   a few minutes, the Bi and the Erekson

4   references as well.

5        A    Okay.

6        Q    So if you first look at Bi,

7   paragraph 29?

8        A    Yes.

9        Q    And you had discussed this earlier,

10   the last sentence of that states that there

11   is an IR transmitter in the navigator 260.

12        A    In the IR -- right.  There is an IR

13   transmitter 265 in the navigator 260, yes.

14        Q    Correct.

15                  And you have some discussion

16   of previously if you were in a different room

17   or something, is an IR transmitter basically

18   limited to line of sight?

19        A    Unless it reflects off something,

20   yes.

21        Q    Okay.

22                  So normal operations in the

23   same room?

24        A    Yes.

25        Q    And with an open space?
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1        A    Yes.

2        Q    So regarding Erekson, Erekson's

3   disclosure is the use of a wireless link,

4   such as Bluetooth, to control various

5   devices; is that correct?

6        A    That is correct.

7        Q    So, for example, at column 4, lines

8   41 to 52?

9        A    Right.

10                  So this discusses Bluetooth as

11   well as other standards, like 802.11, which

12   we now know as Wi-Fi.

13                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Objection.

14                  Was there a question pending

15   after you stated "so, for example, column 4,

16   lines 41 to 52"?

17                  MR. FEHRMAN:  I'm sorry, I

18   didn't phrase it as a question, but I asked

19   him to confirm that it does disclose use of a

20   wireless connection, such as Bluetooth, for

21   its remote control.

22        A    What I said is that it does

23   disclose Bluetooth as well as other wireless

24   standards.

25        Q    And does it say a similar thing at
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1   column 2, lines 22 to 24?

2                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Objection,

3   leading.

4        Q    Will you look at column 2, lines 22

5   to 24.

6        A    It says here, "In a preferred

7   embodiment the transceiver and the remote

8   devices are Bluetooth-enabled devices.  So

9   that's consistent with the language in

10   column 4.

11        Q    Is a Bluetooth device limited to

12   line-of-sight applications?

13        A    No.

14        Q    And is that an advantage over an IR

15   transmitter or IR remote?

16        A    Yes.

17        Q    So a Bluetooth type or 802.11 type

18   of remote control would provide at least that

19   advantage over an IR remote; is that correct?

20        A    Well, in fact, this reference

21   discusses that in column 1, where -- starting

22   at line 45, it says, "Commonly remote control

23   devices use infrared beams to communicate

24   commands to the device that is to be

25   controlled, and so the remotes can only be
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1   used for a line-of-sight applications.

2                  "Devices behind an object,

3   around a corner or in another room cannot be

4   controlled if they are not in the line of

5   sight of an infrared remote.

6        Q    If you can look at column 2,

7   line 58 also, 58 to 64.

8        A    Right.

9                  This, again, is discussing the

10   fact that under Bluetooth, we were not

11   limited to line-of-sight communication.

12        Q    All right.

13                  And the last sentence of that

14   starts, "With a radio connection"?

15        A    With a --

16                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Is there a

17   question, counsel?

18                  MR. FEHRMAN:  I'm asking him

19   to make sure -- to read that statement.

20        A    So this is another reinforcement of

21   the same point where it just says "With a

22   radio connection, the system of the present

23   invention is not limited to line-of-sight

24   applications."

25                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  And is there a
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1   question --

2                  MR. FEHRMAN:  I'm following up

3   with a question.

4        Q    So would the use of an

5   all-Bluetooth remote control for plural

6   devices, such as disclosed in Erekson,

7   provide a benefit over using a remote, such

8   as that in Bi, that uses an IR transmitter?

9        A    Particularly in the case where the

10   devices were not all located in close

11   proximity to one another, so that one would

12   not have to point the remote control

13   individually at the devices.

14        Q    So would that benefit provide one

15   reason to one of ordinary skill in the art to

16   use the combination of features of Bi with

17   those of Erekson?

18                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Objection,

19   leading.

20        A    Well, one reading Bi would see the

21   discussion of infrared, and then one reading

22   Erekson would say whatever you can do with

23   infrared you can do better with Bluetooth.

24                  And inasmuch as they're both

25   talking about controlling audio devices, it
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1   would make sense to one of ordinary skill in

2   the art to follow the Erekson's suggestion to

3   use Bluetooth.

4        Q    Okay.

5                  That's all the questions that

6   I have.

7                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  Give us --

8   let's go off the record for just ten minutes

9   and --

10                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

11   7:37 p.m.  We are going off the record.

12                  (Recess.)

13                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  We are back

14   on the record.  The time is 7:56 p.m.

15   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

16        Q    Dr. Bove, with respect to the

17   standard for claim construction in the inter

18   partes review proceedings, isn't it true that

19   the broadest reason of all claim construction

20   has to be consistent with the specification

21   of the patent?

22        A    I have been so informed.

23        Q    Now, you referred to line 33, 34 in

24   column 1 of the '099 that states a playlist

25   is a list of a user's favorite selections.
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1        A    Sorry, this -- you're referring to

2   in my declaration or in my testimony?

3        Q    I'm referring -- I'm referring to

4   Exhibit 6, but you have referred to it --

5   your counsel has referred to it just a few

6   minutes ago as the -- the support and the

7   specification for the claim construction

8   proposed by the petitioner.

9                  And I would like to direct

10   your attention to the next sentence in

11   column 1 at line 34 that states, "Popular

12   personal computer (PC) media playing

13   programs, such as Windows Media Player, a

14   trademark of Microsoft Corporation, offer the

15   capability for a user to compile a playlist."

16                  Do you see that?

17        A    I do.

18                  But I would also like to note

19   that it was actually the decision that

20   referenced lines 33 and 34 in support of the

21   board's construction.

22                  I didn't reference that

23   language in support of their construction.

24   They cited it.

25        Q    If -- if I may direct your
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1   attention to your declaration, which is

2   Exhibit 4, at paragraph 12 on page 5, you

3   state "A discussion of playlists in the

4   specification describes a playlist as, in

5   quotes, a list of users' favorite

6   selections"?

7        A    Right.

8                  But there I'm not discussing

9   the board's construction, because the board's

10   construction had not yet been made.

11        Q    That is correct.  I'm not saying

12   that you are discussing the board's

13   construction.

14        A    I'm sorry, I thought when you first

15   posed the question you said I had cited lines

16   33 and 34 in column 1 in support of the

17   board's construction.

18                  And what I'm saying is no, the

19   board cites lines 33 and 34 in support of

20   their construction.

21        Q    That is correct, but you're

22   referring to that sentence in support of your

23   position on the construction of the term

24   "playlist," and I would like to ask you the

25   following:
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1                  Since we've agreed that the

2   rule is that in the IPR proceedings the

3   claims are to be construed -- are to be given

4   their broadest reasonable interpretation in

5   view of the specification, I am pointing your

6   attention to the next sentence in the

7   specification after the one that is quoted in

8   your declaration and is also quoted in the

9   board's decision on institution that says

10   that the Windows Media Player -- and I'm

11   paraphrasing -- offers the capability of a

12   user to compile a playlist.

13                  Now, isn't it true that when

14   you compile a playlist using the Windows

15   Media Player, you compile a list that

16   contains items arranged in an order?

17        A    Well, my recollection, and it's

18   been a while since I used Windows Media

19   Player -- I suppose we could spend some time

20   going through the manual -- is that Windows

21   Media Player essentially allows the user the

22   ability to append items to the end of an

23   existing playlist.

24                  So the "add item to playlist"

25   functionality in Windows Media Player, as I
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1   recall, essentially just appends it to the

2   end of the existing playlist.

3                  I could spend some time going

4   through that exhibit if we'd like to.

5        Q    The Windows Media Player, I'll just

6   represent for the record, also allows a user

7   to create a brand-new playlist.

8        A    Understood.

9                  But what I'm saying is that

10   the mechanism for doing it is to append items

11   to a playlist.

12                  So you could say the creation

13   of a new one is taking what a computer

14   scientist would call the null playlist and

15   appending something to it, and then

16   recoursing on that process.

17                  (Counsel conferred.)

18   BY MS. GLADSTEIN:

19        Q    Okay.

20                  Dr. Bove, isn't it true that a

21   playlist that the Windows Media Player makes

22   has an order no matter how that list

23   ultimately gets generated?

24        A    Yes.

25                  As we discussed earlier, it
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1   being a list, contains items in an order.

2        Q    If you look down in column 1 at

3   lines 47 through 53, the paragraph that

4   states, "Playlists also facilitate the

5   playing of a plurality of selections in a

6   particular order.  That is, the playlist can

7   be compiled in an order in which the playing

8   of selections therefrom is desired.  The

9   selections may then be automatically played

10   sequentially from the playlist.  Typically,

11   selections may also be played randomly from a

12   playlist."

13        A    Is that a question?

14        Q    Did you see that paragraph?

15        A    Yes.

16        Q    So in view of this paragraph, does

17   this reinforce the notion that a playlist

18   necessarily is a list of items arranged in an

19   order?

20        A    It is a list of items, and as we've

21   been saying since 10:00 this morning, being a

22   list, items on a list are in an order.

23                  And I don't need to refer to

24   this language to have that reinforced.

25   That's a property of lists.
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1        Q    And you don't see anything in the

2   specification of the '099 that would

3   contradict the concept that items on a list

4   are arranged in an order?

5                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

6   mischaracterizes.

7                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  It's a

8   question.

9        A    I don't see anything in here that

10   says one could have an un-ordered list.

11        Q    Can I ask you a few questions with

12   respect to Exhibit 7, which is the Bi

13   reference?

14                  I believe you testified on

15   redirect that a person of ordinary skill in

16   the art would replace the IR transmitter in

17   Bi with a wireless transmitter; is that

18   right?

19        A    If one wanted to --

20                  MR. YAP:  Objection,

21   mischaracterizes.

22        A    I was going to say, if one wanted

23   to overcome the limitations that we

24   discussed --

25        Q    Which --
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1        A    -- of IR, which include line of

2   sight.

3        Q    So to overcome a line-of-sight

4   limitation, a person of ordinary skill in the

5   art would replace the IR transmitter with a

6   wireless transmitter?

7        A    That would be one way to do it,

8   yes.

9                  But I'm not completely sure.

10   Are we really talking about the Bi reference

11   here or are we talking about some other

12   reference?  Because the navigator in the Bi

13   reference is not restricted to IR.

14                  Are we talking about the

15   Berman reference, perhaps?

16                  MR. YAP:  Exhibit 9.

17        Q    The declaration.  Okay.

18                  It's been a long day, and I

19   think what we're -- what your counsel has

20   asked you on redirect -- and correct me if

21   I'm wrong, because it has been a very long

22   day -- is that it would be obvious to a

23   person of ordinary skill in the art to

24   replace the remote of Bi with the remote of

25   the Erekson because the remote of Erekson
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1   enhances the capability of a remote of Bi by

2   virtue of it being a wireless remote as

3   opposed to an IR remote.

4                  Do you recall that?

5                  MR. FEHRMAN:  It's not a

6   completely accurate characterization, but if

7   you want to ask him that, that's fine.

8                  MS. GLADSTEIN:  But the

9   question was posed with a disclaimer.

10        Q    Correct me if I'm off on this

11   characterization of the gist of the question

12   and answer that was given on redirect.

13                  (Deponent read document.)

14        A    My understanding is that the reason

15   for combining the remote control of Erekson

16   with the system of Bi was not because of the

17   communication method but because of the

18   ability to control multiple devices using a

19   single communication channel.

20        Q    Is it your position that Bi is not

21   capable of controlling multiple devices?

22        A    As I say -- and again, we're

23   talking about my declaration, Exhibit 3 of

24   the '873, in paragraph 27, I say that -- I

25   note "While the Bi reference does not
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1   disclose selection and control of multiple

2   devices on the display, the Erekson reference

3   does disclose the control of several devices

4   from a handheld computer used as a wireless

5   remote control."

6                  So I was just saying that one

7   could take the known technique from Erekson

8   and use it in combination with the remainder

9   of the system disclosed in Bi.

10                  So Bi has a wireless control

11   of one device.  Erekson has wireless -- and I

12   will say actually RF, to be more precise, it

13   has an RF control of one device.  Erekson has

14   an RF control of multiple devices.

15                  Both of them are in the same

16   general domain in terms of the kinds of

17   devices they're controlling.

18                  And so that's why it's my

19   opinion that it would be obvious for one of

20   ordinary skill in the art to use the Erekson

21   remote control in conjunction with the Bi

22   system.

23        Q    So how would you go about changing

24   the navigator of Bi to a wireless system of

25   Erekson?
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1        A    Well, the navigator of Bi is

2   already wireless in terms of how it

3   communicates with the computing platform.

4                  And indeed we even learn from

5   a reading of the specification -- let me just

6   use the language in paragraph 20 of Bi.  We

7   learned that the wireless communication can

8   be over Bluetooth.  So the navigator already

9   has a Bluetooth radio in it.

10                  The only thing that we're

11   doing to use Erekson with Bi is we are adding

12   functionality to the display of Bi akin to

13   the functionality of Erekson that allows it

14   to select from multiple devices and direct

15   the commands to the device of choice.

16                  In so doing, we wouldn't need

17   the infrared aspect of the navigator of Bi

18   anymore, provided the controllable devices

19   were equipped with Bluetooth or other RF

20   controllability.

21        Q    Let me -- let me ask you this:

22                  Bi certainly discloses

23   controlling of multiple devices, such as, you

24   know, interaction with the platform -- of the

25   computing platform as well as a stereo,
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1   right?

2                  So in 2004, what motivation

3   would you have to employ the system of

4   Erekson with the system of Bi except for

5   hindsight?

6        A    No.

7                  What I'm actually saying is

8   that the Bi reference does not explicitly

9   disclose functionality on the display that

10   allows the selection of multiple devices.

11                  So there is no illustration in

12   Bi that corresponds to Figure 7 of Erekson.

13        Q    But why would you want to have that

14   functional in Bi where Bi's navigator is

15   capable of talking primarily to the computing

16   platform and then also tell a stereo player

17   to play a song as opposed to a system where

18   the navigator can talk to the Internet or to

19   a data server?

20                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

21   answered.

22        A    Yes, I've already answered this

23   question earlier.

24                  One of the reasons is, as

25   we've been discussing, the fact that the
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1   infrared connection would be limited to line

2   of sight and the wireless wouldn't.

3                  So that if we have the

4   computing platform of Bi sitting in a room

5   next to some other audio component that I

6   want to control, I can't control both things

7   unless I'm standing in front of them both.

8                  Even though I could

9   communicate with the computing platform from

10   another room, I couldn't turn on the audio

11   amplifier from another room because that

12   interface would be infrared.

13                  It would certainly be

14   advantageous to have the ability to have the

15   same conductivity range for all the devices

16   I'm controlling instead of having some of

17   them controllable only line of sight and

18   others controllable at a distance.

19                  And indeed that's discussed in

20   Erekson as a reason for wanting to use

21   Bluetooth for everything.

22        Q    Okay.

23                  My question is, aside from the

24   benefit of a wireless transmitter being able

25   to transmit the signal farther than a few
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1   feet or the line of sight, what other

2   motivation in 2004 a person of ordinary skill

3   in the art would have reading Bi to

4   incorporate Erekson into Bi?

5                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

6   answered.

7        A    One of our -- I think I've answered

8   it three times now, but I'll do it a fourth

9   time.

10        Q    Aside --

11        A    One reading --

12        Q    -- from the elimination of the

13   line-of-sight limitation with respect to

14   controlling a stereo device.

15                  MR. YAP:  Asked and answered.

16        A    Okay.

17                  I think the other -- another

18   advantage would be simply unifying the

19   control, because Bi does not describe in the

20   specification or in the illustrations the

21   figures something like Figure 7 of Erekson,

22   which says you pick the device, you send a

23   command to it.

24                  Now, that's not to say that Bi

25   doesn't potentially have that functionality,
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1   but it's not called out explicitly in Bi.  It

2   is called out in Erekson.

3        Q    So what would you need to change in

4   the navigator 260 of Bi to incorporate the

5   functionality of Erekson?

6                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

7   answered.

8        A    I think one would have to

9   potentially change the user interface to

10   allow selection of multiple devices from some

11   universe of visible devices.

12                  And again, recall that with

13   infrared remote control that's one way, the

14   user can't see what devices are available for

15   control, whereas with a system like Erekson,

16   Erekson ascertains what devices may be

17   controlled, because those are the devices

18   that have responded to Bluetooth.

19                  So it's able to adapt to

20   whatever devices happen to be available at

21   the time as opposed to saying we're going to

22   hard-wire this to control the stereo using

23   infrared and if you bring in a CD player, the

24   remote control won't know about it.

25                  With a Bluetooth control, the
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1   remote control can discover that CD player as

2   well.

3        Q    In the system of Bi where the

4   computing platform is communicating with the

5   navigator and the navigator has the

6   capability to send -- to request a stereo

7   device to play a song, why would a person of

8   ordinary skill in the art want to have the

9   capability of selecting multiple other

10   devices from a list of devices to play a

11   song?

12                  MR. YAP:  Objection, asked and

13   answered.

14        A    I might, for example, want to

15   direct the sound to come out of a different

16   set of speakers.

17        Q    So besides changes to the user

18   interface, what else would need to be changed

19   in Bi to incorporate the system of Erekson?

20        A    Well, that would depend upon which

21   of the several potential wireless

22   communication protocols were used.

23                  I think in the case of a

24   Bluetooth, it would not be a matter of just

25   having to establish conductivity between the
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1   navigator and the computing platform, so

2   there might be some additional device

3   discovery software.

4        Q    Anything else?

5        A    I think that would be the majority

6   of what would need to be done.

7                  The computing platform

8   wouldn't have to change at all.  It would all

9   be changes to the navigator.

10                  (Counsel conferred.)

11        Q    Dr. Bove, thank you very much.  I

12   have nothing further.

13        A    Thank you.  Might I request

14   given --

15                  THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  The time is

16   8:20 p.m.  We're going off the record.

17                  This is the end of Disk 5in

18   the deposition of V. Michael Bove, Jr.

19                  (Proceedings adjourned.)

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1               C E R T I F I C A T E

2                  I, Jill K. Ruggieri, Registered

3   Merit Reporter and Certified Realtime Reporter, do

4   certify that the deposition of VICTOR MICHAEL BOVE,

5   JR., Ph.D., in the above-captioned matter, on may

6   29, 2014, was stenographically recorded by me; that

7   the witness provided satisfactory evidence of

8   identification, as prescribed by Executive Order 455

9   (03-13) issued by the Governor of the Commonwealth

10   of Massachusetts, before being sworn by me, a Notary

11   Public in and for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts;

12   that the transcript produced by me is a true record

13   and accurate record of the proceedings to the best

14   of my ability; that I am neither counsel for,

15   related to, nor employed by any of the parties to

16   the above action; and further that I am not a

17   relative or employee of any attorney or counsel

18   employed by the parties thereto, nor financially or

19   otherwise interested in the outcome of the action.

20

21                  ____________________________

22                  Jill K. Ruggieri, RPR, RMR, CRR

23   Transcript review was requested of the reporter.

24

25
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1   WITNESS:  VICTOR MICHAEL BOVE, JR., Ph.D.

2            SIGNATURE PAGE/ERRATA SHEET

3   PAGE    LINE    CHANGE OR CORRECTION AND REASON

4   ____    ____    _______________________________

5   ____    ____    _______________________________

6   ____    ____    _______________________________

7   ____    ____    _______________________________

8   ____    ____    _______________________________

9   ____    ____    _______________________________

10   ____    ____    _______________________________

11   ____    ____    _______________________________

12

13   I have read the transcript of my deposition taken

14   on May 29, 2014.  Except for any

15   corrections or changes noted above, I hereby

16   subscribe to the transcript as an accurate record

17   of the statements made by me.

18   Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury.

19   Deponent: _________________________  ___/___/2014

20             VICTOR MICHAEL BOVE, JR., Ph.D.

21        CERTIFICATE OF NOTARY PUBLIC

22   Sworn and subscribed to before me this

23   _______ day of _______________, _________    

24   _____________________     ______________________

25   NOTARY PUBLIC               MY COMMISSION EXPIRES
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

BEFORE THE PATENT TRlAL AND APPEAL BOARD 

YAMAHA CORPORATION OF AMERlCA 
Petitioner 

v. 

BLACK HILLS MEDIA, LLC 
Patent Owner 

Case IPR2013-00598 
Patent 8,214,873 B2 

NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF 
V. MICHAEL BOVE, JR. 

EXHIBIT 
Mail Stop "PATENT BOARD" 
Patent Trial and Appeal Board 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

I &lV'G j!J-tt/t'f 

112527-1786 vl 



NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF V. MICHAEL BOVE, JR. 

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 42.53, Patent Owner Black Hills Media, LLC provides 

notice to Petitioner Yamaha Corporation of America that the deposition of V. Michael Bove, Jr. 

will be held Thursday, May 29,2014, commencing at 9:00am in the offices of Pepper Hamilton 

LLP, 125 High Street, 19'h Floor- High Street Tower, Boston, MA 02110-2736. The deposition 

will be recorded by stenographic and audiovisual (videotape) means before an officer duly 

authorized by law to administer oaths under 35 U.S.C. § 23. 

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 42.53(d)(l), the parties have conferred and have agreed on this 

date and location for the deposition. 

Date: April25, 2014 
PEPPER HAMIL TON LLP 
125 High Street 
19'h Floor- High Street Tower 
Boston, MA 02110-2736 
(617) 204-5100 

1125274786 v J 

-2-

Respectfully submitted, 

/Lana Gladstein/ 

Lana Gladstein (Reg. No. 48,502) 
Lead Attorney for Patent Owner Black Hills 

Media, LLC 
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NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF V. MICHAEL BOVE. JR. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that the above-captioned "Notice of Deposition ofV. 

Michael Bove, Jr." was served in its entirety on April25, 2014, via email upon the following 

counsel of record for the Patent Owner: 

David L. Fehnnan 
Mehran Arjomand 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
707 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3543 
Tel: (213) 892-5630 
Fax: (323) 210-1329 

Date: April25, 2014 
PEPPER HAMILTON LLP 
125 High Street 
19'h Floor- High Street Tower 
Boston, MA 02110-2736 
(617) 204-5100 

#25274786 v! 
-3-

dfehnnan(cil,mofo.com 
marjomand@mofo.com 

Respectfully submitted, 

/Lana Gladstein/ 

Lana Gladstein (Reg. No. 48,502) 
Lead Attorney for Patent Owner Black Hills 

Media, LLC 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD 

YAMAHA CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Petitioner 

v. 

BLACK HILLS MEDIA, LLC 
Patent Owner 

Case IPR20 13-00597 
Patent 8,230,099 B2 

NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF 
V. MICHAEL BOVE, JR. 

Mail Stop "PATENT BOARD" 
Patent Trial and Appeal Board 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

#25275842 vI 

EXHIBIT 
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.... 

NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF V: MICHAEL BOVE, JR. 

In accordance with 37 C.P.R. § 42.53, Patent Owner Black Hills Media, LLC provides 

notice to Petitioner Yamaha Corporation of America that the deposition ofV. Michael Bove, Jr. 

will be held Thursday, May 29, 2014, commencing at 9:00am in the offices of Pepper Hamilton 

LLP, 125 High Street, 191
h Floor- High Street Tower, Boston, MA 02110-2736. The deposition 

will be recorded by stenographic and audiovisual (videotape) means before an officer duly 

authorized by law to administer oaths under 35 U.S.C. § 23. 

Pursuant to 37 C.P.R.§ 42.53(d)(l), the parties have conferred and have agreed on this 

date and location for the deposition. 

Date: Apri125, 2014 
PEPPER HAMIL TON LLP 
125 High Street 
19'h Floor- High Street Tower 
Boston, MA 02110-2736 
(617) 204-5100 

#25275842 vi 

-2-

Respectfully submitted, 

/Reza Mollaaghababa/ 

Reza Mollaaghababa (Reg. No. 43,810) 
Lead Attorney for Patent Owner Black Hills 

Media, LLC 



NOTICE OF DEPOSITION OF V. MICHAEL BOVE, JR. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that the above-captioned "Notice of Deposition of 

V. Michael Bove, Jr." was served in its entirety on April25, 2014, via email upon the following 

counsel of record for the Patent Owner: 

David L. Fehrman 
Mehran Arjomand 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
707 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3543 
Tel: (213) 892-5630 
Fax: (323) 210-1329 

Date: Apri125, 2014 
PEPPER HAMIL TON LLP 
125 High Street 
19'h Floor- High Street Tower 
Boston, MA 02110-2736 
(617) 204-5100 

#25275842 vi 

dfehnnan@mofo.com 
marjomand@mofo.com 

-3-

Respectfully submitted, 

/Reza Mollaaghababa/ 

Reza Mollaaghababa (Reg. No. 43,810) 
Lead Attorney for Patent Owner Black Hills 

Media, LLC 
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Patent No. 8,2 I 4,873 
Petition For Inter Partes Review 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

BEFORE THE PATENT TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD 

Yamaha Corporation of America 
Petitioner 

v. 

Black Hills Media, LLC 
Patent Owner 

Patent No. 8,214,873 
Issue Date: July 3, 20 I 2 

Title: METHOD, SYSTEM, AND COMPUTER-READABLE MEDIUM FOR 
EMPLOYING A FIRST DEVICE TO DIRECT A NETWORKED AUDIO 

DEVICE TO RENDER A PLA YLIST 

Inter Partes Review No. ---

DECLARATION OF V. MICHAEL BOVE, JR. 

Yamaha Corporation of America Exhibit 1002 Page 1 



I . 
I, V. Michael Bove, Jr., make this declaration in connection with the 

proceeding identified above. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. I have been retained by counsel for Yamaha Corporation of 

America ("Yamaha") as a technical expert in connection with the proceeding 

identified above. I submit this declaration in support of Yamaha's Petition for 

Inter Partes Review of United States Patent No. 8,214,873 ("the '873 patent"). 

2. I am being paid at an hourly rate for my work on this matter. I 

have no personal or financial stake or interest in the outcome of the present 

proceeding. 

II. QUALIFICATIONS 

3. I am employed as a Principal Research Scientist at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where I am also currently head of the 

Object-Based Media group at the Media Laboratory, co-director of the Center for 

Future Storytelling, and co-director of the consumer electronics working group 

CE2.0. I was also co-founder of and technical advisor to WatchPoint Media, Inc., 

an interactive television products and services company with offices in Lexington, 

Massachusetts and London, England, which is now part of Ericsson. I currently 

serve as technical advisor to One Laptop Per Child, creators of an inexpensive 

laptop computer for children in developing nations. 

1 
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4. I hold an S.B. in Electrical Engineering, an S.M. in Visual 

Studies, and a Ph.D. in Media Technology, all from the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology. I have authored over ninety journal and conference papers on 

distributed media, interactive media, and digital media. I have supervised over 

fifty graduate theses, and since 1990 have taught a graduate subject at MIT called 

Signals, Systems and Information for Media Technology. I am a Fellow of the 

Society of Photo-Instrumentation Engineers, a member of the Board of Editors of 

the Journal of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, and a 

member of a number of other professional organizations including the Optical 

Society of America, the Association for Computing Machinery, and the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronic Engineers. I am a named inventor on seventeen U.S. 

patents. I served as General Chair of the 1996 ACM Multimedia Conference and 

of the 2006 IEEE Consumer Communications and Networking Conference 

(CCNC'06). Attached as Appendix A is a copy of my curriculum vitae. 

III. MATERIALS CONSIDERED 

5. In preparing this declaration, I have reviewed, among other 

things, the following materials: (a) the '873 patent and its prosecution history; 

(b) U.S. Patent Application Publication 2002/0068558 AI ("Janik '558"); (c) U.S. 

Patent Application Publication US2002/0065902 ("Janik '902"); (d) U.S. Patent 

Application Publication US2002/0040255 ("Neoh"); (e) Cardoza, Take a Look at 

2 
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the Latest Integrated PDA/Ce!l Phone Devices, TECHREPUBLIC, Apr. 8, 2002 

("Cardoza"); (f) U.S. Patent Application Publication US2003/0045955 ("Janik 

'955"); (g) U.S. Patent Application Publication US2002/0087996 ("Bi"); (h) U.S. 

Patent No. 6,622,018 ("Erekson"); (i) Sony Ericsson P800/P802 White Paper ("the 

P800"); (j) U.S. Patent No. 6,502, I 94 ("Berman"); (k) U.S. Patent No. 6,127,941 

("Van Ryzin"), and (I) the Petition for Inter Partes Review of the '873 patent to 

which my declaration relates. 

IV. DEFINITIONS AND STANDARDS 

6. I have been informed and understand that claims are construed 

from the perspective of one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the claimed 

invention, and that during inter partes review, claims are to be given their broadest 

reasonable construction consistent with the specification. 

7. I have also been informed and understand that the subject matter of 

a patent claim is obvious if the differences between the subject matter of the claim 

and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been 

obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the 

art to which the subject matter pertains. I have also been informed that the 

framework for determining obviousness involves considering the following 

factors: (i) the scope and content of the prior art; (ii) the differences between the 

prior art and the claimed subject matter; (iii) the level of ordinary skill in the art; 

3 
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and (iv) any objective evidence of non-obviousness. I understand that the claimed 

subject matter would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art if, for 

example, it results from the combination of known elements according to known 

methods to yield predictable results, the simple substitution of one known element 

for another to obtain predictable results, use of a known technique to improve 

similar devices in the same way or applying a known technique to a known device 

ready for improvement to yield predictable results. I have also been informed that 

the analysis of obviousness may include recourse to logic, judgment and common 

sense available to the person of ordinary skill in the art that does not necessarily 

require explication in any reference. 

8. In my opinion, a person of ordinary skill in the art pertaining to the 

'873 patent would have at least a bachelor's degree in computer science or 

electrical engineering, and at least one year of practical experience with networked 

multimedia. 

9. I have been informed that the relevant date for considering the 

patentability of the claims ofthe '873 patent is May of2004. Based on my 

education and experience in the fields of networked digital media and consumer 

electronics, I believe I am qualified to provide opinions about how one of ordinary 

skill in the art in 2004 would have interpreted and understood the '873 patent and 

the prior art discussed below. 

4 
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V. THE '873 PATENT 

10. The claims of the '873 patent are directed to a system and method 

by which a handheld remote control can display a device identifier for selecting a 

media player, can receive a playlist, allow a user to select one or more songs from 

the playlist, and cause playback of the song or songs on the media player without 

the user having to interact directly with the media player. The remote control can 

also control other typical media player functions such as volume, tone, etc. 

VI. CLAIM CONSTRUCTION 

I I. I have been asked to provide my opinion on a number of claim 

terms by discussing what one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the patent 

filing would regard as the broadest reasonable interpretation consistent with the 

specification. In each case, my opinion agrees with the position taken in Yamaha's 

Petition for Inter Partes Review. 

A. "identifier" 

I 2. The term "identifier" appears in multiple claims in association 

with devices ("device identifier") and media ("media item identifier"). 

I 3. When devices and media items are discussed in the specification, 

they appear as entities that are selected by a user from a displayed list. For 

example, I I :63-64 states that, "[a] particular second device may be selected from a 

list of second devices that is displayed on the first device." Similarly, at I 0:36-38, 
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"a listener selects a song to be played from a play list on the first device and the 

song is then played on another device, e.g., a second device." Therefore, although 

the claims recite that the media identifiers are received and selected, the claims do 

not explicitly recite that they are displayed; it is apparent that they cannot be 

selected without being displayed. 

14. Accordingly, I agree with Yamaha's proposed construction, "a 

visual representation of an item that is displayed and may be selected, including 

representations of devices and songs contained in a playlist." 

B. "directing, from the first device, the second device to receive a 

media item" 

15. Each of the independent claims of the '873 patent requires that a 

second device receives or obtains a media item selected with an identifier 

displayed on the first device. 

16. It is my understanding from the specification and from the 

prosecution history that the second device is not a passive destination for the media 

item but must itself take some action as part of obtaining the item. Step 48 in FIG. 

4, for example, shows that the second device must "send information 

representative of the selected song(s) from the second device to a content server"; 

this is discussed in more detail at 12:8-23. 
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I 7. It is thus my opinion that for consistency with the specification, 

the reception of the media item by the second device requires some active 

participation in the process by the second device after receiving direction from the 

first device. 

C. "download" and "stream" 

18. Claims 15, 18, 28, and 44 of the '873 patent require downloading 

a media item, while claims 16, 19, 29, and 45 require streaming a media item. One 

of ordinary skill in the art would understand there to be a distinction between these 

two modes of operation. The customary meaning of"download" would be the 

reception and storage of a file (such as a media item) in its entirety to a local 

storage device such that it can be accessed as desired, while "streaming" of a 

media file means transmitting and playing on-the-fly with no storage at the 

receiver except for buffering. 

19. I note, however, that the '873 specification uses these two terms 

essentially interchangeably (e.g., "the present invention generally does not attempt 

to store songs within the music rendering devices themselves, but rather generally 

downloads songs via a network, as needed" at 10:7-10). The specification refers to 

saving a file in its entirety as "caching" at 10:22-29. See also 12:41-55. It is thus 

my opinion that "download" in the claims should be construed in the same way 

that one of ordinary skill in the art would customarily construe "stream," namely 
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receiving and playing a media item in real time on an as-needed basis for 

immediate playing. 

VII. ANALYSIS OF PRIOR ART 

A. Janik '558 In Combination With Janik '902 

20. I have been asked whether it would have been obvious to a 

person of ordinary skill in the art to employ the features of Janik '902 with the 

system disclosed in Janik '558. It is my opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art 

would have recognized that the Janik '558 and '902 references originate from the 

same source and describe systems of similar type. More particularly, the Janik 

'558 reference describes a complete system (including a webpad used as a remote 

control for accessing play lists), while the '902 reference discloses the features and 

operation of the webpad in more detail. Thus, it is my opinion that one of ordinary 

skill in the art would have found it obvious to employ features of the '902 reference 

-specifically the nested playlist structure and the graphical user interface for 

displaying and selecting tracks from the playlist - with the system disclosed in the 

'558 reference. 

21. I have additionally been asked whether it would have been 

obvious to include tone control functionality (as in '873 claims 9 and 38) to the 

above combination of references. It is my opinion that one of ordinary skill in the 

art would have understood tone (like the volume and balance controls disclosed in 
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the Janik '558 reference at [0 I 78]) to be a basic control for an audio system and 

would have found it obvious to include it in a remote control for an audio system. 

22. I have further been asked whether it would have been obvious to 

implement a remote control webpad without local audio playback capability (as in 

claim 24). It is my opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art would understand 

that such a configuration would still operate as a remote control as required in 

claim 24, and might be desirable under certain design constraints (such as creating 

a lower-cost product). 

B. Janik '558 And Janik '902 In Combination With Neoh 

23. I have been asked whether it would have been obvious to one of 

ordinary skill in the art to include tone control functionality (as in '873 claims 9 

and 38) in the combination of Janik '558 and '902 references, in light of the Neoh 

reference's disclosure of a remote control providing tone control. Again, it is my 

opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art would have understood tone (like the 

volume and balance controls disclosed in the Janik '558 reference at [0 I 78]) to be a 

basic control for an audio system, and would have further found the feature 

disclosed in Neoh to be an obvious addition to the remote control of the Janik 

references to provide more functionality at the remote. 
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C. Janik '558 And Janik '902 In Combination With Cardoza 

24. I have been asked whether it would have been obvious to one of 

ordinary skill in the art to implement the PDA of the combined Janik references 

using a combined PDA/telephone device, for example as disclosed in the Cardoza 

reference. It is my opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art would have 

understood that such devices were well-known and that the PDA functionality of 

such devices would be capable of providing the required functionality; the addition 

of telephone functionality was a known feature that would not affect the suitability 

of such a device for acting as an appropriate remote control. 

D. Janik '558 And Janik '902 In Combination With Janik '955 

25. I have been asked my opinion as to whether it would have been 

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to add shuffle, or random-order playback 

functionality (as in claims 13 and 42), to the combination of the Janik '558 and '902 

references, in light of the Janik '955 reference's disclosure (at [0099]) of shuffle 

playback functionality. It is my opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art would 

understand that providing shuffle playback in this case would have simply 

constituted adding a well-known feature from a similar system. 

E. Bi In Combination With Erekson 

26. I have been asked my opinion as to whether it would have been 

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to combine the portable ("palmtop or 
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hand-held computer" [2: 19-20]) of the Erekson reference with the system disclosed 

in the Bi reference. 

27. I note that while the Bi reference does not disclose selection and 

control of multiple devices on the display, the Erekson reference does disclose the 

control of several devices from a handheld computer used as a wireless remote 

control. It is my opinion that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill 

in the art to understand that the known technique from Erekson would be an 

appropriate combination with the system disclosed in Bi. The Erekson reference 

(at, for example, 1: 18-20) mentions "stereos" as a sort of device that might be 

controlled with the disclosed invention, and also throughout proposes the use of the 

Bluetooth wireless technology (which one of ordinary skill in the art would 

understand is commonly used in association with audio devices), thus further 

reinforcing the idea of combining the Erekson remote control with the Bi system. 

By employing the Erekson remote control with the Bi system, a single remote 

control could advantageously be used to control the computing platform as 

described in Bi and a stereo that receives its analog output as noted at [0021] of Bi, 

as well as other devices used with the stereo, such as a CD player. 

28. With respect to claim 21, I understand that while a local area 

network is not explicitly disclosed in Bi, Bi discloses a network interface to 

connect to the Internet or other network. ([0018].) It would have been obvious 
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that the network interface could also be used to connect to a local area network 

because local area networks are commonly used for connecting computers. 

F. Bi In Combination With Erekson And The PSOO 

29. I have additionally been asked to address the further combination 

of Bi and Erekson with the Sony P800 device. As the P800 device uses Bluetooth 

communication, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to 

consider the use of the P800 device (a mobile phone that also functions as a 

palmtop computer and an MP3 player) as the Bluetooth-equipped "palmtop or 

hand-held computer" of Erekson. 

30. In so doing, a system would result in which the remote control 

device would have the additional ability to play back music itself, as well as 

controlling other devices capable of playing music (as in '873 claims 4 and 33). 

31. Approaching the situation from the opposite direction, one of 

ordinary skill in the art would have found it obvious (in my opinion) to add MP3 

playback capability to the device disclosed in the Bi reference, as the inclusion of 

MP3 playback into devices of similar hardware architecture and user interface to 

the "navigator" of Bi was well known. 

32. Finally, the well-known existence of combined palmtop/PDA 

devices that include mobile phone capabilities (such as the P800) would have made 

it obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the remote control functionality 
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could be implemented on a combined phone/PDA device (as in '873 claims 5 and 

34). 

G Bi In Combination With Erekson And Janik '955 

33. I have been asked whether it would have been obvious to one of 

ordinary skill in the art to add a shuffle (i.e., random playback) feature to the above 

combination of Bi and Erekson. It is my opinion that one of ordinary skill in the 

art would have known that such functionality was in common use (and indeed was 

available in earlier audio devices like CD players) and would have found it obvious 

to implement in an audio playback system such as that disclosed by a combination 

of the Bi and Erekson references. The Janik '955 reference discloses shuffle 

playback at [0099]. 

H. Berman In Combination With Van Ryzin 

34. I have been asked my opinion on two points with respect to a 

combination of the Berman and Van Ryzin references. 

35. First, I have been asked whether it would have been obvious to 

one of ordinary skill in the art to use a remote (as in Van Ryzin) that can control 

multiple devices in the system disclosed in Berman. It is my opinion that one of 

ordinary skill in the art would have understood that control of multiple devices 

with a single remote as in Van Ryzin was a known technique that would have been 

obvious to combine with the system disclosed in Berman. The appropriateness of 
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such combination is further supported by the fact that the Van Ryzin reference 

repeatedly discusses using the remote control with audio playback devices, and in 

its title (and elsewhere) discloses that the remote control has a "graphical user 

interface," while the "virtual buttons of a touch panel screen" disclosed in Berman 

at 5:59 would also have been understood as a graphical user interface by one of 

skill in the art. Providing a remote control with the ability to control multiple 

devices as in Van Ryzin would provide the advantageous operation of being able, 

for example, to control both the playback unit I 00 and any components of home 

audio system 106 (e.g., amplifier, CD player, tape player, etc.) in Berman with a 

single remote. 

36. I have additionally been asked whether it would have been 

obvious to include volume, tone and balance control functionality (as in '873 

claims 8-10 and 37-39) in the above combination of Berman and Van Ryzin. It is 

my opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art would have understood volume, 

tone and balance to be basic controls for an audio system and would have found it 

obvious to include them in a remote control for an audio system. I further believe 

it would have been obvious to integrate the playback unit I 00 of Berman into a 

receiver or amplifier of the home audio system I 06 of Berman, as one of ordinary 

skill in the art would have understood that some users prefer a single unit rather 

than multiple components. In this case, the unified system would provide standard 
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audio controls for volume, tone, and balance as disclosed in the Van Ryzin 

reference. The remote would control the main receiver or amplifier, as well as 

other components such as a CD player as illustrated in Van Ryzin. 

*** 

I declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and 

that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true, and that 

these statements were made with knowledge that willful false statements and the 

like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section I 00 I 

of Title 18 of the United States Code. 

Dated: September 19,2013 V lt{tlcfa./J4.w·t, ;/ 
V. Michael Bovc, Jr. 
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Teaching Experience of V. Michael Bovc, Jr. 

FT89, 4.994, Media Arts and Sciences Doctoral Proscminar, tfmght unit on .sig
nals and systems (3 weeks), 10 students 

ST90, 4.998, Digital Image Processing for Hard Copy, 12 students 

FT90, 4.890, Signals and Systems for Media Technology, one of four instructors, 
12 •tudents 
FT90, 4A05 (freshman advising seminar), Case Studies in Visual Communica.
tions, 9 students 

ST91, 4.964, Digital Image Processing for Hard Copy, 6 students 

FT91, 4.890, Signals and Systems for Media Technology, one of four instructors, 
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tions, 9 students 

ST92, 4.964, Digital Image Processing for Hard Copy, 9 students 
FT92, 4.890, Signals and Systems for Media Technology, one of two instructors, 
13 students 
FT92, 4A05 (freshman advising seminar), Case Studies in Visual Communica,. 
tions, 8 :itudents 

IAP93, "Ernie Kovacs" 

ST93, 4.964, Digital Image Processing for Hard Copy, 8 students 

FT93, MAS101/MAS510, Signals, Systems, and Information for Media Tech
nology, one of two instructors, 20 students 

FT93, MASA05 (freshman advising seminar), Case Studies in Visual Commu
nications, 8 students 

IAP94, "A Look Back at Colorization" 

ST94, MAS814, Digital Image Processing for Hard Copy, 8 students 
FT94, MASA05 (freshman advising seminar), Case Studies in Vhmal Commu
nications, 8 students 

FT94, MASl60/MAS5!0, Signals, Systems, and Information for Media Tech
nology, one of two instructors, 16 sturlents 

IAP95, ·'Dimensional Transcendence," one of three instructors 

ST95, MAS814, Digital Image Processing for Hard Copy, 5 students 

FT95. MASA05 (freshman advising seminar). Case Studies in Visual Commu
nications, 7 students 

FT95, MAS160/MAS510, Signals, Systems, and Information for Media Tech
nology, one of two instructors, 15 students 

ST96, MAS961, On Being Meta, one of three instructors, 14 students 

FT96. MASA05 (freshman advising seminar), Case Studies in Visual Commu-
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nications, 8 student::; 

FT96, MAS160/MAS510, Signals, Systems. and Information for Media Tech
nology, sole instructor, 19 students 

ST97, ~IAS814, Digital Image Processing for Hard Copy, 7 students 

ST97, MAS961, On Being Meta, one of three instructors 
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students 
STOO, MAS160/MAS510, Signals, Systems, and Information for Media Tech
nology, one of two instructors, 24 students 
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students 
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nology, one of two instructors, 14 students 
ST02, MASlll, Introduction to Doing Research in 1\'ledia Arts and Sciences, 25 
students 
ST02, MAS890, Workshop in Community-MRintainRble Online Collaborative 
Spaces, 20 students 

FT02, ~1ASA09 (freshman advising seminar), Television, Inside and Out, 9 stu
dents 
ST03, MAS Ill, Introduction to Doing Research in ~[edia Arts and Sciences, 15 
student::; 
FT03, MASA18 (freshman advising seminar), Engineering: the Good, the Bad, 
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and the Ugly, 10 students 
FT03, MAS160/MAS510/MAS511, Signals, Systems, and Information for ~lc
dia Technology, one of two instructors, 24 students 

ST04, MAS111, Introduction to Doing Research in Media Arts and Sciences, 15 
~tudents 

FT04, MASA18 (freshman advising seminar), Engineering: the Good, the Bad, 
and the Ugly, 7 students 
ST05, MASlll, Introduction to Doing Research in Media Arts and Sciences, 15 
students 

FT05, MAS160/MAS510/MAS511, Signals, Systems, and Information for Me
dia Technology, 14 students 

ST06, MAS Ill, Introduction to Doing Research in 1'ledia Arts and Sciences, 10 
students 
FT06, MASA18 (freshman advising seminar), Engineering: the Good, the Bad, 
and the Ugly, 11 students 
ST07, MAS111, Introduction to Doing Research in Media Arts and Sciences, 10 
students 
FT07, MASA18 (freshman advising seminar), Engineering: the Good, the Bad, 
and the Ugly, 10 students 
FT07, MAS160/MAS510/MAS511, Signals, Systems, and Information for Me
diA. Technology, 12 students 

FT07, MASllO, Fundamentals of Computational Media Design, 25 students 

ST08, MASlll, Introduction to Doing Research in Media Arts and Sciences, 18 
students 
FT08, MASllO, Fundamentals of Computational Media Design, 25 students 

ST09, MAS111, Introduction to Doing Research in Media Arts and Sciences, 9 
students 

ST09, MAS963, New tvledia Storytelling, 10 students 

FT09, rviASllO, Fundamentals of Computational Media Design, 25 students 

FT09, MASA19 (freshman advising seminar), Designing Consumer Electronics, 
9 students 

STlO, MASlll, Introduction to Doing Research in Media Arts and Sciences, 21 
students 

STIO. MAS963. New ~ledia Storytelling, 9 students 

FTlO, 1IAS110, FundamentA.b of Computational Media Design, 28 students 

FTlO, MASA19 (freshman advising seminar), Designing Consumer Electronics, 
10 students 
STU, MAS111, Introduction to Doing Research in ~lcdia Arts and Sciences, 12 
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students 
FTII, MASIIO, Fundamentals of Computational Media Design, 30 students 

FTll, MASA19 (freshman advising seminar), Designing Consumer Electronics, 
10 students 
STI2, MAS Ill, Introduction to Doing Research in Media Arts and Sciences, 20 
students 
STI2, MAS160/MAS510/MAS511, Signals, Systems, and Information for Me
dia Technology, 6 students 
FT12, MASllO, Fundamentals of Computational Media Design, 30 students 

FT12, MASA19 (freshman advising seminar), Designing Consumer Electronics, 
10 students 
ST13, MASlll, Introduction to Doing Research in Media Arts and Sciences, 20 
students 
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Publications of V. Michael Bovc, Jr. 

Books 
(for book chapters see Other Major Publications) 
1. S. A. Benton and V. M. Bove, .Jr., Holographic Imaging, Wiley, 2008. 

Papers in Refereed Journals 
1. V. M. Bove, Jr., "A Probabilistic Method for Integrating Multiple Sources 
of Range Data," Journal of the Optical Society of America A, 7, Dec. 1990, pp. 
2193-2198. 
2. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and A. B. Lippman, '<Scalable Open Architecture Televi
sion," SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers} Journal, 
101, Jan. 1992, pp. 2-5. 
0 3. A. Singh and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Multidimensional Quantizers for Scalable 
Video Compression," IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, 11, 
Jan. 1993, pp. 36-45. 
4. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Entropy-Based Depth from Focus," Journal of the Optical 
Society of America A, 10, Apr. 1993, pp. 561-566. 
0 5. K. Tsunashima, .J. B. Stampleman, and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "A Scalable 
Motion-Compensated Subband Image Coder," IEEE Transactions on Commu
nications, 42, Apr. 1994, pp. 1894-1901. 

6. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and J. A. Watlington, "Cheops: A Rcconfigurable Data-Flow 
System for Video Processing," IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for 
Video Technology, 5, Apr. 1995, pp. 140-149. 

7. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Object-Oriented Television," SMPTE Journal, 104, Dec. 
1995, pp. 803-807. 
8. V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Multimedia Based on Object Models: Some Whys and 
Hows," IBM Systems .Journal, .95, 1996, pp. 337-348. 

9. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Beyond Images," Convergence: The Journal of Research 
into New Media Technologies, 2, Autumn 1996, pp. 30-46. 
0 10. J. A. Watlington and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Stream-Based Computing and 
Future Television," SMPTE Journal, 106, April 1997, pp. 217-224. 

" II. J. A. Watlington and V. M. Bove, Jr., "A System for Parallel Media 
Processing," Parallel Computing, 23:12 December 1997, pp. 1793-1809. 
0 12. S. Agamanolis and V. 1L Bove, .Jr., "Multilevel Scripting for Responsive 
~fultimedia," IEEE Multimedia, 4:4 October-December 1997, pp. ·10-50. 

" 13. V. M. Bove, Jr., J. Dakss, S. Agamanolis, E. Chalom, "Adding Hyperlinks 
to Digital Television,'' SMPTE Journal, 108, November 1999, pp. 795-801. 

14. V. M. Bove, .Jr. and W. Butera, ~'The Coding Ecology: Image Coding Via 

noutgrowths of supervised theses or research projects. 
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Competition among Experts," IEEE Transactions on Circuits and S.11stems /or 
Video Technology, 10, October 2000, pp. 1049-1058. 

" 15. V. M. Bovc, Jr., J. Dakss, E. Chatom, and S. Agamanolis, "Hypcrlinkcd 
Television Research at the MIT Media Laboratory," IBM Systems Journal, 39, 
2000, pp. 470-478. 
0 16. S. Agamanolis and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Viper: a Framework for Responsive 
Television," IEEE Multimedia, 10:3, July-Sept. 2003, pp. 88-98. 
0 17. V. M. Bove, Jr. and \.Yilfrido Sierra, "Personal Projection," S!11PTE 
Motion Imaging Journal, 11.'1, Jan. 2004, pp. 17-21. 
0 18. V. M. Bove, Jr. and J. Mallett, "Collaborative Knowledge Building by 
Smart Sensors," BT Technology Journal, 22:4, Oct. 2004, pp. 45-51. 
0 19. D. Butler, V. M. Bovc, Jr., and S. Sridharan, ';Real-Time Adaptive 
Foreground/Background Segmentation," EURASIP Journal on Applied Signal 
Processing, 14:11, Aug. 2005, 2292-2304. 
0 20. W. Plesniak, M. Halle, V. M. Bovc, Jr., J. Barabas, and R. Pappu, "Re
configurablc Image Projection (RIP) Holograms," Optical Engineering, 45:11, 
Nov. 2006. 
21. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Holographic Television: What and When?" S/lt!PTE 
Motion Imaging Journal, 120:4, Mayj.June 2011, pp. 36-40. 

22. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Engineering for Live Holographic TV'' SMPTE Motion 
Imaging Journal, 120:8, November/December 2011, pp. 56-60. 

23. V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Display Holography's Digital Second Act," Proceedings of 
the IEEE, 100:4, April 2012, pp. 918-928. 
0 24. S. Jolly, D. E. Smalley, J. Barabas, and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Direct Fringe 
Writing Architecture for Photorcfractivc Polymer-Based Holographic Displays: 
Analysis and Implementation," Opt. Eng. 52:5, 055801, 2013, doi: 10.1117 /l.OE.52.5.055801 
0 25. D. E. Smalley, Q. Y. J. Smithwick, V. M. Bove, J. Barabas and S. Jolly, 
Anisotropic leaky-mode modulator for holographic video displays, Nature, 498, 
20 June 2013, pp. 313- 317. 

Papers in Refereed Conference .Journals 
1. V. l\·1. Bove, Jr., "Pictorial Applications for Range Sensing Cameras," in 
SPIE Vol. g01: Image Processin,q, Analysis, Measurement, and Quality, So
ciety of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Bellingham WA, 1988, pp. 
10-17. 
2. B. Girod, V. M. Bove, Jr., A. B. Lippman, "Automatic 3-D Scene Modeling 
from Range and 1\lotion," Proc. Second International Workshop on 64kbitjs 
Codin.Q of Moving Video, Hannover Germany, 1989. 

3. V. M. Bovc, Jr., ·'Discrete Fourier Transform Based Depth-from-Focus,'' OSA 
Technical Digest Series Vol. 14: Image Understanding and Machine Vision, Op
tical Society of America. Washington DC, 1989, pp. 118-121. 
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4. V. t\L Bove, .Jr. and A. B. Lippman, ~~open Architecture Television Receivers 
and Extensible/Intercompatible Digital Video Representations," Proc. IEEE 
ISCAS (International Symposium on Circuits and Systems), New Orleans LA, 
1990, pp. 1294-1297. 

5. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Scalable, Spatiotcmporal Rcsolution-Indcpcndcnt Digital 
Image Format," Proc. Picture Coding Symposium, Cambridge MA, 1990, pp. 
4.6.1-4.6.4. 

6. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and A. B. Lippman, "Open Architecture Television,'' in 
A Television Continuum- 1967 to 2017, SMPTE, White Plains NY, 1991, pp. 
210-218. 

7. W. R. Neuman, A. N. Crigler, V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Television Sound and Viewer 
Preference," Proc. AES 9th International Conference, Detroit MI, 1991. 

8. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and J. A. Watlington, "Cheeps: A Modular Processor for 
Scalable Video Coding," in SPIE Vol. 1605, Society of Photo-Optical Instru
mentation Engineers, Bellingham WA, 1991, pp. 886-893. 

9. I. J. Shen and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Minimization of Aliasing Artifacts During 
Partial Subband Reconstruction with Wiener Filters," in SPIE Vol. 1657, So
ciety of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Bellingham WA, 1992, pp. 
14-23. 

10. V. M. Bove, Jr. and .J. A. Watlington, ~~Experiments in Hardware and 
Software for Real-Time Image Sequence Processing/' Proc. IEEE Workshop on 
Visual Signal Processing and Communications, Raleigh NC, 1992, pp. 98-103. 

11. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and E. Chalom, "Open Architecture Television for Motion
Compensated Coding," in SPJE Vol. 1818, Society of Photo-Optical Instru
mentation Engineers, Bellingham WA, 1992, pp. 1088-1091. 

12. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Hardware and Software Implications of Representing 
Scenes"" Data" (invited paper), Proc. ICASSP-93, Minneapolis MN, 1993, pp. 
1-121-1-124. . 

13. V. M. Bovc, .Jr., B. D. Granger, and .J. A. Watlington, ''Real-Time Decoding 
and Display of Structured Video," Proc. IEEE JCMCS '94, Boston MA, 1994, 
pp. 456-462. 

14. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and J. A. Watlington, "Structured Video Display on a 
Data-Flow Processor,'' Proc. IEEE Workshop on Visual Signal Processing and 
Communications, New Brunswick NJ, 1994, pp. 8-12. 

15. V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Object-Oriented Television," Proc. !.76th SMPTE Tech
nical Conference, Los Angeles CA. 1994, paper 136-3. 
0 16. J. A. Watlington,~!. Lucente, C .. J. Span·cll, V. M. Bovc, Jr., and I. Tami
tani, ;'A Hardware Architecture for Rapid Generation of Electro-Holographic 
Fringe Patterns," Proc. SPIE Practical Holography IX, 2406', 1995, pp. 172-
183. 

0 0utgrowths of supervised theses or research projects. 
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0 17. S. Becker and V. M. Bove, .Jr., ''Semiautomatic 3-D Model Extraction 
from Uncalibrated 2-D Camera Views," Proc. SPIE Image Synthesis, 2410, 
1995, pp. 447-461. 
0 18. E. Chalom and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Segmentation of Frames in a Video 
Sequence using Motion and Other Attributes," Proc. SPIE Digital Video Com
pression: Algorithms and Technologies, 2419, 1995, pp. 230-241. 
0 19. J. A. Watlington and V. M. Bove, Jr., HStream-Brused Computing and 
Future Television," Proc. 137th SMPTE Technical Conference, New Orleans 
LA, 1995, pp. 69-79. 
0 20. E. K. Acosta, V. M. Bove, .Jr., .J. A. Watlington, and R. A. Yu, "Re
configurable Processor for a Data-Flow Video Processing System," Proc. SPIE 
FPGAs for Fast Board Development and Reconfigurable Computing, 2607, 1995, 
pp. 83-91. 
0 21. T. Chang ari.d V. M. Bove, Jr., "Experiments in Real-Time Decoding 
of Layered Video," Proc. SPJE Integration Issues in Large Commercial Media 
Delivery Systems, 2615, 1995, pp. 99-106. 
0 22. E. Chalom and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Segmentation of an Image Sequence 
using Multi-Dimensional Image Attributes," Proc. IEEE !CIP-96, Lausanne, 
1996, pp. 11-525- 11-528. 

23. V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Algorithms and Systems for Modeling Moving Scenes," 
Proc. EUSIPC0-96 (European Signal Processing Conference}, 'Il·ieste, 1996, 
pp. 1685-1688. 

24. V. M. Bove, Jr., "The Impact of New Multimedia Representations on Hard
ware and Software Systems," (invited paper) Proc. SP!E Multimedia Hardware 
Architectures 1997, .9021, 1997, pp. 34-39. 
0 25. J. Wong, J. Watlington, and V. M. Bove, Jr., "The H-Bus: A Media Acqui
sition Bus Optimb:ed for Multiple Streams," Proc. SP!E Multimedia Hardware 
Architectures 1997, 3021, 1997, pp. 40-50 .. 
0 26 . .J. Newbern and V. M. Bovc, .Jr., '1Generation of Blue Noise Arrays by Ge
netic Algorithm/' Proc. SPIE Human Vision and Electronic Imaging l!, 3016, 
1997, pp. 441-450. 
11 27. J. A. Watlington and V. M. Bove, Jr., "A System for Parallel Media 
Processing," Proc. Workshop on Parallel Processing and Multimedia, IEEE In
ternational Parallel Processing Symposium, Geneva, 1997, pp. 59-74. 
0 28. S. Agamanolis ~tnd V. M. Bove, .Jr., :'Reflection of Presence: Toward More 
Natural and Responsive Tclecollabomtion." Proc. SPIE Multimedia Network.s, 
3228, 1997. pp. 174-182. 

29. V. ~!. Bove, Jr., "Object-Based Media and Stream-Based Computing," (in
vited paper) Proc. SP1E Multimedia Hardware Architectures 1998, .'/.'111, 1998, 
pp. 24-29. 

30. V. M. Bove. Jr., J. Dakss, S. Agamanolis, E. Chalom, "Adding Hyperlinks 
to Digital Television," Proc. 140th Slv!PTE Technical Conference, 1998, pp 395-
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405. 

31. J. Dakss, S. Agamanolis, V. ~t Bovc, Jr., E. Chalom, "Hypcrlinkcd Video," 
Proc. SPIE Multimedia Systems and Applications, 3528, 1998, pp. 2-10. 

32. V. M. Bove, Jr., ~~Media Processing with Field-Programmable Gate Arrays 
on a 1-Hcroprocessor's Local Bus," Proc. SPIE Media Processors, .1655, 1999. 

33. A. Wcstner and V. l'vl. Bove, Jr., "Blind Separation of Real World Audio 
Signals Using Overdetermined Mixtures," Proc. ICA '99, 1999, pp. 251-256. 

34. A. Westner and V. M. Bove, .Jr., ~'Applying Blind Source Separation and 
Deconvolution to Real-World Acoustic Environments," Proc. 106th Audio En
gineering Society Convention, 1999. 

35. V. !vi. Bove, Jr. and W. J. Butera, "The Coding Ecology: Image Coding 
via Competition among Experts," Proc. 1999 Picture Coding Symposium, 1999, 
pp, 403-406. 

36. V. M. Bove, Jr., ~~wm Anyone Really Need a Web Browser in Five Years?" 
Proc. Montreux World Television Forum, 2000. 

37. V. M. Bove, Jr. and S. Agamanolis, aRcsponsive Television," Proc. Inter
national Broadcasting Convention, 2000, pp. 622-626. 

38. 'rV. Butera and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Literally Embedded Processors," Proc. 
SPIE Media Processors, v. 4313, 2001, pp. 29-37. 

39. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and W. Butera, ·~Extremely Distributed Multimedia," Proc. 
6th Eurographics Workshop on Multimedia, 2001. 
040. V. !vi. Bove, Jr. and J. Mallett, "Eye Society: Collaborative Problem 
Solving by Intelligent Mobile Cameras," Proc. First GSFC/JPL Workshop on 
Radical Agent Concepts, 2001. 
041. W. Butera, V. M. Bove, Jr. and .J. McBride, '•Extremely Distributed Me
dia Processing," Proc. SPIE Media Processors, v. 4674, 2002, pp. 37-41. 
042. V. M. Bove, Jr. and W. Sierra, "Personal Projection," Proc. SMPTE 
!44th Techmcal Conference, 2002. 
043. D. Butler, S. Sridharan, and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Real-Time Adaptive Video 
Segmentation," Proc. ICASSP 200.9, 2003. 
044. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and \V. Sierra, "Personal Projectors Based on VCSEL 
Arrays," Proc. SPIE Projection Displays IX, v. 5002, 2003, pp. 1-6. 
045. V. M. Bove, .Jr. and W. Sierra, ;'Personal Projection, or How to Put a 
Large Screen in a Small Device,'' Proc. SID 200.9 International Symposium, 
XXXIV, 2003. 

"46. J. ~Iallett and V. ~!. Bove, Jr, ''Eye Society," Proc. IEEE ICME 2003, 
2003. 

47. V. :..1. Bove, Jr., "Media Processing Ecologie~," Proc. IEEE ITRE 2003, 
2003. 

48. G. Nanda, V. M. Bove, Jr., and A. Cable, "BYOB (Build Your Own Bag): 
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A Computationally-Enhanced Modular Textile System," Proc. UBICOMP '04, 
2004. 
1149. T. Quentmeyer, W. J. Plesniak, and V. 1\l. Bove, Jr., "Computing Real
Time Holographic Video Content with Off-the- Shelf PC Hardware," Proc. OSA 
Frontiers in Optics/Laser Science 1.\feeting, 2004. 
050. V. M. Bove, Jr., W. J. Plesniak, T. Quentmeyer, and J. Barabas, ('Real
Time Holographic Video Images with Commodity PC Hardware," Proc. SPIE 
Stereoscopic Displays and Applications, 5664A, 2005. 
051. B. C. Dalton and V. hi. Bovc, .Jr., a Audio-Based Self-Localization for Ubiq
uitous Sensor Networkst Proc. 118th Audio Engineering Society Convention, 
2005. 
0 52. D. E. Smalley, Q. Y. J. Smithwick, and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Holographic 
Video Display Based on Guided-Wave Acousto-Optical Devices," Proc. SPIE 
Practical Holography XXI, 6488, 2007. 
053. V. M. Bove, .Jr., D. E. Smalley, and Q. Y . .J. Smithwick, "Making Holo
graphic Television a Consumer Product," {invited paper) Proc. OSA Topical 
Meeting on Di,qital Holography and Three-Dimensional Imaging, 2007. 
054. Q. Y. J. Smithwick, D. E. Smalley, V. M. Bovc, Jr., and J. Barabas, 
~'Progress in Holographic Video Displays Based on Guided-Wave Acousto-Optical 
Devices," Proc. SPIE Practical Holography XXII, 6912, 2008. 
11 55. B. T. Taylor and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "The Bar of Soap: A Grasp Recogni
tion System Implemented in a Multi-Functional Handheld Device," Proc. ACM 
CHI, 2008. 
0 56 . .J . .J. Kalanithi and V. M. Bove, .Jr., ''Connectibles: Tangible Social Net
works," Proc. 2nd Inti. Conf. on Tangible and Embedded Interaction (TEI'08), 
2008. 
11 56. Q. Y. J. Smithwick, J. Barabas, D. E. Smalley, and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Real
Time Shader Rendering of Holographic Stcrcograms," Proc. SPJE Practical 
Holography XXIIl, 728.1, 2009. 
0 57. B. T. Taylor and V. M. Bovc, Jr., ''Graspablcs: Grasp-Recognition as a 
User Interface," Proc. ACM CHI, 2009. 
058. V. M. Bove, Jr., Q. Y. J. Smithwick, J. Barabas, and D. E. Smalley, "Is 
3-D TV Preparing the way for Holographic TV?" Proc. 8th International Sym
posium on Display Holography, 2009. 
0 59. A. L. Santos and V. rvi. Bovc, Jr., ''uCom: Spatial Displays for Vi:mal 
Awareness of Remote Locations," Proc. ACM CHI 2010, 2010. 
0 1iO. .J. B"'abas, Q. Y . .J. Smithwick, and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Evaluation of 
Rendering Algorithms for Presenting Ll\yered Information on Holographic Dis
plays.'' Proc. SID 10 Digest, 2010. 

61. V. M. Bove, .Jr., ~'What is Holographic Television, and \Vill it Ever be in 1-ly 
Living Room?" Proc. 2010 SMPTE International Conference on Stereoscopic 
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8D for Media and Entertainment, 2010. 
0 62. J. Barabas, S. Jolly, D. E. Smalley, and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Diffraction Spe
cific Coherent Panoramagrams of Real Scenes," Proc. SPIE Practical Hologra
phy XXV, 7957, 2011. 
63. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Live Holographic TV: From Misconceptions to Engi
neering," Proc. 2011 SMPTE International Conference on Stereoscopic SD for 
Media and Entertainment, 2011. 
0 64. E. Portocarrero, D. Cranor, and V. M. Bove, Jr., apmow-Talk: Seamless 
Interface for Dream Priming Recalling and Playback," Proc. TEl '11, 2011. 
065. D. Cranor, A. Peyton, A. Persaud, R. Bhatia, S. Kim, and V. M. Bove, 
Jr., ushakeOnit: An Exploration Into Leveraging Social Rituals for Information 
Access," Proc. TEl '11, 2011. 
066 .. J. Barabas, S . .Jolly, D. E. Smalley, and V. M. Bove, .Jr., ·'Depth Percep
tion and User Interface in Digital Holographic Television," Proc. SPJE Practical 
Holography XXVI, 8281, 2012. 
0 67. S. Jolly and V. M. Bove, Jr., ~'Direct Optical Fringe Writing of Diffraction 
Specific Coherent Panoramagrams in Photorefractivc Polymer for Updatable 
Three-Dimensional Holographic Display," J. Phys.: Con/ Ser. 415, 012054, 
2013. 
0 68. D. Smalley, Q. Smithwick, J. Barabas, V. M. Bove, Jr., S. Jolly, and C. 
Della Silva, ''Holovideo for Everyone: a Low-Cost Holovideo Monitor," J. Phys.: 
Conf Ser. 415, 012055, 2013. 
0 69 . .J. Barabas and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Visual Perception and Holographic Dis
plays," .!. Phys.: Con/. Ser. 415, 012056, 2013. 
0 70. S. Jolly, D. E. Smalley, J. Barabas, and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Progress in 
Updatable Photorefractive Polymer-Based Holographic Displays via Direct Op
tical Writing of Computer-Generated Fringe Patterns," Proc. SPIE Practical 
Holography XXVII, 8644, 2013. 

Other Major Publications 
1. W. Bender, V. M. Bove, Jr., A. Lippman, L. Liu, J. Watlington. "High Def
inition Systems in the 1990s: Open Architecture and ComputAtional Video," 
HDTV IVorld Review, 1:3, Summer 1990, pp. 11-15. 
2. V. M. Bove, Jr., <;Arlvanced TV should be Open Architecture" (opinion col
umn), TV Technology, Augu•t 1992, p. 7. 
3. A. Lippman and V. M. Bove, Jr., ·'ATV Profile: Contribution to the Re
quirements Discussion," ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 MPEG92/759, 1992. 
4. V. M. Bove, Jr .. ;~scalable (Extensible, Interoperable) Digital Video Rep
resentations'' (book chapter). A. B. Watson, ed., Digital Images and Human 
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Vision, MIT Press, Cambridge MA, 1993, pp. 23-34. 

5. V. ~t Bovc, Jr., "WhA.t's 'Wrong with Today's Video Coding?" (opinion 
column), TV Technology, February 1995, p. 7. 

6. V. M. Bove, .Jr. and A. B. Lippman, "Televh:iion," World Book Encyclopedia, 
Vol. /9, World Book, Chicago IL, 1995, pp. 124-128. 

7. N. Ncgropontc and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Object Oriented Television," Wired, 
July 1996, p. 188. 
8. V. M. Bove, .Jr., et al., Comment on FCC 96-207, Fifth Further Notice of 
Proposed Rule Making in the l\Iatter of Advanced Television Systems and Their 
Impact Upon the Existing Television Broadcast Service, 1996. 

9. V. M. Bovc, Jr., N. ~Hyaho, and D. A. Harris, introductory chapter, Mul
timedia Communication Networks: Technologies and Services, M. Tatipamula 
and B. KhasnRbish, cds., Artcch House, Norwood MA, 1997. 

10. V. M. Bove, Jr., ''Online to the Future" (opinion column), The Sunday 
Times (London), October 4, 1998. 

11. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Communication," The New Book of Knowledge, Grolier, 
Bethel CT, 2000, pp. 462-471. 

12. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Astronauts and M.osquitos" (opinion column), Communi
cations of the ACM, March 2001, p, 48. 

13. V. M. Bove, Jr., ~'Connected by Media" (opinion column), IEEE Multime
dia, Oct. 2001. 

Invited Lectures and Seminars 
1. "Model Building Cameras," National Computer Graphics Association, Philadel
phia PA, April 18, 1989. 

2. "Extensible/Intercompatible Digital Video Representations," EIA Digital 
Advanced Television Workshop, Washington DC, November 7, 1989. 

3. "Television of Tomorrow," ILP Symposium on Telecommunications Technol
ogy and Policy for the 21st Century, M.I.T., April 24, 1990. 

4. "Open Architecture Television," Symposium on the Media Laboratory 5th 
Anniversary, M.I.T., October 2, 1990. 

5. "Open Architecture Television," EIA/IEEE Second International \Vorkshop 
on Digital Video Communications, Cambridge ~:lA, November 26, 1990. 

6. ''Scalable Video Representations for Visual Information Services," National 
Engineering Consortium Information Networking ComForum, Orlando FL, De
cember 1•1, 1990. 
7. "Scalable (Extensible, Interoperable) Video Coding," National Research 
Council Visual Factors in Electronic Image Communications Conference, Woods 
Hole MA, .July 22, 1991. 

8. "Scalability and Open Architecture," Digital Television Symposium, M.I.T., 
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May 21, 1992. 
9. "A F\1ture Model for HDTV," Production '93, Montreal, May 26, 1993. 

10. ';Hardware and Software ImplicA.tions of Representing Scenes as Data,'' 
(banquet address) IEEE Conference on Application Specific Integrated Circuits 
'93, Rochester NY, September 29, 1993. 
11. "Some Thoughts on Image Representations, Scene Representations, and 
Hardware/Software Architectures/' IEEE International Conference on Com
puter Design '93, Cambridge MA, October 4, 1993. 
12. "Image and Scene Representations and System Architectures," EIA DigitAl 
Advanced Television Workshop, Cambridge MA, October 14, 1993. 

13. "tdachincs Behind the Scenes: Computation and Structured Video," Per
spectives Lecture Series, M.l.T., April 26, 1994. 
14. "Object-Oriented Television," .Joint New England S1GGRAPH/New Eng
land SMPTE Meeting, Cambridge MA, October 27, 1994. 
15. "Object-Oriented Television," Symposium on The Digital Revolution and 
its Effect on Japanese Industry (sponsored by Kodansha Publishing), Tokyo, 
March 15, 1995. 
16. "Multimedia Computing: Parallelism without Pain," IEEE Workshop on 
Multimedia Processors (part of ICMCS '95), Washington DC, May 19, 1995. 

17. "Stream-Based Computing and Future Television," EIA/IEEE-CES Digital 
Television Workshop, Philadelphia, October 5, 1995. 
18. "Eyes, Cameras, Objects," Symposium on the Media Laboratory lOth An
niversary, M.I.T., October 10, 1995. 
19. "Future Television: Why We Need All Those MIPS and Where We're Going 
to Get Them," Princeton University Dept. of Electrical Engineering, October 
24, 1995. 
20. "The Likely Convergence of Multimedia, Video, Communication:;, and Com
puting" (panel discussion), Photonics East '95, Philadelphia, October 24, 1995. 

21. "Trends to Watch For in Consumer (and Professional) Multimedia," Com
mExpo, Houston TX, .January 11, 1996. 

22. "Multimedia Trends," Texas Instruments National Sales Meeting, Dallas 
TX, April 23, 1996. 
23. "Object-Bru:;erl Multimedia," Objects of Communication Symposium, 1-LI.T., 

~lay 22, 1996. 
24 .. :Object-Based l\.ledia and Why It's a Good Problem," Bell Laboratories, 
Murray Hill NJ, August 28, 1996. 
25. "The Future of Electronic Visual Communications," Medientage 1filnchen, 
Munich, October 17, 1996. 
26. "Hardware and Software Impacts of New tvledia Representations," ACM 
Workshop on Media Processors (part of ACM MM'96), Boston, November 19, 
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1996. 
27. "Convergence in the 2l::;t Century" (panel discussion), SPIE International 
Symposium on Voice, Video and Data Communications, Boston, November 20, 

1996. 
28. ''Object-Based Media," Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, Palo Alto CA, Febru

ary 11, 1997. 
29. ·'Stream-Based Media Computing: What, How, and Why," University of 
California at Berkeley Dept. of EECS, January 30, 1998. 
30. "Responsive Object-Based Media," Greater Boston ACM, February 19, 

1998. 
31. ·'Stream-Based tvledia Processing," American Physical Society Symposium 
on the Physics of Imaging, Rochester NY, April 24, 1998. 
32. "The Future of Media is Object-Based," Southeastern Mass. MIT Alumni 
Club, New Bedford MA. May 20, 1998. 
33. "Object-Based l\1edia and Stream-Based Computing," First International 
Workshop on Advanced Graphics and Multimedia Systems, Naples Italy, Novem

ber 17, 1998. 
34. 11The Object-Based Media Group," Mitsubishi Electric Research Labora
tory, Cambridge MA, December 11, 1998. 
35. "The Object-Based Media Group," Stanford University Computer Science 
Dept., .January 29, 1999. 
36. "Hyperlinked Television as an E-Commerce Portal,'! Vanguard Technology 
Transfer Institute, Cambridge MA, May 17, 1999. 
37. "Video and the Internet: TV or not TV?" American Museum of the Moving 
Image, New York, December 8, 1999. 
38. "Will Anyone Really Need a Web Browser in Five Years?" Canadian In
stitute for Telecommunication Research annual meeting, Ottawa, August 28, 

2000. 
39. "Imaging at the MIT Media Lah" (plenary speaker), IS&T PICS 2001, 
1-Iontreal, April 23, 2001. 
40. "The Future" (panel discussion), !TV Content E-mergency. Columbia Uni
versity, New York, July 17, 2001. 
41. "Responsive Media: The Intersection between Broadcast and Personaliza
tion," The Interactive TV Show USA, New York, August 16, 2001. 

42. ·•Development of Technology from Unlikely Sources," Canadian Undergrad
uate Technology Conference, Toronto, January 17. 2002. 
<tl. aSharing and Playing \Veil with Others: Everything \Ve Need to Know 
about the Future, Vle Learned in Kindergarten,'' (keynote} IDC Imaging Con
vergence Forum. New York, August 7, 2002. 
44. ''Really Smart Cameras and Sugar-Cube-Si:~~ed Video Projectors," MIT 
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Family Weekend, Cambridge MA, October 18, 2003. 

45. "ComputationR.l Ecosy::;tcms," Ubi-Comp Symposium on Ubiquitous Com
puting, Seoul, December 10, 2003. 

46. "Really Smart Cameras and Sugar-Cube-Sized Video Projectors," 1UT 
Alumni Club of Rl, Warwick RJ, April 13, 2004. 

47. "The Consumer Electronics Laboratory at the MIT Media Laboratory," 
GSPx, Santa Clara CA, September 29, 2004. 

48. "Really Smart Cameras and Sugar-Cube-Sized Video Projectors/' MIT 
Alumni Club of Cape Cod, Hyannis MA, November 17, 2004. 

49. "Consumer Electronics Research at the MIT :rvicdia Lab," Harvard Business 
School Entrepreneurship Conference, March 3, 2005. 

50. t'Changing Dynamic in Consumer Electronics," 2005 Perspective Forum, 
Berkeley CA, March 9, 2005. 

51. ''View from the Consumer Electronics Laboratory," 2005 North American 
Broadcasters Association General Meeting, Toronto, May 18, 2005. 

52. 11Musings- and a Few Facts- about 3-D TV," MIT CIPS Workshop on 
Advanced Televsion, Cambridge, January 21, 2009. 

53. "Holographic Video and 3-D Television," "Photons, Neurons and Bits: 
Holography for the 21st Century," Cambridge MA, March 7, 2009. 

54. "From 3-D TV to Holographic TV," Microsoft Hardware Day, Redmond 
WA, August 5, 2009. 

55. "Debunking Hollywood's Holograms," MIT Museum, Cambridge MA, De
cember 11, 2009. 

56. "Moving Holographic TV from the Lab to Your Living Room," New Eng
land Section, Optical Society of America, Cambridge MA, 20 October 2010. 

57. ~~Hollywood's Holograms (and MIT's)" and "Pattern Recognition is Every
where." (2 lectures), Connecticut Science Education Conference, Hamden CT, 
30 October 2010. 

58. "A Look Back- and Forward- at Holographic TV," New England SID and 
SMPTE joint meeting, Needham MA, 18 January 2012. 

59. "Holographic Video and How it Might Become Part of the 3D Ecosystem," 
Third Workshop on 3D Cinematography (part of CVPR. 2012), Providence R.J, 
16 .June 2012. 

60. "A Look Back- and Forward- at Holographic TV,'' IEEE Photonics Laser 
\:Vorkshop, Lexington MA, 7 November 2012. 

Research Funding 
Television of Tomorrow Consortium, 1989-1996 

Digital Life Consortium, 1997-present 

Intel Digital Expression Project, 2000-2002 
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Although one of several researchers on the above two contracts, J accounted for 
a major portion of the research volume. On Television of Tomorrow, for ex
ample, I typically supported six research assistants and five UROP students as 
well as a $150,000 fabricated equipment budget annually. I was responsible for 
approximately a third of the $2M annual research volume. 

:rviovies of the Future Consortium, 1989-1994, (supported one research assh:>tant 
annually) 
DARPA Contract DAAD 05-90-C-0333, "Scalable Video," 1990-1993, {sup
ported one research assistant annually) 

Bell Northern Research, "Video Coding Te>tbed," $30,000 annually, 1991-1993 

NASA SRC-3093-93-043, "High Speed Research," {subcontractor to Honeywell 
Technology Center), project approved to begin in 1995 but funds were never 
released by NASA 
BroadercMting Special Interest Group, Principal Investigator, 1999-2002 

NASA Hierarchical Learning Networks, Principal Investigator, $250,000 annu
ally, 2002-2005 
"Smart Architectural Surfa-ces," ICU /Korean Ministry of Information and Com
munications, 2003-2004 
CELab (consumer electronics research program), Principal Investigator, 2004-
prcscnt 
Center for Future Storytelling, co-director, 2008-present 

Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), Intclligc'ncc Advanced 
Research Projects Activity (!ARPA), through the AFRL contract FA8650-10-
C-7034, 2010-2012 

Theses Supervised by V. Michael Bove, Jr. 

SB Theses 
Chun, Jang H., Decoding Data in the NTSC Chrominance Channel, EECS SB, 
June 1990. 
Davis, Desmond 0., Encoding Digital Data in the NTSC Chrominance Channel, 
EECS SB, June 1990. 
Lee. David S., Compression of Images Using Zero Crossings of Bandpass Sig
nals, EECS SB, June 1990. 
Blount, Alan \V .. Di$play Manager for a Video Processing Sustern, EECS SB, 
June 1991. 
~litchell. ~lichacl D., X Windows for an Intelligent Display, EECS SB, June 
1991. 
Tewari, Rajeev, The Cheops Input Module: A Real Time Digitizin.Q and Filter

ing Engine, EECS SB, June 1991. 
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Chackerian, Mark, A Motion-Estimating Board for the Cheops Imaging System, 
EECS SB, May 1992. 
K won, Chris C., A Stream Processor for Vector Quantized Images, EECS SB, 
May 1992. 
Lawai, Adnan H., Scalable Subband Coding for Continuously Variable Raster 
Sizes, EECS SB, May 1992. 

Nanayakkara, Prasath S. W., Communication Protocol/or a Digital Video Pro
cessor, EECS SB, May 1992. 

Evanco, Kathleen L., A Compiler for an Object-Oriented Parallel Stream Pro
cessing Language, EECS SB, May 1993. 

0, Cholwon, Motion Compensation Decoder for Cheops Imaging System, EECS 
SB, May 1993. 

Yu, Jung, Real-Time Image Morphing, Motion Compensation, and Hidden Sur
face Removal, EECS SB, May 1994. 

Hsieh, P. Angela, Solutions for Bus Bandwidth Limitations in a Network Print
ing Environment, EECS SB, May 1994. 

Sung, Julie, Image Segmentation using Multi-Dimensional Attributes, Physics 
SB, May 1997. 

SM Theses 
Liu, Lin L., Digital Intermediate Format for Video Frame Rate Conversion, 
EECS SM, September 1990. 

Mayer, Christopher M., Antialiasing Methods for Laser Printers, EECS SM, 
June 1991. 
Woo, Peter H., An Accumulating Frame Buffer Architecture for a High-Performance 
Graphics Engine, EECS SM, June 1991. 

Firestone, Scott S., Video Channel: A Real Time Window Processor, EECS SM, 
February 1992. 
Eldridge, Creighton L., A Smart Memo111 for Processing Images, EECS SM, 
May 1992. 

Shen, Irene J., Real-Time Resource Management for Cheops: A Configurable, 
Multi- Taskin_q Image Processing System, EECS SM, September 1992. 

Hewlett, Gregory J., Scalable Video in a Multiprocessing Environment, MAS 
SM, February 1993. 
Lawai, Adnan H .. Scalable Coding of HDTV Pictures Usinq the MPEG Coder. 
EECS SM, May 1994. 
Granger, Brett D., Real-Time Structured Video Decoding and Display, t-.lAS 
SM, February 1995. 
Aco:;ta, Edward K., A Programmable Processor for the Cheops Image Process
ing System, EECS SM, June 1995. 
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Chang, Christopher 1., Handwriting Recognition on a Programmable Digital Sig
nal Processor, EECS SM, June 1995. 

Chang, Tzu-Yun, Real- Time Decoding and Display of Layered Structured Video, 
EECS M. Eng., June 1995. 

Mikkelson, Chad, An Implementation of the MPEG-2 Audio Decoding Specifi
cation, EECS M. Eng., June 1995. 

Inguilizian, Ara~ V., Building a Better ~'Picture": Synchronized Structured 
Sound, MAS SM, September 1995. 

Evanco, Kathleen L., Personalized Video Synthesis for an Information System, 
MAS SM, February 1996. 

Agamanolis, Stefan, High-Level Scripting Environments for Interactive Multi-
media Systems, MAS SM, February 1996. · 

Davison, Brian C., Image Enhancements for Low-Bitrate Videocoding, EECS 
M. Eng., May 1996. 

Lin, Eugene S., Recovery of 3-D Shape of Curved Objects from Multiple Views, 
EECS M. Eng., May 1996. 

Newbern, Jeffrey L., Global Optimization of Dither Arrays, EECS M. Eng., May 
1996. 

Suryadcvara, Rajcsh, Visual Perception Based Bit Allocation for Low Bitrate 
Video Coding, EECS M. Eng, May 1996. 

Wong, Jeffrey, Hoover Bus: An Input Bus Optimized for Multiple Real-Time 
Data Streams, EECS M. Eng, September 1996. 

Yu, Ross A., A Field Programmable Gate Array Based Stream Processor for the 
Cheops Imaging System, EECS M. Eng, September 1996. 

Belostotsky, Eugene B., Secure SNMP, EECS M. Eng., February 1997. 

Chuang, Erika Shu-Ching, Design and Implementation of a Real- Time Video 
and Graphics Scaler, EECS M. Eng., May 1997. 

Swamidoss, Kamal S., Optimizing a Reed-Solomon Decoder for the Texas In
struments TMS320C62x DSP, EECS M. Eng., May 1998. 

Lau, Simon, Adaptive Degradation of Images in Network Applications, EECS 
M. Eng., May 1998. 

Lee, Mark, A Data Servicing Subsystem for the Chidi Reconfigurable Processor, 
EECS M. Eng., August 1998. 

Liu, Yuan-Min, A 1394 Bus Interface for the Chidi Processor, EECS ~!. Eng., 
August 1998. 

Slowe, Thomas E., People Objects: 3-D Modeling of Heads in Real- Time, MAS 
SM, August 1998. 

Westncr, Alexander G., Object-Based Audio Capture: Separating Acoustically
Mixed Sounds, MAS S~I, October 1998. 

Zhang, Xiaozhen, Implementing IS-95, the CDMA Standard, on TMS320C6201 
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DSP, EECS M. Eng., May 1999. 

Dakss, Jonathan, HyperActive: An Automated Tool for Creating Hyperlinked 
Video, MAS SM, September 1999. 

Mallett, .Jacky, Kami: An Anarchic Approach to Distributed Computing, MAS 
SM, September 2000. 

Wang, Xin, X-Conjerence: Reinventing a Teleconference System, MAS S!\.1, 
June 2001. 
!\.1urithi, Kirimania, IP Multicast in Digital Television Transmission Infrastruc
ture, EECS M. Eng., .June 2001. 

Li, Yi, VoiceLink: A Speech Interface for Responsive Media, MAS SM, Sept. 
2002. 
Patel, Surjit, MediaConnector: A Gestalt Media Sharinq System, MAS SM, 
Sept. 2002. 
Sierra Hernandez, Wilfrido, Micro Laser Personal Projector, MAS SM, May 
2003. 
Vora, Parul, Simulacrum: Situated Memory for Architectural Space, MAS SM, 
Sept. 2003. 
Qucntmcycr, Tycler, Delivering Real-Time Holographic Video Content with Off
the-Shelf PC Hardware, EECS MEng, May 2004. 

Hill, Samuel L., Scalable Multi-view Stereo Camera Array for Real World Real
Time Image Capture and Three-Dimensional Displays, MAS SM, May 2004. 

Pilpre, Arnaud, Self-* Properties of Multi-Sensing Entities in Smart Environ
ments, MAS SM, May 2005. 

Dalton, Benjamin C., Audio-Based Localization for Ubiquitous Sensor Networks, 
MAS SM, May 2005. 
Nanda, Gauri, Accessorizing with Networks: the Possibilities of Building with 
Computational Textiles, MAS SM, Sept. 2005. 
Hirsh, Diane E., Piecing Together the Magic Mirror: a Software Framework to 
Support Distributed, Interactive Applications, MAS SM, Sept. 2006. 

Barabas, James, Sensor Planning for Novel View Generation by Camera Net
works, MAS SM, Sept. 2006. 
Smalley, Daniel E., Integrated Optics for Holographic Video, EECS MEng, Sept. 
2006. 
Kalanithi, Jccvan J., Connectibles: Tangible Social Networking, MAS S!vl, Sept. 
2007. 
Taylor, Brandon T., Graspables: Grasp Recognition as a User Interface, MAS 
SM. Sept. 2008. 
Smalley, Daniel E., High-Resolution Spatial Light Modulation for Holographic 
Video, MAS SM, Sept. 2008. 

de Araujo Santos, Ana Luisa, uCom: Spatial Displays for Visual Awareness of 
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Remote Locations, MAS SM, Sept. 2009. 

Alfaro, Santiago, Surround Vision: A Handheld Screen for Accessing Peripheral 
Content Around the TV, MAS SM, Sept. 2010. 

Portocarrero, Edwina, Inside/Out: Mirrors for Reflective, Creative Thinking, 
MAS SM, Sept. 2011. 

Cranor, David, Prototouch: A System for Prototyping Ubiquitous Computing 
Environments Mediated by Touch, MAS SM, Sept. 2012 . 

.Jolly, Suncieep, An Updatable Three-Dimensional Display via Direct Optical 
Fringe Writing of Computer-Generated Holographic Stereograms in Photorefrac
tive Polymer, MAS SM, Sept. 2012. 

Bardagjy, Andrew, Low Dimensionality Spectral Sensing for Low Cost Material 
Discrimination and Identification, MAS SM, Feb. 2013. 

Doctoral Theses, Supervisor 
Becker, Shawn, Vision-Assisted Modeling for Model-Based Video Representa
tions, MAS PhD, February 1997. 

Chalom, Edmond, Image Segmentation Using Multi-Dimensional Attributes, 
EECS PhD, February 1998. 

Agamanolis, Stefan, Isis, Cabbage, and Viper: New Tools and Strategies for 
Designmg Responsive Media, MAS PhD, June 2001. 

Kung, Ling-Pei, Obtaining Performance and Programmability Using Config
urable Hardware for Media Processing, MAS PhD, February 2002. 

Butera, William, Paintable Computing, MAS PhD, February 2002. 

Mallett, Jacqueline, The Role of Groups in Smart Camera Networks, IV! AS PhD, 
Feb. 2006. 

Doctoral Theses, Reader 
St. Hilaire, Pierre, A Parallel Approach to Holographic Video Scanning, MAS 
PhD, September 1994. 

Polley, l\..Hchael 0., Efficient Channel Coding for HDTV Terrestrial Broadcast
ing, EECS PhD, February 1996. 

Halle, Michael, Image Synthesis for Multi-Perspective Spatial Displays, MAS 
PhD, September 1997. 

Love, Nicole S., Recognition of .'JD Compressed Images and its Traffic Monitor
ing Applications, EECS PhD, June 2004. 

Karahalios, Kyratso G., Social Catalysts: Enhancing Communication in Medi
ated Spaces, MAS PhD, August 2004. 
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I, V. Michael Bove, Jr., make this declaration in connection with the 

proceeding identified above. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I. I have been retained by counsel for Yamaha Corporation of 

America ("Yamaha") as a technical expert in connection with the proceeding 

identified above. I submit this declaration in support of Yamaha's Petition for 

Inter Partes Review of United States Patent No. 8,230,099 ("the '099 patent"). 

2. I am being paid at an hourly rate for my work on this matter. I 

have no personal or financial stake or interest in the outcome of the present 

proceeding. 

II. QUALIFICATIONS 

3. I am employed as a Principal Research Scientist at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where I am also currently head of the 

Object-Based Media group at the Media Laboratory, co-director of the Center for 

Future Storytelling, and co-director of the consumer electronics working group 

CE2.0. I was also co-founder of and technical advisor to WatchPoint Media, Inc., 

an interactive television products and services company with offices in Lexington, 

Massachusetts and London, England, which is now part of Ericsson. I currently 

serve as technical advisor to One Laptop Per Child, creators of an inexpensive 

laptop computer for children in developing nations. 

I 
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4. I hold an S.B. in Electrical Engineering, an S.M. in Visual Studies, 

and a Ph.D. in Media Technology, all from the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology. I have authored over ninety journal and conference papers on 

distributed media, interactive media, and digital media. I have supervised over 

fifty graduate theses, and since 1990 have taught a graduate subject at MIT called 

Signals, Systems, and Information for Media Technology. I am a Fellow of the 

Society of Photo-Instrumentation Engineers, a member of the Board of Editors of 

the Journal of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, and a 

member of a number of other professional organizations including the Optical 

Society of America, the Association for Computing Machinery, and the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronic Engineers. I am a named inventor on seventeen U.S. 

patents, including U.S. Patent No. 7,249,367, which was cited in the prosecution of 

the '099 patent. I served as General Chair of the 1996 ACM Multimedia 

Conference and of the 2006 IEEE Consumer Communications and Networking 

Conference (CCNC'06). Attached as Appendix A is a copy of my curriculum 

vitae. 

III. MATERIALS CONSIDERED 

5. In preparing this declaration, I have reviewed, among other things, 

the following materials: (a) the '099 patent and its prosecution history; (b) U.S. 

Patent No. 6,502,194 ("Berman"); (c) U.S. Patent Application Publication 
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US2002/0068558 AI ("Janik '558"); (d) U.S. Patent Application Publication 

US2002/0065902 AI ("Janik '902"); and (e) the Petition for Inter Partes Review of 

the '099 patent to which my declaration relates. 

IV. DEFINITIONS AND STANDARDS 

6. I have been informed and understand that claims are construed 

from the perspective of one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the claimed 

invention, and that during inter partes review, claims are to be given their broadest 

reasonable construction consistent with the specification. 

7. I have also been informed and understand that the subject matter of 

a patent claim is obvious if the differences between the subject matter of the claim 

and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been 

obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the 

art to which the subject matter pertains. I have also been informed that the 

framework for determining obviousness involves considering the following 

factors: (i) the scope and content of the prior art; (ii) the differences between the 

prior art and the claimed subject matter; (iii) the level of ordinary skill in the art; 

and (iv) any objective evidence of non-obviousness. I understand that the claimed 

subject matter would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art if, for 

example, it results from the combination of known elements according to known 

methods to yield predictable results, the simple substitution of one known element 
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for another to obtain predictable results, use of a known technique to improve 

similar devices in the same way or applying a known technique to a known device 

ready for improvement to yield predictable results. I have also been informed that 

the analysis of obviousness may include recourse to logic, judgment and common 

sense available to the person of ordinary skill in the art that does not necessarily 

require explication in any reference. 

8. In my opinion, a person of ordinary skill in the art pertaining to the 

'099 patent would have at least a bachelor's degree in computer science or 

electrical engineering, and at least one year of practical experience with networked 

multimedia. 

9. I have been informed that the relevant date for considering the 

patentability of the claims of the '099 patent is May of2004. Based on my 

education and experience in the fields of networked digital media and consumer 

electronics, I believe I am qualified to provide opinions about how one of ordinary 

skill in the art in 2004 would have interpreted and understood the '099 patent and 

the prior art discussed below. 

V. THE '099 PATENT 

10. The claims of the '099 patent are directed to a system and method 

for a wireless remote control device to receive a play list of songs from a remote 
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source, allowing a user to select one or more songs from the play list for playback 

on a media player that is associated with but separate from the remote control. 

VI. CLAIM CONSTRUCTION 

II. I have been asked to provide my opinion on two claim terms: 

"play list" and "remote source," by discussing what one of ordinary skill in the art 

at the time of the patent filing would regard as the broadest reasonable 

interpretation consistent with the specification. In each case my opinion agrees 

with the position taken in Yamaha's Petition for Inter Partes Review. 

A. "playlist" 

12. The term "play list" appears in all of the independent claims of the 

'099 patent. A discussion of play lists in the specification (I :33-2:26) describes a 

play list as "a list of a user's favorite selections." While this section of the patent 

specification discusses play lists generated based on a user's selections of songs, it 

also describes the sharing of play lists and "identifying play lists that are likely to 

contain selections that will be enjoyed by a user." The specification elsewhere 

( 4: 15-17) discloses "a method of defining a playlist, wherein the method comprises 

defining a user profile and the user profile is used to determine selections that may 

be enjoyed by a user," at 4:32-44 discloses creating a playlist based on song 

popularity during a particular period of time, and at 4:51-61 discloses 

automatically updating a playlist without user intervention. Accordingly, it is my 
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opinion that the broadest reasonable interpretation of "playlist" does not require 

that it be generated by a particular user but rather that it is simply a list of media 

items from which a user may make selections. 

B. "remote source" 

13. The term "remote source" appears in all of the independent claims 

of the '099 patent. The use of this term in several of the dependent claims provides 

context for the meaning of this term. Claim 6 (which depends on claim I) requires 

that "the remote source is a central server," implying that the "remote source" of 

claim 1 should be understood more broadly. Other claims dependent on claim 1 

give alternate possibilities, including a peer-to-peer network (claim 7) and the 

media player device itself (claim 9). The latter example is consistent with the 

specification, for example, at 9:9-13 and I 0:31-36, where it is stated that the 

play list can be communicated from the media player to a remote control. This 

suggests that "remote" should be understood to require separateness rather than 

physical distance, in the same way that a "remote control" does not need to be -

and indeed commonly is not- far distant from the device it controls. Thus it is my 

opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art would understand "remote source" to be 

a playlist source separate from the remote control device. 
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VII. ANALYSIS OF PRIOR ART 

A. Berman 

14. I have been asked my opinion as to whether one of ordinary skill in 

the art would find that, although the Berman reference does not explicitly disclose 

a wireless remote control, it does disclose the replication of the GUI of the user 

display on a remote control device at 13:60-64. In my opinion, it would have been 

obvious that the remote control device could be implemented as a handheld 

wireless device. Because nearly all the remote control devices used with home 

audio systems since at least the 1980s have been wireless, it is my opinion that one 

of skill in the art would easily understand that the Berman remote control device 

could be wireless. 

B. Janik '558 In Combination With Janik '902 

15. I have also been asked my opinion as to whether one of ordinary 

skill in the art would have found it obvious that the personal computer in the Janik 

'558 reference could be selected for audio playback using webpad 92, in light of 

the Janik '902 reference. I note that one of ordinary skill in the art would have 

understood that both references relate to the same overall system, which includes a 

wireless remote control that displays playlists, and thus would have found it 

obvious to combine features of one reference with those of the other. I note also 

that FIG. 3 of the Janik '558 reference shows that the speakers of the PC can be 
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selected as a destination for audio playback through a graphical user interface 

(GUI) operating on the PC. This reference does not explicitly disclose selecting 

the PC for audio playback using the disclosed webpad. However, the Janik '902 

reference (at [0069)) does disclose the ability of its webpad to make a selection 

from among different locations as a playback destination for audio. Accordingly, 

it is my opinion that it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art 

to provide this playback device selection capability, including the capability to 

select the PC speakers, on the remote of Janik '558 as well as on the PC in that 

reference, replicating the capability on the PC's GUI. This would further increase 

the operating convenience of the system by allowing for remote control via the 

webpad even when listening through the PC. 

* * * 

I declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge arc true and 

that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true, and that 

these statements were made with knowledge that willful false statements and the 

I ike so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section I 00 I 

of Title 18 of the United States Code. 

Dated: September I 9, 20 I 3 

7 
1 } J1,{(d'(,.} lSvc 

7
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V. Michael Bove, Jr. 
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(for book chapters see Other Major Publications) 
1. S. A. Benton and V. M. Bove, .Jr., Holographic Imaging, Wiley, 2008. 

Papers in Refereed .Journals 
1. V. M. Bove, Jr., "A Probabilistic Method for Integrating Multiple Sources 
of Range Data/' .Journal of the Optical Society of America A, 7, Dec. 1990, pp. 
2193-2198. 
2. V. !vi. Bove, Jr. and A. B. Lippman, "Scalable Open Architecture Televi
sion," SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers} Journal, 
101, Jan. 1992, pp. 2-5. 
0 3. A. Singh and V. M. Bove, .lr., ''Multidimensional Quantizers for Scalable 
Video Compression," IEEE .Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, 11, 
Jan. 1993, pp. 36-45. 

4. V. M. Bove, Jr., ·'Entropy-Based Depth from Focus," Journal of the Optical 
Society of America A, 10, Apr. 1993, pp. 561-566. 
0 5. K. Tsunashima, .J. B. Stampleman, and V. M. Bove, .Jr., ''A Scalable 
Motion-Compensated Subband Image Coder," IEEE Transactions on Commu
nications, 42, Apr. 1994, pp. 1894-1901. 

6. V. M. Bove, Jr. and J. A. Watlington, "Chcops: A Reconfigurable Data-Flow 
System for Video Processing," IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for 
Video Technology, 5, Apr. 1995, pp. 140-149. 

7. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Object-Oriented Television," SMPTE Journal, 104, Dec. 
1995, pp. 803-807. 
8. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Multimedia Based on Object Models: Some Whys and 
Hows," IBM Systems Journal, .95, 1996, pp. 337-348. 

9. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Beyond Images," Convergence: The Journal of Research 
into New Media Technologies, 2, Autumn 1996, pp. 30-46. 
0 10. J. A. Watlington and V. !vi. Bove, Jr., "Stream-Based Computing and 
FUture Television," SMPTE .Journal, 106, April1997, pp. 217-224. 
0 11. J. A. Watlington and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "A System for Parallel Media 
Processing," Parallel Computing, 23:12 December 1997, pp. 1793-1809. 
0 12. S. Agamanolis and V. t\·1. Bove, .Jr., ·'I\[ultilevel Scripting for Responsive 
~1ultimedia,'' IEEE Multimedia, 4:4 October-December 1997, pp. '10-50. 
0 13. V. M. Bovc, Jr., J. Dakss, S. Agamanolis, E. Chalom, "Adding Hypcrlinks 
to Digital Television," SMPTE Journal, 108, November 1999, pp. 795-801. 

1.J. V. M. Bove, Jr. and W. Butera, '·The Coding Ecology: Image Coding Via 

0 0utgrowths of supervised theses or research projects. 
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Competition among Experts/' IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for 
Video Technology, 10, October 2000, pp. 1049-1058. 

0 15. V. M. Bove, Jr., J. Dakss, E. Chalom, and S. Agamanolis, "Hyperlinked 
Television Research at the MIT Media Laboratory," IBM Systems Journal, 39, 
2000, pp. 470-478. 
0 16. S. Agamanolis and V. M. Bove, Jr., ';Viper: a Framework for Responsive 
Television," IEEE Multimedia, 10:3, July-Sept. 2003, pp. 88-98. 
0 17. V. M. Bove, Jr. and \Vilfrido Sierra, uPersonal Projection," SAJPTE 
Jl.lotion Imaging Journal, 11.1, .Jan. 2004, pp. 17-21. 
0 18. V. M. Bove, Jr. and J. Mallett, "Collaborative Knowledge Building by 
Smart Sensors," BT Technology Journal, 22:4, Oct. 2004, pp. 45-51. 
0 19. D. Butler, V. M. Bovc, Jr., and S. Sridharan, "Real-Time Adaptive 
Foreground/Background Segmentation," EURASIP Journal on Applied Signal 
Processing, 14:11, Aug. 2005, 2292-2304. 
0 20. W. Plcsniak, M. Halle, V. M. Bove, Jr., J. Barabas, and R. Pappu, "Rc
configurable Image Projection (RIP) Holograms," Optical Engineering, 45:11, 
Nov. 2006. 

21. V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Holographic Television: What and When?" SMPTE 
Motion Imaging Journal, 120:4, Mayj.June 2011, pp. 3&-40. 

22. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Engineering for Live Holographic TV" SMPTE Motion 
Imaging Journal, 120:8, November/December 2011, pp. 56-60. 

23. V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Display Holography's Digital Second Act," Proceedings of 
the IEEE, 100:4, April 2012, pp. 918-928. 
0 24. S. Jolly, D. E. Smalley, J. Barabas, and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Direct Fringe 
Writing Architecture for Photorefractive Polymer-Based Holographic Displays: 
Analysis and Implementation," Opt. Eng. 52:5, 055801, 2013, doi: 10.1117 /l.OE.52.5.055801 
0 25. D. E. Smalley, Q. Y. J. Smithwick, V. M. Bove, J. Barabas and S. Jolly, 
Anisotropic leaky-mode modulator for holographic video displays, Nature, 498, 
20 June 2013, pp. 313- 317. 

Papers in Refereed Conference .Journals 
1. V. 1t Bove, Jr., "Pictorial Applications for Range Sensing Cameras," in 
SPIE Vol. 901: Imaqe Processin.Q, Analysis, Measurement, and Quality, So
ciety of Photo-Optical In~trumentation Engineers, Bellingham \VA, 1988, pp. 
10-17. 

2. B. Girod, V. M. Bove, Jr., A. B. Lippman, ;!Automatic 3-D Scene Modeling 
from Range and Motion," Proc. Second International Workshop on 6"4kbit/s 
Codin.Q of Movin.Q Video, Hannover Germany, 1989. 

3. V. 1-I. Bove, Jr., ·'Discrete Fourier Transform Based Depth-from-Focus," OSA 
Technical Digest Series Vol. 14: Image Understanding and Machine Vision, Op
tical Society of America, Wru;hington DC, 1989, pp. 118-121. 
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4. V. M. Bove, .Jr. and A. B. Lippman, "Open Architecture Television Receivers 
and Extensible/Intercompatible Digital Video Representations/' Proc. IEEE 
ISCAS (International Symposium on Circuits and Systems). New Orleans LA, 
1990, pp. 1294-1297. 

5. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Scalable, Spatiotemporal Resolution-Independent Digital 
Image Format," Proc. Picture Coding Symposium, Cambridge MA, 1990, pp. 
4.6.1-4.6.4. 

6. V. M. Bove, Jr. and A. B. Lippman, "Open Architecture Television/' in 
A Television Continuum- 1967 to 2017, SMPTE, White Plains NY, 1991, pp. 
210-218. 

7. W. R. Neuman, A. N. Crigler, V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Television Sound and Viewer 
Preference,~~ Proc. AES 9th International Conference, Detroit Ml, 1991. 

8. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and J. A. Watlington, "Cheeps: A Modular Processor for 
Scalable Video Coding," in SPJE Vol. 1605, Society of Photo-Optical Instru
mentation Engineers, Bellingham WA, 1991, pp. 886-893. 

9. I. J. Shen and V. M. Bove, Jr., "MinimizA.tion of Aliasing Artifacts During 
PA.rtiA.l Subband Reconstruction with Wiener Filters," in SPIE Vol. 1657, So
ciety of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Bellingham WA, 1992, pp. 
14-23. 

10. V. M. Bove, .Jr. and .J. A. Watlington, "Experiments in Hardware and 
Software for Real-Time Image Sequence Processing," Proc. IEEE Workshop on 
Visual Signal Processin.Q and Communications, Raleigh NC, 1992, pp. 98-103. 

11. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and E. Chalom, "Open Architecture Television for Motion
Compensated Coding," in SPJE Vol. 1818, Society of Photo-Optical Instru
mentation Engineers, Bellingham WA, 1992, pp. 1088-1091. 

12. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Hardware and Software Implications of Representing 
Scenes as Data" (invited paper), Proc. JCASSP-93, Minneapolis MN, 1993, pp. 
1-121-1-124. 

13. V. M. Bove, .Jr., B. D. Granger, and .J. A. Watlington, "Real-Time Decoding 
and Display of Structured Video," Proc. IEEE ICMCS '94, Boston MA, 1994, 
pp. 456-462. 

14. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and J. A. Watlington, "Structured Video Display on a 
Data-Flow Processor," Proc. IEEE Workshop on Visual Signal Processing and 
Communications, New Brunswick NJ, 1994, pp. 8-12. 

15. V. ~!. Bove, .Jr .. ''Object-Oriented Television," Proc. /.96th SMPTE Tech
nical Conference, Los An~eles CA. 1994, paper 136-3. 

" 16. J. A. Watlington. M. Lucente, C. J. Sparrcll, V. M. Bovc, Jr .. and I. Tami
tani, ·•A Hardware Architecture for Rapid Generation of Electro-Holographic 
Fringe Patterns," Proc. SPlE Practical Holography IX, 2406, 1995, pp. 172-
183. 

0 0utgrowths of supervised theses or research projects. 
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0 17. S. Becker and V. M. Bove, .Jr., ''Semiautomatic 3-D Model Extraction 
from Uncalibrated 2-D Camera Views," Proc. SPIE image Synthesis, 2410, 
1995, pp. 447-461. 
0 18. E. Chalorn and V .. M. Bove, Jr., usegmentation of Frames in a Video 
Sequence using ?\lotion and Other Attributes," Proc. SPIE Digital Video Com
pression: Algorithms and Technologies, 2419, 1995, pp. 230-241. 
0 19. J. A. Watlington and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Stream-Based Computing and 
Future Tcleyision," Proc. 137th SMPTE Technical Conference, New Orleans 
LA, 1995, pp. 69-79. 
0 20. E. K. Acosta, V. M. Bove, .Jr., .J. A. Watlington, and R. A. Yu, "Re
configurable Processor for a Data-Flow Video Processing System," Proc. SPIE 
FPGAsfor Fast Board Development and Reconfigurable Computing, 2607, 1995, 
pp, 83-91. 
0 21. T. Chang and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Experiments in Real-Time Decoding 
of Layered Video," Proc. SPIE Integration Issues in Large Commercial Media 
Delivery Systems, 2615, 1995, pp. 99-106. 
0 22. E. Chalom and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Segmentation of an Image Sequence 
using Multi-Dimensional Image Attributes," Proc. IEEE JCIP-96, Lausanne, 
1996, pp. 11-525 - 11-528. 
23. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Algorithms and Systems for Modeling Moving Scenes," 
Proc. EUSJPC0-96 (European Signal Processing Conference), Trieste, 1996, 
pp. 1685-1688. 
24. V. M. Bovc, Jr., ''The Impact of New Multimedia Representations on Hard
ware and Software Systems," (invited paper) Proc. SPJE Multimedia Hardware 
Architectures 1997, .'1021, 1997, pp. 34-39. 
0 25. J. Wong, J. Watlington, and V. M. Bove, Jr., "The H-Bus: A Media Acqui
sition Bus Optimized for Multiple Streams," Proc. SPIE Multimedia Hardware 
Architectures 1997, 3021, 1997, pp. 40-50 .. 
0 26. J. Newbern and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Generation of Blue Noise Arrays by Ge
netic Algorithm," Proc. SPIE Human Vision and Electronic Imaging II, 8016, 
1997, pp. 441-450. 
0 27. J. A. Watlington and V. M. Bove, Jr., "A System for Parallel Media 
Processing," Proc. Workshop on Parallel Processing and Multimedia, IEEE In
ternational Parallel Processing Symposium, Geneva, 1997, pp. 59-74. 
0 28. S. Agamanoli~ R.nd V. t>.I. Bove, .Jr .. "Reflection of Presence: Toward More 
Natural and Re~pon:sive Telccollaboration.'' Proc. SPJE Multimedia Networks, 
3228, 1997. pp. 17·1-182. 
29. V. ~!. Bove, Jr., "Object-Based Media and Stream-Based Computing," (in
vited paper) Proc. SPJE Multimedia Hardware Architectures 1998, :1:111, 1998, 
pp. 24-29. 
30. V. M. Bove, Jr., J. Dakss, S. Agamanolis, E. Chalom, "Adding Hyperlinks 
to Digital Television," Proc. !40th SMPTE Technical Conference, 1998, pp 395-
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405. 

31. J. D•kss, S. Agamanolis, V. ~I. Bove, Jr., E. Chalom, "Hyperlinked Video," 
Proc. SPIE Multimedia Systems and Applications, 3528, 1998, pp. 2-10. 

32. V. M. Bove, Jr., "Media Processing with Field-Programmable Gate Arrays 
on a Microprocessor's Local Bus," Proc. SPIE Media Processors, .1655, 1999. 

33. A. Westner and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Blind Separation of Real World Audio 
Signals Using Overdetermined Mixtures," Proc. ICA '99, 1999, pp. 251-256. 

34. A. Westner and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Applying Blind Source Separation and 
Deconvolution to Real-World Acoustic Environments," ?roc. 106th Audio En
,qineering Society Convention, 1999. 

35. V. M. Bove, Jr. and W. J. Butera, "The Coding Ecology: Image Coding 
via Competition among Experts," Proc. 1999 Picture Coding Symposium, 1999, 
pp. 403-406. 

36. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Will Anyone Really Need a Web Browser in Five Years?" 
Proc. Montreux World Television Forum, 2000. 

37. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and S. Agamanolis, ccRcsponsivc Television," Proc. Inter
national Broadcasting Convention, 2000, pp. 622-626. 

38. W. Butera and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Literally Embedded Processors," Proc. 
SPJE Media Processors, v. 4313, 2001, pp. 29-37. 

39. V. M. Bove, Jr. and W. Butera, ''Extremely Distributed Multimedia," Proc. 
6th Eurographics Workshop on Multimedia, 2001. 
040. V. M. Bove, Jr. and J. Mallett, "Eye Society: Collaborative Problem 
Solving by Intelligent Mobile CamerRS," Proc. First GSFC/JPL Workshop on 
Radical Agent Concepts, 2001. 
041. W. Butera, V. !vi. Bove, .Jr. and .J. McBride, "Extremely Distributed Me
dia Processing," Proc. SPIE Media Processors, v. 4674, 2002, pp. 37-41. 
042. V. M. Bovc, Jr. and W. Sierra, "Personal Projection,'' Proc. SMPTE 
144th Technical Conference, 2002. 
043. D. Butler, S. Sridharan, and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Real-Time Adaptive Video 
Segmentation," Proc. ICASSP 200.9, 2003. 
0 44. V. M. Bove, Jr. and YV. Sierra, "Personal Projectors Based on VCSEL 
Arrays," Proc. SPIE Projection Displays IX, v. 5002, 2003, pp. 1-6. 
045. V. M. Bove, .Jr. and W. Sierra, "Personal Projection, or How to Put a 
Larg:e Screen in a Small Device,'' Proc. SID 200.1 International Symposium. 
XXXIV. 2003. 
"46 . .J. Mallett and V. ~1. Hove, Jr. ··Eye Society." Proc. IEEE ICA!E 1!003. 
2003. 

47. V. ~1. Bove, Jr., "Media Processing Ecologies," Proc. IEEE ITRE 2003. 
2003. 
48. G. Nanda, V. M. Bove, Jr., and A. Cable, "BYOB (Build Your Own Bag): 
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A Computationally-Enhanced Modular Textile System," Proc. UB!COMP '04, 
2004. 
049. T. Qucntmcycr, W. J. Plcsniak, and V. M. Bovc, Jr., acomputing Real
Time Holographic Video Content with Off-the- Shelf PC Hardware," Proc. GSA 
Frontiers in Optics/Laser Science Meeting, 2004. 
0 50. V. M. Bove, Jr., VV. J. Plesniak, T .. Quentmeyer, and J. Barabas, "Real
Time Holographic Video lmEtgcs with Commodity PC Hardware," Proc. SPIE 
Stereoscopic Displays and Applications, 5664A, 2005. 
0 51. B. C. Dalton and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Audio-Based Self-LocalizMion for Ubiq
uitous Sensor Networks," Proc. 118th Audio Engineering Society Convention, 
2005. 
0 52. D. E. Smalley, Q. Y. J. Smithwick, and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Holographic 
Video Display Based on Guided-Wave Acousto-Optical Devices," Proc. SPIE 
Practical Holography XXI, 6488, 2007. 
053. V. M. Bove, .Jr., D. E. Smalley, and Q. Y .. J. Smithwick, "Making Holo
graphic Television a Consumer Product," {invited paper) Proc. OSA Topical 
Meeting on Digital Holography and Three-Dimensional Imaging, 2007. 
054. Q. Y. J. Smithwick, D. E. Smalley, V. M. Bove, Jr., and J. Barabas, 
"Progress in Holographic Video Displays Based on Guided-Wave Acousto-Optical 
Devices," Proc. SPIE Practical Holography XXII, 6912, 2008. 
055. B. T. Taylor and V. M. Bove, Jr., ''The Bar of Soap: A Grasp Recogni
tion System Implemented in a Multi-FUnctional Handheld Device," Proc. ACM 
CHI, 2008. 
0 56 . .J . .J. Kalanithi and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Connectibles: Tangible Social Net
works," Proc. 2nd Inti. Con/. on Tangible and Embedded Interaction (TEI'08), 
2008. 
0 56. Q. Y. J. Smithwick, J. Barabas, D. E. Smalley, and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Real
Time Shader Rendering of Holographic Stereograms," Proc. SPIE Practical 
Holography XXIII, 72.'18, 2009. 
0 57. B. T. Taylor and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "GrMpablcs: Grasp-Recognition as a 
User Interface," Proc. ACM CHI, 2009. 
0 58. V. M. Bove, Jr., Q. Y. J. Smithwick, J. Barabas, and D. E. Smalley, "Is 
3-D TV Preparing the way for Holographic TV?" Proc. 8th International Sym· 
posium on Display Holography, 2009. 

u59. A. L. Santos and V. t>.I. Bovc, Jr., ··uCom: Spatial Displays for Visual 
Awareness of Remote Locations." Proc. ACM CHI 2010, 2010. 
0 60. .J. Barabas, Q. Y . .J. Smithwick, and V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Evaluation of 
Rendering Algorithms for Presenting La.yererl Information on Holographic Dis
plays,'' Proc. SID 10 Digest, 2010. 

61. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "What is Holographic Television, and \Viii it Ever be in 11y 
Living Room?" Proc. 2010 SMPTE International Conference on Stereoscopic 
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.?D for Media and Entertainment, 2010. 
0 62. J. Barabas, S. Jolly, D. E. Smalley, and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Diffraction Spe
cific Coherent Panoramagrams of Real Scenes,'' Proc. SPJE Practical Hologra
phy XXV, 7957, 2011. 
63. V. M. Bove, .Jr., ~~Live Holographic TV: From Misconceptiom; to Engi
neering," Proc. 2011 SMPTE International Conference on Stereoscopic 3D for 
Media and Entertainment, 2011. 
0 64. E. Portocarrcro, D. Cranor, and V. M. Bove, Jr., ;cPillow-Talk: Seamless 
Interface for Dream Priming Recalling and Playback," Proc. TEl '11, 2011. 
0 65. D. Cranor, A. Peyton, A. Persaud, R. Bhatia, S. Kim, and V. M. Bove, 
Jr., ''ShakcOnlt: An Exploration Into Leveraging Social Rituals for Information 
Access," Proc. TEl '11, 2011. 
0 66 . .J. BarabRS, S . .Jolly, D. E. Smalley, and V. M. Bovc, .Jr., "Depth Percep
tion and User Interface in Digital Holographic Television," Proc. SPIE Practical 
Holography XXVI, 8281, 2012. 
0 67. S. Jolly and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Direct Optical Fringe Writing of Diffraction 
Specific Coherent Panoramagrams in Photorefractive Polymer for Updatable 
Three-Dimensional Holographic Display," J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 415, 012054, 
2013. 
0 68. D. Smalley, Q. Smithwick, J. Barabas, V. M. Bove, Jr., S. Jolly, and C. 
Della Silva, ''Holovideo for Everyone: a Low-Cost Holovidco Monitor," J. Phys.: 
Conf. Ser. 415, 012055, 2013. 
069 . .J. BarabAS and V. M. Bovc, .Jr., :'VisuRl Perception and HologrRphic Dis
plays," .!. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 415, 012056, 2013. 

u70. S. Jolly, D. E. Smalley, J. 81trabas, and V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Progress in 
Updatablc Photorcfr~~<:tivc Polymer-Based Holographic Displays via Direct Op
tical Writing of Computer-Generated Fringe Patterns," Proc. SPIE Practical 
Holography XXVII, 8644, 2013. 

Other Major Publications 
I. W. Bender, V. M. Bove, Jr., A. Lippman, L. Liu, J. Watlington, "High Def
inition Systems in the 1990s: Open Architecture and Computational Video," 
HDTV World Review, 1:3, Summer 1990, pp. 11-15. 

2. V. M. Bove, .Jr., "Advanced TV should be Open Architecture" (opinion col
umn), TV Technology, Augu"t 1992, p. 7. 

3. A. Lippman and V. fd. Bovc, Jr., "ATV Profile: Contribution to the Re
quirements Discussion," lSO/IEC JTCI/SC29/WG11 MPEG92/759, 1992. 

4. V. M. Bove, .Jr .. "Scalable (Extensible, Interoperable) Digital Virleo Rep
resentations" (book chapter). A. B. Watson, ed., Digital Images and Human 
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Vision, MIT Press, Cambridge MA, 1993, pp. 23-34. 

5. V. M. Bove, Jr., "What's W~ong with Today's Video Coding?" (opinion 
column), TV Technology, February 1995, p. 7. 

6. V. M. Bove, Jr. and A. B. Lippman, ''Television,'' ~Vorld Book Encyclopedia, 
Vol. 19, World Book, Chicago JL, 1995, pp. 124-128. 

7. N. Negropontc and V. M. Bove, Jr., "Object Oriented Television," Wired, 
July 1996, p. 188. 

8. V. M. Bove, .Jr., et al., Comment on FCC 96-207, Fifth Further Notice of 
Propo1>ed Rule Making in the Matter of Advanced Television Systems and Their 
Impact U pan the Existing Television Broadcast Service, 1996. 

9. V. M. Bovc, Jr., N. Miyaho, and D. A. Harris, introductory chapter, Mul
timedia Communication Networks: Technologies and Ser"Uices, M. Tatipamula 
and B. Khasnabish, eds., Artcch House, Norwood MA, 1997. 

10. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Online to the Future" (opinion column), The Sunday 
Times (London), October 4, 1998. 

11. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Communication," The New Book of Knowledge, Grolicr, 
Bethel CT, 2000, pp. 462-471. 

12. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Astronauts and Mosquitos" (opinion column), Communi
cations of the A CM, March 2001, p. 48. 

13. V. M. Bovc, Jr., "Connected by Media" (opinion column), IEEE Multime
dia, Oct. 2001. 

Invited Lectures and Seminars 
1. ;'Model Building Cameras," National Computer Graphics Association, Philadel
phia PA, April 18, !989. 

2. "Extensible/Intercompatible Digital Video Representations," EIA Digital 
Advanced Television Workshop, Washington DC, November 7, 1989. 

3. "Television of Tomorrow," ILP Symposium on Telecommunications Technol
ogy and Policy for the 21st Century, M.J.T., April 24, 1990. 

4. "Open Architecture Television," Symposium on the r..Jedia Laboratory 5th 
Anniversary, M.I.T., October 2, 1990. 

5. "Open Architecture Television," EIA/IEEE Second International Workshop 
on Digital Video Communications, Cambridge MA, November 26, 1990. 

6. "Scalable Video Representations for Visual Information Services," NationA.I 
Engineering Consortium Information Networking ComForum, Orlando FL. De
cember 14, 1990. 

7. ';Scalable (Extensible, Interoperable) Video Coding," National Research 
Council Visual Factors in Electronic Image Communications Conference, Woods 
Hole MA, .July 22, 1991. 

8. "Scalability and Open Architecture," Digital Television Symposium, M.I.T., 
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May 21, 1992. 

9. "A Future Model for HDTV," Production '93, Montreal, May 26, 1993. 

10. ''Hardware and Software Implications of Representing Scenes RS Data," 
(banquet address) IEEE Conference on Application Specific Integrated Circuits 
'93, Rochester NY, September 29, 1993. 

11. "Some Thoughts on Image Representation~. Scene Representation~, and 
Hardware/Software Architectures,'' IEEE International Conference on Com
puter Design '93, Cambridge MA, October 4, 1993. 
12. '1lmage and Scene Representations and System Architectures," EIA Digital 
Advanced Television Workshop, Cambridge MA, October 14, 1993. 

13. "Machines Behind the Scenes: Computation and Structured Video," Per
spectives Lecture Series, M.I.T., April 26, 1994. 
14. "Object-Oriented Television," .Joint New England SIGGR.APH/New Eng
land SMPTE Meeting, Cambridge MA, October 27, 1994. 

15. "Object-Oriented Television," Symposium on The Digital Revolution and 
its Effect on Japanese Industry (sponsored by Kodansha Publishing), Tokyo, 
March 15, 1995. 
16. "Multimedia Computing: Parallelism without Pain," IEEE Workshop on 
Multimedia Processors (part of ICMCS '95), Washington DC, May 19, 1995. 

17. "Stream-Based Computing and Future Television," EIA/IEEE-CES Digital 
Television Workshop, Philadelphia, October 5, 1995. 

18. "Eyes, Cameras, Objects," Symposium on the Media Laboratory lOth An
niversary, M.l.T., October 10, 1995. 
19. aFuturc Television: Why We Need All Those MIPS and Where We're Going 
to Get Them," Princeton University Dept. of Electrical Engineering, October 
24, 1995. 
20. "The Likely Convergence of Multimedia, Video, Communications, and Com
puting" (panel discussion), Photonics East '95, Philadelphia, October 24, 1995. 

21. "Trends to Watch For in Consumer (and Professional) Multimedia," Com
mExpo, Houston TX, .January 11, 1996. 

22. "Multimedia Trends," Texas Instruments National Sales Meeting, Dallas 
TX, April 23, 1996. 
23. '·Object-Bru;ed rvlultimedia," Objects of Communication Symposium, t\..l.I.T., 
May 22, 1996. 
24. ·'Object-Based Media and Why It's a Good Problem," Bell Laboratories, 
~Iurray Hill NJ, August 28, 1996. 
25. "The Future of Electronic Visual Communications," ~·.'ledientage r...Ji.inchen, 
Munich, October 17, 1996. 
26. "Hardware and Software Impacts of New :l\Icdia Representations," ACM 
Workshop on Media Processors (part of AC!vl MM'96), Boston, November 19, 
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1996. 
27. ;'Convergence in the 21st Century" (panel discussion), SPIE International 
Symposium on Voice, Video and Data Communications, Boston, November 20, 
1996. 
28. ''Object-Based Media," Hewlett-Packard Laboratories, Palo Alto CA, Febru
ary 11, 1997. 
29. "Stream-Based Media Computing: What, How, and Why/' University of 
California at Berkeley Dept. of EECS, January 30, 1998. 
30. "Responsive Object-Based ~'ledia," Greater Boston ACM, February 19, 
1998. 
31. "Stream-Based Media Processing," American Physical Society Symposium 
on the Physics of Imaging, Rochester NY, April 24, 1998. 

32. "The Future of Media is Object-Based," Southe~~Stern Mass. MIT Alumni 
Club, New Bedford MA, May 20, 1998. 
33. "Object-Based Media and Stream-Based Computing," First International 
Workshop on Advanced Graphics and Multimedia Systems, Naples Italy, Novem
ber 17, 1998. 
34. "The Object-Based Media Group," Mitsubishi Electric Research Labora
tory, Cambridge MA, December 11, 1998. 

35. ''The Object-Based Media Group," Stanford University Computer Science 
Dept., .January 29, 1999. 
36. "Hyperlinked Television as an E-Commerce Portal," Vanguard Technology 
Transfer Institute, Cambridge MA, May 17, 1999. 

37. "Video and the Internet; TV or not TV?" American Museum of the Moving 
Image, New York, December 8, 1999. 

38. "Will Anyone Really Need a Web Browser in Five Years?'' Canadian In
stitute for Telecommunication Research annual meeting, Ottawa, August 28, 
2000. 
39. "Imaging at the MIT Media Lab" (plenary speaker), IS&T PICS 2001, 
Montreal, April 23, 2001. 
40. "The Future" (panel discussion), lTV Content E-mergency, Columbia Uni
versity, New York, July 17,2001. 
41. ';Responsive Media: The Intersection between BroadcRSt and Personaliza
tion," The Interactive TV Show USA, New York, August 16, 2001. 

42. ·'Development of Technology from Unlikely Sources," Canadian Undergrad
uate Technology Conference, Toronto, .January 17, 2002. 

43. "Sharing and Playing Well with Others: Everything We Need to Know 
about the Future, We Learned in Kindergarten," (keynote) IDC Imaging Con
vergence Forum, New York, Augu::;t 7, 2002. 

44. '·Really Smart Cameras and Sugar-Cubc-Si:wd Video Projectors," 1HT 
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Family Weekend, Cambridge MA, October 18, 2003. 

45. "Computational Ecosystems,'' Ubi-Camp Symposium on Ubiquitous Com
puting, Seoul, December 10, 2003. 

46. ''Really Smart Cameras and Sugar-Cube-Sized Video Projectors/' MIT 
Alumni Club of RI, Warwick RI, April 13, 2004. 

47. :.The Consumer Electronics Laboratory at the MIT Media Laboratory,'' 
GSPx, Santa Clara CA, September 29, 2004. 

48. "Really Smart Cameras and Sugar-Cube-Sized Video Projectors," 1-.UT 
Alumni Club of Cape Cod, Hyannis MA, November 17, 2004. 

49. "Consumer Electronics Research at the MIT lvlcdia Lab," Harvard Business 
School Entrepreneurship Conference, March 3, 2005. 

50. "Changing Dynamic in Consumer Electronics," 2005 Perspective Forum, 
Berkeley CA, March 9, 2005. 

51. "View from the Consumer Electronics Laboratory," 2005 North American 
Broadcasters Association General Meeting, Toronto, May 18, 2005. 

52. "Musings- and a Few Facts- about 3-D TV," MIT CIPS Workshop on 
Advanced Televsion, Cambridge, January 21, 2009. 

53. "Holographic Video and 3-D Television," "Photons, Neurons and Bits: 
Holography for the 21st Century," Cambridge MA, March 7, 2009. 

54. ~·From 3-D TV to Holographic TV," Microsoft Hardware Day, Redmond 
WA, August 5, 2009. 

55. "Debunking Hollywood's Holograms/' MJT Museum, Cambridge MA, De
cember 11, 2009. 

56. "Moving Holographic TV from the Lab to Your Living Room," New Eng
land Section, Optical Society of America, Cambridge MA, 20 October 2010. 

57. "Hollywood's Holograms (and MIT's)" and "Pattern Recognition is Every
where." (2 lectures), Connecticut Science Education Conference, Hamden CT, 
30 October 2010. 

58. "A Look Back- and Forward- at Holographic TV,'' New England SID and 
SMPTE joint meeting, Needham MA, !8 January 2012. 

59. "Holographic Video and How it Might Become Part of the 3D Ecosystem," 
Third Workshop on 3D Cinematography (part of CVPR. 2012), Providence RI, 
16 .June 2012. 

60. "A Look BAck- A.nd ForwA-rd- Rt HologrRphic TV,'' IEEE Photonics Laser 
Workshop, Lexington MA, 7 November 2012. 

Research Funding 
Television of Tomorrow Consortium, 1989-1996 

Digital Life Consortium, 1997-prcscnt 

Intel Digital Expression Project, 2000-2002 
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Although one of several researchers on the above two contracts, I accounted for 
a major portion of the research volume. On Television of Tomorrow, for ex· 
ample, I typically supported six research assistants and five UROP students as 
well as a $/50,000 fabricated equipment budget annually. l was responsible for 
approximately a third of the $2M annual research volume. 

~~levies of the Future Consortium, 1989-1994, (supported one research assistant 
annually) 
DARPA Contract DAAD 05-90-C-0333, ''Scalable Video," 1990-1993, {sup
ported one research assistant annually) 

Bell Northern Research, "Video Coding Testbed," $30,000 annually, 1991-1993 

NASA SRC-B093-93-043, "High Speed Research," (subcontractor to Honeywell 
Technology Center), project approved to begin in 1995 but funds were never 
released by NASA 
Broadercasting Special Interest Group, Principal Investigator, 1999-2002 

NASA Hierarchical Learning Networks, Principal Investigator, $250,000 annu
ally, 2002-2005 
"Smart Architectural Surfaces," ICU /Korean Ministry of Information and Com
munications, 2003-2004 
CELab (consumer electronics research program), Principal Investigator, 2004-
prcscnt 
Center for Future Storytelling, co-director, 2008-present 

Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI), Intelligence Advanced 
Research Projects Activity (!ARPA), through the AFRL contract FA8650-10-
C-7034, 2010-2012 

Theses Supervised by V. Michael Bove, Jr. 

SB Theses 
Chun, Jang H., Decoding Data in the NTSC Chrominance Channel, EECS SB, 

June 1990. 
Davis, Desmond 0., Encoding Digital Data in the NTSC Chrominance Channel, 
EECS SB, June 1990. 
Lee, David S., Compression of Images Using Zero Crossings of Bandpass Sig· 
nals, EECS SB, June 1990. 
Blount, Alan W., Display Manaqer for a Video Processing System, EECS SB, 
June 1991. 
~litchell, Michael D., X Windows for an Intelligent Display, EECS SB, June 

1991. 
Tewari, R.ajeev, The Cheops Input Module: A Real Time Di,qitizing and Filter· 
in_q En_qine, EECS SB, June 1991. 
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Chackerian, Mark, A Motion-Estimating Board for the Cheops Imaging System, 

EECS SB, May 1992. 
Kwon, Chris C., A Stream Processor for Vector Quantized Images, EECS SB, 

Uay 1992. 
Lawai, Adnan H., Scalable Subband Codin,q for Continuously Variable Raster 
Sizes, EECS SB, May 1992. 
Nanayakkara, Prasath S. W., Communication Protocol for a Digital Video Pro~ 
cessor, EECS SB, May 1992. 
Evanco, Kathleen L., A Compiler for an Object~ Oriented Parallel Stream Pro~ 
cessing Language, EECS SB, May 1993. 
0, Cholwon, Motion Compensation Decoder for Cheops Imaging System, EECS 

SB, May 1993. 
Yu, .Jung, Real~ Time Image Morphing, Motion Compensation, and Hidden Sur~ 
face Removal, EECS SB, May 1994. 
Hsieh, P. Angela, Solutions for Bus Bandwidth Limitations in a Network Print
ing Environment, EECS SB, May 1994. 
Sung, Julie, Image Segmentation using Multi-Dimensional Attributes, Physics 

SB, May 1997. 

SM Theses 
Liu, Lin L., Digital Intermediate Format for Video Prame Rate Conversion, 
EECS SM, September 1990. 
Mayer, Christopher M., Antialiasing Methods for Laser Printers, EECS SM, 

June 1991. 
Woo, Peter H., An Accumulating Prame Buffer Architecture for a High-Performance 
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METHOD, SYSTEM, AND 
COMPUTER-READABLE MEDIUM FOR 

EMPLOYING A FIRST DEVICE TO DIRECT A 
NETWORKED AUDIO DEVICE TO RENDER 

APLAYLIST 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

2 
music is downloaded from the Internet or otherwise obtained 
(such as by trading with friends), as a data file. One popular 
example of such a data file is an MP3 file. MP3 is short for 
Moving Picture Experts Group I, audio layer 3. 

Although music embodied in data files can be obtained 
legitimately, such as via such services like iTWics (a trade
mark of Apple Computer, Inc.), the opportunity to download 
or trade music data files for free has heretofore hampered this 
legitimate method of obtaining music. 

As such, although the prior art has recognized, to a limited 
extent, the problem of distributing music, the proposed solu
tions have, to date, been ineffective in providing a satisfilctory 
remedy. Therefore, it is desirable to provide a method for 
distributing music that is convenient, docs not involve the usc 

The present application is a continuation of U.S. patent 10 

applicationSer. No. 10/840,109, filed May 5, 2004, now U.S. 
Pat. No. 8,028,323, entitled "PLAYLJST DOWNLOADING 
FOR DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK," which is 
hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

15 
of media, and which provides for the payment of royalties. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to a method and 
system for playing music. The present invention relates more 
particularly to a digital entertainment network wherein play- 20 

lists are obtained by corrununicatingattributes ofthe play lists 

While the apparatus and method has or will be described 
for the sake of grammatical fluidity with functional explana
tions, it is to be expressly understood that the claims, m1less 
expressly fonnulated under 35 USC 112, are not to be con-
strued as necessarily limited in any way by the construction of 
"means" or .. steps" limitations, but are to be accorded the full 
scope of the meaning and equivalents of the definition pro-

to a play list server and wherein songs arc obtained by com
municating information representative of the songs to a con
tent server. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Traditionally, music has been provided to listeners by 
either a broadcast method or a purchase method. According to 
the broadcast method, music is broadcast to listeners by such 
means as radio and cable systems. The owners of the music 
arc typically compensated by the broadcaster via either the 
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers 
(ASCAP) or Broadcast Music Incorporated (BMI). These 
two agencies monitor the playing of music by broadcasters, 
collect royalties from the broadcasters, and distribute the 
royalties to the copyright owners of the music. 

llowever, according to the broadcast method the listener 
has linle or no control over which selections are played. 
Generally, a listener must tunc in to a radio station or select a 
cable channel that plays the type of music that the listener 
enjoys with the expectation that songs that the listener enjoys 
will occasionally be played. Too frequently, these songs are 
not played as often as the listener would prefer. 

According to the purchase method, a listener purchases 
prerecorded music stored on media such as compact discs 
(COs). The listener may then play the songs as many times as 
desired. Copyright owners arc paid royalties out of the pur
chase price of the music. 

However, the purchase method requires that a substantial 
price be paid for the music, at least in part because of the 
virtually unlimited use associated therewith. Listeners appear 
to be becoming less willing to pay the purchase price for such 
prerecorded music, particularly as alternative methods for 
obtaining music become more popular. 

The purchase method suffers from the additional disadvan
tage of requiring that media containing the desired songs be 
utilized Such media is somewhat bulky, particularly when a 
large number of selections are desired. In some instances, it 
may not be practical to carry all of the songs desired because 
of the volume and/or weight of the media required. Such 
media is also undesirably subject to degradation due to use 
and mishandling. For example, scratches on a CD may inhibit 
its usc. 

A ne\Ver method of providing music to listeners is becom
ing increasingly popular. It is this method of providing music 
that is apparently making listeners less willing to pay the 
purchase price for music that is pren.'Cordcd on media. 
According to this newer method of providing music, the 

25 vided by the claims under the judicial doctrine of equivalents, 
and in the case where the claims arc expressly formulated 
under 35 USC 112 are to be accorded full statutory equiva
lents under 35 USC I12. 

The present invention specifically addresses and alleviates 
30 the above mentioned deficiencies associated with the prior 

art. More particularly, according to one aspect the present 
invention comprises a method fOr playing music, wherein the 
method comprises displaying a list of play lists names, select
ing one of the displayed play list names, sending at least one 

35 
attribute of a playlist corresponding to the selected playlist 
name to a play list server, receiving a play list from theplaylist 
server wherein the received playlist corresponds to the 
attribute(s), selecting at least one song from the received 
play list, sending infonnation representative of the selected 
song(s) to a content server, receiving the selected song(s) 

40 from the content server and playing the selected song(s). 
According to one method of operation, the play list names 

are displayed on a first device, a play list name is selected on 
the first device, the attribute(s) are sent from the first device, 
the play list is received by the first device, a song is selected 

45 from the first device, and the song is played on the first device. 
According to another method of opemtion, the playlist 

names are displayed on a first device, a playlist name is 
selected on the first device, the attribute(s) are sent from the 
first device, the play list is received by the first device, a song 

so is selected from the first device, and the song is played on a 
Sl.>cond device. 

The method of the present invention optionally comprises 
sdecting the second dwice. In this instance, the playlisl 
names are displayed on a first device, the playlist name is 
selected on the first device, the attribute(s) are sent tium the 

55 first device, theplaylist is received by the first device, the song 
is selected from the first device, and the song is played on the 
selected second device. Preferably, the second device is 
selected from the first device. 

Preferably, the first device comprises a handheld portable 
60 device. For example, the first device may comprises a palm

top computer, an MP3 player, or a remote control fora second 
device. 

Thus, the first device may comprise a remote control for a 
second device wherein the second device comprises a music 

65 rendering device. In this instance, songs are typically played 
upon the second device, although songs may also be played 
upon the first device. 
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Preferably, selecting one of the displayed play list names 
and selecting a song from the play list are perfonned using a 
touchscreen. If a second device is selectt.xl. from the first 
device, the second device is also preferably selected using the 
touchscreen. 

Preferably, communicating attributes of a play list to a play-
list server comprises commWlicating a name of a play list to a 
play list server. Communicating attributes of a play list to a 
play list server may comprise communicating to the playlist 
server at least one attribute such as a type of music listened to, 10 
at least one artist, at least one selection, at least one instru
ment, at least one record company, a region, a country, a state, 
a city, a school, and/or an ethnicity. TI1e play list server may 
then either locate or make a play list that confonns to the 
anributc(s) of the requested play list. 15 

Sending at least one attribute of a playlist to a playlist 
server and receiving a play list from the play list server pref
erably comprises conununicating the attribute(s) and the 
play list via a network, preferably a wide area network such as 
the Internet. 

20 Selecting at least one song from the playlist optionally 
comprises selecting a plurality of songs from the play list and 
playing the selected song(s) then comprises playing the plu
rality of songs. The songs may be played in the order selected, 
in random order, or in any other desired order. 

According to one aspect of the present invention, play list 25 

recommendations based upon listening habits of a listener are 
automatically provided to the listener. Alternatively, the play
list reconunendations may be based upon listening habits of 
another person. The play list reconunendations may comprise 
a list of currently popular songs within a single genre that is of 30 
interest to the listener. 

Preferably, at least one parameter for a song that is being 
played on a second device can be adjusted from the first 
device. The parameters may include volume, tone, and/or 
balance. 35 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
method for playing music, wherein the method comprises 
obtaining a play list for a first device via the Internet, selecting 
a song from the play list, and using the first device to cause a 
second device to play the selected song. The second device 
preferably obtains the song via the Internet. 40 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
method for playing music, wherein the method comprises 
displaying a list ofplaylist names on a first device, selecting 
one of the displayed plnylist names from the first device, 
sending at least one attribute of a play list corresponding to the 45 

selected play list name from the first device to a play list server, 
receiving a play list at the first device from the play list server 
wherein the received play list corresponds to the attribute(s), 
selecting at least one song from the playliston the first device, 
sending infonnation representative of the selected song from so 
the first device to a content server, receiving the selected song 
at the first device from the content server, and playing the 
selected song(s) on the first device. 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
method for playing music, wherein the method comprises 

55 
displaying a Jist ofplaylist names on a first device, selecting 
one of the displayed playlist names from the first device, 
sending at least one attribute of a play list corresponding to the 
selected play list rn~me from the first device to a play list server, 
receiving at the first device a play list from the play list server 
wherein the received playlist corresponds to the attribute(s), 60 

selecting a second device, selecting at least one song from the 
play list on the first device, sending information representa
tive of the selected song from the first device to the second 
device, sending infonnation representative of the selected 
song from the second device to a content server, receiving the 65 
selected song at the second device from the content server, 
and playing the selected song(s) on the second device. 

4 
According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 

device for playing music, wherein the device comprises a 
display for displaying a list ofplaylistnames and song names. 
The display is also for facilitating selection of play lists and 
songs. The device further comprises a network transceiver. 

As used herein, the term network transceiver includes any 
circuit or device that facilitates communication via a network. 
Examples of network transceivers include Ethernet network 
interface cards (NICs) and circuits, as well as Bluetooth and 
WiFi cards and circuits. 

The device is configured to facilitate displaying a list of 
play list names on the display, selecting one of the displayed 
play list names, sending at least one attribute of a playlist 
corresponding to the selected play list name to a play list server 
via the network transceiver, and receiving a play list from the 
play list server via the network transceiver. The received play
list corresponds to the anribute(s) sent to the playlist server. 
The device is further configured to facilitate selecting at least 
one song from the playlist, sending infonnation representa
tive of the selected song to a content server, receiving the 
selected song from the content server, and playing the 
selected song(s). 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
device for playing music, wherein the device comprises a 
network transceiver. The device is configured to facilitate 
receiving infonnation representative of a song from another 
device, sending of the infonnation representative of the song 
to a content server via the network transceiver, receiving of 
the song from the content server, and playing of the song. 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
play list server comprising a memory within which a plurality 
ofplaylists are stored and a network transceiver. The playlist 
server is configured to facilitate receiving at least one attribute 
of a play list via the network transceiver, identifYing a playlist 
based upon the attribute(s), and sending of the playlist to a 
device via the transceiver. 

Preferably, the play list server is further configured to facili
tate serving of content. Thus, the play list server and the con
tent server are effectively the same server. However, as those 
skiUed in the art will appreciate, the play list server and the 
content server may be two entirely different servers and may 
be located in diverse locations with respect to one another. 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
method for providing music, wherein the method comprises 
receiving at least one attribute of a selected playlist at a 
playlist server and transmitting a play list that corresponds to 
the attributes from the play list server to a first device. 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
system for playing music, wherein the system comprises a 
first device configured to display names of playlists and 
names of songs and to facilitate selection of the playlists and 
songs, a playlist server configured to receive at least one 
attribute of a playlist from the fust device and to send a 
playlist corresponding to the received attribute(s) to the first 
device, and a content server configured to receive infonnation 
representative of at least one song from the first device and to 
send corresponding songs to the first device. The present 
invention further comprises at least one second device con
figured to send attributes of a play list to the play list server, to 
send information representative of songs to the content 
server, to receive a playlist from the playlist server, and to 
receive songs from the content server. 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
method for playing music, wherein the method comprises 
providing a first device that repeatedly wirelessly broadcasts 
a unique identification thereof and a password, and moving 
the first device into an area such that it can conununicate 
wirelessly with at least one second device that repeatedly 
win!lessly broadcasts a unique identification thereof and a 
password. The first device displays names of the second 
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device(s) for which the password is an authorized password 
for the first device, such that the first device can be used to 
sek'Ct songs to be played on the second device(s). Each of the 
second devices displays the name of the first device when the 
password of the first device is an authorized password for the 
that second device, such that the second device can be used to 
select songs to be played on the first device. 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
system for playing music, wherein the system comprises a 
playlist server in communication with the Internet wherein 10 

the play list server has a plurality ofplaylists stored thereon, a 
content server in communication with the Internet wherein 
the content server has a plurality of songs stored thereon, a 
rendering device for playing songs, a set-top box in commu
nication with the rendering device for facilitating communi- 15 

cation of the songs from the content server to the rendering 
device via the Internet, and a remote control for controlling 
the set-top box. 

The remote control is configured to obtain a play list from 
20 

the playlist server, facilitate, selection of a song from the 
play list, and control the set-top box so as to cause the set-top 
box to download the song and cause the song to play on the 
rendering device. 

The remote control is preferably dockable to the set-top 25 
box. The remote control may be either in wired or wireless 
communication with the set-top box when docked thereto. 
The remote control is preferably in wireless communication 
with the set-top box when the remote control is not docked 
thereto. The remote control can preferably be used to control JO 

the set-top box whether the remote control is docked thereto 
or not. 

6 
FIG. 5 is a flow chart showing operation of a discovery 

process wherein devices of the present invention recognize 
one another; 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing an exemplary embodi
ment of the digital entertainment network of the present 
invention, wherein a set-top box has a removable remote 
control disposed within a cradle thereof; 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing the digital entertairunent 
network of FIG. 6, wherein the set-top box has the removable 
remote control disposed out of the cradle thereof; and 

FIG. 8, is a block diagram showing the discovery process 
for both a local device and a remote device. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Many alterdtions and modifications may be made by those 
having ordinary skill in the art without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. Therefore, it must be under
stood that the illustrated embodiment has been set forth only 
for the purposes of example and that it should not be taken as 
limiting the invention as defined by the following claims. For 
example, notwithstanding the fact that the elements of a claim 
are set forth below in a certain combination, it must be 
expressly understood that the invention includes other com-
binations of fewer, more or different elements, which are 
disclosed herein even when not initially claimed in such com
binations. 

The words used in this specification to describe the inven-
tion and its various embodiments arc to be understood not 
only in the sense of their commonly defined meanings, but to 
include by special definition in this specification structure, 
material or acts beyond the scope of the commonly defined 

The remote control preferably comprises a display and a 
keypad for facilitating control of the set-top box and conse
quently fOr f3cilitating control of the rendering device. The 
set-top box optionally comprises a display and a keypad for 
facilitating control thereof and consequently for facilitating 
control of the rendering device. 

35 meanings. Thus if an element can be understood in the context 
of this specification as including more than one meaning, then 
its use in a claim must be understood as being generic to all 
possible meanings supported by the specification and by the 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
40 

method for providing content, wherein the method comprises 
selecting content from a remote control and providing the 
selected content to a media player via a network. 

word itself. 
The definitions of the words or elements of the following 

claims therefore include not only the combination of ele
ments which arc literally set forth, but all equivalent structure, 
material or acts for performing substantially the same func
tion in substantially the same way to obtain substantially the These, as well as other advantages of the present invention, 

will be more apparent from the following description and 
drdwings. Il is understood that changes in the specific struc
rure shown and described may be made within the scope of 
the claims, without departing from the spirit of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

45 same result. In this sense it is therefore contemplated that an 
equivalent substitution of two or more elements may be made 
for any one oft he elements in the claims below or that a single 
element may be substituted for two or more elements in a 
claim. Although elements may be described above as acting 

so in certain combinations and even initially claimt..-d as such, it 
is to be expressly understood that one or more clements from 
a claimed combination can in some cases be excised from the 
combination and that the claimed combination may be 

Tbe invention and its various embodiments can now be 
better understood by turning to the following detailed 
description of the preferred embodiments which are pre
sented as illustrated examples of the invention defined in the 55 

claims. It is expressly understood that the invention as defined 

directed to a subcombination or variation of a subcombina
tion. 

Insubstantial changes from the claimed subject matter as 
viewed by a person with ordinary skill in the art, now known 
or later devised, are expressly contemplated as being equiva-

by the claims may be broader than the illustrated embodi
ments described below. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing. an exemplary embodi
ment of the digital entertainment system of the present invcn- 60 

tion; 

lently within the scope of the claims. Therefore, obvious 
substitutions now or later known to one with ordinary skill in 
the art are defmed to be within the scope of the defined 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing further detail of an 
exemplary first device or remote control of FIG. 1; 

l;IG. 3 is a flow chart showing one way of operating a 
digital entertainment system of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a Jlow chart showing another way of operating a 
digital entertainment system of the present invention; 

elements. 
The claims are thus to be understood to include what is 

specifically illustrated and described above, what is concep-
65 tionally equivalent, what can be obviously substituted and 

also what essentially incorporates the essential idea of the 
invention. 
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lists, the use of custom playlists (created by each user), the 
ability to select different devices on which to play songs, the 
ability to view your activity over a given time period or in 
real-time with the activity streamer, collaboration, the ability 
to find buddies with the same music preterences you have in 
your playlists, the ability to share play lists with buddies, the 
ability to view buddies' activity based on various time peri
ods, and instant messaging for chatting among users. 

Thus, the detailed description set forth below in cowtection 
with the appended drawings is intended as a descriptionofthe 
presently prefem.-d embodiments of the invention and is not 
intended to represent the only forms in which the present 
invention may be constructed or utilized. The description sets 
forth the functions and the sequence of steps for constructing 
and operating the invention in COIUlection with the illustrated 
embodiments. It is to be understood, however, that the same 
or equivalent functions may be accomplished by different 
embodiments that are also intended to be encompassed within 
the spirit of the invention. 

The digital entertainment network of the present invention 
is preferably a fully integrated plug and play technology 
platform that delivers secure anytime, anywhere, on-demand 
multimedia content for digital home systems. 

The digital entertainment network of the present invention 
10 comprises control devices that allow users to communicate 

with the control point and give commands to render music/ 
multimedia content on various different rendering devices. 
Examples of control devices include the personal digital 

15 assistant (PDAs) and set-top boxes. 
According to one aspect of the present invention, a FDA 

based control application allows users to roam the house and 
play music content that is accessed via the PDA and is avail
able via an Internet based service. According to one aspect, 

The digital entertainment network provides efficient and 
ubiquitous wireless and web-enabled control over digital 
home systems by enabling users to access and manage music 
content using a variety of control devices and by delivering 
such content to a wide variety of different rendering devices. 

On-demand delivery of content, such as streaming music, 
is provided utilizing such user-friendly features such ascus
tomized playlists, collabomtion, music management tools, 
and search capability. 

20 the content is played via set-top boxes, i.e., rendering devices, 
which may be located throughout the home. 

The digital entertainment network also includes rendering 
devices that receive instructions from the control point and 
thereby render musidmultimedia content. Rendering device 

The present invention prefembly provides a plug and play 
control point that has the software intelligence that fonns the 
basis for a truly integrated entertainment network system. 
This control point architecture delivers the ability to unit)' 
content, such as music or other types of multimedia content, 
with control applications that enable system users to access 
content from a variety of different remote control devices and 
deliver such content to a variety of rendering devices. 

25 examples include the set-top devices, home stereo systems 
and televisions. A variety of different types of rendering 
devices are possible. Audio content, such as music, may be 
rendered on audio rendering devices such as speakers, a ste
reo, and a television. Similarly, audio/video content, such as 

For example, the control point enables a digital entertain
ment network user to utilize a PDA or other device to browse 

30 movies and television shows, may be rendered on televisions, 
stand alone monitors, and computer monitors. Indeed, either 
audio or audio/video content may be rendered on a variety of 
other types of devices, such as cellular telephones, PDAs, and 

for music on the Internet, then select and play a song on an .l5 

rvlP3 player or the like, or even onstand-aloneaudio speakers. 
In another embodiment, the control point allows a user to 
choose a song via a set-top device, then play that music on a 
television, stereo system, or the like. 

Preferably, the present invention comprises a web services 40 

b"sed component that provides users with on-demand music 
streamed to a variety of devices, such as MP3 players, set-top 
boxes and home stereo systems. Thus, according to one 
aspect, the present invention is a web-based content and 
music management system that offers users a number of 45 
desirable features via a web browser. 

These features preferably include web-based music cata
log browsing via jukebox interface, search capability (to find 
artists and specific selections), the use of standard playlists, 
the use of custom playlists (created by each user), the ability so 
to select different devices on which to play songs, the ability 
to view a user's activity over a given time period or in real
time with the activity streamer, collaboration, the ability to 
find buddies with the same music preferences you have in 
your playlists, the ability to sh.1re play lists with buddies, the 55 

ability to view buddies' activity based on various time peri
ods, instant messaging for chatting among users, and the use 
of a set top box to facilitate the use of playlists and the 
streaming of content. 

According to one aspect, the digital cntcrtairuncnt network 60 

of the present invention comprises a set-top box that provides 
users with on-demand music streamed to a variety of devices. 
The set-top box is a web-based content and music manage
ment system that offers users a list of features including the 
need for little or no setup (plug into Ethernet and video out, 65 

<1udio out), content catalog browsing, search capability (to 
find artists and specific selections), the use of standard play-

laptop computers. 
According to one aspect of the present invention, a set-top 

device is a key rendering device that plays music content on 
other rendering devices, such as televisions and steroo sys-
tems, throughout the home. 

The digital entertainment network of the present invention 
optionally comprises a billing application for handling the 
financial transaction activities associated with streaming con
tent payment and usage. The billing application preferably 
perfonns functions such as transaction and usage logging for 
billing processing, automated billing of customers, auto
mated notification of the inability to charge a credit card on 
file (exception handling), and automated calculation and wire 
transfer of funds to content providers. 

The present invention is illustrated in FIGS. 1-8, which 
depict presently preferred embodiments thereof. 

Referring now to FIG. 1, a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention comprises a playlist server/content server 
I 0 that is in communication with a network, preferably a wide 
area network such as the Internet 11. Also in communication 
with the network are a first device 13 and a second device 14, 
which are both typically located within a common structure, 
such as a home or office 12. The first device 13 generally 
assumes the ftmctionofthe control point, although the second 
device 14 may have this functionality, as well. 

The playlist server/content server 10 may be a single 
server.Altematively, the play list server and the content server 
may he two separate servers. Indeed, the play list server may 
comprise a plurality of separate servers and/or the content 
server may similarly comprise a plurality of different servers. 

The play list server/content server is in bi-directional com
munication with the Internet 11, as indicated by arrow 19.11te 
first device 13 is in bi-directional communication with the 
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Internet 11, as indicated by arrow 16. The second device 14 is 
in bi~directional communication with the Internet 11, ns indi
cated by arrow 17. 

10 
entertaimnent network of the present invention provides con
venient access to a very large database of music without 
requiring that the music be stored and kept by the listener on 
media such as CDs This convenient access is provided by The first device is in communication with the second 

device, as indicated by arrow 18. The first- device may be in 
either unidirectional or bi-directional communication with 
the second device 14. 

s maintaining the database of music at a remote location, i.e., in 
an Internet based content server 10. 

That is, the present invention generally does not attempt to 
store songs within the music rendering devices themselves, 
but rather generally downloads songs via a network, as 

The first device 13 may comprise any of a plurality of 
different types of devices. For example, the first device 13 
may comprise-a handheld portable device such as a personal 
digital assistant (PDA), a palmtop computer, an MP3 player, 
a telephone, or a remote control for a music rendering device. 
The first device may alternatively comprise a non-portable 
device, such as a desktop computer, a television, or a stereo. 

1 o needed. Such operation simplifies the construction and opera. 
tion of the music rendering devices by eliminating the need 
for large storage capacities. The elimination of the need for 
large storage capacities results in a cost savings for manufac· 

The second device 14 may comprise the same type of 15 
device as the first device 14 or may alternatively comprise a 
different type of device with respect thereto. 'lbus, the first 
and second devices may comprise portable devices, non
portable devices, or any combination thereof. 

turing and purchasing the music rendering devices. 
Downloading the music on an as·needed basis provides 

access to a very large database of songs that contains many 
more selections than can be stored on contemporary music 
rendering devices. Downloading the music on an as·needed 
basis also facilitates the payment of royalties to the music 

20 owners in a manner that is fair to both listeners and music The second device may also comprise one or more smart 
speakers. As defined herein, standalone smart speakers are 
speakers that arc not connected to a device such as a stereo, 
television, or computer. Smart speakers are typically in com
munication with a network and can thus receive content there
from. Typically, smart speakers comprise dedicated signal 25 
conditioning circuitry such as audio amplifiers. 

According to one embodiment of the present invention, the 
first device 13 comprises a remote control for the second 
device 14. Thus, the second device may comprise a music 
rendering device such as a stereo, a television, or a home JO 

computer and the first device may comprise a handheld 
remote control therefor. 

Any desired number of first and second devices may be 
provided according to the present invention. For example, the 
first device may comprise a remote control that controls a 35 
plurality of second devices, such as a television, a DVD 
player, and a stereo system. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, the first device 13 may comprise 
a handheld portable device that comprises a display 22, a 
keypad 23, and a network transceiver 24. The display 22 40 
facilitates viewing and selection ofplaylisl names, as well as 
viewing and selection of songs within a play list, as discussed 

owners. 
One exception to downloading of music on an as-needed 

basis according to the present invention is optionally the use 
of caching. Songs that are played repeatedly may be cached, 
so as to mitigate the need for a network connection and thus 
mitigate the need for the bandwidth associated therewith. ·rhe 
playing of cached songs can be reported via the network and 
royalties paid as though the song had been downJoaded 
strictly on an as-needed basis. 

Preferably, the present invention comprises a first device 
that may operate in two different ways. According to a first 
way of operation, as shown in FIG. 3 and discussed in detail 
below, a listener selects a song to he played from a play list on 
the first device and the song is then played on the first device. 
According to a second way of operation, as shown in FIG. 4 
and discussed in detail below, a listener selects a song to be 
played from a play list on the first device and the song is then 
played on another device, e.g., a second device. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, the first way of operation of the 
first device is illustrated. A list ofplaylists is displayed on the 
first device as shown in block 31. The list ofplaylist is a list of 
play list names, numbers, or other indicia indicative of indi-
vidual play lists. For example, the Jist of play lists may include 
graphic symbols or icons in addition to or in place of other 

in detail below. The keypad 23 facilitates selection ofplaylist 
names and selection of songs, as also discussed in detail 
below. 

The display 22 may optionally comprise a tO\lchscreen 
display and the keypad may optionally be omitted. In this 
instance, all selection may be performed via the touchscreen 
display. 

45 indicia. As used herein, the term play list name includes any 
indicia that are tmiquely representative of a play list. 

'Ibe network lr<~nsceiver 24 preferably cQmprises a wire- 50 
less network transceiver, such network transceiver conform
ing to the Bluetooth (a trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.) 
s1andard and/or conforming to the WiFi (a trademark of the 
WiFi Alliance) standard. 

The device shown in FIG. 2 may also be the second device 55 
14 according to one aspect of the present invention. However, 
for explanatory purposes it may sometimes be beneficial to 
think of the first device as a small handheld portable device 
such as a PDA or dedicated remote control that can function 
to control the second device and it may similarly sometimes 60 
be beneficial to think of the second device as a larger music 
rendering device such as a stereo, television, or personal 
computer. Of course, such embodiments of the present inven
tion are by way of example only, and not by way oflimitation. 

Having described the general structures of the present 65 
invention, the general operation thereofwill next be described 
with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. In operation, the digital 

Each item on the list of playlists is representative of a 
particular playlist. Each play list may come from any one of a 
variety of sources. For example, a play list may be compiled 
by a user, a play list may be obtained from someone else, or a 
play list may be formed by a computer using an algoridun that 
attempts to idemify songs that will suit the tastes of the 
listener. 

'Ibe play lists are stored on a play list server and are down
loaded to the first device and the second device as requested 
by the listener. As mentioned above, the play list server may 
be 1he same server as the content server. 

Optionally, play lists as well as songs may be cached on the 
first device and/or the second device. 

The list of playlists may be displayed upon the display 22 
of the first device or may be displayed in any other desired 
manner. For example, the list ofplaylists may be displayed on 
the monitor of another device. 

One of the displayed play lists is selected by the listener as 
shown in block 32. The selected playlist is a playlist that is 
expected to contain one or more songs that the listener would 
like to listen to. For example, the displayed list of play lists 
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may contain a play list named rock favorites, a play list named 
country favorites, and o playlist named classical favorites. If 
the listener wants to listen to classical music that is on the 
play list named classical favorites, theplaylistnamed classical 
favorites is selected. 

The desired playlist may be selected by using a touch
screen display of the first device 13, may be selected using the 
keypad 23, or may be selected by any other desired means. 

At least oneanributeoftheselected playlist is sent from the 
first device to a playlist server as shown in block 33. The 10 

anribute(s) may comprise, for example, the nnmeofa play list, 
the number of a play list, and/or any other unique identifier of 
a play list. 

Alternatively, the attribute(s) may comprise one or more 
parameters that are indicative of the type of music that the 15 

listener would like to hear. For example, the attribute(s) may 
comprise a code that indicates that a list of the top ten country 
hits for the week that is to be returned. The user may prefer
ably compile sets of such parameters so as to facilitate the 
retrieval of custom, up to date playlists from the playlist 20 

server. Such parameters may be compiled directly on the first 
device or on any other device, such as a personal computer. 

A playlist that corresponds to the attribute(s) is sent from 
the play list server and is received by the first device as shown 
in block 34. This playlist is a list of songs containing at least 25 

one song that the listener would like to hear. 
The listener selects at least one song from the received 

play list, as shown in block 35. Either a single song may be 
selected, or a plurality of songs may be selected. The song(s) 
may be selected by using a touchscreen display of the first 30 

device 13, may be selected using the keypad, or may be 
selected by any other desired means. 

Infonnationrepresentative ofthe selected song(s) is sent to 
a content server 10. The information may comprise the 
name(s) of the songs, the number(s) of the songs, or any other .l5 

unique identifier thereof. 

12 
Preferably the list of second devices is dynamic and is 

automatically updated, such as via the use of a device discov
ery, process that is described in detail below. Alternatively, the 
list of second devices may be pre-configured by the listener 
and then manually updated, as desired. 

At least one song is selected from the playlist as shown in 
block 46 and as discussed above. 

Information representative of the selected song(s) is sent 
from the first device 13 to the second device 14. This infor
mation tells the second device 14 what song(s) arc to be 
played. However, the second device does not typically have 
the selected songs stored therein. In some instances the 
selected songs may be cached within a memory of the second 
device 14, as discussed above. 

The second device 14 sends infonnation representative of 
the selected song(s) to a content server. Optionally, the second 
device also sends at least one attribute of the playlist from 
which the song(s) were selected on the first device 13 to the 
play list server, as well. 

The selected song( s) are received from the content server 
by the second device as shown in block 44 and arc ready for 
playing. Optionally, the same play list that is presently avail-
able for display on the first device is received from the play list 
server, such that it is also available for display on the second 
device. 

Generally, songs may be selected and played from the 
second device 14, as well as ffom the first device 13, such that 
it is beneficial to display the play list on the second device 14. 
Even if songs caru10t be selected and displayed from the 
second device 14, it may still be beneficial to view the playlist 
thereon. 

The selected song is played on the second device 14 as 
shown in block 50 and discussed above. Parameters of the 
song such as volume, tone, and balance are optionally con
trollable from the first device 13. 

The selected song(s) are conm1unicated from the content 
server 10 to the first device 13 via the Internet 11 as shown in 
block37. The fonnatoftheselectedsongsmaybe MP3, WAV, 
or any other desired format. 

Optionally, playlist and/or songs are cached in the first 
device 13 and/or the second device 14. Caching is particularly 
beneficial when the same songs and/or playlist are used 

40 repeatedly. 
The selected songs are played by the first device 13 as 

shown in block 38. The selected songs may be played in the 
order selected, in random order, or in any other desired order. 
'lhe order can preferably be changed at any time. 

The songs may be played via one or more speakers that are 45 
part of the lirst device 13, by one or more speakers that are in 
communication with the first device 13 (such as via a wired or 
wireless connection), by headphones, by earphones, or by any 
other desired means. 

lbe volume, tone, and balance of the songs is preferably 50 

adjustable via the first device 13, such as via the display 22 
and/or keypad 23 thereof. 

Although playlists and/or songs may be cached so as to 
mitigate the need for repeated downloading thereof from the 
playlist/content server 10, the memory requirements of the 
first device 13 and second device 14 are substantially reduced. 
This is true because the first device 13 and the second device 
14 of the present invention do not store a substantial quantity 
ofplaylists or songs thereon. 

That is, the first device 13 and the second device 14 of the 
present invention do not have to store all of the songs that a 
list~ner wishes to h~ar tht!reon. Rather, any such storage is 
generally incidental. Typically, a large number of the songs 
played by the first device 13 and the second device 14 are 
stored on the content server 10 and are communicated via the 
Internet 11 to the first device 13 and/or the second device 14 

Referring now to 1°10. 4, the second way ofoperationofthe 
first device is illustrated. According to this second way of 
operation, a list ofplaylists is displayed as shown in block 41, 
one of the play lists is selected as shown in block 42, at least 
oneanribute is sent to the play list server as shown in block 43, 
and a play list is received as shown in block44, all in the same 
fashion as in the first way of operation discussed above. 

55 as needed. 

According to the second way of opcmtion, the song is 60 

played on a device other than the nrst device 13. Thus, a 
second device 14 typically must be selected as shown in block 
45. A particular second device may be selected from a list of 
second devices that is displayed on the first device 13. For 
example, a listener's desktop computer may be selected ifom 65 
a list having the desktop computer, a television, and a stereo 
listed thereon. 

Of course, such remote storage reduces the need for 
memory for the first device 13 and the second device 14, 
thereby desirably reducing the cost and size thereof and also 
enhancing the reliability thereof. 

Referring now to FIG. 5, according to one aspect of the 
present invention all of the devices within an area, such as the 
area within which the devices can receive each other's wire
Jess broadcast signals, are aware of one another and commu
nicate with one another. When a new device enters the area, 
the existing devices become aware of the new device and the 
nC\V device becomes aware of the existing devices via a dis
covery process. 
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According to this discovery process, all devices may peri

odically broadcast an identification code and a password. The 
identification code uniquely identifies the device. The pass
word authorizes the device to conummicate with other 
devices within the area. 

When a new device enters the area, the new device and the 
existing devices communicate with, one another. This may be 
done either directly or via a server, as discussed in detail 
below. The new device recognizes any of the other devices 
that have an acceptable password and displays a list of the 10 

other devices on its list of available devices, so that the other 
devices may be selected as second devices for playing of 
songs, as discussed above. 

Similarly, the devices already in the area recognize the new 
15 

device if the new device has an acceptable password, and the 
devices already in the area display the new device in their list 
of available devices so that the new device may be selected as 
a second device for the playing of songs, if desired. 

Alternatively, when a user enters a place with a new device, 20 
he can search tbr other devices by broadcasting on the net
work (whether wired or wireless), as shown in block 51. The 
other devices will return a location ID for the location or 
realm of which they are a part, as shown in block 52. The user 
can then select a desired one of the locations and enter the 25 

correct password for that location, as shown in block 53. Once 
this is done, then all of the devices in that realm will show up 
regardless of whether they are local or remote, as shown in 
block 54. The user is then free to do whatever the user wants 
to do with the other devices, if the security is set up to allow 30 
other users to control the other devices. For examRle, the user 
may play a song through another device or download a song 
therefrom. 

Referring now to FIG. 8, the discovery process is described 
in further detail. Preferably, a device can obtain a list of other JS 

devices in one of two different ways. According to a first way 
of obtaining lists of other devices, the lists are obtained 
through a server whether the device obtaining the lists is a 
local device or a remote device. According to a second way of 
obtaining lists of other devices, the lists are obtained directly 40 

from the other devices themselves, as long as the device 
obtaining the lists and the other devices arc all local devices. 

A local device is a device that is on the same local area 
network (LAN) as the other devices. '!bat is, devices are 
considered to be local with respect to one another if they are 45 

all on the same local area network. A remote device is a device 
that is not on the same local area network as the other devices. 

According to the first way of obtaining device lists, server 

14 
Once the appropriate ID, location, and password have been 

entered, then the PDA 82 communicates with the server 81, 
such as via a wireless access point. The server 81 maintains a 
list of the devices on the local area network and communi
cates this list to the new device, i.e., the PDA 82. 

'!be PDA 82 may then be used to select and control another 
device on the local area network, such as stereo 83. That is, the 
user may select the stereo 83 from the list of devices on the 
local are network and then may command the stereo to play a 
song or play list of songs on the play list of the PDA 82. The 
PDA 82 may also be used to control parameters of the song 
being played on the stereo 83, such as volume, tone, and 
balance. The PDA 82 may also be used to control the order in 
which the songs are played. 

The PDA 82 may directly control the stereo 83, as indicated 
by the arrows therebetween. Alternatively, the PDA 82 may 
control the stereo through the server 81, particularly in those 
instance wherein communication directly between the PDA 
82 and the stereo 83 are not adequately facilitated, such as 
when the distance therebetween is too great or when an 
obstruction (such as a wall or a larger piece of furniture) 
blocks the signal between the PCA 82 and the stereo 83. 

When a new device can become part of the local area 
network, as described above, then the new device is a local 
device. However, in some instances a remote device may 
similarly be used to control a device on the network, such as 
the stereo 83, even though the remote device is not part of the 
local area network. 

For example, the cell phone 84 is a remote device because 
it is not part of the local area network that the stereo 83 is on. 
However, the cell phone 84, may still communicate with the 
server 81, so as to obtain the list of devices on the local area 
network therefrom. It is still necessary for the cell phone user 
to enter an ID, location, and password into the cell phone, as 
was done with the PDA. 

The remote device, i.e., cell phone 84, may similarly be 
used to control the stereo. However, the control signal will be 
communicated from the cell phone 84 to the server 81 through 
the server, since direct communication between the cell 
phone 84 and the stereo is typically not facilitated. Thus, the 
server 81 functions as a gateway for the remote device to 
communicate with devices on the local area network. 

Preferably, the list of devices communicated from the 
server 81 to a new device, e.g., PDA, contains an indication as 
to whether devices on the list are local or remote with respect 
to the local area network. Thus, the new device knows 
whether commands to other devices must go through the 
server 81 or not. 

According to the second way of obtaining a list of devices, 81, preferably on a wide area network such as the Internet, 
facilitates communication of a list of devices to a new device. 
The server may be the same server as the playlist server/ 
content server 10 of FIGS. 1, 6, and 7 or may be a different 
server. 

For example, ifPDA 82 is a new device entering the area of 
a wireless local area network, a user may enter a user name or 
I D, a location identifier, and a password into the PDA 82. The 
user name or ID identifies the user to the rest of the local area 
network. An example of a user name or ID would be Joes 
PDA. 

so instead of obtaining the list from the server 81, each device 
continuously broadcasts its presence, so as to facilitate auto
detection thereof. Thus, each device individually compiles its 
own list of other devices by monitoring the broadcasts there
from. Preferably, a user must enter an ID, location, and pass-

The location entry identifies the network that the user 
wants to become part of. For example, <i network at Joe's 
house may be conveniently named Joes House. 

The password is typically necessary to be part of the local 
area network. 'lbat is, the local area network will typically not 
allow a new device to log thereon without the correct pass
word. The use of passwords may optionally be omined, if 
desired. 

55 word, as discussed above. 
According to either method for obtaining a list of devices. 

a particular physical location, such as a coffee shop for 
example, may contain a plurality of logical locations or 
realms. Thus, a user may select a particular logical location to 

60 log onto. For example, one group of people at the coffee shop 
may be logged onto a location or local area network named 
.Toes Coffee Group, while another group of people is logged 
onto a different location or local area network named Bills 
Coffee Group. A person newly entering the physical location, 

65 i.e., the coffee shop, may choose which group to join. 
However, the new person must have the correct password 

for the logical location that he wishes to join. The password 
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the top ten country songs may be made to a listener who has 
requested play lists containing country songs. 

"!be playlist server may also provide playlist recommen
dations based upon the play lists of others. That is, the play list 

may be obtained by requesting it fonn someone in the logical 
location. Logging on to the logical location causes a list of 
devices (or users) to be communicated to the new user's 
device and also causes the new user's device to be added to the 
device lists of the other users, as discussed above. 5 server may be configured to recognize when two or more 

people appear to have similar listening habits and may then 
recommend the play lists of one of these people to others of 
the same group. 

According to one embodiment ofthc present invention, the 
first device comprises a remote control for a seHop box and 
the second device comprises a rendering device that receives 
signals from the set-top, such as a television or stereo. Tills 
embodiment of the present invention is illustrated in FlUS. 6 lO 
and 7 and is described in detail below. 

Referring now to FIG. 6, one embodiment of the present 
invention comprises a set-top box 63 that provides a signal to 
a rendering device, such as a telt:vision or stereo 61. The 
set-top box is in communication with the Internet 11. A play- IS 

list server/content server 10 is also in communication with the 
Internet, as described above. 

The wireless commWlications discussed herein may be 
effected via a network, such as a network conforming to the 
llluetooth (a trademark ofllluetooth SIO, Inc.) standard and! 
or conforming to the WiFi (a tmdemark of the WiFi Alliance) 
standard. 

Communications between the first and second devices may 
be either via a network or via dedicated non-network com
munications devices such as those utilizing any desired form 
of wireless data transfer, including those using infrared (IR) 
and radio frequency (RF). 

Although the content described herein is music, those 
skilled in the art wilJ appreciate that other types of content, 

Optionally, the set-top box functions as a cable television 
box in addition to fWlctioning as a portion of the digital 
entertainment network of the present invention. 

A remote control 62 for the seHop box 63 preferably fits 
into a cradle defined by at least a portion of the set-top box. 
TI1e remote control 62 communicates wirelessly with the 
set-top box to control operation of the rendering device 61. 

20 including both audio and non-audio content, are likewise 
subject to use by the present invention. For example, the 
content may comprise talks, speeches, comedy sketches, sto
ries or books that arc read aloud, pictures, video, software, or 
data. 

The remote control 62 is in wireless communication with 25 

the Internet 11, such as via a wireless access point or wireless 
router 64. 

The remote control62 defines a first device, as described in 
detail above. The set-top box, in combination with the ren
dering device 61, defines a second device as also described in JO 

detail above. 
Thus, play lists can be requested by the remote control 62 

and downloaded from the play list server 10 via the Internet 11 
thereto. Similarly, songs may be downloaded to the remote 
control 62. The songs may be played on the remote control 62 35 
or may be played on the rendering device 61 iii its role as a 
second device as described above. 

For example, a song may be previewed on the remote 
control 62, even while another song is being played on the 
rendering device 61. A song may be listened to solely on the 
remote control 62 as the remote control is carried about at 40 

home. Such listening may be via one or more speakers built 
into the remote control 62 or may be via earphones. 

Optionally, the set-top box comprises a display, so that 
play lists and songs can be selected therefrom. Play lists and 
songs are downloaded to the set-top box in its role as a second 45 
device, as discussed above. 

It is understood that the exemplary digital entertainment 
network described herein and shown in the drawings repre
sents only presently preferred embodiments of the invention. 
Indeed, various modifications and additions may be made to 
such embodiments without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. Thus, various modifications and addi
tions may be obvious to those skilled in the art and may be 
implemented to adapt the present invention for use in a variety 
of different applications. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for facilitating the presentation of media, the 

method comprising: 
displaying, on a first device, at least one device identifier 

identifYing a second device; 
receiving user first input selecting the at least one device 

identifier; 
receiving, on the first device, a play list, the received play

list comprising a plurality of media item identifiers; 
receiving user second input selecting at least one media 

item identifier from the received playlist; and 
din .. '"Cting, from the first device, the second device to receive 

a media item identified by the at least one media item 
identifier from a content server, without user input via 
the second device. 

The remote control 62 may be used while cradled by the 
set-top box 63, as shown in FIG. 6. Alternatively, the remote 
control 62 may be used while removed from the set-top box 
63, as shown in FIG. 7. 

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the first device 

50 comprises a handheld portable device. 
3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the first device 

comprises a palmtop computer. 
L11at is preferably provided by the first 13 and/or St.'Cond 14 

dt.-vices of the present invention. Chat may be used for col
laboration among listeners, such as fort he compilation and/or 
exchange of playlists. Such chat may be implemented as 
voice chat or as text chat in a fashion similar to Internet Relay 55 
Chat (IRC), Microsoft Instant Messenger (IM), or AOL 
Instant Messenger (IM). 

According to one aspect of the present invention, play list 
recommendations may be provided to a listener. These play-
list recommendations may be provided by the play list server 
and may be based upon the listening habits of the listener or 60 

upon previous play list requests. The listening habits of the 
listener may be determined from play list and! or song down
loads from the play list server and' or the content server. Timt 
is, a playlist reconunendation of a playlist of the top ten 
contemporary songs may be made by the play list server to a 65 

listener who continually listens to seveml oftht: songs on this 
play list. Similarly, a play list rcconunendation of a playlist of 

4. The method as recital in claim 1, wherein the first device 
comprises an MP3 player. 

5. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the first device 
comprises a mobile phone. 

6. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the first device 
comprises a remote control operative to control the second 
device. 

7. The method as recited in claim I, wherein the first device 
comprises a remote control opemtive to control the second 
device and the second device comprises a media rendering 
device. 

8. The method as recited in claim 7, wherein the first device 
is operative to adjust a volume parameter on the second 
device. 

9. The method as recited in claim 7, wherein the first device 
is operative to adjust a tone parameter on the second device. 
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10. The method as recited in claim 7, wherein the first 
device is operative to adjust a balance pammeter on the sec
ond device. 

11. The method llS recited in claim 1, further comprising 
displaying a plurality of device identifiers on the first device, 
wherein each of the plurality of device identifiers identifies a 
corresponding device, and wherein receiving the user first 
input selecting the at least one device identifier further com
prises receiving the user first input selecting the at least one 
device identifier from the plurality of device identifiers. 10 

12. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the user 
second input selects the plurality of media item identifiers 
from the received playlist in a first order; and 

wherein directing the second device to receive the media 
item identified by the at least one media item identifier IS 

from the content server further comprises directing the 
second device to receive a plurality of media items iden
tified by the plurality of media item identifiers from the 
content server in the first order. 

13. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the user 20 

second input selects the plurality of media item identifiers 
from the received playlist in a first order, and 

wherein directing the second device to receive the media 
item identified by the at least one media item identifier 
from the content server further comprises directing the 25 

second device to receive a plurality of media items iden
tified by the plurality of media item identifiers from the 
content server in an order other than the first order. 

14. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising 
automatically providing a recommendation of a play list name 30 

based upon listening habits of a listener. 
15. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein directing the 

second device to receive the media item identified by the at 
least one media item identifier from the content server further 
comprises directing the second device to download the media J.~ 
item identified by the at least one media item identifier from 
the content server. 

16. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein directing the 
second device to receive the media item identified by the at 
least one media item identifier from the content server further 40 

comprises directing the second device to stream lhe media 
item identified by the at least one media item identifier from 
the content server. 

17. A method for obtaining a song, the method comprising: 
obtaining a playlist on a first device over a network, the 45 

playlist comprising a plurality of song identifiers; 
displaying on the first device at least one device identifier 

identifying a second device; 
selecting, responsive to user first input at the first device, 

the at le<tst one device identifier; so 
selecting, responsive to user second input at the first device, 

a song identifier from the play list; and 
directing, from the first device, the second device to obtain 

a song identified by the songidentificrwithout user input 
via the second device. ss 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
requesting, by the second device, the song identified by the 

song identifier from a content server; and 
downloading the song from the content server to the second 

device. 60 

19. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
requesting, by the second device, the song identified by the 

song identifier from a content server; and 
streaming the song from the content server to the second 

device. 65 
20. The method of claim 17, wherein the network com

prises the Internet. 

18 
21. 1lle method of claim 17, wherein the network com

prises a local area network. 
22. The method of claim 17, further comprising affecting a 

volumeofthe song on the second device from the first device. 
23. A device lOr selecting a media item, the device com

prising: 
a display for displaying at least one device identifier; and 
a network transceiver for facilitating conununication 

between the device and at least one second device on a 
network, wherein the device is configured to facilitate: 
displaying on the display the at least one device identi-

fier identifYing the at least one second device; 
receiving user first input selecting the at least one device 

identifier; 
receiving a play list via the network transceiver; 
receiving user second input selecting at least one media 

item name from the play list; and 
directing the at least one second device to send infonna

tion representative of the at least one media item name 
to a content server without user input via the second 
device, and to receive a media item corresponding to 
the at lea::Jt one media item name from the content 
server. 

24. The device of claim 23, wherein the device comprises 
a remote control device that is not capable of playing the 
media item corresponding to the at least one media item 
name. 

25. A method for obtaining media, the method comprising: 
displaying, on a first device, at least one device identifier 

identifying a second device; 
selecting, responsive to user first input at the first device, 

the at least one device identifier; 
displaying, on the first device, a plurality ofplaylist names; 
selecting, responsive to user second input at the first device, 

one of the plurality ofplaylist names; 
sending at least one attribute of a play list corresponding to 

the selected play list name to a play list server; 
receiving, on the first device, the play list from the play list 

server, the received play list corresponding to the at least 
one attribute and comprising a plurality of media item 
identifiers; 

selecting, responsive to user third input at the first device, 
at least one media item identifier from the received play
list; and 

directing the second device, without user input via the 
second device, to receive a media item identified by the 
at least one media item identifier from a content server 
and to play the media item. 

26. A method lbr obtaining media, the method comprising: 
displaying, on a first device, a plurality of device identifi

ers; 
receiving user first input selecting one of the plurality of 

device identifiers, wherein the one of the plurality of 
device identifiers identifies a second device; 

sending at least one attribute of a play list corresponding to 
a selected play list name to a play list server; 

receiving, on the first device, the play list from the playlist 
server, the received play list corresponding to the at least 
one attribute and comprising a plurality of media item 
identifiers; 

selecting at least one media item identifier from the 
received play list; and 

directing, from the first device, the second device to receive 
a media item identified by the at least one media item 
identifier from a content server without user input via the 
second device and to play the media item. 
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21. A method of directing a second device from a first 37. TI1e device as recited in claim 36, wherein the device is 
device, the method comprising: operntive to adjust a volume porruneter on the second device. 

displaying, on the first device, a plurdlity of device identi- 38. The device as recited in claim 36, wherein the device is 
tiers; operative to adjust a tone parameter. 

receiving user first input identifying one of the plurality of 39. The device as recited in claim 36, wherein the device is 
device identifiers, wherein the one of the plurality of operative to adjust a balance parameter. 
device identifiers identifies the second device; 40. The device as recited in claim 30, further comprising 

sending, from the first device, at least one attribute of a displaying a plurality of device identifiers on the first device, 
play list corresponding to a selected play list name to a wherein each of the plurality of device identifiers identifies a 
play list server; 10 corresponding device, and wherein receiving the user first 

receiving a play list from the playlist server, the received input selecting the at least one device identifier further com· 
playlist corresponding to the at least one attribute and prises receiving the user first input selecting the at least one 
comprising a plurality of media item identifiers; device identifier from the plurality of device identifiers. 

receiving, at the first device, user second input identifying 41. The device as recited in claim 30, wherein the user 
at least one media item identifier from the received play· 15 second input selects the plurality of media item identifiers 
Jist; and from the play list in a first order, and wherein directing the 

directing, from the first device and without user input via second device to receive the media item identified by the at 
the second device, the second device to obtain a media least one media item identifier from the content server further 
item identified by the at least one media item identifier comprises directing the second device to receive a plurality of 
from a content server and to play the media item. 20 media items identified by the plurality of media item identi· 

28. TI1e method as recited in claim 27, wherein directing tiers from the content server in the first order. 
the second device to obtain the media item identified by the at 42. The device as recited in claim 30, wherein the user 
least one media item identifier from the content server and to second input selects the plurality of media item identifiers 
play the media item further comprises directing the second from the play list in a first order, and wherein directing the 
device to download the media item identified by the at least 25 second device to receive the media item identified by the at 
one media item identifier from the content server and to play least one media item identifier from the content server further 
the media item. comprises directing the second device to receive a plurality of 

29. The method as recited in claim 27, wherein directing media items identified by the plurality of media item identi· 
the second device to obtain the media item identified by the at tiers from the content server in an order other than the first 
least one media item identifier from the content server and to 30 order. 
play the media item further comprises directing the second 43. The device as recited in claim 30, further comprising 
device to stream the media item identified by the at least one automatically providing a reconunendationofa play list name 
media item identifier from the content server and to play the based upon listening habits of a listener. 
media item. 44. The device as recited in claim 30, wherein directing the 

30. A device for selecting a media item, the device com· 35 ·at least one second device to receive the media item identified 
prising: by the at least one media item identifier from the content 

a display for displaying at least one device identifier; and server, without user input via the second device, comprises 
a network transceiver for facilitating communication directing the at least one second device to download the media 

between the device and at least one second device via a item identified by the at least one media item identifier from 
network, wherein the device is configured to facilitate: 40 the content server, without user input via the second device. 

displaying on the device lhe at least one device identifier 45. The device as recited in claim 30, wherein directing the 
identifying the at least one second device; at least one second device to receive the media item identified 

receiving user first input selecting the at least one device by the at least one media item identifier from the content 
identifier; server, without user input via the second device, comprises 

receiving a play list, the play list comprising a plurality of 45 directing the at least one second device to stream the media 
media item identifiers; item identified by the at least one media item identifier from 

receiving user second input selecting at least one media the content server, without user input via the second device. 
item identifier from the playlist; and 46. A computer program product for facilitating the pre-

directing, from the device, the at least one second device to scntation of media, the computer program product stored on 
n..->ceivc the media item identified by the ut lcust one 50 u non·tmnsitory computcr·rcm.lable storugc mt.."'<.lium und 
mcdiu item identifier from a content server, without user including instructions configured to cause a processor to 
input via the second device. carry out the steps of: 

.ll. The device as recited in claim 30, wherein the device displaying, on a first device, at least one device identifier 
comprist..>s a handheld portable device. identifying a second device; 

32. The device as recited in claim 30, wherein the device ss receiving user first input selecting the at least one device 
comprises a palmtop computer. identifier; 

33. The device as recited in claim 30, wherein the device receiving, on the first device, a playlist, the received play· 
comprises an MP3 player. list comprising a plurality of media item identifiers; 

34. The device as recited in claim 30, wherein the device receiving user second input selecting at least one media 
comprises a mobile phone. 60 item identifier from the received playlist; and 

35. The device as recited in claim 30, wherein the device directing, from the first device, the second device to receive 
comprises a remote control operative to control the at least a media item identified by the at least one media item 
one second device. identifier from a content server, without user input via 

36. '!he device as recited in claim 30, wherein the device the second device. 
comprises a remote control operative to control the at least 65 

one second device, and the at least one Sl.'"Cond device com· 
prises a media rendering device. • • • • 
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1 
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SHARING 

PLAYLISTS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

2 
that another individual has compiled. This list may then be 
used to make or modifY a play list for the user. 

'This patent application is a Divisional ofU.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 10/840,110, filed May 5, 2004, entitled "Sys
tem and Method for Sharing Playlists,"which is hereby incor
pontted herein by reference in its entirety. This patent 
application is also related to U.S. patent application Ser. No. IO 

10/840,104, filed May 5, 2004, entitled "Hybrid Set-Top Box 

Although such play lists and play list sharing systems have 
proven generally suitable for their intended purposes, they 
possess inherent deficiencies, which detract from their overall 
effectiveness anddt!Sirability. For example, according to con
temporary methodology, playlists arc only conununicatcd to 
and used with general purpose computers, such as IBM com-
patible personal computers (PCs) and Apple computers. 

Further, there is no contemporary system for easily identi-
fYing people who have similar interest, such that their playlist 
can be downloaded. Rather, according to contemporary meth
odology, playlists are obtained by searching on keywords, 
such as the titles of selections contained within the playlists. 

for Digital Entertainment Network"; U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 10/840,109, filed May 5, 2004, entitled "Playlist 
Downloading for Digital Entertaiwnent Network"; U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/840,108, filed May 5, 2004, 
entitled "Device Discovery for Digital Entertainment Net
work"; and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/019,015, filed 
Jan. 24, 2008, entitled "Device Discovery for Digital Enter
tainment Network", which is a divisional of the above-refer
enced U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/840,108, all of 
which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to the sharing of 
play lists. The present invention relates more particularly to a 
system and method for sharing play lists wherein a dedicated 
media player is configured to receive, store, and display play
lists and to play selections from play lists. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Play lists for music and movies are well known. A play list 
is a list of a user's favorite selections. Popular personal com
puter {PC) media playing programs, such as Windows Media 
Player (a trademark of Microsoft Corporation), offer the 
capability for a user to compile a playlist. The user may 
subsequently select items to be played from the play list and 
the media playing program then plays the selected items. The 
use of such a play list simplifies the selection process and thus 
makes listening to music or viewing movies easier and more 
enjoyable. 

Typically, such selection is accomplished by viewing a 
play list within the media playing program and by designating 
which selection is to be played. The selection to be played 
may be designated by clicking on it with a mouse, tOr 
example. 

Play lists also facilitate the playing of a plurality of selec
tions in a particular order. That is. the play list may be com
piled in an order in which the playing of selections therefrom 
is desired. The selections may then be automatically played 
sequentially from the playlist. Typically, selections may also 
be played randomly from a playlist. 

Play lists are typically compiled by reviewing a list of selec
tions available tOr play and then choosing those selections 
that the user would like to have on the playlist. Thus, a user 
may review songs that are stored on a personal computer's 
hard drive and compile a play list therefrom, for example. 

The play list may subsequently be edited or updated as new 
selections become available and/or the user's preferences 
change. Thus, a user's playlist may reflect a group of selec
tions that was compiled over an extended length of time, such 
as several years. 

'I he sharing of play lists is also known. Popular file sharing 
programs, such as Kazaa (a trademark of Sharman Net
works), facilitate the sharingofplaylists. Using such systems, 
it is possible for a user to download a list of songs or movies 

15 However, the mere fact that the person's playlist has a par
ticular selection in it does not necessarily mean that the play
list contains other selections that a user may enjoy. 

As such, although the prior art has recognized, to a limited 
extent, the problems of finding and using play lists, the pro-

20 posed solutions have, to date, been ineffective in providing a 
satisfactory remedy. Therefore, it is desirable to provide a 
system and method for sharing play lists, wherein the play lists 
are conununicated to, stored in, and displayed upon player 
devices other than general purpose computers. It is also desir-

25 able to provide a method for identifying playlists that arc 
likely to contain selections that will be enjoyed by a user. 

30 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

While the apparatus and method has or will be described 
for the sake of granunatical fluidity with functional explana
tions, it is to be expressly understood that the claims, unless 
expressly formulated under 35 USC 112, are not to be con
strued as necessarily limited in any way by the construction of 

35 "means" or "steps"limitations, but are to be accorded the full 
scope of the meaning and equivalents of the definition pro
vided by the claims under the judicial doctrine of equivalents, 
and in the case where the claims are expressly formulated 
under 35 USC 112 are to be accorded full statutory equiva-

40 Ients under 35 USC 112. 
The present invention specifically addresses and alleviates 

the above mentioned deficiencies associated with the prior 
art. More particularly, according to one aspect the present 
invention comprises a system for sharing play lists, wherein 

45 the system comprises a dedicated media player that is con
figured to receive a play list and to display the play list. Selec
tions from the playlist may thus be chosen and played, as 
desired. 

As used herein, a dedicated media player is defined as a 
so media player other than a generdl purpose computer. Further 

details on the use of this tenn and examples of dedicated 
media players are provided below. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a system for sharing playlists, wherein the system 

55 comprises a network and a player device. The player device 
typically comprises either a dedicated media player or a 
remote control for a dedicated media player. 

The player device is in communication with the network 
and the player device is configured to receive a playlist, store 

60 the playlist, display the play list, and play a selection from the 
playlist. 

The network may comprise any desired type of network. 
Preferably, the network comprises a wide area network 
(WAN), such as the Internet. llowever, the network may 

65 alternatively comprise a local area network {LAN). 
Player devices include music players, video players, and 

remote controls fOr music players and video players. More 
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specific examples of player devices include MP3 players, 
cellular telephones, set top boxes, a stereos, televisions, cnr 
stereos, video monitors, und video stomge player devices, as 
well as remote controls for any ofthese devices. One example 
of a video storage player device is TiVo (a trademark ofTiVo, s 
Inc.). 

4 
comprises communicating a play list to a player device that is 
not a general purpose computer. 

Preferably, the method comprises defining a user profile for 
a recipient of the playlist and matching that user profile to a 
user profile of another person, wherein the communicated 
play list is the play list of the other person. 

The profile preferably includes the type of music listened 
to, at least one artist, at least one selection, at least one 
instrument, at least one record company, a region, a country, 

The player device may be a portable player device that is 
configured to receive streaming audio. The player device may 
also be a non-portable player device that is configured to 
receive streaming audio and/or a remote control therefor. 

The player device may comprise a network adapter, such as 
10 a state, a city, a school, and' or an ethnicity. Thus, a user may 

enhance the likelihood of finding a playlist that contains 
selections enjoyed by another person living in the same city as 
the user and having the same etlmicity, for example. 

an Ethernet card, to facilitate communication with a network. 
The player device may comprise either a wired or wireless 
network adapter. Examples of wireless network adapters 
include those that comply with the niuetooth (a trademark of 15 

Bluetooth SIG, Inc.) standard and those that comply with the 
WiFi (a trademark of the WiFi Alliance) standard. 

Theplayerdevicepreferablycomprises an LCD display for 
displaying the play list. However, any other suitable type of 
display may similarly be utilized. 20 

According to another aspect, the present invention com-
prises a method of defining a play list, wherein the method 
comprises defining a user profile and the user profile is used to 
determine selections that may be enjoyed by a user. 

The user profile is preferably compared to user profiles of 
others to detennine a match. Then, a play list of the other 
person forwhich a match was determined is communicated to 
the user and used to at least partially define a play list for the 
user. 

The player device is preferably configured to facilitate 
searching for play lists. That is, the player device upon which 
the playlists are stored and displayed is preferably also 
capable of locating, requesting and retrieving play lists, pref
erably by merely pushing a button. 

Alternatively, play lists may be located and requested via 

Optionally, the user profile is used to defme a statistical 
aggregate of other users and the play list is determined by the 

25 statistical aggregate. Thus, the play list represent an average 
of the selections enjoyed by a group of other people. 

the use of a general purpose computer or the like. Play lists do 
not have to be requested by the same device that receives the 
play list. For example, a general purpose computer may be 
used to request playlists that are then conununicated from 30 

other general purpose computers or other dedicated media 
players to the user's player device. 

According to one aspect, the present invention comprises a 
server upon which a plurality of play lists is stored and the 
player device is configured to receive playlists from the 35 
server. Thus, the player device may participate in the network 
as a client according .to a client/server model of the network. 

According to another aspect, the present invention does not 
include a server. Rather, the present invention comprises a 
plurality of other player devices and/or general purpose com- 40 

pulers upon which a plurality of play lists are stored and the 
user's player device is configured to receive play lists from the 
other player devices and/or general purpose computers. Thus, 
the user's player device may participate in the network as a 
peer according to a peer-to-peer model of the network. 45 

Preferably, the player device is configured to store a plu
rality of different playlists. Thus, the user may select a par
ticular playlist according to the user's location, whom the 
user is with, the type of player device the selection is to be 
playt.'<i upon, or the preference of the user based upon any so 
objective or subjective criteria or merely based upon a whim. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a player device defined by a dedicated media player 
ancL'or a remote control for the media player, wherein the 
player device comprises a receiving circuit tOr receiving play- 55 

lists and a display for displaying the playlists. 

Optionally, the user profile comprises a Jist of selections 
enjoyed by the user and a fi'equency of which these selections 
are played. For example, the user profile may comprise a list 
of selections enjoyed by the user and a rating of the selections 
by the user. 

The method optionally comprises defining a period of time 
and using the period of time to determine which selections 
were popular then. The playlist comprises at least some of 
these selections. 

As one example, the method further comprises defining a 
play list, which comprises at least some selections that were 
popular during approximately the last week. As a further 
example, the method further comprises defining a playlist, 
which comprises at least some selections that were popular 
during approximately the last month. As yet a further 
example, the method further comprises defining a playlist, 
which comprises at least some selections that were popular 
during approximately the last year. 

Thus, a user may enhance the likelihood of finding a play-
list that contains selections enjoyed by another person, 
wherein the selections were released within the last month, 
for example. 

The ploylist may optionally be edited to add or remove 
selections therefrom. 

The user's playlist may optionally be updated by adding 
sek>ctions that have bt.-en added to the play list of another. 
Similarly, the user's play list may optionally he updated by 
removing selections that have been removed from the play list 
of another. Such updating may optionally be perfOrmed auto
matically. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a server within which is stored a plurality ofplaylists. 
The server is configured to communicate the playlist to a 
player device that is not a general purpose computer. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a method for sharing playlists, wherein the method 
comprises communicating a playlist to a player device com
prising a dedicated media player and/or a remote control for 
the dedicated media player. 

Optionally, selections may automatically be added to a 
playlist when those selections are played in excess of a pre
determined rate by the player. Similarly, selections may auto-

60 matically be deleted from a playlist when those selections arc 
played less than a predetermined rctte by the player. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a method for sharing playlists, wherein the method 

65 

Optionally, one or more selections on a playlist may be 
designated as private. Any selections on the play list that are 
designated as private are not shared with others. 

Optionally, any selections on the play list that are not com
patible with the player with which the play list is associated 
are removed therefrom. Compatibility may be due to hard-
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5 
ware limitations of the player. For example, an MP3 player 
may not be able to play other fonnats of audio and may not be 
able to play the audio tracks of a video selection (such as a 
movie). Therefore, if such material is included in a play list, it 
may automatically be deleted therefrom. Optionally, such 
deletion may require user approval. 

Further, a music player may have limitations that the user 
desires to be taken into accotmt when a play list is made or 
updated. For example, a portable audio player may not be able 
to adequately reproduce bass sounds. Thus, a user may prefer 10 

that a play list for that device not contain selections for which 
good base reproduction is considered to be desirable. There
tOre, if such material is initially included in a playlist, it may 
automatically be deleted therefrom. Optionally, such deletion 

15 
may require user approval. 

Further, the present invention may be configured so as to 
remove selections from a play list that are not considered by 
the user to be compatible with the location. That is, some 
selections may not play well do to ambient acoustics. Further, 20 
some selections may not be appropriate for a given location. 
For example, selections that contain material that is not con
sidered by the user to be suitable for minors may be omitted 
from a player that is located in a family area. 

6 
The play list may be updated by communicating an updated 
list of selections played by the other person to the player 
device. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a method for defining a play list tOr a user, wherein the 
method comprises finding at least one other person with simi
lar tastes by matching a profile of the user to a profile of the 
other person. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a data structure comprising a playlist defined by a 
method comprising conunW1icating the playlist to a player 
device that is not a general purpose computer. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a data structure comprising a playlist defined by a 
method comprising defining a user profile and using the user 
profile to determine selections that may be enjoyed by a user. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a computer readable media having stored thereon a data 
structure comprising a play list defined by a method compris
ing communicating the play list to a player device that is not a 
general purpose computer. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a computer readable media having stored thereon a data 
structure comprising a play list defined by a method compris
ing defining a user profile and using the user profile to deter-
mine selections that may be enjoyed by a user. 

Either individual selections or categories of selections may 25 

be removed from a playlist in the above described manner. 
Thus, an entire genre may be removed from a playlist, if 
desired. According to another aspect, the present invention com

prises a computer readable media having stored thereon a 
30 method for defining a play list, wherein the method comprises 

communicating the playlist to a player device that is not a 
general p11rpose computer. 

Optionally, one or more selections on a playlist may be 
designated as preferred, so as to indicate that the selections 
are particularly enjoyable for the user. Indeed, a user's play
list may contain only those selections that have been desig
nated as preferred on the play lists of others. According to another aspect, the present invention com-

According to the present invention, play lists may be made 
and used with a variety of different types of media players. 
For example, play lists comprising audio selections such as 
music, speeches, comedy routines, and the like may be made 
and used with audio players. Similarly, play lists comprising 
movies, filmstrips, videos, and the like may be made and used 
with video players. 

35 prises a computer readable media having stored thereon a 
method for defining a playlist, wherein the method comprises 
defining a user profile and using the user profile to detennine 
selections that may be enjoyed by a user. 

These, as well as other advantages of the present invention, 

4o will be more apparent from the following description and 
drawings. It is understood that changes in the specific struc
ture shown and described may be made within the scope of 
the claims, without departing from the spirit of the invention. 

Indeed, audio playlist may contain video selections and 
vice-versa. As those skilled in the art will appreciate, in some 
instances it may be desirable to the play the audio tracks of a 
movie on an audio player and it may similarly be desirable to 45 
play songs (without any accompanying video) on a video 
player. For example, it may be desirable to play the 
soundtrack from a movie on an audio player. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention and its various embodiments can now be 
better understood by turning to the following detailed 
description of the preferred embodiments which are pre
sented as illustrated examples of the invention defined in the 
claims. It is expressly understood that the invention as defined 
by the claims may be broader than the illustrated embodi
ments described below. 

The present invention is not limited to audio and video 
sela:tion. According to the present invention, pluylists of so 
games, software applications, or any other desired items or 
information might similarly be made and used. For example, 
lists of nightclubs or restaurants that have been enjoyed by 
others may be obtained by using profiles according to the 
present invention. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a method for managing media content on a network, 
wherein the method comprises using infonnation about a 
user's previous playing to define a playlist and communicat-

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary system for 
55 sharing play lists according to the present invention, wherein 

a server provides playlist to a dedicated media player and 
wherein the play lists have been obtained from client comput~ 
ers or other devices; 

ing the play list to a player device other than a general purpose 60 
computer with which the playlist can be stored, displayed, 
and selections made for playing therefrom. 

According to another aspect, the present invention com
prises a method for defining a playlist, wherein the method 
comprises finding at least one other person with similar tastes 65 

and communicating a list of selections played by the other 
user to a player device other than a general purpose computer. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of another exemplary system for 
sharing play lists according to the present invention, wherein 
a server provides play list to a remote control of a dedicated 
media player and wherein the playlists have been obtained 
from client computers or other devices; 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing an exemplary method for 
obtaining playlists, such as a method that may be practiced 
when using the systems of FIG. 1 or FIG. 2; 
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FIG. 4 is a block diagram of another exemplary system for 
sharing play lists according to the present invention, wherein 
a peer provides a play list to a dedicated media player without 
the use of a server; 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of another exemplary system for 
sharing play lists according to the present invention, wherein 
a peer provides a playlist to a remote control of a dedicated 
media player without the use of a server; and 

8 

)!JG. 6 is a flowchart showing another exemplary method 
for obtaining play lists, such as a method that may be practiced 1 o 
when using the systems of FIG. 4 or FIG. 5. 

presently preferred embodiments of the invention and is not 
intended to represent the only forms in which the present 
invention may be constructed or utilized. The description sets 
forth the functions and the sequence of steps for constructing 
and operating the invention in connection with the illustrated 
embodiments. It is to be understood, however, that the same 
or equivalent functions mny be accomplished by different 
embodiments that are also intended to be encompassed within 
the spirit of the invention. 

Although generally discussed herein as being applicable to 
music and music players, those skilled in the art will appre
ciate that the system and method for sharing playlists of 
present invention is like\Vise applicable to video and video 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Many alterations and modifications may be made by those 
having ordinary skill in the art without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. Therefore, it must be under
stood that the illustrated embodiment has been set forth only 
for the purposes of example and that it should not be taken as 
limiting the invention as defined by the following claims. For 
example, notwithstanding the fact that the clements of a claim 
ure set forth below in a certain combination, it must be 
expressly understood that the invention includes other com
binations of fewer, more or different elements, which are 
disclosed herein even when not initially claimed in such com
binations. 

The words used in this specification to describe the inven
tion and its various embodiments are to be understood not 
only in the sense of their commonly defined meanings, but to 
include by special definition in this specification structure, 
material or acts beyond the scope of the commonly defined 
meanings. Thus if an element can be understood in the context 
of this specification as including more than one meaning, then 
its use in a claim must be understood as being generic to all 
possible meanings supported by the specification and by the 
word itself. 

The definitions of the words or elements of the following 
claims therefore include not only the combination of ele
ments which are literally set forth, but all equivalent strucnrre, 
material or acts for performing substantially the same func
tion in substantially the same way to obtain substantially the 
same result. In this sense it is therefore contemplated that an 
equivalent substitutionoftwo or more elements may be made 
for any one ofthe elements in the claims below or that a single 
element may be substituted for two or more elements in a 
claim. Although elements may be described above as acting 
in certain combinations and even initially claimed as such, it 
is to be expressly understood that one or more elements from 
a cl<.~imed combination can in some cases be excised from the 
combination and that the claimed combination may be 
directed to a subcombination or variation of a subcombina
tion. 

Insubstantial changes from the claimed subject matter as 
viewed by a person with ordinary skill in the art, now known 
or later devised, are expressly contemplated as being equiva
lently within the scope of the claims. Therefore, obvious 
substitutions now or later known to one with ordinary skill in 
the art are defined to be within the scope of the defined 
clements. 

The claims are thus to be understood to include what is 
specifically illustrated and described above, what is concep
tionally equivalent, what can be obviously substituted and 
also what essentially incorporates the essential idea of the 
invention. 

1l1us, the detailed description set forth below in connection 
with the appended drawings is intended as a description of the 

15 players, as well as games and game players. Indeed, the 
system and method for sharing play lists of the present inven
tion may find application in a wide variety of information, 
data, and software arenas. Thus, discussion herein as being 
applicable to music and music players is by way of example 

20 only, and not by way of limitation. 
The present invention is illustrated in FIGS. 1-6, which 

depict presently preferred embodiments thereof. Referring 
now to FIG. 1, according to one aspect the present invention 
comprises a server 11 upon which a plurality of play lists from 

25 a plurality of different users is stored. 
Each client 13-16 may communicate a play list to the server 

via a network, such as the Internet 12. The clients 13-16 may 
be general purpose computers or may be devices other than 
general purpose computers. The clients 1J..l6 may be any 

30 combination of general purpose computers and devices other 
than general purpose computers. Thus, the clients 13-16 may 
be dedicated media players that are network compatible. 

For example, the clients 13-16 may be dedicated music 

35 
players that are configured according to the present invention 
so as to communicate with the Internet. In this instance, the 
clients are not general purpose computers. That is, their pri
mary purpose is that of playing music and not of running a 
wide variety of different types of applications programs, such 

40 as is the case with general purpose computers. 
As used herein, the term "dedicated" indicates the primary 

function of a device and the device typically does not perfonn 
any other of the functions that a general purpose computer 
may perform, such as word processing, general data base 

45 management and general Internet browsing. However, it is 
contemplated the a dedicated device may perfOrm some such 
functions and still remain a dedicated device in the same 
sense that some cellular telephones facilitate some degree of 
general purpose computer functionality, such as limited Inter-

50 net browsing and email, yet !hey remain primarily telt..-phones 
and not general purpose computers. 

Thus, examples of dedicated media players include music 
players such as MP3 players, video players such as set top 
boxes, video recording devices such as TiVo and game play

~~ ers such as X-Box (a trademark of Microsoft Corporation) 
and PlayStation (a trademark of Sony Computer Equipment, 
Inc.). 

According to one aspect of the present invention, playlists 
are communicated via the network to a dedicated media 

60 player 17 and the dedicated media player 17 is not a general 
purpose computer. According to another aspect of the present 
invention, the media player 17 may be a general purpose 
computer and play list are obtained by matching user profiles, 
as discussed in detail below. 

65 After the play list has been communicated to the dedicated 
media player 17, the playlist may be displayed thereon and 
thus used to choose which selection therefrom is to be played. 
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Referring now to FIG. 2, rather than commWlicating a 
playlist to the dedicated media player 17, the playlist may 
alternatively be communicated to a remote control18 for the 
dedicated media player. 

AHer the playlist has been communicated to the remote 5 

control 18, the playlist may be displayed. thereon and thus 
used to choose which selection therefrom is to be played by 
the dedicated media player 17. 

Optionally, playJists that were communicated to the dedi
cated media player 17 (as shown in FIG. 1) may be further 10 

commWlicated to a remote control therefore. Tills communi
cation may be from the dedicated medla player 17 or from any 
other source (such as from the server 11 via the Internet 12). 

Similarly, play lists that were communicated to the remote 
15 

control IS (as shown in FIG. 2) may be further communicated 
to the dedicated media player 17 associated therewith. This 
communication may be from the remote contro118 or from 
any other source (such as from the server 11 via the Internet 
12~ w 

Thus, play lists may be stored in, displayed upon, and used 
to make selections from either the dedicated media player 17, 
the remote control18, or both. 

Of course, in some instances the dedicated media player 17 
will not have a remote control. For example, portable media 25 
players, such as MP3 players, will not typically have a remote 
control. Jn such instances, the play list is generally conununi
cated only to the dedicated media player 17 itself. In any 
instance, other devices, including both dedicated devices and 
general purpose computers, may receive additional copies of 30 

the play lists. 
Referring now to FIG. 3, a user preferably fills out a ques

tionnaire so as to define a user profile as shown in block 31. 
The user profile contains information that will facilitate 
matching of the user to another user having similar tastes and 35 

interests, as discussed above. 
The user's profile is conununicated to a server (such as 

server ll of FIGS. 1 and 2), as shown in block 32. At the 
server, the user's profile is compared to the profiles of other 
users as shown in block 33. An attempt is made to match the 40 
user's profile to the profile of one or more other users, so as to 
identify other users having similar tastes and interests. 

The play lists of one or more other users, whose profiles 
best match the user's profile, are communicated to the user's 
device as shown in block 34. Any desired method or alga- 45 
rithru tOr such matching may be used. For example, each time 
the responses to two questionnaires match, a number could be 
added to a score for that particular matching process. The 
matching processes that result in the highest scores could be 
considered close enough matches to cause a playlist to be so 
sent. Alternatively, any matching process that result in a score 
that exceeds a predetermined threshold value may be consid
ered a match. 

Optionally, the responses could be weighted such that 
some responses contribute more to the matching score than ss 
other responses. For example, it may be desirable to have 
matches for selections, artists, or style coWlt more than 
matches for location or time. 

The user's device may be, for example, the dedicated 
media player 17 of FIGS. 1 and 2 or may alternatively be the 60 

remote control18 for FIG. 2. The playlist may be communi
cated to both the dedicated media player 17 and the remote 
control IS, as discussed above. 

Both FIGS. 1 and 2 show an exemplary use of the present 
invention in a client/server network. However, the present 65 
invention may also be used in a peeNo-peer network, as 
discussed below. 

10 
Referring now to FIG. 4, a plurality of clients 43-46 com

municates via a network, such as the Internet 42, with a 
dedicated media player 47. As before, the clients 43-46 may 
be either general purpose computers or devices other than 
general purpose computers. 

Since there is no server in this instance, the dedicated 
player 47 must conununicate with the clients 43-46 on a 
peer-to-peer basis. For example, the user's profile may be 
communicated to each of the clients 43-46 and when a match 
is found, the plnylist ofthcclient is conununicated back to the 
user's dedicated media player 47, as shown in FIG. 4. 

Alternatively, the dedicated media player 47 may poll each 
of a plurality of different clients to request their user profiles. 
The dedicated media player47 may perfonn a comparison of 
the user profiles. Then, the playlists associated with the best 
matches of the user's profile to the profileoftheclients 43-46 
are requested and communicated to the dedicated media 
player. 

Referring now to FIG. S, rather than communicating a 
playlist to the dedicated media player 47, the playlist may 
alternatively be communicated to a remote control 48 for the 
dedicated media player. Thus, the clients 43-46 may conunu
nicate their user profiles to the remove control48, where the 
comparison is perfonned and where play lists may be stored 
and used. As before, playlists may subsequently be fozwnrded 
to another device, such as the dedicated media player 47. 

After the playlist has been communicated to the remote 
control 48, the play list may be displayed thereon and thus 
used to choose which selection therefrom is to be played. 

As before, play lists that were communicated to the dedi
cated media player47 (as shown in FIG. 4) may optionally be 
further communicated to a remote control therefore. This 
communication may be from the dedicated media player 47 
or from any other source (such as from one of the clients 
43-46 via the Internet 42). 

Similarly, playlists that were communicated to the remote 
control48 (as shown in FIG. S) may be further communicated 
to the dedicated media player 47 associated therewith. This 
communication may be from the remote control 48 or from 
any other source (such as from one of the clients 43-46 via the 
Internet 12). 

Referring now to FIG. 6, one example of how a user's 
profile may be used to obtain play lists is shown. In a peer-to
peer network, such as those shown in FIGS. 4 and S, a user 
again fills out a questionnaire as shown in block 61. However, 
this time the questionnaire is conununicated to a peer as 
shown in block 62. The user's profile is compared to other 
profiles stored in the peer, <:~s shown in block 63. 

The process is continued until at least one match is follild, 
as shown in block 65. The process may be continued until any 
desired number of matches are found or until it is determined 
that further searching is not likely to result in matches. 

When it is desirable to continue the searching process, 
another peer is identified as shown in block 66 and the user's 
profile is compared to the other profiles as shown in block 63. 

Thus, one or more play lists, corresponding to those profiles 
that best match the user's profile, are conununicated to the 
user's device as shown in block 67. 

The present invention provides the ability for non-com
puter devices to display and play playlists from a central 
computer running on the Internet. These playlists can be 
created on one device and shared or sent to another device 
immediately for playing. 

People in the community can be found by comparing list
ing habits of the commWlity. Once people are found in the 
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commWlity to have similar tastes, play list can then be shared 
between the users and then played on their own personal 
playing devices in real time. 

Thus, the present invention provides a system and method 
for sharing play lists, wherein the play lists are communicated 
to, stored in, and displayed upon player devices other than 
general purpose computers. The present invention also pro
vides a method for identifYing playlists that are likely to 
contain selections that will be enjoyed by a user. 

It is understood that the exemplary system and method for 10 
sharing play lists described herein and shown in the drawings 
represents only presently preferred embodiments of the 
invention. Indeed, various modifications and additions may 
be made to such embodiments Thus, various modifications 
and additions may be obvious to those skilled in the art and 15 

may be implemented to adapt the present invention for use in 
a variety of different applications. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
receiving, at a wireless handheld remote control, a play list 20 

from a remote source; and 
presenting, at the wireless handheld remote control, the 

play list to a fir.;t user associated with the wireless hand~ 
held remote control such that the first user is enabled to 
select at least one item from the playlist for playback by 25 
a media player device which is associated with and 
separate from the wireless handheld remote control. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the playlist is further 
communicated from the remote source to the media player 
device. JO 

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising communicat
ing the play list from the wireless handheld remote control to 
the media player device. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the remote source stores 
a plurality ofplaylists including the playlist and the plurality 35 
ofplaylists is associated with a plurality of users, the method 
further comprising: 

comparing each of a plurality of user profiles of the plural-
ity of users with a target user profile of the first user 
associated with the wireless handheld remote control to 40 

select a matching user profile from the plurality of user 
profiles; and 

effecting selection of a play list of a matching user associ
ated with the matching user profile from the plurality of 
user profiles as the play list to be communicated to the 45 
wireless handheld remote control. 

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the matching user profile 
is oneofthe pluralityofuserprofiles most similar to the target 
user profile. 

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the remote source is a so 
central server. 

12 
7. The method of claim 1 wherein the remote source is a 

peer-to-peer network formed by a plurnlity of user devices, 
and receiving the playlist comprises receiving the playlist 
from one of the plurality of user devices. 

8. The method of claim 7 wherein each of the plurality of 
user devices fanning the peer-to-peer network is a user device 
selected from a group consisting of: the media player device 
and the wireless handheld remote control. 

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the remote source is the 
media player device. 

lO.A wireless handheld remote control comprising: 
a communication interface conununicatively coupling the 

wireless handheld remote control to a remote source via 
a network; and 

a control system associated with the communication inter
face and adapted to: 
receive a play list from the remote source; and 
present the playlist to a first user associated with the 

wireless handheld remote control such that the first 
user is enabled to select at least one item from the 
play list for playback by a media player device which 
is associated with and separate from the wireless 
handheld remote {.."Ontrol. 

11. A method comprising: 
receiving, at a media player device, a play list from a remote 

source; and 
communicating the play list from the media player device 

to a wireless handheld remote control associated with 
and separate from the media player device, wherein, at 
the wireless handheld remote control, the playlist is 
presented to a first user associated with the wireless 
handheld remote control and used by the first user to 
select at least one item from the play list for playback by 
the media player device. 

12. A media player device comprising: 
a communication interface communicatively coupling the 

media player device to a remote source via a network; 
and 

a control system associated with the communication inter
face and adapted to: 
receive a play list from the remote source; and 
conununicatc the play list from the media player device 

to a wireless handheld remote control which is asso
ciated with and separate from the media player 
device, wherein, at the wireless handheld remote con
trol, the play list is presented to a first user associated 
with the wireless handheld remote control and used 
by the first user to select at least one item from the 
play list for playback by the media player device. 

• • • • 
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choice-of-law provision when the application of foreign 
law would violate Georgia 's public policy. 

Labor & Employment Law > ... > Employment Contracts > 
Conditions & Terms > General Overview 

Labor & Employment Law> ... > Conditions & Terms> Trade Secrets 
& Unfair Competition > General Overview 

HN4 Before November 2010, Georgia's public policy on 
restrictive covenants was clear. Georgia 's courts refused 
to enforce a choice~of-law clause when it would validate a 
restrictive covenant that was invalid under Georgia law. 

Labor & Employment Law > Wrongful Termination > Public Policy 

HNS In Georgia , constitutions and statutes are 
declarations of public policy and are the sources that are 
first to be considered and that often may be conclusive in 
determining that public policy. 

Labor & Employment Law > > Employment Contracts > 
Conditions & Terms > General Overview 

Labor & Employment Law > Wrongful Termination > Public Policy 

HN6 See O.C.G.A. § 13-8-SJ(d) (repealed and reenacted 
2011). 

Governments > Legislation > General Overview 

HN7 In Georgia, a statute's constitutionality is tested at 
the time it was passed. 

Governments > Legislation > General Overview 

HN8 In Georgia , the only way to revive an 
unconstitutional statute is to reenact that statute. 

Labor & Employment Law > ... > Employment Contracts > 
Conditions & Terms > General Overview 

HN9 The reasonableness of a restrictive covenant is 
generally a question of law for the court. 

Counsel: For WILLIAM J. BECHAM, JR., CROSSLINK 
ORTHOPAEDICS, LLC, Plaintiffs - Appellees: Robert 
Jason D'Cruz, Brian Harris. Morris Manning & Martin, 
LLP, ATLANTA, GA, Jeffrey B. Hanson, Julia H. Magda, 
Sell & Melton, LLP, MACON, GA. 

For SYNTHES USA, SYNTHES SPINE COMPANY LP, 
NORIAN CORPORATION, SYNTHES 
MAXILLOFACIAL INC., SYNTHES SPINE INC., 
SYNTHES NORTH AMERICA INC., SYNTHES USA, 
LLC, SYNTHES USA PRODUCTS, LLC, SYNTHES 
USA SALES, LLC, Defendants - Appellants: Anthony B. 
Haller, William R. Cruse, Larry Roger Wood, Jr., Blank 
Rome, LLP, PHILADELPHIA, PA; Matthew T. Gomes, 
Michelle Wilkins Johnson, Nelson Mullins Riley & 
Scarborough, LLP, ATLANTA, GA. 

Judges: Before CARNES, WILSON, and COX, Circuit 
Judges. 

I Opinion 

[*388] PER CURIAM: 

The Defendants (collectively "Synthes") appeal the district 
court's grant of summary judgment to Plaintiff William J. 
Becham, Jr. The court concluded that each of the 
restrictive covenants in Becham's employment contract 
was unenforceable under Georgia law. We reach the same 
conclusion albeit for different reasons. Thus, we affirm. 

I. FACTS 

A. Georgia's Law on Restrictive [**2] Covenants 

Georgia's law on restrictive covenants is central to the 
issues raised by Synthes. We discuss this law first. 

Before 2011, Georgia law disfavored restrictive 
covenants. See Convergys Corn. v. Keener. 276 Ga. 808. 
582 S.E.2d 84. 85-86 !Ga. 20031. Georgia's constitution 
also forbade the state's legislature, the General Assembly, 
from authorizing restrictive covenants. See Jackson & 
Cokec Inc. v. Hart, 261 Ga. 371,405 S.E.2d 253. 254 !Ga. 
1991!. 

But, the law can change. In 2009, the General Assembly 
approved HR 178, which placed a constitutional 
amendment on the November 20 I 0 ballot. This 
amendment granted the General Assembly the power "to 
authorize and provide by general law for judicial 
enforcement of contracts or agreements restricting or 
regulating [certain] competitive activities .... " H.R. Res. 
178, !50th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ga. 2009). Perhaps 
due to oversight, the General Assembly omitted an 
effective date for this amendment. 

Anticipating that Georgia's citizens would approve the 
constitutional amendment, the General Assembly enacted 
HB 173. See 2009-1 Ga. Code Ann. Adv. Legis. Serv. 145 
(LexisNexis). This act purported to authorize previously 
unlawful restrictive covenants. For example, [**3] HB 
173 permitted courts to reform overly broad restrictive 
covenants so that they could be enforced. SeeGa. Code 
Ann. § IJ-8-541bl (repealed 2011). HB 173 also deemed 
the duration of certain covenants to be presumptively 
[*389] reasonable. SeeGa. Code Ann. § 13-8-56 (repealed 
2011). 

Because the General Assembly did not yet have the power 
to enact HB 173, it made the act's effective date 
contingent upon ratification of the constitutional 
amendment. Specifically, HB 173 said it would become 
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and his manager emailed Becham the terms of his 
separation. Relevant here, Synthes promised to 
compensate Becham until the end of the [**7] year and to 
pay him $20,521.28 in commissions on January 15, 2011. 
In exchange, Synthes asked Becham to honor the 
Restrictive Covenants. Becham emailed his acceptance of 
Synthes's terms on December I, 2010. 

But, Synthes did not pay Becham his commtSSIOns on 
January 15. Instead, the parties continued in negotiations, 
and Becham, allegedly, made a new promise to honor the 
Restrictive Covenants in January 20 II. Synthes eventually 
paid Becham the $20,521.28 in commissions on January 
31. 

Less than a month later, Becham filed this suit. He sought 
a declaration that the Restrictive Covenants are 
unenforceable. The next week, Becham started work for 
Synthes's competitor CrossLink Orthopaedics, LLC. 
Becham then moved for summary judgment on his claims. 
In September 20 II, the district court decided that 
Georgia's law governs the Restrictive Covenants, and that 
these covenants are unenforceable. It granted summary 
judgment to Becham. Following final judgment, Synthes 
appeals. 

II. DISCUSSION 

HNJ "We review a grant Of summary judgment de novo, 
applying the same legal standards that bind the district 
court." Midrash Sephardi. Inc. v. Town of Surfside. 366 
F.3d 1214, 1222:-23 1/lth Cir. 20041 (citation omitted). 
(**8] HN2 "(A] federal court sitting in diversity will 

apply the choice of law rules for the state in which it sits." 
Manuel v. Convergys Core. 430 F. 3d II 32, II 39 II I th Cir. 
20051 (citing Klaxon Co. v. Stentor Elec. Mfe. Co., 313 
U.S. 487, 496 61 S. Ct. 1020, 1021, 85 L. Ed. 1477 
1/941 )). 

In this case, the district court was bound to apply 
Georgia's choice-of-Jaw rules. We can affirm on any basis 
supported by the record. United States v. $121.100.00 in 
U.S. Currency, 999 F.2d 1503, 1507 1/lth Cir. 1993) 
(citation omitted). 

Synthes first contends that the district court applied the 
wrong law. The district court applied Georgia law. 

Becham's employment contract chooses Pennsylvania 
law. HN3 A choice-of-law clause is generally [*391] 
enforceable in Georgia. See Carr v. Kupfer, 250 Ga. 106, 
296 S.E.2d 560, 562 !Ga. 1982!. But, a Georgia court will 
not enforce a choice-of-law provision when the 
application of foreign law would violate Georgia's public 
policy. See Nasco Inc. v. Gimhert 239 Ga. 675 238 
S.E.2d 368, 369 !Ga. 19771 

HN4 Before November 2010, Georgia's public policy on 
restrictive covenants was clear. Georgia's courts refused to 
enforce a choice-of-law clause when it would validate a 
restrictive covenant that was invalid under Georgia law. 
[**9] See, e.g., Convergys Com .. 582 S.E.2d at 85-86. 

Synthes contends that Georgia's public policy shifted in 
November 2010 to support the broad enforcement of 
restrictive covenants. It argues that the district court erred 
by not considering Georgia's new public policy. 

In November 20 I 0, Georgia did two things that could have 
changed its public policy on restrictive covenants. First, 
Georgia's citizens ratified a constitutional amendment 
granting the General Assembly the power to enact 
legislation concerning restrictive covenants. Second, HB 
173, which purported to authorize the enforcement of 
previously unenforceable restrictive covenants, went into 
effect. We conclude neither of these events altered 
Georgia's public policy on restrictive covenants. 2 

First, the November 2010 constitutional amendment did 
not change Georgia's public policy on restrictive 
covenants. The text of that amendment says nothing about 
Georgia's public policy. Rather the amendment addresses 
the power of Georgia's General Assembly to legislate. It 
grants the General Assembly the power "to authorize and 
provide by general law for judicial enforcement of 
contracts or agreements restricting or regula~ing [certain] 
competitive activities .... " H.R. Res. 178, !50th Gen. 
Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ga. 2009). Because the amendment 
addressed only the power of the General Assembly, it did 
not affect Georgia's public policy on restrictive covenants. 
See Foster v. Brown 199 Ga. 444 34 S.E.2d 530 534-35 
CGa. 1945). [**11] Until the General Assembly acted, 
Georgia's public policy remained unchanged. See id. 

Of course, the General Assembly did act to change 
Georgia's public policy. It anticipated that Georgia's 

2 Synthes urges us to look to the "prevailing social and moral attitudes" of Georgia's citizens to find the state's public policy 
on restrictive covenants. See Goodwin v. George Fischer Foundrv Sys .. Inc. 769 F.2d 708 713 (lith Cir. 19851. We cannot do that. 
HNS In Georgia, "{c]onstitutions and statutes are declarations of public policy ... {and are) the sources that are first to be 
considered and that often may be conclusive" in determining [**10] that public policy. See Strick lund v. Gulf Life Ins. Co. 240 
Ga. 723 242 S.E.2d 148. 151 (Ga. 1978) (emphasis added) (quotation omitted). Regarding the enforcement of restrictive covenants, 
Georgia's General Assembly has clearly said that HN6 "{a]ny restrictive covenant not in compliance with [Georgia law] is 
unlawful and is void and unenforceable." Ga. Code Ann.§ /3-8·53(d) (repealed and reenacted 2011). Under Strickland, this 
statutory directive is a conclusive statement of Georgia's public policy. 
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App. 422. 346 S.E.2d 875, 877 !Ga. Ct. App. 19861; see 
Orkin Extenninating v. Pel(rey, 237 Ca. 284, 227 S.E.2d 
251, 252 !Ca. 19761 ("[T]he provisions of an employment 
contract which allow the employer to assign the employee 
to any territory it desires with the restrictive covenants 
following the employee is too indefinite to be enforced."). 

[**16] Becham's noncompete covenant covers "the 
territory or territories that [he was] ... responsible for 
during the last year of [his] employment with Synthes." 
(Dkt. 1-1 at 3.) Becham could not know, until his 
tennination, where he was prohibited from working. 
Therefore, the covenant is too indefinite to be enforced. 
See Jarrell 346 S.E.2d at 877; Durham v. Stand-By Labor 
o( Georgia, Inc .. 230 Ca. 558, 198 S.E.2d 145, 149 !Ca. 
19731. Because the noncompete covenant fails, the 
nonsolicitation-of-customers covenant also fails. See Ward 
v. Process Control Cora., 247 Ca. 583, 277 S.E.2d 671, 
673 !Ca. 1981) (citation omitted). 

Similarly, the nonsolicitation-of-employees covenant fails 
because it lacks any territorial limitation. This covenant 
forbids Becham from soliciting any Synthes employee 

anywhere in the world. Thus, It IS unreasonable and 
unenforceable. See MacGinnitie v. Hobbs Group. LLC. 
420 F.3d 1234, 1242 lllth Cir. 20051 (citing Hulcher 
Sen•s., Inc. v. R.J. Corman R.R. Co., L.L.C., 247 Ca. App. 
486, 543 S.E.2d 461, 467 !Ca. Ct. App. 20001. 

Finally, the nondisclosure covenant fails because it did not 
contain a time limitation. See Howard Schultr & Assoc. v. 
Broniec, 239 Ca. /81, 236 S E.2d 265. 270 !Ca. 19771 
(citation omitted); U3S Cora. of Am. v. Parker, 202 Ca. 
Aop. 374, 414 S.E.2d 513, 517 !Ca. Ct. App. 19911. 

Therefore, [**17] the district court did not err when it 
concluded the Restrictive Covenants are void and 
unenforceable under "old" Georgia law. 

Ill. CONCLUSION 

Because Synthes has not shown reversible error, we affinn 
the judgment of the district court. 

AFFIRMED. 
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INTERACTIVE REMOTE CONTROL OF AUDIO 
OR VIDEO PLAYBACK AND SELECTIONS 

CROSS-REfERENCE TO RELAI'ED 
APP!.ICATIONS 

[0001] 'Illis application claims priority of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 60/246,923 filed on Nov. 10, 2000. This 
application is related to co-pending commonly-owned 
patent applications: Ser. No. 09/649,981, filed on Aug. 29, 
2001 and Ser. No. 091709,772, liled on Nov. R, 2(X}(l, both 
entitled: "Structure and Method for Selecting, Controlling 
and Sending Internet-Based or Local Digital Audio to an 
AM/FM Radio or Analog Amplifier"; ''Digital Content Dis
tribution and Subscription File Subscription System," filed 
on even date; and "Content Protection Through Audio aod 
Video Decrypting and Decoding Device," Scr. No. 09/883, 
173, filed on Apr. 11, 2001. all hereby incorporated by 
reference. 

BACKGROUND OF TilE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to interactive control 
of audio or video playback and selection of digital content 
running on a personal computer or other computing plat
form. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Prior Art 

[0005] 'Ibere is an ever-increasing amount of digital coo
tent available, for example, digital audio files, for example, 
in MP3 format, like those found at www.mp3.com or as 
streaming digital audio, such as using tbe streaming digital 
audio techniques described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,..'579,430. 
These new types of audio content can be played on a 
personal computer with a sound card, but cannot be played 
on a radio or stereo that is designed to receive and amplify 
analog audio signals. 

[0006] Several techniques are known for converting a 
digital audio source to an analog signal for use by an analog 
radio or amplifier. However, such techniques arc known to 
interfere with the operation of a host PC and thus require usc 
of the PC to select and control the audio, for example, on an 
analog radio. Thus, there is a need to provide a system which 
enables digital content, such as Internet-based or digital 
audio to be played, for example, on an analog radio without 
tying up a personal computer. 

SUMMARY OF ·nm INVEN'nON 

(U007] Brielly, the present invention and method involves 
interactive remote control, either wired or wireless, of an 
audio or video playback application running on a personal 
computer or other computing platform. The interactive 
remote control provides various functioru;, such as playback 
of current digital audio or video content; selection of new 
audio or video content; and providing lists of content for 
playback. The wireless interactive control device may con
tain an audio or video browser for simplifying interactive 
control, by integrating control of a variety content, such as 
music, video, and Internet radio, independent of whether this 
(.;Ofltent exists locally on the computing platform or is 
a~.:cessed over the Internet or some other computer network. 
/\n important a.<;pect of this invention is that the digital 

1 
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content can be controlled from a location away from the 
computing platform running the digital content playback 
application. 

DESCRIPTION OF TilE DRAWINGS 

[0008] These and other advantages of the present inven
tion will be readily apparent from the following description 
and attached drawing where: 

[0009] FIG. 1 is a block diagram that provides an over
view of a system for interactive remote control of audio or 
video playback and selection in accordance with the present 
invention. 

[0010] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the system architec
ture for interactive remote control of audio or video play
back and selection using local playback of audio or villeo in 
accordance with the present invention. 

[0011] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the system architec
ture for interactive remote control of audio or video play
back and selection using transmitted playback of audio or 
video in accordance with the present invention. 

[0012] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a computing platfonn 
in accordance with the present invention. 

[0013] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the architecture of a 
remote control device or navigator in accordance with the 
present invention. 

[0014] FIG. 6 is a software flow diagram for audio or 
video playback on the computing platform as part of a 
system for interactive remote control of audio or video 
playback and selection in accordance with the present inven
tion. 

[0015] FIG. 7 is a software flow diagram for navigator 
control management on the computing platform as part of a 
system for interactive remote control of audio or video 
playback and selection in accordance with the present inven
tion. 

[0016] FIG. 8 is a software flow diagram for interface and 
control handling on the navigator as part of a system for 
interactive remote control of audio or video playback and 
selection in accordance with the present invention. 

[0017] FIGS. 9-13 are schematic diagrams of the naviga
tor as part of a system for interactive remote control of audio 
or video playback and selection in accordance with the 
present invention. 

IJE'Ii\ILED OESCRIPTION 

System Overview 

[0018] The present invention relates to interactive control 
of digital content, such as digital audio or video content, 
running on a computing platform, such as a personal com
puter, set top box or other device, such as personal digital 
assistant. The interactive remote control device 260 (FIG. 
1), also referred to as the navigator 260, is described in more 
detail below in connection with FIG. 5. This device 260 
communicates with an audio or video player application 151 
(FIG. 1) running on a computing platform 100, such as a 
personal computer, set-top box, or Internet appliance. 'Ibis 
communication can be handled in a conventional manner 
and may he either wired or wireless. 'JlJe navigator 260 is 
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used to send user inputs 270 from user controls 264 (FIG. 
5) on the navigator 260, such as buttons, dials, a touch 
screen, and a keyboard, to the audio or video player appli
cation 151 (FIG. 1) running on the computing platform 100. 
The navigator 260 may be configured to display user outputs 
271, such as graphics and text for display on an LCD 266 
(FIG. 5) or control of LEOs, from the audio or video player 
application 151 running on the computing platform 100. The 
audio or video player applicatioo 151 (FIG. 1) is configured 
to re~.:eive digital audio or video data 103 from local storage 
dcvk:e 112 on the computing platform 100 or from a data 
server 102 connected to the computing platform 100 by the 
Internet or other computer network 101. 

[0019] The interpretation and translation of the user inputs 
270 from the navigator 260 and user outputs 271 to the 
navigator 260 are handled primarily by a navigator control 
manager 154, described later in more detail below in con~ 
nection with FIG. 7, that runs on the computing platform 
100. The navigator control manager 154 may be part of the 
audio or video player application 151 or exist independently. 

Local Playback System Architecture 

[0020] There are various configurations for remote control 
of audio or video playback and selection. An exemplary 
embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 2. In this embodiment, the 
audio or video player application 151, running on the 
computing platform 100, receives digital audio or video data 
103 from the local storage device 112 on the computing 
platform 100. Access to the local storage device 112 by the 
audio or video player application 151 is handled through the 
file system and the storage device drivers 153, convention~ 
ally part of the operating system for the computing platform 
100. The audio or video player application 151 can also 
receive digital audio or video data 103 from a data server 
102 connected to the computing platform 100 through the 
Internet or other l:omputer network 101. Access to the 
network interface or modem 117 hy the audio or video 
player application lSI is handled though networking drivers 
152, also part of the operating system for the computing 
platform 100. The audio or video player application 151 
running on the computing platform 100 may interact with 
the navigator 260 through a wireless data communications 
interface 124 on the computing platform 100. This wireless 
data communications interface 124 can be, for example, 
Bluetooth, HomeRF, IEEE 802.11, or an infrared interface. 
Access to the wireless data communications interface 124 on 
the computing platform 100 may be handled through, for 
example, conventional wireless data communications driv
~rs 155. On the computing platform 100, the navigator 
control manager 154, discu.-..~d in detail in connccti(Jn with 
FIG. 7, interprets and translates the user inpuL'i 270 from the 
navigator 260 into commands for control of the audio or 
video player application 151 running on the computing 
platform 100. The navigator control manager 1S4, running 
on the computing platfonn 100, takes information from the 
audio or video player application 151 and generates user 
outputs 271 for the navigator 260. On the navigator 260, 
communication with the navigator control manager 154 
running on the computing platform 100 is handled through 
a wireless data communications interface 269 on the navi
gator 260. This wireless data communications interface 269 
must be compatible with the wireless llata communications 
interface 124 on the computing platform 100. Access to the 
wireles.<; data communications interface 269 on the navigator 
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260 is handled through wireless data communications driv~ 
crs 283. The wireless communication interfaces 124 and 269 
may be standard interfaces, such as Home RF, IEEE 802.11 
or Dluetooth. The communication drivers 283 may be the 
standard drivers for the communication interfaces discussed 
above. Alternative embodiments of the wireless data com
munication interfaces 124 and 269 as well as the wireless 
communications driver 283 are disclosed in commonly~ 
owned co-pending patent application Ser. No. 09/649,981, 
herehy incorp()fated by reference. The interface and control 
handler 281, discussed in detail in l:onnection with FIG. 8, 
running on the navigator 260 takes user inputs 270 from user 
controls 264, such as buttons, dials, and touch screens, and 
passes these user inputs 270 through the wireless data 
communications interface 269 to the navigator control man~ 
ager 154 running on the computing platform 100. As well, 
the interface and control handler 281 running on the navi~ 
gator 260 receives user outputs 271 from the navigator 
control manager 154 running on the computing platform 100 
through the wireless data communications interface 269. 
The interface and control handler 281then passes these user 
outputs 271 to the appropriate user output devices, such as 
a graphics display on an LCD 266 or the LEOs. Access to 
user inputs 270 and u.-;er outputs 271 is hanllled through 
input and output drivers 282 on the navigator 260. 

[0021) The audio or video player application lSI running 
on the computing platform 100 passes the digital audio or 
video data 103 to the audio or video playback hardware 119 
on the computing platform 100, using the audio or video 
playhack llrivers 156 to communication with the audio or 
video playback hardware 119. The audio or video playback 
hardware 119 converts the digital audio or video data 103 to 
analog audio or video 109, which can then be connected to 
a stereo or headphones for listening or to a TV for viewing. 

[0022] Software components running on the computing 
platform 100 are contained within the operating system, 
system software, and applications 150. Similarly, software 
and firmware components running on the navigator 260 are 
contained within the operating system, system software, and 
applications 280. 

Transmitted Playback System Architecture 

[0023] Various alternate embodiments of remote control 
of audio or video playback and selection are contemplated. 
One such embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 2 of commonly~ 
owned co-pending patent application Ser. No. ___ , filed 
on even date, entitled "Digital Audio anll Video Distribution 
Transmission and Playback System," (Attorney Docket No. 
1174H/13 PC'l), hereby incorporated by reference. Another 
embodiment is illustratell in FIG. 3. A" in the previous 
configuration shown in FIG. 2, the audio or video player 
application 151 running on the computing platform 100 can 
receive digital audio or video data 103 from the local storage 
device 1U on the computing platform 100. Access to local 
storage 112 device by the audio or video player application 
151 is handled through file system and storage device 
drivers 153. The audio or video player application 151 can 
also receive digital audio or video data 103 from a data 
server 102 connected to the computing platform 100 through 
the Internet or oiher computer network 101. Access to the 
network interface or modem 117 by the audio or video 
player application 151 is handlell though networking drivers 
152. The audio or video player application 151 running on 
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the computing platform 100 interacts with the navigator 260 
through a wireless data communications interface 124 on the 
computing platform 100. This wireless data communications 
interface can be, for example, Bluetooth, llomeRF, IEEE 
802.11, or an infrared interface. Access to the wireless data 
communications interface 124 on the computing platform 
100 is handled through the wireless data communications 
drivers ISS. On the computing platform 100, the navigator 
control manager 154 interprets and translates the user inputs 
270 from the navigator 260 into commands for and control 
of the audio or video player application lSI running <ln the 
computing platform 100. The navigator control manager 154 
running on the computing platform 100 also takes informa
tion from the audio or video player application 151 and 
generates user outputs 271 for the navigator 260. On the 
navigator 260, communication with the navigator control 
manager 154 running on the computing platfonn 100 is 
handled through a wireless data communications interface 
269 on the navigator 260. lbis wireless data communica
tions interface 269 must be compatible with the wireless 
data communications interface 124 on the computing plat
form 100. Access to the wireless data communications 
interface 269 on the navigator 260 is handled through 
wireles..'i data L-ommunications driveffi 283. 'lbe interface and 
control handler 281 running on the naviga!Or 260 takes user 
inputs270 from user controls 264, such as buttons, dials, and 
touch screens, and passes these user inputs 270 through the 
wireless data communications interface 269 to the navigator 
control manager 154 running on the computing platform 
100. As well, the interface and control handler 281 running 
on the navigator 260 receives user outputs 271 from the 
navigator control manager 154 running on the computing 
platform 100 through the wireless data communications 
interface 269. The interface and control handler 281 then 
passes these user outputs 27lto the appropriate user output 
device, such as a graphics display on an LCD 266 or LEOs. 
Access to user inputs 270 and user outputs 271 is handled 
through input and output driveffi 282 on the navigator 260. 

[0024] However, unlike the previous configuration 
described in FIG. 2, where the computing platform 100 
generates an analog audio or video data 109 for input to an 
analog device, in the configuration shown in FIG. 3, the 
dighal audio or video data 103 is passed by the audio or 
video player application 151 running on the computing 
platform 100 to an analog transmitter peripheral 104. The 
audio or video player application 151 uses audio or video 
playback drivers 156 and peripheral bus drivers 157 to 
communicate with the analog transmitter peripheral 104 
through the peripheral bus 111 on the computing platform 
100. The analog transmitter peripheral 104 receives the 
digital audio or video data 103 through a peripheral interface 
201 on the analog transmitter peripheral 104. 'lbe digital 
audio or video data 103 is then converted to analog audio or 
video 109 by the audio or video digital to analog converter 
206 on the analog transmitter peripheral 104. The analog 
audio or video 109 is traosmiUed by an analog audio or 
video transmitter 209 on the analog transmitter peripheral 
104 to an audio or video receiver device 105 that makes the 
analog audio or video 109 available for listening, such as on 
a stereo or headphones, or viewing such as on a lV. 

[0025] Software components including the various drivers 
discussed above, running on the computing platform 100 are 
~:ontained within the operating system, system software, and 
applications 150. Similarly, software and firmware compo-
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nents running on the navigator 260 arc contained within the 
operating system, system software, and applications 280. 

[0026] It should be noted that the embodiments described 
(FlGS. 2 and 3) represent only two of a plethora of possible 
embodiments for configurations of a system for interactive 
remote control of audio or video playback and selection. 

Computing Platform 

[0027] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary system architecture 
for the computing platform 100, which can encompas..'i 
anything from general-purpose devices, such as a personal 
computer, to open fixed function devices, such as a set-top 
box that connects to a television set. However, the comput
ing platform 100 is not restricted to these examples. In 
general, the computing platform 100 includes a main pro
cessor 110, for example, an Intel Pentium III or better, for 
executing various software components. The various soft
ware components are typically stored in read only memory, 
or ROM, or flash memory 116, or the local storage device 
112. The local storage device 112 can consist of persistent 
storage 113, such as hard drives or flash memory, or remov
able storage 114, such as floppy drives, CD-ROM drives, or 
DVD drives. '!be software components are executed by the 
main proces..c,;or 110 directly from their storage location or 
may be loaded into random access memory or RAM 115, to 
be executed from RAM 115 by the main processor 110. The 
computing platfonn 100 uses a network interface or modem 
117 to access data server computers 102 on the Internet or 
other computer network 101, in order to download digital 
audio or video data 103. The network interface or modem 
117 is connected internally or externally to the computing 
platform 100 using a system bus or peripheral bus 111. The 
system bus and peripheral buses 111 are provided for 
connecting internal and external devices to the computing 
platform 100 in a standard manner. Typical system and 
peripheral buses 111 include Universal Serial Bus, com
monly referred to as USR, IEEE 1394, commonly referred 
to a<; Fire Wire, and Peripheral Connect Interface, commonly 
referred to as PCI. The computing platform 100 may also 
support connection through a user input interface 120 to 
external or integrated user input devices 123, such as a 
keyboard and mouse. For output to !be user, the computing 
platform 100 may contain a display controller 118, for 
example, an NVIDIAmodel GeForce2, which stores graphi
cal data, such as windows, bitmaps and text. The display 
controller 118 outputs the grapbical data as video output121 
that is typically displayed to the user on a video monitor, 
television, or LCD panel. In addition to video output 121, 
the computing platform 100 may provide audio output 122, 
which is handled by the audio and video playback hardware 
119, which also provides support for video playback to the 
display controller 118. It should be noted that a client 
computing platform 100 is not limited to the capabilities and 
features listed in this description, but may contain a subset 
of the described features or may contain additional capa
bilities or features not listed. 

Navigator Architecture 

[0028] The navigator 260 (FIG. 5) acts as a remote control 
and allows the user to receive feedback from and provide 
input to an audio or video player application 151 running on 
a computing platform 100. In the embodiment shown, the 
computing platform 100 wirelessly transmits and receives 
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data communications with the navigator 260, glVmg the 
navigator 260 functionality within the range of the wireless 
communications. The navigator 260 receives and transmits 
the data communications using the wireless data communi
cations interface 269. This wireless data communications 
interface 269 may be, for example, a Blue tooth, HomcRF, or 
IEEE 802.11 interface. This wireless data communications 
interface 269 must match the technology chosen for use on 
the computing platform 100. The processor 261 handles the 
data communications with the wireless data communica
tions interfa1.:e 269. The processm 261 also takes user inputs 
270 from the user controls 264, which are typically buttons 
and dials, and sends this information to the wireless data 
communications interface 269 for wireless transmission to 
the computing platform 100 and eventually back to the audio 
or video player application 151 running on the computing 
platform 100. The processor 261 receives update informa
tion from the audio or video player application 151 through 
the wireless data communications interface 269, which the 
processor 261 then makes available to the user by updating 
the graphic information on the liquid crystal display panel, 
or LCD 266. The processor 261 reads the code it runs from 
the flash memory 263, which is also used to store informa
tion that must survive power cycling of the navigator 260. 
The processor 261 uses random access memory, or RAM 
262, for executing code and storing volatile information, this 
is information that is subject to change or does not need to 
survive power cycling of the navigator 260. 

[0029] Additional functionality may be provided through 
the power handler and bauery charger 267, controlled by the 
processor 261 and responsible for handling power manage
ment, conserving battery life, and charging of the battery 
268. There is also an infrared or IR transmiuer 265 that 
allows the navigator 260 to control audio playback equip
meet, such as a stereo. 

Audio or Video Playback Handler 

[0030] FIG. 6 is a software flow diagram for audio or 
video playback on the computing platform 100, which in the 
example described henceforth, is called the audio or video 
playback handler. The audio or video playback handler is 
called as part of the audio or video player application 151 to 
playback the digital audio or video data 103. "Start" in step 
160 represents the beginning of the audio or video playback 
handler. The audio or video playback handler receives the 
audio or video playback selection when it is called. The 
audio or video playback handler checks if the audio or video 
playback selection is available locally on the computing 
platform 100 in step 161. If the file is available locally, the 
audio or videu playback handler read<> the digital audio or 
video data 103 from the audio or video file in step 162. Next, 
the audio or video playback handler checks if it is at the end 
of the audio or video file to playback in step 163. If it is at 
the end of the audio or video file, then the audio or video 
playback handler ends playing or the audio or video file in 
step 172 and the audio or video playback handler ends in 
step 173. If not, at the end of the audio or video file in step 
163, then the audio or video playback handler takes this 
digital audio or video data 103 and interprets the data 
according to the data format in step 164. The audio or video 
playback handler then sends the interpreted digital audio or 
video data in step 165 to the audio or video playback drivers 
156, which handle (.:onversion of the digital audio or video 
data 103 to analog audio or data video 109 using the audio 
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or video playback hardware 119. The audio or video play
back handler reads digital audio or video data 103 from the 
audio or video file in step 162 again. If the audio or video 
file is not available locally in step 161, then the audio or 
video playback handler connects to the data server 102 on 
the Internet or other computer network 101 in step 166.lf the 
connection is not successful in step 167, then the audio or 
video playback handler ends playing of the audio or video 
file in step 172 and the audio or video playback handler ends 
in step 173. If the connection is successful in step 167, then 
the audio or vidtxl playback handler read<> the digital audio 
or video data 103 from the data server 102 over the Internet 
or other computer network 101 in step 168. Next, the audio 
or video playback handler checks if there is more digital 
audio or video data to read for playback in step 169. If there 
is no more digital audio or video data 103 to read, then the 
audio or video playback handler ends playing of the audio or 
video data 103 in step 172 and the audio or video playback 
handler ends in step 173. If there is more digital audio or 
video data 103 to read for playback in step 169, then the 
audio or video playback handler takes this digital audio or 
video data 103 and interprets the data according to the data 
format in step 170. The audio or video playback handler then 
sends the interpreted digital audio or video data in step 171 
to the audio or video playhack drivers 156, which handles 
conversion of the digital audio or video data 103 to analog 
audio or video 109 using the audio or video playback 
hardware 119. Then the audio or video playback handler 
reads digital audio or video data 103 from the data server 
102 over the Internet or other computer network 101 in step 
168 again. 

Navigator Control Manager 

[0031] The navigator control manager 154, which runs on 
the computing platform 100, takes the user inputs 270, such 
as button presses, from the navigator 260 and interprets and 
translates them into commands and actions for the audio or 
video player application 151. The navigator control manager 
154 then takes the results from the commands and actions of 
the audio or video player application 151 to provide user 
outputs 271 on the navigator 260, such as updated graphics 
on an LCD 266 on the navigator 260. FIG. 7 provides the 
software flow of the navigator control manager 154. In this 
example, the navigator control manager 154 is a continu
ously running process on the computing platform 100 and 
operates with an audio player application 151 and a navi
gator 260 with graphical output capabilities and operates as 
part of interactive remote control specifically for digital 
music playback and selection. 

[0032] "Start" in step 175 represents the heginning of the 
navigator control manager 154. Next, the navigator control 
manager 154 reads any data sent from the interface and 
control handler 281 on the navigator 260 in step 176. [fthere 
is a play music file command from the navigator 260 in step 
177, then the navigator control manager 154 finds the 
address of the music file in step 178. Next, the navigator 
control manager 154 sends user output information to the 
navigator 260 in step 179, such as the music title, the artist, 
and the album name, for display to the user. The navigator 
control manager 154 then starts the audio playback handler, 
described previously (FIG. 6), to playback the music file in 
step 180 and the navigator control manager 154 reads any 
data sent from the interface and control handler 281 on the 
navigator 260 in step 176 again. lf there is not a play music 
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file command in step 177, and if there is a download music 
llle or files command from the navigator 260 in step 181, 
then the cavigator control manager 154 downloads the;~ 
music file or files in step 183. Then the navigator control 
manager 154 reads any data sent from the interface and 
control handler 281 on the navigator 260 in step 176 again. 
If there is not a download music file or files command in step 
181 and if there is a buy music file command from the 
navigator 260 in step 184, then the navigator control man
ager 154 performs any financial validations required to 
complete the purchase of the music file in step 185. Next, the 
navigator control manager 154 downloads the purchased 
music file in step 187 and the navigator control manager 154 
reads any data sent from the interface and control handler 
281 on the navigator 260 in step 176 again. If there is not a 
buy music file command in step 184 and if there is a browse 
music command from the navigator 260 in step 188, then the 
navigator control manager 154 checks if the music to browse 
is local to the computing platform 100 in step 189. If the 
music to browse is local to the computing platform 100, then 
the navigator control manager 154 searches the local data
base in step 190 and sends the results of the local music 
browse to the navigator 260 in step 191. 'Then the navigator 
control manager 154 reads any data sent from the interface 
and control handler 281 on the navigator 260 in step 176 
again. If the music to browse is not local to the computing 
platform 100, then the navigator control manager 154 
requests music information from the data server 102 in step 
193 and sends the results of the local music browse to the 
navigator 260 in step 191. Then the navigator control 
manager 154 reads any data sent from the interface and 
control handler 281 on the navigator 260 in step 176 again. 
Typically, a browse of music is based on such criteria as 
music track, album, artist, music genre, and play lists. If there 
is not a browse music command in step 188 and if there is 
an upllate software command from the navigator 260 in step 
194, then the navigator control manager 154 updates the 
system software stored in flash memory 263 on the navigator 
260 and the navigator control manager 154 reads any data 
sent from the interface and control handler 281 on the 
navigator 260 in step 176 again. This software update 
includes the interface and control handler 281 on the navi
gator 260. If there is not an update software command in step 
194 and if there is a system start up command from the 
navigator 260 in step 196, then the navigator control man
ager 154 sends initialization settings to the navigator 260 in 
st~.!p 197 and the navigator control manager 154 reads any 
Uata sent from the interface and control handler 281 on the 
navigator 260 in step 176 again. 

Interface and Control Handler 

[0033] The interface and control handler 281, which runs 
on the navigator 260, takes the user inputs 270, such as 
button presses, and sends them to the navigator control 
manager 154 running on the computing platform 100. The 
interface and control handler 281 also receives user outputs 
271 from the navigator control manager 154 such as updated 
graphics on an LCD 266 on the navigator 260. FIG. 8 
provides the software flow of the interface and control 
handler 281. In this example, the interface and control 
hanlllt:r 281 is a continuously running process on the navi
gator 260 and provides user outputs 271 in a graphical 
display on an I.C.O 266 on the navigator 260. 
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[0034] "Start" in step 290 represents the beginning of the 
interface and control handler 281. If there are user inputs 
270 from the user controls 264 on the navigator 260 in step 
291, then the interface and control handler 281 sc::nds the 
user inputs 270 to the navigator control manager 154 run
ning on the computing platform 100 in step 292. If there are 
no user inputs 270 in step 291 or the user inputs 270 have 
been sent in step 292, then the interface and control handler 
281 checks if there arc user outputs 271 from the navigator 
control manager 154 running on the computing platform 100 
in step 293. If there are user outputs 271 from the navigator 
control manager 154, then the interface and control handler 
281 takes the user outputs 271 and updates the graphics 
displayed on the LCD 266 in step 294. After the display has 
been updated in step 294 or if there are no user outputs 271 
in step 293 then the interface and control handler 281 checks 
for user inputs in step 291 again. 

Navigator Schematics 

[0035] FIGS. 9-13 represent the schematic design for an 
exemplary embodiment of the navigator 260. The wireless 
data communication interface 269 module connects both 
electrically and mechanically to the navigator 260 using the 
connector 648 on the navigator 260. Capacitor 647 on the 
navigator 260 provides additional filtering on the power 
supplied to the wireless data communication interface 269 
module. 

[0036] Control of the navigator 260 rests in the processor 
261, which is. for example, a Motorola MC68EZ328. The 
processor 261 interprets the input from the user controls 264 
and sends this information back to the computing platform 
100 through the wireless data communication interface 269. 
The processor 261 also receives and interprets display 
update information from the audio or video player applica
tion 151 running on the computing platfonn 100 from the 
wireless data communication interfa'-"C 269. The display 
information is sent to the liquid crystal display panel, or 
LCD. 266, which connects to the navigator 260 circuit board 
using the connector 688 on the navigator 260. A pair of 
capacitors 686 and 687 arc used to filter power going to the 
LCD 266 on the connector 688. The processor 261 controls 
an infrared LED,or IR transmitter, 265 that is used to control 
audio or video playback devices, such as a stereo or televi
sion, that supports infrared control. The transistor 615 acts 
as a switcb based on a signal from the processor 261 to 
enable and disable the IR transmitter 265. The resistor 617 
provides additional load to limit the amount of current to the 
IR transmitter 265. Another LED 619 indicates to the user 
that the navigator 260 is successfully powered. 1\ transistor 
618 acts as a switch hased on a signal from the processor 261 
to enable and disable the LED 619 and the resistor 620 
provides additional load to limit the amount of current to the 
LED 619. Oscillator 603 provides timing to the processor 
261, while a pair of capacitors 601 and 602 provide loading 
required by the oscillator 603. The reset signal of the 
processor 261. which is responsible for resetting the pro
cessor 261, is enabled when power is first applied to the 
processor 261 through a delay circuit composed of a resistor 
612 and a capacitor 613. The button 614 also resets the 
processor 261 and is included for debug purposes. A plu
rality of capacitors 604, 606, and 607 along with a resistor 
60S provide filtering for the power to a phase locked loop, 
or PLL, circuit within the proces..<;Or 261 that is used to 
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generate additional timing within the processor 261. A 
resistor 600 acts as a pull-up to power for a signal on the 
processor 261. 

[0037] External random access memory, or RAM, 262, 
may be provided, configured for example in a 4 megabyte by 
16-bit configuration, for storing code other data that doesn't 
need to survive a power down of the navigator 260. External 
flash memory 263 may also be provided, for example, in a 
1 megabyte by 16-bit configuration, for storing the code to 
be executed as well as storing data that must survive a power 
down of the navigator 260. A pair of capacitors 667 and 668 
provide filtering for the power to the RAM 262 and flash 
memory 263. 

[0038) The user controls 264 may be configured as a set of 
16 buuons 669,670, 671,672,674,675,676,677,678,679, 
680, 681, 682, 683, 684, and 685, arranged in a 4x4 array 
and scanned by the processor 261. This reduces the number 
of signals required on the processor 261 to support the user 
controls 264. A plurality of capacitors 608, 609, 610, and 611 
act to reduce voltage spikes on the return signals from the 
user controls 264 to the processor 261 when the user controls 
264 are activated and deactivated. 

(0039] 'lbe button 671 is used to turn power on to the 
entire navigator 260. The button 671 is always powered, 
even when power is turned off to the rest of the navigator 
260. Diode 673 prevents current leakage from button 671 
when the rest of the navigator 260 is turned off. The 3.3-volt 
regulator 630 provides power to the button 671 as well as a 
flip-flop 635 that is also always on to receive the power on 
signal from the button 671. A plurality of capacitors 629, 
631, and 632 provide filtering for power to the always on 
button 671 and flip~ flop 635. A pair of resistors 633 and 634 
act as pull~ups to power for signals to the flip~flop 635. A 
resistor 637 and a transistor 636 work together with the 
flip~ftop 635 to control the shut down of the 3.3-volt 
switcher 640 that provides power to the rest of the navigator 
260. A plurality <lf capacitors 638, 639, 642, and 643 provide 
filtering for power to and from the switcher 640. An inductor 
641 completes a feedback circuit required by the switcher 
640. A resistor 645 and a pair of capacitors 644 and 646 
provide external compensation circuitry also required by the 
switcher 640. 

(0040] A battery 268 provides power to the navigator 260 
and connects to the navigator 260 through the connector 590 
on the navigator 260. A circuit which includes a plurality of 
diodes 588, and 589, transistor 585, and a resistors 586 and 
587, provides over-voltage protection from the battery 268 
and also protect against the battery 268 being plugged 
im:orrectly into the connector 590. 'Ibis protection can he 
hypas.'ied by including resistor 584. The navigator 260 
supports recharging of the battery 268 through a bauery 
charger 267. The battery charger 267 is composed of a 
battery charge controller 699, for example, a Maxim Inte
grated Products MAX712CSE, along with the required 
support circuitry. The support circuitry required by the 
battery charge controller 699 diode 689, a transistor 694, a 
plurality of resistors 691, 693, 696, and 697, and a plurality 
of capacitors 577, 583, 690, 692, 695, and 698. A plurality 
of resistors 579, 580 and 582 and a pair of transistors 578 
and 581 detect if the battery 268 is rechargeable and provide 
this signal to the battery charge controller 699 to prevent the 
battery charger 267 from trying to charge a non-rechargeable 
battery 268. 
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(0041] An analog to digital converter 599 along with a 
diode 596, a pair of capacitors 593 and 598, and a plurality 
of resistors 591, 592, 594, 595, and 597 are used by the 
processor 261 to monitor the battery voltage level for 
calculating battery life and controlling battery charging. 
Using a plurality transistors 650, 653, and 654, a plurality 
capacitors 649 and 652, and a pair of resistors 651 and 655, 
the processor 261 can individually control power to the 
wireless data communication interface 269 and the LCD 266 
as part of power management to increase battery life on the 
navigator 260. In addition, the processor 261 is configured 
to control the voltage level for the contrast power supplied 
to the LCD 266, which allows user control of display 
contrast. To do this, the processor 261 adjusts a digital 
potentiometer 660, which outputs a variable voltage level 
based on a voltage divider circuit made up of resistors 658 
and 659. This variable voltage level feeds a DC to DC 
converter 666, which takes this voltage level as an input to 
determine the contrast supply voltage level that is output to 
the LCD 266. A resistor 665, an inductor 663, and a diode 
662 fulfill the requirements of the DC to DC converter 666. 
A pair of capacitors 661 and 664 may be used to provide 
filtering for the contrast power supply to the LCD 266. 

(0042] A connector 621 may be provided for debug access 
to the processor 261. The debug port is implemented as an 
industry standard RS-232 serial port. An RS-232 interface 
controller 626 handles the required RS232 interface level 
conversions. A plurality of capacitors 622, 623, 624, 625, 
and 628 provide filtering for power for the various voltage 
levels used by the RS-232 interface controller 626. A resistor 
627 acts as a pull-up to power for the ON signal to the 
RS-232 interface controller 626. None of the processor 261 
debug port components 621, 622, 623, 624, 625, 626, 627, 
and 628 are included for production. The flip-flop 657 is 
unused. A resistor 656 is used to pull-up to power the inputs 
of the unused flip-flop 657. 

(0043] Obviously, many modifications and variations of 
the present invention are pos.c;ible in light of the above 
teachings. Thus, it is to be understood that, within the scope 
of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced 
otherwise than as specifically described above. 

(0044] What is claimed and desired to be covered by a 
Letters Patent is as follows: 

We claim: 
1. A system for controlling playback of digital content, the 

system comprising: 

a computing platform including playback hardware for 
converting said digital content to audio signals for 
playback by an analog playback device; 

a digital content player application, resident on said 
computing platform, for playback of said digital con
tent; and 

a remote control device for communicating with said 
computing platform over a predetermined communica
tion link and controlling said digital content playback 
application. 

2. The system as recited in claim 1, further including a 
transmitter for transmitting audio signals from said comput
ing platform to a remote analog playback device. 

3. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital 
content is digital audio data. 
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4. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein said digital 
data content is digital video data. 

S. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein said com
puting platform includes a local storage device for locally 
storing digital content. 

6. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein said com
puting platform is configured to receive said digital content 
over a network. 

7. The system as recited in claim 6, wherein said network 
is the Internet. 

8. 'Jlte system as recited in claim I, wherein said remote 
control device includes user inputs as well as user outputs. 

7 
Jul. 4, 2002 

9. The system as recited in claim 5, wherein said local 
storage device includes a persistent storage device. 

10. The system as recited in claim 5, wherein said local 
storage device includes a removable storage device. 

11. The system as recited in claim 1, wherein said 
predetermined communication link is a wireless link. 

12. The system as recited in claim 11, wherein said 
wireless link is an RF link. 

13. The system as recited in claim 11, wherein said 
wireless link is an infrared link. 

• • * * • 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and method for controlling a remote device over 
a wireless connection. In one embodiment, a hand~held 
computer system having a Bluetooth-enabled transceiver is 
used to control other Blue tooth-enabled devices. A wireless 
connection between a transceiver and a remote device is 
established. A position where a stylus makes contact with a 
surface of an input device of the hand~held computer system 
is registered. The particular position where the stylus ele
ment makes contact with the input device is translated into 
a particular command for controlling the remote device. The 
command is then transmilted to the remote device over the 
wireless connection. 
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PORTABLE DEVICE CONTROL CONSOLE 
WITH WIRELESS CONNECTION 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

2 
a device and/or method that can satisfy the above need, that 
is relatively simple to introduce into existing homes and 
businesses, and that is user-friendly. In addition, a need 
exists for a device and/or method that satisfies the above 

s needs, is portable, and is not limited to line-of-sight appli
cations. 

The present invention relates to systems and devices 
connected using wireless links, such as systems and devices 
that use the Bluetooth technology. In particular, the present 
invention pertains to a method and system for controlling 10 
remote devices over a wireless connection. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a system and method that 
can be used to remotely control a variety of different devices, 
including new devices. The present invention also provides 
a system and method that is relatively easy to introduce into 
existing homes and businesses and that is user-friendly. In 
addition, the present invention provides a system and 

BACKGROUND ART 

Consider, for example, the number of devices and appli
ances in the typical living room or family room of a 
residential dwelling: lamps, light switches, a thermostat, and 
consumer electronic devices such as televisions, video cas
sette recorders, and stereos, some of these· devices them
selves comprising multiple devices such as compact disk 
players, tape players, etc. Each of these devices requires 
manual interaction by a user in order to turn them oJT or on, 
to raise or lower levels, and so on. Other rooms of the house, 
as well as factories and places of business, also have 
countless devices and appliances that require manual inter
action in order to use and control them. 

Of course, many of these devices are or can be remotely 
controlled. In the borne, for example, remote control devices 
for televisions, stereos and the like are very common. 
Devices for controlling lights, etc., are also available 
although generally not as commonly used. 

Remote control devices in each of their present forms 
have a number of associated shortcomings. For example, a 
separate remote control device may be required for each 
device to be controlled. In some instances the separate 
remotes can be replaced with a universal remote control; 
however, universal remotes still have their shortcomings. 
Generally, current universal remotes often do not have the 
resources (e.g., memory and computational logic) to allow 
them to be used with all devices, or they may not be capable 
of controlling a new device. In addition, in order to accom
modate the variety of devices to be controlled, universal 
remotes usually have a multiplicity of buttons and thus can 
be difficult to use. 

Another shortcoming associated with current remote con
trol devices is their limited range. Commonly, remote con
trol devices use infrared beams to communicate commands 
to the device that is to be controlled, and so the remotes can 
only be used for line-of-sight applications. Devices behind 
an object, around a comer, or in another room cannot be 
controlled if they are not in the line of sight of an infrared 
remote. 

A more modern solution is to wire devices together into 
a network of some sort, so that they can be controlled from 
a central location such as a personal computer. However, this 
approach also has a number of shortcomings. For example, 
the connections and cabling needed may be quite cumber
some and complex. In addition, this approach is difficult and 
expensive to backfit into existing homes and businesses. 
Furthermore, such an approach is not necessarily conve
nient. For instance, the central computer system is not a 
practical or convenient replacement for a television remote, 
nor is it portable enough to allow it to be easily moved from 
one room to another whenever it is necessary to do so. 

Accordingly, a need exists for a device and/or method that 
can be used to remotely control a variety of different devices 
and appliances, including new devices. A need also exist~ for 

15 method that is portable and that is not limited to line-of-sight 
applications. 

In the present embodiment, the present invention pertains 
to a system and method for controlling remote devices over 
a wireless connection (e.g., using a radio signal). In one 

zo embodiment, a portable computer system (e.g., a palmtop or 
hand-held computer) having a transceiver is used to control 
compliant devices. In a preferred embodiment, the trans
ceiver and the remote devices are Bluetooth-enabled 
devices. 

25 In the present embodiment of the present invention, a 
wireless connection between the portable computer system 
and one or more remote devices is established. Each of the 
remote devices is manifested on a display device of the 
portable computer system, and one of the devices is selected 

30 using, for example, a stylus element. 
In one embodiment, the stylus clement can also be used 

to specify commands for controlling the remote device. A 
position where the stylus element makes contact with a 

35 surface of the display device of the portable computer 
system is registered. The particular position where the stylus 
element makes contact with the display device is translated 
into a particular command for controlling the remote device. 
The command is then transmitted to the remote device over 

40 
the wireles.~ connection. 

In one embodiment, a rendering of the remote device or 
of a mechanism that can be used to control the remote device 
is displayed on the display device. The contact of the stylus 
element with a position in the rendering is translated into a 

45 particular command for controlling the remote device. In 
another embodiment, a menu of commands for controlling 
the remote device is displayed on the display device. The 
contact of the stylus element with a position in the menu is 
translated into a particular command for controlling the 

50 remote device. 
In yet another embodiment, the movement of the stylus 

clement over the surface of an input device is recognized and 
translated into a particular command for controlling the 
remote device. In another embodiment, by moving the stylus 

55 element over the surface of the input device, motion is 
imparted to the rendering on the display device of the remote 
device or the mechanism for controlling the remote device. 

The present invention thus provides a system (e.g., a 
Bluctooth-cnabled device, specifically a portable computer 

60 system) that can be used to remotely control compliant 
devices (e.g., other Dluctooth-enabled devices) over a wire
less (radio) connection. With a radio connection, the system 
of the present invention is not limited to line-of-sight 
applications. Remote devices can be adapted to receive 

65 commands over the wireless connection, obviating the need 
for hardwire connections and making the system relatively 
easy to implement in homes and businesses. The proces.~ing 
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power and other features of the portable computer system 
enable user-friendly interfaces, and also allow a variety of 
remote devices to be controlled, including new devices 
introduced into the borne or business. 

These and other objects and advantages of the present 
invention will become obvious to those of ordinary skill in 
the art after having read the following detailed description of 
the preferred embodiments which are illustrated in the 
various drawing figures. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in 
and form a part of this specification, illustrate embodiments 

4 
invention may be practiced without these specific details. In 
other instances, well-known methods, procedures, 
components, and circuits have not been described in detail 
so as not to unnecessarily obscure aspects of the present 
invention. 

Some portions of the detailed descriptions which follow 
are presented in terms of procedures, logic blocks, 
processing, and other symbolic representations of operations 
on data bits within a computer memory. These descriptions 

10 and representations are the means used by those skilled in 
the data processing arts to most effectively convey the 
substance of their work to others skilled in the art. A 
procedure, logic block, process, etc., is here, and generally, 

of the invention and, together with the description, serve to 
15 

explain the principles of the invention: 

conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of steps or 
instructions leading to a desired result. The steps are those 
requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. 
Usually, though not necessarily, these quantities take the 
form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of being 

FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a network of devices 
coupled using wireless connections in accordance with the 
present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a portable 20 

computer system in accordance with the present invention. 

stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise 
manipulated in a computer system. It has proven convenient 
at times, principally for reasons of common usage, to refer 

FIG. 3 is a top-side perspective view of a portable 
computer system in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 

to these signals as bits, bytes, values, elements, symbols, 
characters, terms. numbers, or the like. 

FIGS. 4A and 4B are block diagrams showing one 25 

embodiment of a wireless transceiver coupled to, 
respectively, a portable computer system and an external 
device in accordance with the present invention. 

It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and 
similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate 
physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied 
to these quantities. Unles..o; specifically stated otherwise as 
apparent from the following discussions, it is appreciated 
that throughout the present invention, discussions utilizing 
terms such as "establishing," "registering," "recognizing," 

PIG. 5 illustrates the different operating modes of a 
30 

wireless transceiver in accordance with one embodiment of 
the present invention. "broadcasting," "receiving," "manifesting," "transmitting," 

"displaying," or the like, refer to the action and processes 
(e.g., process 1100 FIG. 11) of a computer system or similar 
intelligent electronic computing device, that manipulates 

FIG. 6 illustrates the flow of messages between a con
trolling device and remote devices in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 7 illustrates one embodiment of a display used on a 
controlling device in accordance with the present invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates another embodiment of a display used 
on a controlling device in accordance with the present 
invention. 

FIG. 9 illustrates another embodiment of a display used 
on a controlling device in accordance with the present 
invention. 

FIG. 10 illustrates a display on a controlling device 
responding to movement on an input device in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 11 is a flowchart of the steps in a process for 
controlling a remote device over a wireless connection in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

Reference, will now be made in detail to the preferred 
embodiments of the invention, examples of which are illus
trated in the accompanying drawings. While the invention 
will be described in conjunction with the preferred 
embodiments, it will be understood that they arc not 
intended to limit the invention to these embodiments. On the 
contrary, the invention is intended to cover alternatives, 
modifications and equivalents, which may be included 
within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the 
appended claims. Furthermore, in the following detailed 
description of the present invention, numerous specific 
details are set forth in order to provide a thorough under
standing of the present invention. However, it will be 
obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the present 

35 and transforms data represented as physical (electronic) 
quantities within the computer system's registers and memo
ries into other data similarly represented as physical quan
tities within the computer system memories or registers or 
other such information storage, transmission or display 

40 devices. 

The present invention is discussed primarily in a context 
in which devices and systems are coupled using wireless 
links, and specifically with regard to devices and systems 

45 
compliant with the Bluetooth technology. Bluetooth is the 
code name for a technology specification for small fonn 
factor, low-cost, short-range radio links between personal 
computers (PCs), mobile phones and other devices and 
appliances. However, it is appreciated that the present inven-

50 tion may be utilized with devices and systems compliant 
with standards different from Bluetooth, such as the IEEE 
(Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineering) 802.11 
standard. 

The Hluetooth technology allows cables that connect one 
55 device to another to be replaced with short-range radio links. 

Bluetooth is targeted at mobile and business users who need 
to establish a link, or small network, between their computer, 
cellular phone and other peripherals. The required and 
nominal range of Dluetooth is thus set to approximately ten 

60 (10) meters. To support other uses, for example the home 
environment, Bluetooth can be augmented to extend the 
range to up to 100 meters. 

The Bluetooth technology is based on a high
performance, yet low-cost, integrated radio transceiver. For 

65 instance, Bluetooth transceivers built into both a cellular 
telephone and a laptop computer system would replace the 
cables used today to connect a laptop to a cellular telephone. 
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Bluetooth radio technology can also provide: a universal 
bridge to existing data networks, a peripheral interface, and 
a mechanism to fonn small private ad hoc groupings of 
connected devices away from fixed network infrastructures. 

FIG. 1 illustrates the topology of a network of devices 5 

coupled using wireless connections in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. In the parlance of 
Blue tooth, a collection of devices connected in a Bluctooth 
system are referred to as a ''piconet" or a "subnet." In the 
preseot embodiment, a piconet starts with two connected 10 

devices, and may grow to eight connected devices. All 
Bluetooth devices are peer units; however, when establish· 
ing a piconet, one unit will act as a master and the other(s) 
as slave(s) for the duration of the piconet connection. 

A Bluetooth system supports both point-to-point and 15 

point-to-multi-point connections. Several piconets can be 
established and linked together in a "scatternet," where each 
piconet is identified by a different frequency hopping 
sequence. All devices participating on the same piconet are 
synchronized to their respective hopping sequence. 20 

Accordingly, devices 10, 20, 30 and 40 arc coupled in 
piconet 1 using wireless connections 80a-c. Similarly, 
devices SO, 60 and 70 are coupled in piconet 2 using wireless 
connections 80e-f Picone! 1 and piconet 2 are coupled using 

25 wireless connection SOd. Devices 10--70 can be printers, 
personal digital assistants (PDAs), desktop computer 
systems, laptop computer systems, cell phones, fax 
machines, keyboards, and joysticks equipped with a Blue
tooth radio transceiver or adapted to communicate with 

30 
Rluetooth devices ("Riuetooth-enabled"). In accordance 
with the present invention, devices 10--70 can also be 
virtually any type of device, including mechanical devices 
and appliances, equipped with a Bluetooth radio transceiver 
or Bluetootho.enabled. The Bluetooth radio transceiver may 

35 
be integrated into the device, or it may be coupled to the 
device. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a portable computer system 
100 (e.g., a PDA, a hand-held computer system, or palmtop 
computer system) upon which embodiments of the present 40 
invention can be implemented. Computer system 100 
includes an address/data bus 110 for communicating 
information, a central processor 101 coupled with the bus for 
processing information and instructions, a volatile memory 
102 (e.g., random access memory, RAM) coupled with the 45 
bus 110 for storing information and instructions for the 
central processor lot and a non-volatile memory 103 (e.g., 
read only memory, ROM) coupled with the bus 110 for 
storing static information and instructions for the processor 
101. Computer system 100 also includes an optional data 50 
storage device 104 (e.g., memory stick) coupled with the bus 
110 for storing information and instructions. Data storage 
device 104 can be removable. 

6 
touch-screen device incorporated with display device 105. 
On-screen cursor control device 107 is capable of registering 
a position on display device 105 where a stylus makes 
contact. 

In accordance with the present invention, a stylus can be 
used to select a command for controlling a remote device by 
touching the stylus to display device 105. In one 
embodiment, a command can be selected from a menu of 
commands displayed on display device 105. In another 
embodiment, a rendering of the remote device or of a 
mechanism for controlling the remote device may be mani~ 
fested on display device 105, and a command can be 
selected by touching the stylus to a prescribed location in the 
rendering. The position where the stylus contacts display 
device 105 is registered and fed to processor 101, which 
translates this information into a command for controlling 
the remote device. The command is then transmitted to the 
remote device over a wireless connection using signal 
transmitter/receiver device etransceiver") 108. 

Also included in computer system 100 of FIG. 2 is an 
input device 106 that in one implementation is a stroke or 
character recognition pad (e.g., a "digitizer''). Input device 
106 can communicate information and command selections 
to processor 101. Input device 106 is capable of registering 
a position where a stylus (or an element having the func
tionality of a stylus) makes contact. Input device 106 also 
has the capability of registering movements of a stylus (or an 
element having the functionality of a stylus) across or above 
the surface of input device 106. 

In accordance with the present invention, in one 
embodiment, a stylus can be used for making a stroke or 
inscribing a character on the surface of input device 106. The 
stroke or character information is then fed to a processor 101 
for automatic character recognition. Once the stroke or 
character information is recognized, it can be displayed on 
display device 105 for verification and/or modification. 

In accordance with the present invention, stroke informa
tion entered onto input device 106 can correspond to a 
command that can be used to control a remote device. That 
is, particular strokes or characters can correspond to a 
respective command. A stroke or character is recognized by 
processor 101 and translated by processor 101 into a com
mand for controlling a remote device. The command is then 
transmitted to the remote device over a wireless connection 
using transceiver 108. 

With reference still to FIG. 2, transceiver 108 is coupled 
to bus 110 and enables computer system 100 to communi
cate wirelcssly with other electronic devices coupled ln a 
piconet or scattemet (refer to FIG. 1). It should be appre
ciated that within the present embodiment, transceiver 108 
is coupled to an antenna and provides the functionality to 
transmit and receive information over a wireless communi
cation interface. In one embodiment, transceiver 108 is a 

55 Bluetooth device. Additional information with regard to the 
Bluetooth embodiment is provided in conjunction with 
FIGS. 4A and 4B. 

Computer system 100 also contains a display device 105 
coupled to the bus 110 for displaying information to the 
computer user. The display device 105 utilized with com
puter system 100 may be a liquid crystal display device, a 
cathode ray tube,(CRl), a field emission display device (also 
called a flat panel CRl) or other display device suitable for 
generating graphic images and alphanumeric characters rec- 60 
ognizable to the user. In the preferred embodiment, display 
device 105 is a flat panel display. 

Computer system 100 also includes a cursor control or 
directing device (on-screen cursor control107) coupled to 
bus 110 for communicating user input information and 65 

command selections to processor 101. In one 
implementation, on-screen cursor control device 107 is a 

FIG. 3 is a perspective illustration of the top-side face 
100a of one embodiment of tbe portable computer system 
100 (FIG. 2) in accordance with the present invention. The 
top-side face lOOa contains one or more dedicated and/or 
programmable buttons 75 for selecting information and 
causing the computer system to implement functions. The 
on/off button 95 is also shown. 

In tbc present embodiment, the top-side face 100a con
tains a display device 105 typically surrounded by a bezel or 
cover. A removable stylus element 90 is also shown. The 
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display device 105 is a touch screen capable of registering 
contact between the screen and the tip of the stylus element 
90. The top-side face lOOa also contains an input device 106 
that in one implementation is a stroke or character recogni
tion pad. Input device 106 is a touch screen type of device 
capable of registering contact with a tip of stylus element 90. 
and also can register movements of the stylus element. The 
stylus element 90 can be of any shape and material to make 
contact with the display device 105 and input device 106. 

8 
Card, etc.). In the present embodiment, interface 240 runs 
software that allows transceiver 108 to interface with por
table computer system 100 or extemal device 290. 

FIG. S illustrates the different operating modes of a 
wireless transceiver 108 (FIGS. 4A and 4B) in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. In the 
Bluetooth embodiment, before any connections between 
Bluetooth devices arc created, all devices are in standby 
mode (502). In this mode, an unconnected unit "listens" for 

FIGS. 4A and 4B are block diagrams of one embodiment 
of a transceiver 108 in accordance with the present inven
tion. In a preferred embodiment (the "Bluetooth 
embodiment", transceiver 108 is a Bluetooth device com
prising a digital component (e.g., a Bluetooth controller) and 
an analog component (e.g., a Bluetooth radio). In accor
dance with the present invention, a transceiver 108 is 
coupled via a system bus 110 to a system or device that will 

10 messages at a regular rate (e.g., every 1.28 seconds) on a set 
of hop frequencies defined for that unit. The hold mode 
(514) is a power saving mode that can be used for connected 
units if no data need to be transmitted. The sniff mode (516) 
and park mode (512) are also low power modes. In the sniff 

15 mode, a device listens to the piconet at a reduced rate 
(relative to the regular rate), thus reducing its duty cycle. 
The sniff interval is programmable and depend~ on the 
application. In the park mode, a device is still synchronized be used to control remote devices (e.g., portable computer 

system 100 of FIG. 2). Similarly, a transceiver 108 is 
coupled via a connector 250 to each remote device that is to 20 
be controlled (e.g., external device 290). 

With reference to both FIGS. 4A and 4B, in the present 
embodiment, transceiver 108 comprises an antenna 205 for 
receiving or transmitting radio signals, a radio frequency 
(RF) module 210, a link controller 220, a microcontroller (or 25 

central processing unit) 230, and an external interface 240. 
In the Bluetooth embodiment, RF module 210 is a Blue

tooth radio. Bluetooth radios operate in the ISM (Industrial, 
Scientific, Medical) band at 2.4 GHz. A frequency hop 30 
transceiver is applied to combat interference and fading. 
Bluetooth uses a packet-switching protocol based on a 
frequency hop scheme with 1600 hops/second. Slots can be 
reserved for synchronous packets. A packet nominally cov-
ers a single slot, but can be extended to cover up to five slots. 

35 
Each packet is transmitted in a different hop frequency. The 
entire available frequency spectrum is used with 79 hops of 
one (1) MHz bandwidth, defined analogous to the IEEE 
802.11 standard. The frequency hopping scheme is com
bined with fast ARQ (Automatic Repeat Request), cyclic 

40 
redundancy check (CRC) and Forward Error Correction 
(FEC) for data. 

In the present embodiment, link controller 220 is a 
hardware digital signal processor for performing baseband 
processing as well as other functions such as Quality-of- 45 
Service, asynchronous transfers, synchronous transfers, 
audio coding, and encryption. 

In one embodiment, microcontroller 230 is an application 
specific integrated circuit (ASIC). In the Bluetootb 
embodiment, microcontroller 230 is a separate central prow so 
cessing unit (CPU) core for managing transceiver 108 and 
for handling some inquiries and requests without having to 
involve the host device. In the Bluetooth embodiment, 
microcontroller 230 runs software that discovers and com
municates with other Bluetootb devices via the Link Man- ss 
ager Protocol (LMP). The LMP provides a number of 
services including sending and receiving of data, inquiring 
of and reporting a name or device identifier, making and 
responding to link address inquiries, connection setup, 
authentication, and link mode negotiation and setup. The 60 

LMP also can be used to place transceiver 108 in "sniff' 
mode, "hold" mode, "park" mode or "standby" mode (refer 
to FIG. 5 below). 

With reference still to FIGS. 4A and 4B, in the present 
embodiment, interface 240 is for coupling transceiver 108 to 65 

portable computer system 100 or to external device 290 in 
a suitable format (e.g., USB, PCMCIA, PCI, CardBus, PC 

to the piconet but does not participate in the traffic. 
A connection between devices is made by a "page" 

message (506) if the address is already known, or by an 
j'inquiry" message (504) followed by a subsequent page 
message if the address is unknown. When connected (510), 
data can be transmitted (508) between devices. 

FIG. 6 illustrates the flow of messages between a con
trolling device (e.g., portable computer system 100) and 
remote devices to be controlled (610, 620 and 630) in 
accordance with the present embodiment of the present 
invention. In one embodiment, portable computer system 
100 and remote devices 614)-630 arc Bluctooth devices or 
Bluetooth-enabled devices. 

In the present embodiment, when it is necessary to locate 
and identify compliant devices, portable computer system 
transmits a broadcast message 640 (e.g., an inquiry 504) that 
is received by compliant remote devices 610-630. For 
example, a user with portable computer system 100 enters a 
room containing remote devices 610-630. Portable com
puter system 100, either automatically or in response to a 
user input, transmits broadcast message 640 for the purpose 
of discovering compliant devices in the room. 

As compliant devices, remote devices 610-630 respond to 
broadcast message 640 via responses 650a, 650b and 650c, 
respectively. In the present embodiment, respooses 650a-c 
include the Medium Access Control (MAC) address for 
remote devices 610-630. Typically, each remote device is 
assigned a temporary MAC address for the duration of the 
connection. All communications between portable computer 
system 100 and a remote device carry the MAC address of 
the remote device. Responses 6S0a-c can also include 
information characterizing, for example, the type and capa-
bilities of each remote device. This information may include 
an identifier that can be used by portable computer system 
100 to characterize the remote device based on information 
stored in a database or lookup table. 

Portable computer system 100 can then transmit a com
mand 660 to a selected remote device (e.g., remote device B 
620). Command 660 is a command for controlling the 
remote device in some prescribed manner (e.g., turning the 
device off or on, raising or lowering a level, etc.) based on 
the type of device and its capabilities. In accordance with the 
present invention, a second device can be selected (e.g., 
remote device C 630), aod a command 670 can be trans
mitted to that device. 

In the present embodiment, when a connection between 
portable computer system 100 and a remote device has 
already been established, or when the MAC address of the 
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remote device is known, broadcast message 640 is a page 
506 (FIG. 5) instead of an inquiry 504. 

FIG. 7 illustrates one embodiment of a display used Oil a 
controlling device (e.g., portable computer system 100) in 
accordance with the present invention. As described above, s 
portable computer system 100 includes a display device 105, 
an input device 106, and a stylus element 90. 

In this embodiment, with reference also to FIG. 6, each of 
the remote devices 610-630 have sent a response 650a-c, 
respectively, to portable computer system 100 in response to 10 
broadcast message 640. Accordingly, each of remote devices 
6U~-630 are indicated on display device 105. For ~xample, 
an Icon can be used to represent each remote device, each 
remote device can be identified by its name in a menu, etc. 
It is appreciated that other mechanisms may be used to 

15 
indicate a remote device on display device 105 in accor-
dance with present invention. 

In the present embodiment, a user can then select one of 
the remote devices by touching stylus element 90 to display 
device 105. His appreciated that an element other than stylus 20 
element 90 can be used to make a selection, or that another 
mechanism may be used to make a selection. For example, 
the user may simply touch the screen, or an on-screen cursor 
of some type may be used. 

FIG. 8 illustrates another embodiment of a display used 25 
on a controlling device (e.g., portable computer system 100) 
in accordance with the present invention. In this 
embodiment, a connection has been established between the 
controlling device and the device to be controlled, and the 
characteristics otfthe device to be controlled have been 30 
idelllified. In this embodiment, display device 105 displays 
a rendering of a mechanism that can be used to control 'the 
remote device, such as an on/off switch. In the present 
embodiment, a user can turn the remote device on by 
touching stylus element 90 to positioll 802 in the rendering, 35 
and can tum the remote device off by touching stylus 
element 90 to position 804. However, it is appreciated that 
an element other than stylus clement 90 can be used to make 

10 
FIG. 10 illustrates a display on a controlling device (e.g., 

portable computer system 100) responding to movement on 
an input device 106 in accordance with one embodiment of 
the present invention. In this embodiment, a connection has 
been established between the controlling device and the 
device to be controlled, and the characteristics of the device 
to be controlled have been identified. In this embodiment, 
for example, a variable level of the remote device is to be 
controlled (e.g., a level of brightness if the remote device is 
a light). 

In the present embodiment, the level to be controlled is 
indicated by an indicator 1020 displayed on display device 
105. A user touches stylus element 90 to input device 106, 
and moves the stylus as indicated by stroke 1010. In 
response to the. motion of the stylus across input device 106, 
indicator 1020 moves in a corresponding manner along the 
path 1030. That is, motion is imparted to indicator 1020 by 
moving stylus clement 90 on input device 106. It is appre
ciated that an clement other than stylus clement 90, or 
another type of mechanism, can be used with input device 
106. 

It is appreciated that, in accordance with the present 
invention, different mechanisms for controlling the remote 
device can be rendered on display device 105, different types 
of movement can be used with input device 106, and 
different types or motion can be imparted to the rendering on 
display device 105 in response to the movements on input 
device 106. In accordance with the present embodiment of 
the present invention, either the motion of the stylus itself or 
the corresponding motion of the rendering can be translated 
into a command for controlling the remote device. 

FIG. 11 is a flowchart of the steps in a process 1100 for 
controlling a remote device over a wireless connection in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
In step 1110, a wireless connection is established between 
the controlling device (e.g., portable computer system 100 
of FIG. 6) and a remote device or remote devices to be 
controlled (e.g., remote devices 610, 620 and 630 of FIG. 6). a selection, or that another mechanism may be used to make 

a selection. 
In one embodiment, a user can also control the remote 

device using input device 106. As described above, input 
device 106 is adapted to recognize movements of stylus 90 
on or above the surface of input device 106, and to translate 
particular movements into particular commands. Thus, for 
example, a user might tum on the remote device by writing 
the word "on" using input device 106. Alternatively, a user 
might instead write a character that represents the command 
"on" in some type of shortened version, or might make a 
stroke that represents this command. It is appreciated that 
other mechanisms, styles, and methods can be used to input 
a command using input device 106 in accordance with the 
present invention. 

40 As described above, if the :MAC addresses of remote devices 
610-630 are known, then a page 506 (FIG. 5) is used by 
portable computer system 100; otherwise, an inquiry 504 
(FIG. 5) is used. Ill response to the broadcast message, each 
of remote devices 610-630 sends a response to portable 

FIG. 9 illustrates another embodiment or a display used 
on a controlling device (e.g., portable computer system 100) 
in accordance with the present invention. In this 
embodiment, a connection has been established between the 
controlling device and the device to be controlled, and the 
characteristics of the device to be controlled have been 
identified. In this embodiment, display device 105 displays 

45 
computer system 100. In the Bluetooth embodiment, the 
broadcast message and the responses are transmitted using 
radio signals. 

In one embodiment, the characteristics and capabilities or 
remote devices 610--630 are identified in the response. In 

50 another embodiment, the characteristics and capabilities of 
various types of devices are stored in a database or lookup 
table in a memory unit of portable computer system 100. In 
this latter embodiment, the responses from the remote 
devices include an identifier that can be used by portable 

55 computer system 100 to retrieve the characteristics and 
capabilities of remote devices 610--630 from memory. 

In step 1120 of PIG. 11, each of the remote devices (e.g., 
remote devices 610-630) responding to the broadcast mes
sage is manifested on portable computer system 100. In one 

60 embodiment, each remote device is indicated on display 
device 105 of portable computer system 100 (refer to FIG. 
7). The characteristics and capabilities of each remote device 
610-630 are linked to the indications (e.g., icons) on display 
device 105. 

a menu 910 of commands for the remote device, such as an 
"on" command and an "off'' command. In the present 
embodiment, a user can turn the remote device on by 
touching stylus clement 90 to a particular position in the 
menu 910. It is appreciated that an element other than stylus 65 

element 90 can be used to make a selection, or that allother 
mechanism may be used to make a selection. 

In step 1130, one of the remote devices 610--630 is 
selected by a user. In one embodiment, the user makes a 
selection by touching a stylus (e.g., stylus element 90 of 
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FIG. 7) to the screen of display device 105. It is appreciated 
that, if only one remote device is present or if a response is 
received from only one remote device, then step 1130 may 
be bypassed. 

In step 1140 of FIG. 11, as described above in conjunction s 
with FIGS. 8, 9 and 10, a user can input a command for 
controlling any of remote devices 610-630 using display 
device 105 and/or input device 106. In various 
embodiments, display device 105 displays a rendering of the 
remote device, a rendering of a mechanism for controlling 10 
the remote device, or a menu of commands for controlling 
the remote device. In one embodiment, a user can use stylus 
element 90 to make contact with the surface of display 
device 105. The position where stylus element 90 contacts 
the surface of input device lOS is registered and translated 

15 into a particular command. 
In another embodiment, a user can input a command using 

input device 106 and stylus element 90, by inscribing a 
command or by using a character or stroke that represents a 
command. In these cases, input device 106 registers the 

20 
movement of the stylus and translates the movement into a 
particular command. In another embodiment, a user can 
impart motion to the rendering of the remote device dis
played on display device lOS by moving stylus element 90 
on input device 106. The motion of the stylus or the 

25 
corresponding motion of the rendering can be translated into 
a command for controlling the remote device. 

In step llSO ofFIG.ll, the command (e.g., command 660 
of FIG. 6) is transmitted to the remote device. In accordance 
with the present invention, additional commands can also be 30 
sent to the remote device. In the Bluetooth embodiment, 
commands are transmitted via a radio signal. 

In the case in which more than one remote device is to be 
controlled, another remote device can be selected as in step 
1130, and commands can be input and transmitted to that 35 
device as described above. Furthermore, portable computer 
system 100 can be transported to a new location (e.g., 
another room), and process 1100 can be repeated to locate 
and identify compliant remote devices in the new location, 
establish connections with those devices, and specify and 40 
transmit commands for controlling those devices. The pro
cessing power and intelligence of portable computer system 
100 in combination with the processing power and intelli
gence of each transceiver 108 (in both portable computer 
system 100 and in the remote device; refer to FIGS. 4A and 45 
4B) permit portable computer system 100 to be updated as 
needed, so that it can operate as a universal remote control 
device for a multiplicity of different devices, including new 
devices. 

Thus, the present invention provides a system and method 50 

that can be used to remotely control a variety of different 
devices. In one embodiment, the present invention provides 
a system (e.g., a Bluetooth-enabled device, specifically a 
portable computer system) that can be used to remotely 
control compliant devices (e.g., other Bluetooth-enabled 55 

devices) over a wireless (radio) connection. With a radio 
connection, the system of the present invention is not limited 
to line-of-sight applications. Remote devices can be adapted 
to receive commands over the wireless connection, obviat
ing the need for hardwire connections and making the 60 
system relatively easy to implement in homes and busi
nesses. The processing power and other features of the 
portable computer system enable user-friendly interfaces, 
and also allow a variety of remote devices to be controlled, 
including new devices introduced into the home or business. 65 

The preferred embodiment of the present invention, por
table device control console with wireless connection, is 

12 
thus described. While the present invention has been 
described in particular embodiments, it should be appreci
ated that the present invention should not be construed as 
limited by such embodiments, but rather construed accord
ing to the following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for controlling a remote devices over a 

wireless connection, said method comprising: 
a) establishing said wireless connection between a trans

ceiver and said remote device by: 
broadcasting a message, said message for locating 

remote devices within range of said transceiver; and 
receiving a response from said remote device; 

b) manifesting said remote device on a display device; 
c) registering a position where contact is made with a 

surface of an input device, wherein a particular position 
on said input device is translated into a particular 
command for controlling said remote device; and 

d) transmitting a command to said remote device over 
said wireless connection. 

2. The method as recited in claim 1 wherein said step c) 
comprises the step of: 

registering a position where a stylus element makes 
contact with said surface of said input device. 

3. The method as recited in claim 2 wherein said step c) 
further comprises the step of: 

recognizing a movement of said stylus element over said 
surface of said input device, wherein a particular move
ment of said stylus element is translated into a particu
lar command for controlling said remote device. 

4. The method as recited in claim 2 further comprising the 
step of: 

registering a position where said stylus element makes 
contact with a screen of said display device, wherein a 
particular position on said screen is translated into a 
particular command for controlling said remote device. 

S. The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the 
steps of: 

receiving responses from a plurality of remote devices; 
manifesting each of said plurality of remote devices on 

said display device; and 
selecting one of said plurality of remote devices. 
6. The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the 

step of: 
displaying on said display device a rendering of a mecha

nism for controlling said remote device. 
7. The method as recited in claim 6 further comprising the 

step of: 
contacting a particular position in said rendering, wherein 

said contacting is translated into a particular command 
corresponding to said particular position. 

8. The method as recited in claim 6 further comprising the 
step of: 

imparting motion to said rendering in response to move
ment of a stylus element over said surface of said input 
device. 

9. The method as recited in claim 1 further comprising the 
steps of: 

displaying on said display device a menu of commands 
for controlling said remote device; and 

contacting a particular position in said menu, wherein said 
contacting is translated into a particular command 
corresponding to said particular position. 

10. lbe method as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
transceiver and said remote device are Bluetoolb-enabled 
devices. 
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11. A computer system comprising: 
a bus; 

a processor coupled to said bus; 
a transceiver coupled to said bus; 

a display device coupled to said bus; and 
an input device coupled to said bus; 

14 
19. The computer system of claim 11 wherein said method 

further comprises the steps of: 

displaying on said display device a menu of commands 
for controlling said remote device; and 

contacting a particular position in said menu, wherein said 
contacting is translated into a particular command 
corresponding to said particular position. 

said processor for performing a method for controlling a 
remote device over a wireless connection, said method 
comprising the computer-implemented steps of: 
a) establishing said wireless connection between said 

transceiver and said remote device by: 

20. The computer system of claim 11 wherein said trans-
10 ceiver and said remote device are Bluetooth-enabled 

devices. 

broadcasting a message, said message for locating 
remote devices within range of said transceiver; 
and 

receiving a response from said remote device; 
b) manifesting said remote device on a display device; 

15 

c) registering a position where contact is made with a 
surface of an input device, wherein a particular 
position on said input device is translated into a 20 

particular command for controlling said remote 
device; and 

d) transmitting a command to said remote device over 
said wireless connection. 

12. The computer system of claim 11 wherein said step c) 25 
of said method comprises the step of; 

registering a position where a stylus element makes 
contact with said surface of said input device. 

13. The computer system of claim 12 wherein said step c) 
of said method further comprises the step of: 30 

recognizing a movement of said stylus element over said 
surface of said input device, wherein a particular move
ment of said stylus element is translated into a particu-
lar command for controlling said remote device. 35 

21. A hand-held computer system for controlling a remote 
device over a radio connection, said system comprising: 

a bus; 

a processor coupled to said bus; 

a transceiver coupled to said bus, said transceiver for 
transmitting commands for controlling said remote 
device over said radio connection, wherein said trans
ceiver is adapted to broadcast a message for locating 
remote devices within range of said transceiver, 
wherein each remote device responding to said mes-
sage is indicated on said display device; 

a display device coupled to said bus, said display device 
adapted to register a position where a stylus clement 
makes contact with a screen of said display device, 
wherein a particular position on said screen is trans
lated into a particular command for controlling said 
remote device; and 

an input device coupled to said bus, said input device 
adapted to register a position where a stylus clement 
makes contact with a surface of said input device, 
wherein a particular position on said input device is 
translated into a particular command for controlling 
Said remote device. 14. The computer system of claim 12 wherein said 

method further comprises the steps of: 

registering a position where said stylus element makes 
contact with a screen of said display device, wherein a 
particular position on said screen is translated into a 
particular command for controlling said remote device. 

15. The computer system of claim 11 wherein said method 
further comprises the steps of; 

22. The computer system of claim 21 wherein said input 
device is adapted to recognize a movement of said stylus 
element over said surface of said input device, wherein a 

40 particular movement of said stylus element is translated into 
a particular command for controlling said remote device. 

23. The computer system of claim 21 wherein said 
transceiver and said remote device are Bluetooth-enabled 

receiving responses from a plurality of remote devices; 
manifesting each of said plurality of remote devices on 45 

said display device; and 
selecting one of said plurality of remote devices. 

devices. 
24. The computer system of claim 21 wherein said display 

device is adapted to display a rendering of a mechanism for 
controlling said remote device. 

25. The computer system of claim 24 wherein said display 16. The computer system of claim 11 further comprising 
the step of: 

displaying on said display device a rendering of a mecha
nism for controlling said remote device. 

17. 'The computer system of claim 16 wherein said 
method further comprises the step of: 

50 device is adapted to register a position where said stylus 
element makes contact within said rendering, wherein a 
particular position within said rendering is translated into a 
particular command for controlling said remote device. 

contacting a particular position in said rendering, wherein ss 
said contacting is translated into a particular command 
corresponding to said particular position. 

18. The computer system of claim 16 wherein said 
method further comprises the step of: 

imparting motion to said rendering in response to move- 60 

ment of a stylus element over said surface of said input 
device. 

26. The computer system of claim 24 wherein said display 
device is adapted to imparl motion to said rendering in 
response to movement of said stylus element over said 
surface of said input device. 

27. The computer system of claim 21 wherein said display 
device is adapted to display a menu of commands for 
controlling said remote device. 

' ' ' ' ' 
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and can reproduce that music using the home audio system 
for high quality playback in a comfortable setting, with 
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SYSTEM FOR PlAYBACK OF NETWORK 
AUDIO MATERIAL ON DEMAND 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates generally to music playback sys

tems and, more particularly, to playback of network audio 
material in response to user command. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
'IWo popular means of listening to digitally encoded audio 

material are conventional home audio music playback sys
tems that include conventional media players that reproduce 
recorded music information and computer-based systems 
that typically include a standard personal computer (PC) or 
similar machine capable of utilizing a variety of digital 
music formats, including pre-recorded media and computer 
audio files. Both types of systems permit users to initiate 
playback of a selected piece of audio material, such as 
recorded songs or other music. 

Conventional home audio music systems typically 
include a player that accepts media encoded with digital 
audio material. Such media include the compact disc (CD), 
MiniDisc (MD), and digital audio tape (DAT) formats. The 
CD formal comprises a plastic-coated aluminum substrate 
from which digital audio material can be optically retrieved. 
The MiniDisc is a magneto-optical storage format. The OAT 
format comprises a tape substrate with a magnetic recording 
layer in which digital audio material is magnetically 
recorded. The CD format is the most popular current means 
of delivering recorded music and offers the largest library of 
recorded works for selection. Other popular media for 
playback of digital music information include the "Laser
disc" (LD) format and the "Digital Video Disc" (DVD) 
format, both of which can combine video information with 
music or other digital audio information. All of these formats 
offer a relatively stable recording media, high quality audio 
reproduction, convenient storage and playback, and simple 
operation of players. 

Home audio players, such as CD players and DAT 
players, can provide exceptional quality sound reproduction, 
made all the better because such players are typically 
connected to a relatively good quality, home high-fidelity 
music system. The CD format discs are convenient because 
they are especially easy to store and take up comparatively 
little storage space. Playback of COs also is convenient, 
because the CD player is ready to read the digital audio 
material upon power-up of (application of electrical power 
to) the player. For playback the discs are simply inserted into 
a CD player's tray or slot and started with simple one-button 
operation. In addition, such home music systems arc typi
cally arranged in a comfortable setting within the home. 
Such home music systems typically include, in addition to 
the CD player that reads the digital audio material and 
produces a playback signal, one or more amplification and 
control devices, signal processors, and power amplifiers to 
process and amplify the analog playback signal, and also a 
set of loudspeakers, to receive the amplified playback signal 
and convert it to .<;ound. 

2 
from review of and experimentation with audio material and 
musical products. This is undesirable from the perspective of 
the music industry, because it is believed that such experi
mentation and review can lead to further sales of recorded 

5 audio material. Borrowing media from another user or from 
a commercial enterprise, thereby expanding the library of 
material available to include that which is maintained by 
acquaintances or rental shops but this is not convenient. 

In contrast to the home audio system with CD or DAT 
lO player, the conventional computer-based system with appro

priate software and hardware can provide music either from 
pre-recorded digital media or from computer audio files. For 
purposes of this discussion, the computer-based playback 
system will be referred to as a PC-based system, regardless 

15 of the computer on which it is based. 

If the PC-based system includes a CD-ROM drive and 
sound card, for example, a CD with digital audio material 
can be inserted into the drive and the sound recorded on the 
CD can be listened to through PC speakers that receive 

20 output from the sound card. This mode of listening has the 
same limitations of repertoire as the home audio CD player. 
Moreover, the typical PC-based system does not have audio 
components as good as that of the typical home audio 
system, and is usually not located in as comfortable a setting 

25 as the typical home audio system. 
A PC-based system with access to a network such as the 

Internet can, with the appropriate software, download audio 
material for playback. This audio material can comprise, for 

30 
example, digitized sound clips stored as ".wav" files, MPEG 
(Motion Picture Experts Group) Audio Layer 3 (MP3) 
compressed-audio files, streaming audio formats for con
tinuous play of audio material, and other digital formats for 
the storage of audio material, all of which can be stored on 

35 a fixed media and received by the PC. More recently, another 
sound file format called the Secure Digital Music Initiative 
(SDMI) has been proposed. Alternatively, the audio material 
can be received from a network file server, and then stored 
oo the hard drive of the PC itself. Additional software can be 

40 
used for convenient organization of downloaded music files. 
Other audio material may comprise streaming audio Iiles, 
which require additional streaming audio playback software. 

Such network downloading of rriusic can vastly expand 
the repertory from which the user may select, and encour-

45 ages review of and experimentation with audio material. 
Again, however, the PC-bascd system provides limited 
enjoyment because the typical PC-based system does not 
have audio components as good as that of the typical home 
audio system, and is usually not located in as comfortable a 

50 setting as the typical home audio system. Furthermore, the 
PC-based system is not as convenient to use as the home 
audio system, because the PC is typically located in a work 
environment away from the home audio system, and the 
operating system of the PC requires an initial lengthy 

55 boot-up process that loads an operating system from periph
eral storage, the launching of appropriate player software, 
and the navigation of a potentially complicated software 
interface with multiple windows and drop-down menus to 
select before initiating playback each time the user wants to 

60 listen to audio material. 

Ilome music systems permit a user to initiate playback on 
demand by the selection of an appropriate disc or tape 
media. The selection, however, must be made from the 
user's personal collection of media on hand, which limits the 
available music to that which the user has purchased, 65 
borrowed, or otherwise received. 'Ibis limits tht: repertory 
from which the user may select and discourages many users 

In addition, operating a PC-bascd system, gaining Internet 
access, and downloading audio files can require computer 
skills not possessed by the average listener, in addition to 
requiring the initial purchase of the computer equipment. 
Peripheral playback devices also may need to be installed on 
the PC-based system, requiring knowledge of the operating 
system and peripheral interface, and some of these formats 
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only provide low. fidelity playback that is adequate for audio 
while working at the computer, but is not useful as an 
adjunct or replacement for the borne audio system and CD 
player. 

4 
network interface to communicate with the network, send 
user commands, and receive audio material. The network 
interface can communicate using a number of different 
protocols having a variety of physical connection schemes, 

5 such as telephone line modem connections, high-speed 
Ethernet connections, and cable modem connections. The 
playback unit also includes an output interface that receives 
the audio material and provides it to the home audio system 

Some forms of PC-bascd systems also arc meeting with 
resistance from commercial music industry interests and 
from artists because of the potential for widespread copy
right violation and the difficulty of policing the download 
and duplication of audio information files by users. The 
availability of network databases and the download and to 
duplication of audio files make it almost impossible to 
monitor and cootrol the distribution of recorded musical 
performances. Some PC-hased systems also may he prob
lematic in view of governmental regulation, such as the 
Audio Home Recording Act passed by the U.S.A. 15 

legislature, which under certain conditions mandates a serial 
copy management system (SCMS) to control digital copy
ing. It would be advantageous to provide a system that is 
capable of interfacing with home audio systems for high 
quality playback, that has access to the large repertory 20 

possible through network databases, and would have the 
acceptance of commercial music interests and artists. 

in a format that can be reproduced by that system. 

Other features and advantages of the present invention 
should be apparent from the following description of the 
preferred embodiment, which illustrates, by way of 
example, the principles of the invention. 

IJRIEF DESCRIP'IlON OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a playback unit constructed 
in accordance with the present invention showing the con
nections to a home audio system and a network. 

FIG. 2 is a representation of the screen display shown on 
the user interface of the playback unit illustrated in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 and HG. 4 are proc~sing flow diagrams that 
illustrate the processing steps executed by the components 
illustrated in FIG. 1 to request, receive, and play audio 
material from the network. 

FIG. 5 is a processing flow diagram that illustrates the 
processing steps executed by the playback unit processor 
illustrated in FIG. 1. 

From the discussion above, it should be apparent that 
there is a need for a system that can provide playback of a 
wide range of audio material on demand, using the home 25 

audio system ror high quality playhack, without requiring 
sophisticated computer skills, and with controlled access to 
audio material and controlled distribution and duplication of 
the material. The present invention fulfills this need. FIGS. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 arc representations of packet 

30 information processed by the playback unit illustrated in 
FIG. 1. SUMMARY OF TilE INVENTION 

FIG. 11 is a representation of the buffers contained in the 
memory illustrated in FIG. 1. 

The present invention provides a system for playback of 
network audio material on demand by using a playback 
apparatus that provides an interface to network audio files 
that are retrieved in real time in response to user selection. 
In accordance with the invention, the playback unit provides 

35 FIG. 12 is a representation of the loop buffering opera-
tions executed under control of the microprocessor illus
trated in FIG. 1. 

an interface between a conventional home audio system and 
a network source for audio material, such as the Internet. 
The playback unit has a relatively simple built-in operating 40 
system that is not accessed from peripheral storage, does not 
require a lengthy boot-up sequence, and cannot be manipu
lated without the authorization of the manufacturer or net
work source. As a result, the playback unit can be operated 
without special computer skills or navigation of complicated 45 
PC-lik.e windows. Receipt of audio material and enforce
ment of distribution rights can be controlled by network 
servers that provide the audio material to the playback unit. 

FIG. 13 is a data flow diagram of the FIG. 1 system 
operation, showing the information that is transmitted 
among the system components. 

FIG. 14 is a data flow diagram of the playback unit 
operation, showing the information that is transmitted 
among the playback unit components. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 illustrates a playback unit 100 constructed in 
accordance with the present invention. The playback unit 
communicates over a network, such as the Internet 102, to 
request digital audio material from one or more audio 
material servers 104. The playback unit receives audio 
material from an audio material server and provides it to a 
conventional home audio system 106 rm playback. The 
playhal!k unit liM) has a simple operating system that 

In this way, the playback unit can retrieve a wide range of 
digital audio material rrom the network on demand, thereby so 
vastly expanding the range or music available:: for playback, 
can reproduce that music using the home audio system for 
high quality playback in a comfortable setting, and can 
provide controlled access to audio material and controlled 
distribution and duplication of the material. 

The playback unit includes a user interface and display 
component, which presents an easy-to-use interface that 
simulates playback controls that might be found on a con
ventional player such as a CD player or DAT player. The 
user interface and display component substantially dupli- 60 

cates the appearance of a conventional home audio player 
control panel, such as CD player buuons and track displays. 
The playback unit also includes memory for holding pro
gram instructions and temporarily storing audio material for 
playback so it is not accessible to the user, and includes a 65 
microproc~sor that controls operation of the playback unit. 

ss accesses instructions from high-speed semiconductor 
memory, does not require a lengthy boot~up sequence, and 
cannot be manipulated by the user. Thus, the playback unit 
docs not require the user to launch special software such as 

In one aspect of the invention, the playback unit includes a 

the "Windows 98" operating system by Microsoft Corpora
tion to initiate playback, and therefore the playback unit is 
very stable in operation and can be operated without special 
computer skills or navigation of complicated PC-lik.e win
dows. Access to the audio material and authority for distri
bution rights are preferably controlled by a directory and 
user list (DUL) server 107 described further below. In this 
way, the playback unit 100 can retrieve a wide range of 
digital audio material from the network upon user demand, 
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thereby vastly expanding the range of music available for 
playback, and can reproduce that music using the home 
audio system for high quality playback in a comfortable 
setting. 

The playback unit 100 is most likely to be installed 5 

adjacent to the home audio equipment 106, which typically 
includes a variety of amplifier, processor, receiver, control, 
and record/playback units. The playback unit 100 comprises 
a stand-alone device that is preferably the same size as the 
individual home audio system devices, so as to be physically 10 

and aesthetically compatible with them. The playback unit 
includes a network interface 110 that provides a communi
cation channd with the Internet 102 and to the audio 
material server 104. The network interface can communicate 
using a number of different protocols having a variety of 15 

physical connection schemes, such as telephone line modem 
connections, high-speed ISDN and Ethernet connections, 
and cable modem connections. 

6 
the home audio system 106, for example, can comprise a 
direct wire connection to borne audio loudspeakers that 
receive an analog signal, or can be a connection to a signal 
processor, receiver, or other control and/or amplification 
device for playback using the loudspeakers of the home 
audio system. The memory 116 holds data including pro-
gram instructions and temporarily stores audio material for 
processing and playback. The memory may comprise a 
combination that includes, for example, semiconductor 
memory such as electrically erasable programmable read 
only memory (EEPROM) or flash memory for holding 
program instructions and buffer memory for holding song 
data (audio material). 

The program instructions are automatically executed by 
the microprocessor 118 when power is applied to the play
back unit. Thus, there is no need to access an operating 
system stored on a disk drive or other peripheral storage 
device to operate the playback unit. As a result, the playback 
unit docs not require an electromechanical storage device 

Playback Unit Components 20 (such as a disk drive), is very stable in operation, and does 
not require a boot-up sequence. The buffer memory for 
audio material storage is preferably dynamic random access 
memory (RAM), which is a low-cost, efficient means of 
temporarily storing digital audio material to be processed for 

The playback unit 100 includes a user interface and 
display component 112, which presents an easy-to-use inter
face that substantially duplicates the appearance of typical 
user-operable controls that might be found on a conventional 
home audio player that plays physical media, such as a CD 
player or a DAT player. These controls may include, for 
example, PLAY, STOP, FORWARD, BACKWARD, 
PAUSE, TRACK, and SELECT buttons. In the preferred 
embodiment, the user interface and display component 112 
includes a touch panel or screen that responds to user 
activation of virtual buttons shown on the display screen. 
The function represented by the activated display button is 
then executed by the playback unit. The touch panel permits 
easy updates to the player functionality by changing the 35 
buttons and their operation with new program instructions 
stored in memory, as described below. Alternatively, the 
buttons may comprise actual physical buttons that have an 
electromechanical interface so they respond to physical 
pressure by producing a signal that activates the correspond- 40 
ing function. 

25 playback. In addition, the volatility of the buffer memory 
ensures that the user has no permanent copy of the audio 
material, thereby ensuring protection of copyrighted mate
rial. As described further below, storage of the audio mate
rial in the memory is determined by data downloaded 

30 through the network interface 110, and therefore is exter
nally controlled. 

FIG. 2 shows an exemplary display interface comprising 
a touch panel screen 202 of the playback unit 100. The 
playback unit preferably includes at least one physical 
button, a power button 204 that initiates the application of 45 

electrical power to the circuits of the playback unit. The 
playback unit may also include a sensor, such as an infrared 
sensor 206, for receiving command signals from a remote 
control unit (not illustrated). The display interface has a 
display area 208 on which playback status infonnation is so 
shown. For example, FIG. 2 shows the display area 208 with 
a list of song or selection name, track number, artist name or 
disc (compilation), and song playing time. The display 
interface may include virtual operation buttons, or actual 
physical buttons, that cause operations such as reverse 210, ss 
pause 212, play 214, stop 216, foiWard 218, fast foiWard/ 
skip 220, cursor navigation up 222 and down 224, and a 
function select 226 bullon. As noted above, the buttons 
210-226 may be virtual buttons of a touch panel screen 202 
also having a status information display area 208, or may be 60 

physical buttons adjacent a display area 208 in which 
alphanumeric information is shown. 

Returning to the illustration of FIG. 1, the playback unit 
100 also includes an output interface 114, memory 116, and 
microprocessor 118. 'lbe output interface processes the 65 
audio material and provides it to the home audio system in 
a format that can he used by that system. The connection to 

The playback unit 100 operates under control of the 
microprocessor 118, which controls operation of the other 
playback unit components 110, 112, 114, 116. The micro
processor also performs the various calculations and corn· 
putations required for processing the audio material and 
preparing it for playback. If desired. the microprocessor 
component 118 may work along with a specialized digital 
signal processing (DSP) circuit for performing sound data 
computations and, if necessary, audio material data decom
pression. A"> noted above, the program steps executed by the 
microprocessor are stored in a program instruction flash 
memory portion of the memory 116. Therefore, although the 
user cannot change the operating system instructions, the 
playback unit operation is fully determined by the stored 
program instructions, which can be changed by loading new 
instructions into the memory 116. This permits changing, for 
example, the display buttons to provide new functions. 

Playback Unit Operating Steps 

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of the processing steps executed 
by the microprocessor 118 of FIG. 1, and illustrates the 
processing carried out by the playback unit 100 in response 
to user commands. An initial step, as represented by the flow 
diagram box numbered 301, occurs when electrical power is 
applied to the playback unit. As noted above, tbe operation 
of the playback unit is sufficiently simple so that no oper
ating system loaded from peripheral storage is required, 
therefore, there is no boot sequence, and the user cannot alter 
system operation of the playback unit. As a result, upon the 
application of electrical power, the playback unit 100 is 
immediately operational. 

In the first operational step, represented by the flow 
diagram box numben:d 302, the user selects a music cat
egory or type of song desired for playback from a list. 'Ibis 
list may include categories such as the artist, the song title, 
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the album, and musical genres. In addition, the user may 
limit search results by confining the query to specific, 
user-defined categories. The generated list appears on the 
display area of the user interface. In the next step, the 
playback unit sends the version of the current song list to the 5 
directory and user list (DUL) server 107, shown in FIG. 1. 
During this step, the DUI. server also can perfonn user list 
checks and authorization confirmation, if desired. In this 
way, the DUL server acts as a "gatekeeper'' to ensure that 
only appropriate users are being granted access to the audio 10 
material, thereby ensuring commercial music interests and 
artists have desired control over distribution. The flow 
diagram box numbered 304 represents this operational step. 

At the decision box numbered 306, the DUTI, server 
checks to determine if the received song list is current. If the 15 
song list is not current, a negative outcome at the decision 
box 306, then a new song list is available and the server 
sends back an updated song list, as represented by the flow 
diagram box numbered 308. If the playback unit song list is 
already current, an affirmative outcome at the decision box 20 
306, then no song list data transmission from the DULserver 
is needed. With a confirmed current song list, the user is now 
permitted to select a track from among those available in a 
selection menu. The selection menus are displayed, for 
example, on the display area of the interface illustrated in 25 
FIG. 2. The user may need to scroll up and down the 
displayed selection menu list. Tracks can be selected by 
artist, genre, disc name, or a number of other factors, The 
operation of a user making an artist and song selection is 
represented by the flow diagram box numbered 310. At the 30 
next step, represented by the flow diagram box numbered 
312, the playback unit sends the user-requested song title 
information to the DUL server. The DUL server returns the 
network address for the requested song. This step is repre
sented by the flow diagram box numbered 314. The play- 35 

back unit is now ready to retrieve audio material from the 
network. The flow diagram for these operations continues in 
FIG. 4. 

8 
material server, or otherwise communicated to the audio 
material server. This operation step is represented by the 
flow diagram box numbered 406. 

The permission granted flag dictates whether or not a user 
will be permitted to download a song for listening and also 
for recording. Other authorizations, in accordance with the 
Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI) for example, may be 
accommodated. That is, the permission granted flag may 
grant or deny a range of distribution, reproduction, copy, and 
recording rights. 'fbus, the permission granted flag may 
include a copy authorization flag to control digital copying. 
These rights may be granted in accordance with predeter
mined arrangemenL-> betwet:n commercial music interests 
and artists on the one hand, and entities controlling the DUL 
server and audio material servers on the other hand. If 
permission to record is granted, for example, a feature of the 
output interface will be set to permit an output format that 
is suitable for recording. If the user is not granted recording 
privileges, then no output will be available at the needed 
output connections of the output interface, or any attempt to 
exceed the granted song rights will result in display of an 
error message on the display interface and a halt to opera
tions of the playback unit. 

Thus, after the permission granted flag is set by the DUL 
server at step 406, the audio material server checks the flag 
at step 408. 'lbe flag may be sent to the audio material server 
by the DUL server or forwarded by the playback unit. If the 
permission granted flag indicates that the user has been 
granted permission to download the requested song, an 
affirmative outcome at the decision box 410, then at the flow 
diagram box numbered 412 the audio material server trans
mits the audio material (comprising a sound file or streaming 
audio information) to the playback unit, where it is received 
by the network interface as described above. Other operation 
of the playback unit then continues. If the permission 
granted flag indicates that the user has not been granted 
permission to download the song, a negative outcome at the 
decision box 410, then at the flow diagram box numbered 
414 the audio material server sends an error code to the In the case of an Internet network connection, the returned 

network address is referred to as the uniform resource 
locator (URL) for the song. Once the song URL is received, 

40 playback unit to halt operation. Similar processing will he 
performed if other user actions are auempted that require 
authorization, such as digital copying. the playback unit initiates communication with the appro

priate audio material server to request the song from the 
appropriate directory. This step is represented by the FIG. 4 
flow diagram box numbered 402. In the preferred 45 

embodiment, the DUI, server maintains control over com
munication from the playback unit to the network, and 
therefore the DULserver can determine if the audio material 
server at the indicated URL is inactive or not responding. If 
either is the case, then the DUL server will detect this so 
condition and may send the URL of a backup or alternate 
audio material server at which the requested song is stored. 
In this way, the user may still gain access to the requested 
song and listen to it. 

When the playback unit sends the song request to the ss 
server whose URL it received from the DUL server, it also 
sends a user identification code (user ID) and encrypted 
password information to the DUL server. This step is rep~ 
resented by the flow diagram box numbered 404. That is, 
because the DUL server maintains communication control, 60 

the DUL server can perform a gatekeeping function to 
permit or prevent the playback unit from receiving the 
requested audio material. If the user ID and password 
information is validated, then the DUL server sets a permis
sion granted flag that is checked by the appropriate audio 65 

material server. 'Ibe pt:rmission granted llag may be stored 
at the DUL server and remotely checked by the audio 

Playback Unit Processor Operating Steps 

FIG. 5 is a processing flow diagram of the processing 
steps executed by the playback unit microprocessor 118 
shown in FIG. 1, and illustrates the processing repeatedly 
executed by the microprocessor during operation for 
responding to user commands. During operation, the micro
processm executes ''houst::kecping" chores as part of typical 
background processing as indicated by the How diagram box 
numbered 501. The housekeeping chores include, for 
example, updating the user display, scanning the user key
pad buttons for actuation, scanning any infrared receiver for 
user input, and downloading tasks. The downloading tasks 
may include, for example, downloading the first few seconds 
of each track on a current selected disc to reduce the latency 
time when one of the tracks is later selected by the user. Such 
samples from the tracks may be stored in the memory of the 
playback unit for later listening. FIG. 5 illustrates processing 
when a "New Track" event is detected. 

The detection of a user action at the user interface and 
display is represented by the first FIG. 5 flow diagram box 
numbered 502, which indicates that tht:: processor detects a 
"Nt:w Track" event. A "New Track" ~::vent is defined to be a 
user action such as selection of the Play button, Skip Track 
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button, or other button such as "Jump Track" or "Chaoge 
Disk" or the like. Upon receipt of a ''New Track" event, the 
microprocessor determines the system operating mode, 
which may l.'Omprise either a normal mode, random mode, 
or custom mode. This step is represented by the flow 
diagram box numbered 504. 

The system operating modes specify an algorithm for 
determining the next track. The normal mode specifies that 
the "next" track is the next sequential track in the selected 
compilation. The random mode specifies that the ''next" 
track is a randomly selected track in the selected compila· 
tion. The custom mode specifies that the "next" track is a 
user pmgrammed track, .such as when a user records a 
program of track selections for playback in the programmed 
order. 

Once the "next" track is determined in accordance with 
the operating mode, the microprocessor determines if the 
next track is in the memory buffer of the playback unit. If the 
next track is not in the buffer, a negative outcome at the 
decision box 506, then the microprocessor requests the 
missiog track from the appropriate audio material server. 
The request is represented by the flow diagram box num
bered 508. The microprocessor waits for receipt of the 
missing track, as indicated by the flow diagram box num
bered 510, and then loops to the decision box 506 again. 
Once a sufficient portion of the track is received or otherwise 
locatOO in the buffer, an afllrmative outcome at the decision 
box 506, the microprocessor begins streaming the audio 
material data from the memory buffer to the DSP for 
processing. The DSP may be one of a number of commer· 
cially available DSP engines for the decompression and 
decoding processing of digital audio data. Those skilled in 
the art will understand the processing involved without 
further explanation. 

Data Packets 

As noted above, the network interface can communicate 
using a number of different protocols having a variety of 
physical connection schemes. FIGS. 6, 1, 8, 9, and 10 show 
the data bytes of exemplary data packets that can be used to 
communicate the different types of information needed for 
operation of the system constructed in accordance with the 
present invention. FIG. 6 illustrates the data packet when the 
playback unit requests a song list version cbeck. FIG. 1 
illustrates the data packet used when the playback unit 
requests a song from the audio material server. FIG. 8 
illustrates the data packet used when the DUL server sends 
an updated song list to the playback unit. FIG. 9 illustrates 
the data packet when the OUT. server sends the URI. or a 
song to the playback unit. FIG. 10 illustrates the data packet 
when an audio material server sends a song to the playback 
unit. It should be understood that the data packets of FIGS. 
6 through 10 are intended only to illustrate the type of 
information that may be exchanged between the playback 
unit, DUL server, and audio material server, and should not 
be taken in a limiting sense as a requirement for operation 
of a system constructed in accordance with the present 
invention. 

PIG. 6 shows the user request data packet. With this 
packet, the playback unit requests a check to ensure the song 
list being used is current. The first eight bytes comprise an 
optional user ID field that would be sent so the DUL server 
can identify who is requesting the song list. The next byte is 
a request 11eld that permits the DUL server (or any other 
m:twork server) to identify what data is being requested by 
the client playback unit. The next two bytes comprise a song 

10 
list version field that provides the version number of the 
song list currently stored in the memory of the playback unit. 
Finally, the last two bytes of the data packet contain check
sum data for identifying any errors that might occur during 
transmission over the network connection. 

FIG. 7 shows the song request data packet. The first eight 
bytes contain the optional user ID data and the next byte 
contains the request data, as described above for FIG. 6. The 
next two bytes contain an artist code comprising a unique 

10 identification number for an artist of a song. The artist code 
{AC) can be used as an index to the directory on the audio 
material server that l."'nlains the artist's work. 'I be next two 
bytes contain the song code (SC) comprising a unique 
identification code for the requested song. The song code 

15 can be used as an index to the song data file on the audio 
material server. The next two bytes contain a packet iden· 
tification code (packet ID) that tells the audio material server 
wbich packet to send next. That is, because each song to be 
downloaded is sent in several pieces, the playback unit must 

20 be able to communicate to the audio material server which 
portion of the song is needed next. The last two bytes 
comprise the checksum field for identifying errors. 

FIG. 8 shows the updated song list packet, which is sent 
from the DUL server to the playback unit. The first eight 

25 bytes contain the user 10, which ic tbis case is returned to 
the playback unit for purposes of error checking, to confirm 
that the updated song list information was sent to and 
received by tbe correct playback unit. The next byte contains 
packet type data, which is necessary to let the playback unit 

30 know how to interpret the data it receives. That is, the packet 
type data for this transmission lets the playback unit know 
that an updated song list is being sent. The most significant 
hit (MSH) position indicates whether or not this is the last 
packet of data that will be sent with this type of information. 

35 An error code (EC) byte is next, which provides the error 
code that (if necessary) is displayed on the display campo· 
neat. A tWO·byte packet ID field is next, and is used to let the 
playback unit know which area of the memory in which the 
data needs to be stored. That is, the song list data is 

40 organized according to a predetermined arrangement and the 
playback unit needs to conform its memory to that prede· 
!ermined arrangement. Next is a two-byte field that provide 
the total number of packets to transmit the song list update 
information. This is needed so the playback unit can adjust 

45 the buffering scheme. The next field bas a variable oumber 
or bytes, a.s it contains the .songli.st data. 1bi.s number may 
vary depending on the network connection and the trans· 
mission protocol being used, among other considerations 
that will occur to those skilled in the art. Finally, the last two 

so bytes of the updated song list packet comprise checksum 
data for identifying errors. 

FIG. 9 shows the packet containing the URL of a 
requested song. The first eight bytes contain the user ID, 
which as ht:fore is retumOO to the playback unit for purposes 

55 of error checking, to confirm that the requested information 
was sent to and received by the correct playback unit. The 
next byte contains packet type data, which is necessary to let 
the playback unit know how to interpret the data it receives. 
In this case, the packet type data will indicate that a URL is 

60 being sent, and the MSb position will indicate whether or not 
this is the last packet of data that will be sent with this URL 
information. An EC byte is next, to provide any error code 
to be displayed on the display component. The next two 
bytes are an artist code (AC) that is sent to the playback unit 

65 to ensure that it can place the URL data in the correct 
memory buJier. A song code (SC) occupies tbe next two 
bytes, the code being used to ensure that the playback unit 
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places the URL data in the correct memory buffer. The next 
four bytes contain URL data that identifies the audio mate
rial server that contains the desired song for playback. The 
last two bytes of the URI. packet contain the checksum data 
for identifying errors that occur during transmission. 

12 

FIG. 10 shows the song data sent by an audio material 
server to the playback unit. The user ID is contained in the 
first eight bytes. returned as a form of error checking and to 
confirm that the requested song information was sent to and 
received by the corn:~:! playback unit. ·me packet type data 10 
is cuntained in the next byte, and in this case the MSb 
indicates whether or not this is the last packet that will be 
sent. The EC is contained in the next byte. The AC occupies 

Song1 into the first available buffer 1102. Once a sizeable 
amount of compressed audio information is stored for that 
song, the playback unit begins to process the information 
and play the song, providing the processed infonnation to 
the home audio system. The audio infonnation will be 
processed by the microprocessor and sound data DSP, if one 
is included in the playback unit. The amount of stored 
information needed before playback begins will depend on 
the microprocessor, DSP, and other sound components of the 
playback unit. As the first song (Song 1) is being played, the 
playback unit continues to operate and, in background 
operation, continues to download the Song 1 data into the 
first buffer 1102, and also downloads data for the other 
selected songs into the other buffers 1104, 1106 in an 
alternating fashion. Each song will be placed into a different 
sequential buffer. This ensures that some portion of each 

the next two bytes, to ensure that the playback unit places the 
song information in the correct memory buffer. The SC IS 

occupies the following two bytes, again sent to ensure that 
the playback unit places the song information in the correct 
buffer. The next field contains the actual song data and has 
a variable number of bytes. The number of bytes of song 
data may vary depending on the network connection and the 20 

transmission protocol being used, among other consider
ations that will occur to those skilled in the art. The song 
data will be placed in a section of memory that depends on 

selected song will be downloaded and available as soon as 
possible, thereby permilling the user to skip to one of the 
other selected songs after playback has begun. 

The playback unit preferably performs a loop buffering 
operation, which is illustrated in FIG.l2. The loop buffering 
operation progresses from left to right in FIG. 12. Loop 
buffering is used to limit the size needed for each buffer. In 
particular, a buffer is not expected to have sufficient capacity 
to contain the entire data needed for one song. Rather, data 
in a given buffer is overwriuen as it is processed and played. 

the artist, song, and packet number. Finally, the last two 
bytes of the song data packet comprise checksum data for 2S 
identifying errors. 

Memory Buffering Control 

FIG. 11 is a representation of the buffering operations of 
the playback unit. The playback unit memory may be 
segregated into a number of sequential buffers, with each 
buffer preferably containing one song. Based on typical 
compression algorithms, the size of each buffer will be 
approximately two megabytes (2 MB). The number of 
buffers that can be accommodated by the playback unit is 
determined by the amount of memory (bytes) that the 
playback unit microprocessor can access, so the number of 
buffers available will be variable. Nevertheless, the func
tionality of the playback unit remains the same regardless of 
the available memory address space. The addressable por
tions that make up each buffer will contain data that, when 
processed, produces approximately ten seconds of audio 
listening. 

The buffering of song data ensures that a song may be 
downloaded and temporarily stored in less time than needed 
to play the song. The speed of this buffering operation will 
depend on the speed of the network connection available. 
Buffering begins after the user selects one or more songs for 
listening. The playback unit downloac.ls the selected songs in 
c.lata packets, which in the preferred embodiment each 
L:ontain approximately ten seconds of compres..:;ed digital 
audio information. As noted above, the number of data 
packets to be downloaded for each song is an undetermined 
number that depends on the song length. It is not necessary 
for song data download to be completed for one song before 
c.lownload for another song can begin. Preferably, portions of 
each selected song will be downloaded as the first one begins 
to play. This is illustrated in PIG. 11, which illustrates the 
multiple buffers 1102,1104, 1106 into which the memory of 
the playback unit is segregated. The current song's buffer 
has priority over aU other buffers; the data flow into this 
buffer is maintained such that continuous playback of the 
song is guaranteed. The buffers corresponding to the fol
lowing musical selections are perioc.lically updatec.l with their 
songs' data. 

For example, if a user wants to bear Song!, Song2, and 
Song3, the playback unit downloads a number of packets for 

ThlL"i, after the last segment of memory in a buffer for a song 
has been filled with a song data packet and that buffer is 
processed for listening, the next song data packet will be 

30 written to the first segment in that buffer. As described 
above, this writing will be directed by setting the various 
fields in the song data packet illustrated in FIG. 9. 

Three exemplary stages of loop buffering are illustrated in 
FIG. 12 from left to right, showing the contents of a buffer 

35 at a first stage 1202 of buffering, at a second stage 1204 of 
buffering, and at a third stage of buffering 1206. As the song 
is downloaded at the first stage 1202, the buffer is filled with 
data bytes for Segment 1, Segment 2, Segment 3, and so 
forth. Eventually, the last available segment in the buffer is 

40 filled 1204 with Segment N; before the song has been 
completely downloaded. Therefore, the next segments of 
incoming data, Segment N+l, Segment N+2, Segment N+3, 
and so forth, will overwrite the prior data in the buffer 1206. 
Buffering will continue looping in this fashion, overwriting 

4s repeatedly until the song is completely downloaded. 

Loop buffering ensures that the user can scan a song in a 
backward direction, such as might be done for review to hear 
missed lyrics or other reason. If a user decides not to listen 

so to the current song and skips it entirely on playback, it 
remains in the playback unit memory so the user can return 
to the skipped song and listen to it. In all cases, loop 
buffering and overwriting of buffer c.lata will not begin until 
the lirst segment of the hulfer has been processed for 

ss listening. That is, listening to a song cannot begin until the 
bulfer for that song is initially filled, and overwriting will not 
begin until listening to that song has begun. However, if the 
user adds more songs to the playback unit than can be 
downloaded into the available memory, then a newer song 

60 
on the playback list will begin overwriting the oldest song in 
memory after the last segment of the last available buffer is 
filled with song data. 

" 
System Data Flow Diagram 

FIG. 13 is a data flow diagram of the system of FlO. 1, 
showing the information that is transmitted among the 
system components and how those components interact. In 
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a preliminary stage of information flow, music is submitted 
for digital conversion, data compression, and encoding by 
commercial music interests, such as a record company or an 
entertainment music company, or by an artist. This flow 
from the submitted music to the compression technology is 
indicated by the FIG. 13 data flow arrow marked "1". After 
the compression and em.:tlding, the digital information in the 
form of music files is uploaded to servers, such as tbe audio 
material servers described above. The servers maintain file 
organization, for example, according to musical genre, artist, 
album or compilation name, and song title. In addition, the 
servers may store information pertaining to users, such as 
usual or preferred selection patterns, so that a predictive 
loading scheme can be used to direct downloads in of music 
files. For example, the first ten .second<> of a user's one
hundred most frequent selections may be downloaded 
immediately upon receipt of that user's identification 
number, to minimize any delay associated with the typical 
query and response processing. The data flow from the 
compression technology to the servers is indicated by the 
FIG. 13 data flow arrow marked "2". 

After a user request<> a song, the system responds hy 
sending a data stream from a server through any established 
data transfer line to the music information network. In the 
preferred embodiment, this network is the Internet. Con
necting the users and the servers through the Internet pro
vides a convenient and easily accessible means of transfer
ring the music information from the servers to the users. The 
data stream includes a copy flag code indicating whether the 
requested audio material is for immediate listening only or 
if digital copying and recording rights are also requested. 
The data flow from the servers to the music information 
network is indicated hy the FIG. 13 data flow arrow marked 
"3". At the playback unit, indicated as the "Home Audio 
Component" in FIG.13, network interface is used to receive 
the data stream, as indicated by the data How arrow marked 
"4". The data transfer methods may include, for example, 
usc of analog telephone line communication, ISDN services, 
high-speed cable communications for video and digital data, 
and the like. 

Next, the user identiHcation information pf()vides identi
fication of the listener for billing purposes and for person
alization features, such as described above. The user iden
tification information can be entered, if desired, using a card 
with magnetically encoded user information, so such as a 
credit card, or the information can be entered manually 
through the user display interface. A default ID may also be 
associated with the unit itself. The data flow of personal 
information from the user to the playback unit is indicated 
by the FIG. 13 data flow arrow marked "5". 

As described above, searching of available audio material 
may be carried out by a user through the user display 
interface. The data flow from the user display interface to the 
playback unit is indicated by the FIG. 13 data flow arrow 
marked "6" and contains commands issued from tbe user 
display interface to the main unit. In the preferred 
embodiment, the most commonly used controls of the play
back unit closely resemble those of a conventional multiple
disc CD player, including disc select, play, fast forward, and 
the like. These controls, as well as the search functiorL~. can 
he irL~tantiations of objecL<; that are part of the graphical user 
interface (GUI) of the user display. This GUI may be 
replicated on a remote control device, as indicated in FIG. 
13. 

After the user bas used the GUI to select music, one of the 
options that can be permitted by the system is to send the 
digital output of audio material to a storage device for digital 

14 
recording on storage media, as indicated by the FIG. 13 data 
flow arrow marked "7". A1ternatively, an analog audio signal 
is sent from the playback unit to audio connections of the 
home audio system, as indicated by the FIG. 13 data flow 
arrow marked "8". While music is being delivered to the 
designated destinations, the user display interface shows 
infmmation concerning the current and upcoming user 
selections. The data flow from the playback unit to the user 
display interface is indicated by the FIG. 13 data flow arrow 

10 
marked "9". 

During the time a user is cleared via the personal infor
mation for accessing the servers, the user may upload 
additional information and queries using the network 
communications, as indicated by the FIG. 13 data flow 

15 arrow marked "10". Using the appropriate network 
protocols, the correct server is contacted. For example, 
different servers may bave different types of musical genres, 
or the servers may each store many different types of music. 
The data flow from the network to the servers is indicated by 

20 the FIG. 13 data flow arrow marked "11". 
FIG. 14 is a data flow diagram of the playback unit 

illustrated in FIG. 1, showing the information that is trans
mitted among the playback unit components and how those 
components interact. As noted above in the discussion of 

25 FIG. 13, a network data stream is received at the playback 
unit. The FlO. 14 data flow arrow marked "1" indicates that 
the data stream is received at a network interface for the 
conversion of received data into a data stream that can be 
used by the playback unit. As noted above, the data may be 

30 received through an analog telephone line communication, 
ISDN services, high-speed cable communications for video 
and digital data, or similar scheme. Thus, two-way network 
communication is contemplated for the receipt of this infor
mation over the network. Next, the received identification 

35 data is provided to the processor of the playback unit. The 
data flow from the network interface to the processor is 
indicated by the FIG. 14 data flow arrow marked "2". 
Initially, the processor sends the received audio material to 
the memory, as indicated by the FIG. 14 data flow arrow 

40 marked "3". The processor then determines how to proces.<; 
and handle the audio material. 

In the preferred embodiment, the playback unit includes 
a digital signal processor (DSP) that is specially designed to 
perform audio decompression. The processor determines 

45 when the received audio material in the form of compressed 
digital files are sent to the DSP and when the audio material 
is simply erased or overwritten. This action is represented by 
the FIG. 14 data flow arrow marked "4". At the DSP, the 
processed audio material is sent to the digital-to-analog 

so converter (DAC) subsystem for output to the home audio 
system for listening. The data flow from the DSP to the DAC 
is indicated by the FIG. 14 data flow arrow marked "5". 'The 
data flow from the DAC to the home audio system is 
indicated by the FIG. 14 data flow arrow marked "6". If 

ss digital copying of the audio material has been authorized 
(such as described above in connection with the data flow 
arrow of FIG. 13 numbered "7"), then the DSP sends digital 
output to a digital media storage device. The data How from 
the DSP to the storage device is indicated by the FlU. 14 data 

60 flow arrow marked "7". 
In FIG. 13, it was noted that a user may upload additional 

information and queries during the time a user is cleared via 
the personal information for accessing the servers. It should 
be understood that such communications must first proceed 

65 from the user through the playback unit processor and 
through the network interface to the servers. In FIG. 14, the 
data llow of instrUction and intOrmation from the user, via 
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the user display interface, is indicated by the data How arrow 
marked "8". The data How of user information and queries 
from the processor to the network interface is indicated by 
the data How arrow marked "9". The processor may convey 
rctum information back to the user through the user display 5 

interface, as indicated by the f'IG. 14 data now arrow 
marked "10". 

The information received by the processor includes a 
copy authorization flag that permits or prohibits digital 
copying. This permits, if needed, compliance with regula- lO 

tory schemes such as the U.S.A. Serial Copy Management 
System (SCMS), or the SDMI format, or forms of digital 
signature or digital watermark authorizations. Thus, depend
ing on the received information, the processor determines 
whether the DSP output will be sent to the DAC for output l5 

to the home audio system or to a storage device for digital 
recording. The data flow of processor command to the DSP 
for output control is indicated by the FIG. 14 data flow arrow 
marked "11". 

The playback unit preferably includes an EEPROM that 20 

permits convenient updates of functionality and features. 
Thus, new programming code and data can be stored into the 
EEPROM under control of the processor. The data flow of 
processor command from the processor to the EEPROM is 
indicated by the data flow arrow marked "12". The data flow 25 

of programming instructi{)ns and data from the EEPROM to 
the proces.<;CJr is indicated by the data flow arrow marked 
"13". 

16 
generally. All modifications, variations, or equivalent 
arrangements and implementations that are within the scope 
of the attached claims should therefore be considered within 
the scope of the invention. 

We claim: 
1. A playback apparatus for receiving digital audio mate

rial from a network server and providing it to a home audio 
system for playback, the apparatus comprising: 

a user interface that receives commands from a user for 
selection of an audio composition from a network 
server, for initiating receipt of the digital audio material 
comprising portions of the selected audio composition, 
and for controlling playback of the received digital 
audio material, wherein the user interface includes a 
display that shows status of the playback; 

a memory that contains operating system instructions and 
that temporarily stores the digital audio material com
prising portions of the selected audio composition, such 
that digital audio material comprising the complete 
selected audio composition is not available to the user 
from the memory; and 

a processor that executes the operating system instruc
tions stored in the memory to perform apparatus func
tions in response to the user commands and to initiate 
the playback of received digital audio material. 

2. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein the 
apparatus functions performed by the processor include 
display of a menu selection list, from which the user will 
make the selection of the audio composition. 

3. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 2, wherein the 
30 apparatus functions performed by the processor include 

sending a current song list version for the selected musical 
category to a network server and receiving an indication 
from the network server if the current song list is in need of 

Finally, the audio material, stored in compressed format, 
may include partial downloads of music files, as com
maoded by the received data packets (described above). 
These partial downloads may have been selected, for 
example. by the predictive downloading schemes that 
respond to user information (see the data flow arrow of FIG. 35 
13 marked "2"). The partial downloads are received at the 
playback unit and stored in the memory. The data flow of 
audio to material from the network interface to the memory 
is indicated by the FIG. 14 data flow arrow marked "14". 

updating. 
4. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 2, wherein the 

apparatus functions performed by the processor include 
sending the user selection to a network server and receiving 
from the network server the network address of audio 
material comprising the user selection. 

Thus, the music playback system described above pro- 40 

vides an interface between a conventional home audio 
system and a network source for audio material comprising 

5. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 4, wherein the 
apparatus sends the user selection to a network directory and 
user list server and a network audio material server, wherein 
the directory and user list server checks user information 
against a list of authorized users to control download of 

a playback unit with a simple operating system that is not 
accessed by the user and does not require the launch of 
special software to initiate playback. Therefore, the play
back unit can be operated without special computer skills 
and without navigating complicated PC-like display win
dows. Access to audio material and distribution rights are 
controlled by the DUL servers and audio material servers, 
thereby enabling the playback unit to retrieve a wide range 
of digital audio material from the network on demand and 
vastly expanding the range of music available for playback. 
In this way, the system permits the reproduction of music 
using the home audio system, for high quality playback in a 
comfortable setting, and provides controlled access to audio 
material and controlled distribution and duplication of the 
material. 

The present invention has been described above in terms 
of a presently preferred embodiment so that an understand
ing of the present invention can be conveyed. There are, 
however, many configurations for network-based music 
playback systems not specifically described herein but with 
which the present invention is applicable. The present inven
tion should therefore not be seen as limited to the particular 
embodiments described herein, but rather, it should be 
understood that the present invention has wide applicability 
with respect to network-based music playback systems 

45 audio material and the audio material server provides the 
audio material comprising the selected composition. 

6. 1\ playback apparatus as defined in claim 5, wherein the 
directory and user list server sets a copy authorization flag 
that is provided to the audio material server, and the audio 

50 material server checks the copy authorization flag to deter
mine if digital copying at the apparatus will be permitted. 

7. 1\ playback apparatus as defined in claim 6, wherein the 
apparatus functions performed by the processor include 
processing the received audio material to provide an analog 

55 so output signal to the home audio system for playback and 
listening, and processing the received audio material to 
provide a digital output stream to a storage media only if 
digital copying is permitted by the copy authorization flag. 

8. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 6, wherein the 
60 playback apparatus receives the audio material from the 

audio material server in a plurality of packet<; that are 
temporarily stored in the playback apparatus memory. 

9. A playback unit that receives digital audio material 
from a network server and provides it to a home audio 

65 system for playback, the apparatus comprising: 
a user interface that receives commands from a user for 

selection of an audio composition from a network 
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server, for initiating receipt of the digital audio material 
comprising portions of the selected audio composition, 
and for controlling playback of the received digital 
audio material, wherein the user interface includes a 
display that shows status of the playback; 

a memory that contains operating system instructions and 
that temporarily stores the digital audio material com
prising portions of the selected audio composition, such 
that digital audio material (..'Omprising the complete 10 
selected audio composition is not available to the user 
from the memory; and 

a processor that executes the operating system instruc
tions stored in the memory to perform apparatus func
tions in response to the user commands and to initiate 15 
the playback of received digital audio material, wherein 
the apparatus functions performed by the processor 
include (1) display of a menu selection list from which 
the user will make the selection of the audio 
composition, (2) sending the w.;er selection to a net- 20 
work server and receiving the audio material compris-

18 
selecting an available composition, sending the selected 

composition title to a network server, and receiving 
from the network server the network address of a 
network audio material server at which audio material 
comprising the user selection is stored; 

receiving the audio material from the network audio 
material server; and 

processing the received audio material to provide an 
analog output signal to the home audio system for 
playback anU listt!ning, and processing the received 
audio material to provide a digital output stream to a 
digital storage media only if digital copying is permit
ted by a copy authorization flag. 

16. A method as defined in claim 15, wherein the step of 
receiving the audio material comprises receiving the audio 
material from the network audio material server in a plu
rality of packets that arc temporarily stored in memory of the 
playback apparatus. 

17. A method as defineU in claim 15, further including the 

ing the user selection, (3) processing the received audio 
material to provide an analog output signal to the home 
audio system for playback and listening, and (4) pro
cessing the received audio material to provide a digital 
output stream to a st()rage media only if digital c()pying 
permission was granted by a received copy authoriza
tion flag. 

steps of sending the user selection to a network directory and 
user list server and the network audio material server, 
wherein the Uirectory and user list server checks user infor
matioo against a list of authorized users to control download 

25 
of audio material. 

18. A method as defineU in claim 17, wherein the copy 
authorization flag that is checked in the step of processing 
the received audio material is set by the directory and user 

10. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 9, wherein 
the playback apparatus receives the audio material from the 
audio material server in a plurality of packets that are 
temporarily stored in the playback apparatus merilory. 

30 list server and is provided to the network audio material 
server, and the audio material server checks the copy autho
rization flag to determine if digital copying at the apparatus 
will he permitted. 

11. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 9, wherein 
the apparatus functions performed by the processor include 
sending a current song list version for the selected musical 
category to a network server and receiving an indication 
from the network server if the current song list is in need of 
updating. 

19. A method of operating a playback apparatus that 
35 receives digital audio material from a network server and 

provides it to a home audio system for playback, the methoc..l 
comprising: 

12. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 11, wherein 40 
the apparatus sends the user selection to a network directory 
and user list st!rver and a nt:twork audio material server, 
wherein the directory and user list server checks user infor
mation against a list of authorized users to control download 
of audio material and the audio material server proviUes the 

45 

audio material comprising the selected composition. 
13. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 12, wherein 

the directory and user list server sets a copy authorization 
flag that is provided to the audio material server, and the 

50 
audio material server checks the copy authorization flag to 
determine if digital copying at the apparatus will be permit
ted. 

14. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 13, wherein 
the playback apparatus receives the audio material from the 55 
audio material server in a plurality of packets that are 
temporarily stored in the playback apparatus memory. 

15. A method of operating a playback ·apparatus that 
receives digital audio material from a network server and 
provides it to a home audio system for playback, comprising 

60 
the steps of: 

selecting an available music category through a user 
interface supported by an operating system that is 
stored in memory of the playback apparatus; 

sending a current song list version for the selected music 65 

category to a network server and receiving an updated 
song list if the current song list is in need of updating; 

receiving user commands through an operating system 
that is stored in semiconductor memory for selection of 
an audio composition from a network server; 

receiving digital audio material from the network server; 

temporarily storing the digital audio material comprising 
portions of the selected audio composition in playback 
apparatus memory, such that digital audio material 
comprising the complete selected audio composition is 
not stored in the memory at the same time; and 

processing the received audio material to provide an 
analog output signal to the home audio system for 
playback and listening, processing the received audio 
material to provide a digital output stream to a storage 
media only if digital copying permission was granted 
hy a received copy authorization flag. 

20. A method as delineU in claim 19. wherein the stt:p of 
receiving digital audio material comprises receiving the 
audio material from an audio material server in a plurality of 
packets that are temporarily stored in the playback apparatus 
memory. 

21. A playback apparatus as defined in claim 19. wherein 
the apparatus functions performed by the processor include 
sending a current song list version for the selected musical 
category to a network server and receiving an indication 
from the network server if the current song list is in need of 
updating. 

22. A method as defmed in claim 21, wherein the playback 
apparatus forwards the user request to a Detwork Uirectory 
and user Jist server and to a network audio material server, 
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wherein the directory and user list server checks user infor
mation against a list of authorized users to control download 
of audio material and the audio material server provides the 
audio material comprising the selected composition upon 
authorization from the directory and user list server. 

23. A method as defined in claim 22, wherein the directory 
and user list server sets a copy authorization flag that is 
provided to the audio material server, and the audio material 

20 
server checks the copy authorization flag to detennine if 
digital copying at the playback apparatus will be permitted. 

24. A method as defined in claim 23, wherein the playback 
apparatus receives the audio material from the audio mate
rial server in a plurality of packets that arc temporarily 
stored in the playback apparatus memory. 

"' • * • * 
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lflclosolt !Learning ~.1rrn \'crof(lflcom , Su~ 

uarnlno Home 

Tn ln lno 

Find Tr• tnlnv 

M1n•o• My l~arntno 

Tr•~I"Q Opc~s 

Btowse by Subject 

Guwse My Tralnlno 

Certl rlc• llone 

Cef11ftc .. uon Ovtr\l lew 

Btowse oy SuD)t<1 

Otowse by Name 

nM •n h am 

Pf~,. tor'" h am 
ReQISter for •n Eum 
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8oo!.o1 Overview 

New and UpcomlnQ 
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Wh•e to Buy 

Specia l Offer. 

Whit'S Hew 

Communi ty 

U • rnlno CommuNty 

Htmber S~tei 

WofkJWidt Sues: 

Help and Support 

w orkJwlde S~tes 

Microso ft® W indow s Media ' " Player 7 Handbook 
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Sctn MCfvOV 
320 
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158N•IO 
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AU l.evcls 
10/0412000 
9 7807JS61 1788 
0·7lS6 U78·S ......... 
T) • I .. 1 1 .. "' • .~ r r ,• 1 t , r • 

BIRilS X08ll II amazortcom I[ qu•nrumbooh 

Chapter 2 : How Does the Play er W ork? 

• P!dy•ng " 0•(; '" OOI)r Uliff }ISR'I 
o C..t •o t c..qrt r 'ID t O( to!! nl?Q£ P!i'YO' 
o Srro l qy:•t) .. • )OM 
0 Sh:p l Ch1.\ Pl;y 

• IJS•OO lot n tyrQd\j.}O Q•J!l?QS 

• \'Mt!ll•na ''''u"h'l!' t9"' 
• Cfhtnlt•no other gtt•nu> 

0 C.RS WOW Ute.,> ~&Uif'QS 

0 Graph!< tgual!tl'r tfUIOO, 
0 V•\b;O >(UUJU> 
0 W!Q(]Orf} U•:sll i' IO!(It014\l£!l 

0~ 

·~ 0~ 
0~ 

0~ 
0 .!.2.W...tlll:l 
0 OQUon$ d r.)!!XJ box 
0~ 
0 CN!ll);>(t m9(1~ SMftCyt menu 

• f!Dd ng "''"$ on m-- tQSt(Qt' 
• CIJP'(InQ mu>K tryrn COs 

0 C·)Qylog trdr\S 
o srtewno cqoy ros.oo, 

• psmg ptav"MJ 
0 U)lf'hl th1• t1f<U l•Q!i"X 

• U)•M th" KMM hrctr 
0 V>t® S tdttoo F!OSJer 
0 U)H'9 )(,tltQO ll!'l:)!,'h 
0 WM)•ng ,..,til r.yt 9 ~tdl!201 !0 U,'!,!!,. t !.U:~ 

Chapter 2 How Does the Player W ork? 

Add 10 My Leamang 

Mor e lntorm~! IOII 

;\l' ..,, ·rt.- ~ ~ 

folh , r,l ~t,()\ll'r'!'fo 

-:..w,~t:~., .... ,~, 
!<~,·~ \ 

A ~ ,,t.;J $ t't f(~ 

;.r~o.t tl 11'.;\ vU r.r 

In this chapter you11 ~arn no"" to operate Wln<tows Mem~ Player 7 You11 su how to ptay nle:s , use the bUttons to MvkJate . Chanoe me u n lnQs, use the menus. anG 
swttcn to dtlferent views and mooes You11 also be shOwn now to nod nles on tht Internet, copy music trom COs, ano use pllyiiRs. 

Playing a m e. In on ty thr ee ste ps 

Then cuctc the Pla y oonon to be4Jtn ptaytno 

S tep J : S t11 rt with the f ull m ode Player 

WM:n yOtJ st.-t WWldows Media Player 7 tor the""' hme. inG you.,. connectt'd to the Internet, you shOulD see the tult mooe P1 1yer In the Media Guide "~~lew fiQUfe 

1 U ShOWS • typtc.il Me dia Guld• Y~tw 

The Media Gu id e IS • Web si te th•t otvtJ you a ooorw•v Jato the wCHid of 1u01o •nd video on U'le Internet The contents m.nQe ne,.rty t'oltf'Y oay, Qlvlf'l9 you new 11!~10 
IOd vre:teo se.lectJons, current tntertalnment news , IOd tree oownla.OS 

u vou are nor CC)(\Qected t o tht I nternet , you11 see 1 saeen s1m1tar to flou,e 2 l b EXHIBIT 
130J( c;-(21/ty 

11) 
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Flour• l . lb: Hed,. Guld• vkw wiUtout 1n Internet connectiOn 

Flour• l .l : WlnO'ows Me<114 Pllyer In lull mode /In the Now PUylng view 

If you donl se~ somecnlng ll~e Agure 2 2. you're prObabty looking at a sltln A skin may have been lOaded oy tne last peuon to use tne ptayert you wonl be able t o see 
t he Now Pl•ylno v iew when a sltln Is running. It you .lfl vlew lnQ 1 sk in, you wiH want to return to t he tvll mode ot W~ndo..,;s Media Ptayer 

Windows Media ptayer comes In two mOdes run mOde and eom~ct mo<Je The compact mode Is used to display skins , and the full moae Olsplays tne standard Ptayer To 
return to tull mode trom any sUn, rk)ht·tlic lt anywhere on the skin 411\d tnen click Return t o Full Mode on the shOncut menu that appurs 

The tull mode hu severoJI di fferent views u can dlsP'41Y Ri9tlt now, all you w;nt to dO Is play • nle, so ciiC"- Now Playlno it t tle len. side ol the lull modt ptayer You 
shOuld now set somelhino that loo"-S close to F\Qure 2 2 't'ou probilbfy w ill nave a duterent vlsuAII latlon or 1 different playllst IOaaed on your computer, but you'te rudy 

to start 

S tep 2 : Choose • son11 

There are several wilyS to cnoose a IUeto plity, but che easiest way Is co ust • ptayhst Ptayllsts win be covere<lln Qrtatet detail later In tnls cnapter, but to oet you 
stlf1.ed, use the ptayllst tnat shOuld be viSible on the rH;Jht slOe of the Now Playln9 vtew 

flQI.KI 2 l showS a Now Playk'tg view with a pi.Jyllst n.med •AU Au010• that Contains Ill the SOf\OS thAt the Pfayet h.S lntorm~Uon lbOut The third SonQ, "l.iw-e•, IS 
selected and ptaylnQ You c:an dOu~e·chc"- Any II em U'l the l)layllu to stan ptaytnQ that uem 

cP 
Olclt t o view orapNC 

Figure l .l:.A p~yhst wtcn mote t fl•n one Item 

You an tum more abOut using pt1yllsts l.attr In this Chlpter There are other ways to Choose auokJ itnd video mesas well, lnd tney w ill Also bt covered In thiS d\iptt:r 

S tep 3: Click Pl•y 

Now thlt you'\le selected a sono UtJt, click the Play button. I t IOolts IUce an arrow that IS polntlnQ to tne r~ht. You can see It In Aoure 1 " 

Figure '2.4: Tne PI• 'I ovtton of tne full mode Phlyer. 

When you dkli. the Play buno.,, ~wo tnlnos happen The music stArts ~aylno ~nd the button chJft9ts The button now looli.s Jjli.e Flqure 2 S 

Thl1: new bUtton IS the Pau• • Dutton Any time yO\.! wAnt to stop the PlAyer, )ust cHcli. the Pauu button. ThAt will stop thf: music: ptJylnQ lncl ChAnge tne Pauae button 
b.aclt to A Pla y bun on 

Using the naviQi'Uon button• 

Windows Media ptayer has several othtr buttons you un use to enhance your ptay l"9 exper1tnce The tollowltwJ buttons ue a1w1ys at the bOUom of the wln<Jow In tM tull 

mode Playet and ~re listed here from let\ to r'Qht 

• St op 

• Seck 

• Volume 

• Pre vious 

• Fatt Rcv•ra• 

• Fa •t Forward 

• Next 

• $ w it Ch to comp act mode 

floure 1 6 shOws tne navigation t»uttons tor the full mode Pfayer These buttons are Also called transpon buttons and use symbOls thlt are comrnot'l to the electroniC 
1nous.try for controlling tte>e rtcOfdtrs, VCR.s, and CO players Vou·u otten see the sAme button symbOls 1n sli.•ns, but bec.use every art•st destons sli.jns hts own way, and 
tne ~rtwOfk v~rtH wtdely, you won\ n.cess•nly nnd au the s•me buttons an each s\Jn, or tne buttons m•v not be 1n tne nme oroet 
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Figure :2.6: N4vit}ltlott butfOIU 

Here Is " brief exQiaNtlon of ucn bun on 

Play/ P l UM 
Trt.-s button COCXJie.J N<" ano forth between two stJtts Pla y •nd Pau M Play st•rts the selected musK or videO playlng, in<l Pau •• p.1uses It Ot<.ttlno Play trom a 
paused sute will start the progr1m e>l•ylnQ ftom tne nme po11Uon tt was pauJ.ed at 

Stop 
This button stops a cuHentty playing ~09r1m u you dkl!; Play at'\er d'<:ttlng Stop, the Pfooram w1ll stirt ovtt at the beqlnnlno 

Seek 
This Is the tono bar that uttnds abo\ft ttte other buttons The Seek bar snows the current position In tne nte lf you cUe-It and drao the tiny bOJt, you can cn1noe the 
current position tn the nte to anywhere you want The ten. end ol the Seek bir represents tne ~lnnlnQ ot tne me, ind the rlont end represents the end of the nte So the 
mldpo4nt ot U"'e bar represents the rNdpolnt of the IUe, regardless ot IU l~tn 

Hut• 
Ctlclc this to mute the sound or the currently playlno nle Ctlck ~t •o•ln to retum the sound to Its previous volume 

Volum• 
This ~ • short trlanoular bar wlth • bOx above u. OIC.k and dr~Q t he t>OJC le tt or right to lncruse or decrease the votume or the sound 

Pre-.ofoua 
Click tnls to 90 to the previous title In a playllst 

f lit R•ver•• 
Olc.lc UHs to mo..,e the current see lc posiUon or the nte ~clr.wlfd Clclc ~ ~aln to stJrt playlnQ trom the new see lit position ThiS button only worts lor v.aeo nle.s tNt use 
the Winoow' Hedl~ vteleo nle IOfmlt 

Fa.-t Forward 
Oic lr. thiS to move the curren t seelc poJJtiOn or tnt nlti torw•rd OKk It ~o•tn to st•rt playlno rrom the new seelc position Thl1 button only worh lor vKSto tiles t h.at use the 

Win6oYwS Medl.t video file lorm.at 

H•xt 

Olck thls to 90 to the ne•t tltlt In the playllst 

Swftch to compact mod• 
Use tnls t o (hanoe the P11yer dlll>tiY to compiK\ mode This wilt Change the user lntetlace to t he default slcln or the last skin you selected 

watching vlsual l :ratlons 

At the bottom or the lei\ side cr t he Now Playing pane, you11 see two buttons Cllcli: t hese to chanoe vlsualltatlon prMets These buttons are shoYrfn In Flgure 2.7 

' 4fe~ .. ,--s ... •rj'd.u\: .. ~.-...~..· . .r•f·lr.t 

Vlsuatlutlons draw movlnQ sh•oet and cotors on tht screen ~hit rise and tall in Ume to the beat arid tone ot tne musk: Seveul vlsuo.llzatlons .tre Included with Wlndows 
Media Player, and mote are ava~l1ble rrom the WindOws Media Player VlsuallnUons Callery Olek Oownlo• d Vlauallutlon• on the Tool• menu to 00 there 

faeh visualization hu several pre.scu (Kh Pftlet gives a different 4 ftavC)(" or 4 twtst• to the vlsualll•llon, tor uample, one: preset mtght rNJke all the cok>rs soft pa.stels 
and another preset would matce them ..,IVId primary colOn You an Chanoe vlsuillnUons and presets by cNcklnQ the Pnvlou• visualization and Next vl suallnUon 
buttons The v~s~lbatlon and preset names tre displayed to the r\ght or the buttons. w ~tn the visualizatiOn Nmc tlrst. ind the preset l\lmt totlowii"'O, s~rated by a 
colon 

Chanolno other settlnos 

fhete's one other button tNt can be usetul when ~aylnQ audio and video Althe top ot the tutl mode W•ndows Medii ~1ye.r, just to the riQht ot cerner, you11 SH the 
Show ll!quallnr • S•ttlng• button tnlt toolcs tike flour• :Z 8 

~ I 

Olcli:tnq th\j bunon will shOw a new pane In thl Now Playing •rea tnat IS below the vlsuallutlon/video pane This pane covers \evertl SettlnQS To move t o a new 'enlno, 
cliCk the Pr•vlou• unlng or Nut uulng bunon These buttons •re shOwn In Figure 2 9 

fhe toltowtno setunQS are .ccused trom this pant by cuctuno the Prevlou • Mttlng .tnd Next senlno buttons 

• Graphic Equalhcr 

• Vld•o Settings 

• Capllon• 

SRS wow Effects settings 
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Thh pane aUow1 you to adJust tne S'lS wow stttlnQt SRS Is a type or surround sound tNt m4~H your auctto sound more httM:t an<l ttuee·ctlm~skH'Ial Vou c.n stoe the 
SRS WOW Effect • ~ne 1t1 f-l9U' t 2 lO 

~ ., •:•IT SRS<e> 
~ I! L;..•J-t':;.t:!,tl~ i 
>J·.'--.l·roe-:t 

• ~ -:.r-: • .. ·( .~ Er;.:':. 

Flour• l . lO:SRS WOW £,.,..ct., p4nf! 

Of\ the r1ght ls the IOQO tor SRS Olck. It to nnd out more about SRS On the left are two nonzontal sUden tnat adjust the TruB•u find WOW l!tfect Between the two 
sliders •nd the SRS IOQO are l '~"O buttOf'IS the top t urns SRS Of'l ind otf, and tt•• bonom one toggles between v•rlous PI'Httl 

Here Is a brief explanauon of each bunon· 

TruB••• 
Sliding this all tht way to the rt9ht Increase~ the bus enh• nctment or the audiO Slldlfl9 to tne le i\ deaeases ~~ 

W O W Effect 

suo1no this t o the rtont Increases tne perceived he~Qht • nd w1cnh of tne aoolo lmaQe 

On/Off 
Olclt this t009fe button to turn the SRS w ow Uf•ct• on Of o H 

Speak er Setting• 
Olc.lt this to t09Qit thrOOOh tht follOwing spuk• H:nlnos normal speakers. Iaroe spulters • .od hudpnones 

Gr~phlc £qu• ll:cer seNings 

ll\ls ~e allOws you to adjust tht aud1o to m.ke it souncJ ex.ctty the way you'd like It you want t o boost the blu or cut out hiQh notu, this Is the ptMe to 00 ~~ flgure 
211 shOwS the Gra phic Equallur ~nt . 

On the lett you see ten stlders that cCHrespond to ten divisions of the aUdio spearum Move tM k: ft.most slider up to Increase the powtt of the k>west trequendes, move It 
down to reduce them Slmllarl'l', the riQhtmon sllc:Jer contr~s t he upPtr tent h Of the spectrum (the hlohest frequencies) Pfay wllh t he slldtfl to see what sounds QOOd to 
you 

To tr.e Immediate rtQht of the ~lkSers are two buttons The tot> one turns the O"pfltc eq~llur on Of ott If It ts on, the setti"OJ •re comptttely 
4

nat ,' that ts. no 
modll'lcauon Is made to the soun<h The bottom button tOQQits thrOUOh several presets that are based on popul~r styles Of musiC FOf exampte, the Jn-z preset wWI bOOSt 
the middle trequendes more than the Acounlc sttuno 11 you make chanots In the Custom preset, thOse cnanoes will be sned for the nut Ume you use the P'layer 

To tne right of those two Duttons It 41 ftnal I'IOrtzont~l sltder U\lt Allows you to adJust the stereo t>al1nce Hove It to tne ler\ to Ina ease the 1pp1rent vOlume of tnt te!'t 
ch•nnel ~nd to the rt9rn to ~Cte.lst the riQht votumt 

Vldoo settings 

This p.\nt allOws you to ad)ul\ the video to mne It took the way you ll"e It II you w•nt to ld)us:l the br1Qhtness or the tnten~ty of the cok)r, thls Is tht ptace to dO It 
Aoure 2 12 JhOws the VIdeo Setttno• pane 

f!l= Cl = (l,.,,,fll!''>.. ial,.y.J 0 r~~t 
Ill= •=== H11"' <:..-1•-J .., 

fl f! ,.,1,,., ~"""'J' 

On the len. sKJe o r tht p1ne an rovr t'IOtllOnc•l "lders They •dJu$1 thfl lrlohtneu , Concran, Hue, ilncl So~tu r atlon or tht vtoeo pkturt To the riQht or thtu Jltdets It a 
button that reseu ill the st.oe.1s to tntlr def1uk (centered ) postllons 

Brlohtneu 
This ~uJU tht t>nghtneu or the vk)et) ptQUft SM<It 11 111 tne w1y to tht te!'t to m• ke the pk:ture comP'etely bt~k and 111 thti w1y to tnt r19flt to m•lo;t It comC)letety 
whtte usu111y you'll w1nt It somewhf:re In between 

Contr••• 
use ttws to sN,-pen or blur vtoeo lmaqes Hov ing th•s sJtaer all the way to the left. makes tnt ptCture Shlfper TNs tt'lect Is so~tlmes "nown .s P<Kt••utlon Hovlt\9 It to 
tile 11Qht makes tne lm~e look bturry, as If ev.-ythlng wu pnotoor~ In a dense foq or ~rwlttr 

Hue 
ACI)ust the 1\ut for bilk: ~ cnanoes Sltde It to the left to nwlce everytn-nQ mort red/purJ>'e and to the nont tor oreen 

S•tuntlon 
Th•'5 aQJuSLs hOw much cotor h sMwn In the vt<teo Slide the slider all the way to tM len.. and only the C)ray tones •re ustd, wtth no c~or at 111 Slide It 111 the w1y to the 
rtoht , 1nd tl'le cotors 1rt uuemely Intense (uturflted) 
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This ~ne Isn't ruly • settJng, b\.lt Shows .cklltiOn~ lnforrNUon ibou't 1 pArtkutir ~tem For t.ni"'"''fe. If you ao.d the Sa mp le Pl a yll• t , 1nd open t~ W indow• Hcdla 
I n form ation pint, you'11 SH somethW.9 hi" Aoure 2 ll 

Yhe Windows H cdl• lnfonnatlon pane can dtspt•y details sUCh IS oenre ind label , but can also display pk!ures, llnllts, .tnd other usetul tnformatlon I n ttllt enmple, If 
you cUcllt the 1ibvm cover or the link to U'le right of It, you1t be taken t o 1 Web p•oe th•t gives more dtt311s •bOut tne irtlst , album, I abet, 10<1 so on For more tnform1tton 
on hOw to create idvertlstno lnformauon su Ch as the kind you see In the W indow• Medi a Infor m•tlon 1)4tne, see Chapter l l 

~ptlons 

This pine Isn't realty 1 settln<J eltner, bYt snows c.apttons tor vleeo ntes See Agure 2 14 tor a typlal apelon rue. 

;o ,,:.Jiro""". trl:?re''! ~)t) ct ~~.:tt r.;o:..or.; toc:nP.Yt; t ;.:. ;."'"='· 1 

' 
I 

' I --e; e ,_.~to·"" 
Figure 1.14: C.ptlottl p.~n~ 

For mc)(e Information abOut gpUons, see Chapter I l 

Using menus 

Many or the operations you can perlCHm with buttons can also be done thrOUQh menus The File menu Is always avaltabte In the ruu mode view but Is also available In 
skins tNt provtde menus. Here Is 1 bflef ljsUng or uch menu Item lind what It does 

File menu 

The File menu helps you wor .. with I'Ues, The rouowlnO commands are available on the File menu ; 

Open 
use this to load a nte, using the standafd Windows Open dialog box The Mle you select will be l~e<llnto 1 new play list, and the nle will start playing 

Open URL 
use this to load a nte trom a Web site or over a network A UR.l. (Uniform Resource locator) Is a path to a ftle, tor example, flrtp:// intern.tiSite/ Mure wm4 Is a URL You 
mull type a UR.l thatun•lS to an 1udl0 or video ft~ If you type 1 URL to • Web ~9e, you will get an error 

Cl o•• 
This doesn' dose the Pf11yer, It doses the medi i tile t~t Is pl11yW\Q It stops Ute Pfayer and deselect.s the C\Jrtent ttem tn the current playllst 

A dd to Library 
use this to~ • tra-ck to the media Nbfllty Tlle medlllltbf"ary Is the coNea~ or au audio and vld~ tNt tne Player Ns mtor~uon aoout When you se~ct this option, 
you are given three cnOke..s Add Curr•ntly Playi ng Tracie , Add Fit•, and Add URL Thf: nnt chOice Is useful when you want to aek:lthe content Chit •s cunentJy ~Yif"'9 
to the me<fla htw.,-y The second •nd third ChOkes are similar t o tne Op•n and Open Ultl comm.anos on the Flit menu except that tnstetd ol pf.ay1no u,. tue, the Pt.ayer 
Just adOs It to the medii hbury 

lmpon Play llat to Library 
use un to Import a ~ayhst k'lto the me<S1a t•bfMY Playhsts .are WtnOOws Hedla metantes tnat rwve an extenston ot an, wax, wv• You can also ln"IC)Ort .a mlu ftle whkh 
wll IIJ(om.auc..atly b4 converted to I pftyllst 

fx port Playll.-t to File 
use this to nve 1 se~ed pftylist In 1 text n1e Jt you don'\ hive any playllsts settaed (or any pl.ayllsts It all), the medi i library w•ll be saved •s • pf.ayllt.t 

Copy to CO 
Ust this to copy n1u to • CD You must have a CO·ROM thlt Is recor<S.able .-nd 1 CO dr1ve c.tpable o l recording For mort Information about 'opyk\Q tiles to • CO·ROM, see 
Chapter 3 You may not see thiS menu Item If you do not nave • re<ordabte CO dMve Installed on your computer 

Properdc• 
Seltc11ng U'IIS wtll display lnlormltlon ttbOut the 1uato or video that Is currently plilytng 

W ork Ofn ln• 
Use this option 11 you dOn'l w~nt tne Player t o 00 out to the Internet to Qlther 1nl01mauon about COs 

hit 
rhts wNI Shut OO"'n W1nd0ws Me<lla Player 

VIe w menu 

The V Iew men+.~ netps you see .aU the Olntrtnt parts ot WtnOows Mtdl• Player and wort.: wltl'l v•suat ttemenu The tollow1no commands 1re 1va1ta~e thtOUQI'IIM VIew 
menu 

Full H od• 
O.s opoon returns you to the tull mode view 

Compact Hod• 
Use tNs co cMnoe trom tull mode 10 • S ~ln Whatever slcln you used last w1tt be tnt default sk•n 

Now Pl•ylno Tool • 
S~ect thiS to cn.ange IW)w the Now Playing aru tooks YOU un cnoose to h•de or display tne playust, Utlt, and v•sualuauon pof'ttOns or tne pant: You can also 5h0w or 
hide che tonowtn9 settings SRS WOW EUcc"ta, Graph ic f q uallur, VIdeo, Window• Hedla Information, and C•ptlon a F1nalty, you can .atso hide or snow tne re~zt 
o....-s , whiCh are tl'ie bart that se~rate tne sub· panes or the Now Pl• ylng are• 

Tu" 8ar 
The Tuk Bar mtnu comm.and provkJes access t o the same futures round on the TuX e.r t.tbs at the ten. side of the full mOde P11yer The rouowlng features •re 
provldt<J Now Pl•ylno, Media Gu ide, CO Audio, Hedl a Library, Radio Tun•r, Portabf• Device, •net Skin ChOOH r ror more lnformauon ebout l tle T •.Jc Bar , see 
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the "OI•nglnQ views ~ tuil mooe· section ot tnls cn•pter 

Vlsuellu tlona 
Selecung Ul4s opUon provides a Usl ol the currently loaded vlsualltatlons 5eJtctlf'9 a vlsua llutlon srw>ws you the pnsets tnat are •v•tllaOie tor e.m visualization 

File Harke r • 
Use this co oo to a spednc poslllon In ante uuu has: markers II a tile doesnl have markers, you canl seled this oPtion for more lnfOt"mat lon abOut nte markers, s.ee 
Chapter l l 

S t • tl•11e:. 
SetecUng thiS optiOn (an shOw you rw>w well lne nte IJ s>f¥tiOQ ThiS un ~ ~rtleularty uset\.11 ~r you want to report problems w1th 1\lts that you are re<:ei ... lno In rtal Umt 
truough tnt Internet (tilled strurNnv) If there,,. prob4ems, you usually will lc now, but t hiS option can otve you t)(K\ ans wers, sud'l u now many ~keu art btlOQ lost 
durlnQ transmls.siOtl 

full Screen 
If you art ptaylno a vtsualizatJon that supporu It, use tNS option t o N'+'t the vtsu.uzauon CJIS91i)' ovtr tnt tuU saHn of your comput~ On«: In tun ween, you un recum 
to f'IOfmlt mOde by PfHSinQ the ALT and ENTER llceys slmultaneoosty 

R•tr••h 
use tnls to rettesn the paoe wnen you are uslno the H•dl• Guide , Por1•bl• O.vlc• , or Radio Tuner panes u you think: you're loo liclnQ at yesterCJay's Web paoe. you 
may be f1Qht Some lnfOfm• Uon WI thHe ta sl!: p.tnes 11 c.c::hed, Chit It, JIOrecJ on your Mrd alsk, dependln<:i on the settlnQS ln lnternet ExplOrer or your ponable deviCe 

zoom 
This allows you to cn•noe the ~ze of 1 '+'ICJeo t h.at Is ptaylno You un cnoose to make It nc tnt screen, or plc..k a spec1nc percentage of the ortQIMI The percentaoes are 
50'11., 100'11., and 200'11. 

Play/ P8UM 
This suru the nwslc 01" vtdeo progr.am ptaylno, or It n is alruey pt1ylt'1Q, pauses It The Player must nave at least one Item In the media llbt'ary In order to ptay Pfly1ng a 
paus.a ft'- stMU the ftle playlr.o It the sa me posltton It was paused at 

Stop 
This stops the currently ptaylrl9 prooram. It you ctlek: Pla y arter stopptt'IQ the program, t he song or '+'kleo will start over at the beQinnlng 

S kip Ba ck 
ThiS Stops the current ty ptaylng Item In the pfayllst and plays tile pt"evlous item In the ume pl•yllst This corresponds to the Pr•'+'lou. button In the PYyer buttons at the 
bottom of the tuft mOde Ptayer It you are at the "rst Item In a ptay11st and you select Skip Back, tM last Item In tne playll.st wiW be p!Jyeo 

S kip Forward 
This stops the currentty pfayl09 Item In the playllst and plays the next Item In the same ~lyllst. This corresponds to t he Next button In the Player buttons at the bottom 
ot the ru.1 mode P11yer It you •re a,t tM last It em In • playllst and you select Ski p Forw.rd, the nrst ltem In the ~ayllst will be played 

R•wlnd 
This rewinds a vAdeo In .short lrteN•Is You can onty rewind 'lldeos th•t a re encoded In Windows Mtd!a f"Of'mat This conesponds to the fa ll'\ Ru••n• button In tne Pt•yer 
buttons et the bOttom or the Ml mode Player 

Fa•t Forwa rd 
nus tau torwards a video In shOrt lnteNals You can onty fast fOf'WarCJ '+'ldeos that are encoded In Windows Media Format This corresponds to the F•.t Forwa nt button In 
the Player buttons •t the bOttom Of the tull mode Pllytf 

Shutne 
This plays the Items In the cunent playllst In a random order It does not cttanoe the order of the It ems In the playtlst, only the order In whiCh they are played while the 
shuffle option Is selected 

Rep••• 
This repeats the playl"9 of the entire cunene pt•yllst, not spednc Items In a ~ayi!St It you want to repeat onty one Item, aeate • new piJyUst, put only that 1cem In It, •ncl 
re~at thlt playllst. 

Volume 
TNs letS you nudQe the votume up or oown by a smaM amount It also .alk)ws you to mute the '+'olume 

Tool$ menu 

The Tool• menu Is IOf advanced felture-s ot WindOws He<Jla Player The tollowlno commands are a v1111ble throuoh the Tool• menu 

Download Vlsu o~ lhaltons 
Select this to go to • Web p.19e ttwlt will tet you dowft,!N<J new v/sWIIl ltlons 

Search Computu for Media 
Use this to surch your computer tor att audio and video nte~ The Pfayer will aOCithe rlle.s U finds to your medkl llbt4try and dl'+'l<le them between the audio and video 
cot~ons It you choose tne oocton 10 searCh tor WAV and MIDI flie-s, you w1U ldcl • lot of Windows JOUnd e neru thlt you may not ""41nt to play w~th tht Player, on the 
otnet hand, you may d4Kover some tnterestJno HID I tiles tNt •re htdOtn awo~y lnSJO. your WindOws tolder You an cnoose to 10.0 ttom toGa I dnves, networllc drives, •• 
drtves, or • speanc dr1'+'t, and ..... n 1 spednc directory rr you Nvt ITWipped 1 network dr1ve to your computer, you un se.arCh tna,t drwe as wd For uample, If ortve X 
IS miPs>ed to a nec:wor~ Gr1n, you un searCh tnat drt'+'e, Of CS•rectorte.s on that csrt'+'e 

Llc• n•• Han• o•m•nt 
It you oownlo.d musiC that requtres a license, Of' m1._e coptts of CD trKU, this opcton sPK'nes where you want to stOf'e the Ucensu on your comput~N You mtQht w1nt 
to pec:llc • fOlder that you c.1n nr.d uslfy so you c•n con..,er,~ently ruck up your heenses to another dr1'+'e or storaoe me~um Jr you PiY fOf • SONJ 1nd tne S01"19 nH<ts a 
IICtnSt to play, you11 ••nt to ta ~e QOOeJ we of your lttenses For mote tntorm•uon •bout ltcenu'MJ, see ·uncserstandlncJ d~l\al Nonts•ln ~pc.et l 

Opt ion• 
rnjs Is the opUon lor everythW.C, else not covered In other menu ~tems The ronowlnq seaiOn, ·opc10ns dialog box: provKJes more lnformo~tlon about tnls menu Item 

Opti on• dl11log box 

lt you 90 co the Tools menu .lind dltllc Option• , the OpUons CSIIk)Q boiC Is dlsptayed It covers .,.r1ous oPtiOns you m•y want to ch1nge The fOllow ing tlbS •re lndude<lln 
the Options dlaiOQ bOIC 

Player 
Th•S tlb let.S you set hOw o n.en you want WM~OOws Media P'tayer to checlt IOf son.wo~re UP9fldes (dalty, weekty, montnty), whether you want the PUytr to automatiGIMy 
download cOdeCS It needS (St:e CNpter l tor more about coc:MCS ), whether you want '"• ~Yt' to klenuty ltJetf to weo s~tes and dOwnlOad licenses automaoc•lty. 
whether you w~nt the Ptayer to start up In Hedl• Guide (Instead of wnatever you moat you uted liSt tJme), 1nd whtther you want s~1ns to be on top ot other wtndows 
You can also csedoe whether -,ou w1nt the aOC\Or to b4ll diJplayeG when uslno s li:lns The anchor window Is i sm,u window thlt apoe•rs In the lower r!Qht corner of the 
screen when Windows Mf!OII Pfayer Is In compact moae You c.an dlcllc the 1nch0r window, ancJ then CliCk R•turn to Full Hod• to return to tne tull mode of tht Player 
Most of the ume you'll w&nt to le-ave these opttons the way they were k'lltlllty set 

Networ k 
II you art an advanced netwQf"klng user, you can use this tab to set proli .. S, ports, and PIOtocols 

CO Audio 
Use this to set up how you...,,, play or recotd COs fOf' ptaylnq COs, you c•n c-hOoSe whether to use GIQttll ptaybaellc, If your computet suppons It, and whetnet to use trrOf' 
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couecuon Otange these optlonl ~f you art hav•no pt'OOM:ms P'•v•no COs For cooytng musk trom COs, you c,.n select how mud'l COmPftUion to use when convef11nQ 
musiC trom CD forma~ co mum, .. tornwu You'll hive co moose bee'R ten sm•lter r,te JJzes and better qu.htv You un 4150 choose whctner to use d~•tal copylnC) or error 
correct•on. and whether to use personal rtQhtJ tNn"'tment flnally you un chOOse whit lokJer you want Lne c:opoed •ud•O f•les to oe crutt<lln for more tnlormauon 
abOut copy!OQ COs and aJg..til •k)hts, set Ol•pter J 

Por1a bl• Oe.vlc e 
If yov P'lave a porubfe de¥1Ce, you un use thiS sane to df'Cidt whether to let the Player COf\\ltrt the musiC •utomauuny or let you ptck • tr•CSeoN Det~~ooeen Ne slzt .tno 
•uoto quahty You an also dkk 1 buuon and ftnd ovt what <ltvlces art supported Oy Windows Ht<HI PWyer For mort lnfOfm~ttlon about portable Oe-..ICu, se-e 0\ipter 5 

Perlormanc• 
You ml9ht want to use this t.ab lf you are hJvln<J uou~• w •th vtewlnQ live tUe:s (suumlng) You can t~lthe Ptayer what necwcw t COMectlon you nave, hO w mucn bu flttln9 
co do, whetner you w 1nt to use h1rdw1re a<celet~Uon w 1t h vldt'O, and hOw to ,.adjust dtQ•tll to~ Ideo settlnQS FOf more lntormaUon 1b0ut stre•mlnQ, see Ch•ptl'f ~ 

H•dl• Library 
use this tlb to set tccess rights to yO\H me<SI• hbtl l')' Vou c• n spedty whit k!:vels ot aa:eu you w1nt to Qrbnt out s.lde Web s~tes t o rebel or ~lfy th« m~li In y~X'r 
hbr1ry ThiS tnYotves both seG~nty !lnd prtvKY Issues This al50 sped, es whether you want Internet music purchases to be ldded to your l1br1ry lutomlt k:llfy 

It you nave Installed a vlsuallu tlon th1t nu properues you can cnanoe. 90 to t hiS tab to cnanoe lhem For uamp(e, the AmtHence vlsulllzaUon will let you set the full· 
screen size and ottscrten butrer size. You e~n iiiSO ust this tab t o loid • vlsuallu tlon that Is st ored on your computer but that Is not reQistered wllh tne Pltyer 8fl sure 
you ~now t f'le source o f any vlsu• U:rat lon before lo~lnQ , and lo•d them trom only trusted sites , so that you can •to~Oid to~lruses 

Form1ta 
use ttiiS tab to make sure the Player ptays tn t nte formats y~X' want It to ptay H ~noth~r brand of player start s pllyiOQ a nle thlt you want Wlnoows HKIIa Pttytr to ~ay, 
th•noe the nle association nere, 1r It Is • ftle tormat the Ptayer can ptay 

Help menu 

The Help menu Ol"es you htlp •nd lnfort'I'WtiOn ThiS menu has t he tollowlno t hrtH commands 

Help Toplo 
ThiJ commancllaunches U'le Htlp nJe tha t comeJ w1tn Wtndowl Mt<lla Pf.\yer Tht Hefp nte covers all the te~ture.s you nH<I to ltnow •bout to use the Ptayer Vou can atso 
oet the Help "'e by pressing the F 1 key on your computer at •ny time wMe Window Media Pt1yer 11 tht aalve WindOw 

Ch•ck For Player Upvradu 
use this command any time you're cufi<Xd about uPQrades to WindOwS MKI/1 P1ayer The Player will ciO thiS automatiCally tot you, but you may want to do U yournlf If 

you've heard news of • new versk>n 

About W indow• H edl • Pl•y•r 
fhls will display the ntme, copyriQht , v~nlon numoer, and prOOua 10 of Windows M~ia Player 

Com,ntcr mode shortcut menu 

wnen Windows Hedl~ Player Is 1n comp.tet mode, you can riQht•cllclt the ste in and oet a menu hch ot the commands on the menu corresponds to a ilmllar1y named 
command on one of the menus of the full mOde Ptayer Tlble :Z . l shOws the commands on the menu of the compact mode •lono with their correspondlnQ full mode menu 

commands 

Table 2 .1: M enu commands of the com pact mode Player . 

Op.n 

Open UA.l 

Shuttle 

Repeat 

Volume 

Play/ p• u•• 

Stop 

Sk ip Bac.k 

Skip Forwafd 

A• tum to Full Mod• 

Full S<rcen 

Stlt l t tla 

Option• 

Help 

About 

h it 

Full mode menu command 

Fll• menu Open option 

File menu Open URL opclon 

Play menu Shuttl • opuon 

Play menu Repeat optiOn 

Play menu Volum• option 

Play menu Playf pau .. optton 

Play menu Stop option 

Play menu Skip Back optk)n 

Play menu Sk ip Back optk)n 

Pl•y menu Skip Forw.,d option 

Vl•w menu Full Sa•on opuon 

File menu Propenle• opUon 

V Iew menu St• ll• tla option 

Tool• menu Options opuon 

Help menu Help Topics optiOn 

H•IP menu Windows Media Player optiOn 

File menu fxlt option 

The full mOde of w,nctows Mecua Player MS Jeven v~ws tn~t •re •ccesseo by cUC\ InQ tlbt on the Task Bsr , wnlth Is on tne ltn. s~e of the w1n00w hen v~ew Qivei you~ 
cllfterent way to lf'lttr•ct with •udlo •nd vloeo Htrt it. • list ot the views 

N ow Pl • ylno 
fh•t. v1ew shows a to~t.Sualltatlon or YIOtO on the len. pane •nd • pfayllst on the UQht You C.Jn •lso dtSC)Iay a nk!den HUiflQS ~nt to malte v~nous .cl}ustmenu or SH 
aOd•tlonal lntormatJon Youll spend most of your Ut'Y\4: In tnli view 

Hedl a Guide 
Th<S 11 the default vfew of tne Ptayer and opens uo • wOftd of aUOIO and "'Cleo throuon the Internet You un Qet da•ly news of new AUdtO ancl v.oeo rtftues, tune 1n to 
Internet rlldfa statiOns, •na oownto.cs tons of tntnos to see and nur, most of K tree• FOf more help wtth oown4o.CS•no. ste tht ·nnc~•nQ nles on the Internet" sectiOn~ thtt 

ch•pter 

CO Audio 
If you nave a CO player 1n your compu1~. you un pfay your CO tracks usW'W] Windows Medii Pl.ayef for mcwe lnformatton abOut uSU\9 COs, set the ·copyii\IQ mu~ trom 
cos· secuon en tNs cn.pter for mof'e tnfCHmauon abOut uuuno your O\Ofn COs, see cn~er 3 

Media U bra r-y 
Th•s 11 whete you c.~n or9annt all your auo10 and vtdeO Vou an starCI'I tor luG•o •nd vk3eo n1es on your computer, create playllits, and Chln<.lt your Internet rad'O 
presets nere FOf mOte ln forn-.thon abOut worldnQ w1th playllsts, set tne ·using playt•scs· sealon of ttus chapter 

Radio Tuner 
use thiS teaturt to se•rd'l out and sort Internet rAdiO slltlons From •round the wOfld or ~round tne bloclt, you un listen to musiC evtfY nour or every day and never heaf 

tnt same thlno twice! 
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Port.able Dc vlcc• 
Use tnls PAM to OO wnlo•d musk to your Poc\ et PC or otner portable devke For more Information about porUble deviCes, see Chbpter 5 

Skin ChooHr 
Use this to tppty ' 'tins t~t ume with your ln stallitlon You un ats.o use th~ ltlhnt to oownk).aa new s\:ttu from the WindOws Media S tdns G• llery Web s•te Once you try 
one Skin, yov11 never w•nt to stopl New slclns will be appeartno trequet'IUy, so Chec:k this ue ot\en 

Flndlno met on the Internet 

Now tha t you ~now now to uu the WindOws Mecu Pt•yer, you un 90 out Of'l the Web •nd ftnd mcHe musiC. You can use a bt'owser to do ttlis or courn, but Wmdows 
Medii Player gt~o~es you a special window to the wor1d or music and vtdeo. This window IS alle<lthe Hedl• Guide hrlier In thts chapter you uw a typiCal view or the 
Hedl• Guide In flQUft 2 Ul 

Th e Pl ayer w+ll start up w1th the Medl• Guide view You un .tlw•ys Oet to It by usln9 the tull moot: of ttle Ptayer •~ CI1Cicl"9 Med ia Guide on tne Ta~ l • r on ttle ltn 
side or the Pl lyer U you don' want Media Guld• to be the default view, 00 to ttle Tools menu .tnd clk:lc. OpUona, then click ttle Pt• y• r tab •n<J cle.tr the Star-t Pl11yer 
In Hedl11 Guide ChKit box 

The Hedl• Guide IJ • windOw to the WfnOOws Hedll com Wtb s~tt Tht Hedla Guide tl•s hundrtm ot Un~ to new ludiO !lnd vtoeo tiles tO pl•y • nd <JowniH<I, tnc:1 c;~tvH 
you IOU o r lnfOfmatlon abOUt .... nat's new In tne world or audio an<J video You can spend hours~~ hours explouno tne ,.hdl• Guide. 

For mot"t W\torm.cton tlbOut llle fOf'mltl you c• n downlo.d, see OI• Pter l FCH lnform.auon •bout seeln9 lnd nurl09 n1es wlti\OYt wlltiOCJlO downto.d tn.m (r.treamlno). 
see Ch• pter 4 

Copyln9 music from COs 

U you w1nt to Ust en to music trom dlnerent CO' without lnsertiOCJ and removlno your COs • II tht Ume, WWMJOws Hedtl ptayer un ~•ve you 1 tot of time All you hive to 
do Is copy the CO (or just the tracks you went) onto your computer, then .ssemble the traclts Into pl1yUsts lnd crute your own customl'ed mu, k l l exl)t'rlence 

AJso, you c•n hlvt the P11yer mmpress the tUes so thty wonl t•ke up as mucn room on your hArd dtsk You c• n control the 1mount ot comptHS~ you n~ 0\ooslnQ 
high compruslon will crute "'" that wonl sound u QOOd but will tail::t up tus SPKt 

Copyk\9 CO tr~e lts Is t)lttemefy u sy All you need to 00 ts fold a CO Into your CO·R.OH drtve ano stArt WindOws Mt<Jl.l Ptayer When the Pt.ayer stllrts , it lotl<H the CO 
trac lts In to • play11st and displ ays the CO Audio J)llne ot the lull mode P11yer AQure 2. 15 shOws a typtc.at CO Audio pane, whlcn you un •!ways Ott to from the tuu mooe 
vie w ot the Player by cUc:ldng tflt CO Audio tab ot the T•~ B• r on the let\ stae ot the P1ayet 

It you are connKted to the lnttmet , the Pt•yer wHI 90 0\R to 1 dlt• bA.se 1nd get lntormaUon abOut eK:n tra<k on the CO, shOwtno yow not onty trK1t Mmes ancJ lengths, 
but artist, genre, style, 1nd so on On m1ny cos, you can even click the Album Detail • .and go to • wee site thll contains more tntormauon abOut tht CO 

Arter Y~'-'• IO.oed your CO, •• you h1ve to 00 ts dOCIOt whkh tr.ctt.s you want to copy to your computer Aner you've decided, select t he: Check box .at cne left ot ucn 
track co select the trKks y~ want to copy 

When y~'re rtacty to copy, jun dick the: red Copy Music button You'll see thlt the Pflyet stlrts copying becAuse there I'S 1 Copy SUitus cokJmn In ttle CO Audio Dllyllst, 
ano the 6tatus will be displayed flits thlt are being cople<S witt have a p-4:rcent -cople<t diSplay; ntes that will b4 copied are labeled "Ptndlng" lnd when a Ale Is Anlshe<l 
copying, It wlll be labeled 'Copied to Ubfary• In the stat us column, 

Selecting copy opt ions 

There are several options you un select thlt will IIIOw you to thange tht way that the Ptaye.r copies OIM trom a CO to your computer Click; Opl lons on tne Tool• menu, 
1nd then dkk the CO Audio t•b You11 see the lollowltw;~ chOkes 

Dlgll•l pl•yb• ck (under Pt•yback Sen tnos) 
This sett109 only applies t o pl l ybaclc, not to copylno COs It your computer supporu digital playbaclt, select ttlls che<.lc bOx 10<1 see how diQital ploythJCk sounds If you 
don' select thiS optiOn, you wll not be IbM to see visualizat ions 

Us e error correction (under Pll ybac\ SettiOQJ) 
nus sentno only •PPIIes to plavb• clt, not 10 copying cos. It you • re expe(ftnclno a lot ot erron, selectlnq this cneck DOx may help cof'rect them dur10CJ C)llybKk You .. 
ltnow you're getttno enon ~~ the •u<»o sounds .u It paru 1re mlsslno or the video st lrts Jumping around and missing tr•mes You an only select thiS It you have also 
selected the Oto lu t playback cheCk box 

Copy mu• lc at I hi a qua lhy (under Copylnq SetUnqs) 
Windows Medi i ~ayer c.an compress the cngttlllnformttloo In the Ales ~t aeatet: so that the files will be smaller It does this using a variety ot techniques Depending on 
the tvPt ot musJc you're copy.ng, you may CH m1y not nouce the difference You an choose the amount ot compressiOn w~th 1 shder bar Art average musk: CO c.an bt 
compressed trom u srn.- u 18 H8 to 1s ~rge u 70 HB The l~roer the Ale, tne better tne sound quattcy. 

Dlolt• l copying (under Copyl~ Senlngs) 
Select tnts the<lc bOx to copy CO tracks to • udlo R'-s tNt en~ble dlgltl l pt•yb•ck Not 111 computers and souno ards hive diOil• l ptayWck If yours oo, U'tls Is a good 
OPlJOn to use, and the sound Coesn l need to be c:onverte<l to IMIOC) 1nd bact to d•CJJC I I If you're not s.ure, try • tr.C.Ic bOth ways and set whit you filet 

Uu en or cornC'Ion (under Cooylng StlnlnCJS) 

You un only select tNs Cl\e<\:: bO• If y~"v• illso se~ed lht Digita l copying opc.on USe thiS 1f yot.H tracks lte l)foc:Juono erron Once •Q"In, if you·re noc sure wMtntf 
to use this, try • traclt t>oc.h w.ys •nd hsten to the res.ulu 

u this Check bOx ts selected, t'\e nles y~ create w111 Nve mfCHmiUon ltllched to them tnO'c.unq th.c they wtrt cret~ted on your computet vou w.u c:seftMety •fllt to 
keep this opuon the<~e<J If you want to copy your files to 1 pornble device sucn as a Poc~et PC, m1ny potubte devices w+U not pl• y musiC If you n•ve not hcens.e<t en. 
.tPPfOOOJCt nones fOf • Plrtleullr nte However, If you ~etp this opt.on ctle<ked , you cannot pt•r nles you have copleo on another computer SoU you w1nt to copy ntes 
from yOUf CO and thtn trlnsftr them to .tnOthef computt4', you shoukl not stlect this optk)n Of course, t>etCHe copyH'IQ •ncJ trlnstetttOCJ, be sure you have t he ltQ•I nqht 
to dO so The luues of d•O•t•t f'tghts 1ft covered ~ ~cxer l 

UslnQ playllsu 

A ptayltst ~~ a conven~nt w•y to oro.tnllt 9roups of •ucUo •nd Ykieo nles The t•m comes trom the t~dlo meNs try a no refers to th4 t.sc or SOf\9S tNt 1 d•sc )Otley p&a,ys on 
• partkular radio PfOCJram 

You tTught want to make up p lyWsts tot dlfterent per10fmers or dH'ftrent 1t1nos ot musk: Of videos You un shufne ptayl1sts Of reput them endlessly ThiS way, you un 
ctute • meG~• Upet1tnct thoU Is conunvously entertl•nM1CJ 

You can see whiCh pl•yllst IS plty1no by looklnQ In the upl)t't-riQht corner of the tull mode Player You will see 1 drop-dOwn list bOll, whiCf'l snows the current pl.tylist 

Using the H edla Li brary 

The Media Ubr ary Is the kt~ to understfnd•ng playUsts The Medi a Library IS where you aeate your ptayllsts You Cln Qet to the Media llbn ry by ChOoStno the Hedla 
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llbt.,.y tab on the Tu k l a r of tne tull mode WIMO""' H edll PlAyer flOUJI 2 16 shows • typlc.JI w~ew o f the Media libra ry 

figure l . l6: Hed/.M Llb,..ry. 

On the-lei'\ skle or t he Media libra ry you11 see • UH•Iike Ust ot .alf the auct10 and vtdeo tNt the Pllyer hts ln fOirNUon abOut. IS weN 11 all pl avhsts and radkl Pft-Sets 
This Is set up similar to Hkrosoft WindOws Expk)rer In that you dtck an u em on the ~l"t and the content$ Of th.at Item ~·r on the r\Qht 

The Media libra ry Is dfvlded )nto the tollowlno sectloru 

• Au<JIO 

• VIdeo 

• Radio Tuner Presets 

• Oelete<S Uems 

Figure 2.17: Rve I'IOdeJ ol t he Hedt. L/b,..ry 

noure 2 18 shows the nodes upanded by one level for ueh node You can exp.11nd a nooe to Show the Items Inside It oy clicking the plus sign to the len. or the node 

name. 

You an ewptore the contents of tht! H edla Library by «P.ti"'Iif\9 the nodes My ttme you diet Ot\1 o f the node Item namet , the contents of tn.at node, lr nIt a tokJer, wUI 
be dtsptayed k'l the rtQht pane o r tne Hedla llbrery 

fhe 1001o collec11on It tne part of the llbfary that lcetpt trK k or audio met on your computer and other audio ftle.s that the Player has Information about ( tor eumple, n1es 

on the Internet) 

Add lno Audio File • 

• OIC ic. tne Fll• menu, C'l(.lc. Add to llbruy. ancJ then cnoose •n .tudto ftle 

• from 1M CD Audio taslc p.~ne, cooy • CO traclc to o;CKK computer 

Sonlno •udlo f11c • 

You an nncs • rue Dy cucklnQ tne Se arch button •t the tOC) of tM H edla Llbr.,.., p.tne 

The Audio cot~n Is a database of au~o rues, ano IItie other databas~. It stOfes not onty the n1e name and kKat~n of audio ftles , but i<JdiUoMI lnfotmat.on such as 
1rt1st, llbum, ancJ oerue fhls .OCStUon•l~t~tofmatiOn ~~used to sort U'lt Audio collecuon Into at least tour cJtegorles You c.~n see the ClteQOfle:S tty cllcklno tnt nodes to 
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ttlelel\ ot the Audio l~bel Ac)uft 2 19 1hows U'lt tOUf' nO<SH lnt.Jee the AudiO COIIe<tion 

c. ~-..>> 
U. ,;.j,)Ji).i 

· - ... tul 
e rt~~\·lot .le : 

• - xlt : t 

~ ~ t:o:"d 

· ·~. ~ :,. Y04 ~0'5 
·~ r •. ,.,.4< 

18 (t;ll~ 

Flgurt l . l9: Thf: four not.JeJ of r/Je • u<110 collect iOn. 

Here Is an explanation of uch cateQOrY: 

All A u d io 
This lncfudes" list of all •udlo thllt Wln<Sows Me<JII Ptayer nas lntotmatlon abOut 

A lbum 

Page I 0 of II 

fhls shows a list ot •" music that Is 1uodated with albums The album Information un come rrom a CO, from a playllst, or c.an be emDe<Jded In the nle itself The Ptayer 
un get llbum lnfOtmiUOn •bout COs from Internet dltabues 

Anl•t 
You un see a list o f ~~ the artists tNt are auocl1ted with t he tudlo ntes In tr.e AudiO cottealon 

Genre 
II you w1nt tO f\nd ludlO ntes lhit hiVI A Otl'ltt USoctateo With them, thiS IS tM pf.ce 10 too~ 

Under..-undlng the video coll•ctlon 

TM ... kteo coUectlon uses the ume concepu as the audio collection ucepe that ~t ~eeps tr.ck of ... ideo nits lnste.c:l of All Audio , t he ..,kteo cotlealon wMI refer to All 
Clip• . Artist becomes Author, ~u~d there Is no album or oeore equt..,alent tor ..,kteos 

Undar aundlng H y Playllah 

This Is a collection ot all P'ayljUJ that the Ptiytr has lntormauon at>Ou t Playllsts are lists th~t you create o f aucUo and ..,Ideo content 

Crutlno playllala 

Creating playllsts couldnl be simpler Olck the Hew Playll.-t button at the top ten. of tne Medl.t Libr ary and enter the new playllst name 

Adding to p layll•t• 

You can add to ptayllsts by dOing the rouowlng 

Create your playllst . 

Rnd the audio or videO nte you want to add You must open •n AvdiO or Vloeo collectk>n and select ante from the cotlecllon For e•ample, open tne AudiO 
cotiKUon, then open tne ArtiJt collection, chOOH •n arUst you like, dlspl.tylng all the sonos by tNt amn In the riQht pane 

Selea the aud10 or video ftle, and a<Jd It to the playlist You can do this In one of two ways The euy way IS t o riQht ·clkk the ftlt ind ChOOSe t he Add to Playllat 
option. Youll be pro ... kle<l w~h a l•~t of playllsts Plelt one itnd you're dOne There's also an Add to Playll at button at the top of tne H•dla Library pane If you 
prefer to dKit a button 

You un also select tht aud;o or ..,Ideo nte and Gtao It to lhe play tat In the ten. p•ne Thl1 requires • tMt ot openw-.g anG dos.ln<J or nodes In tnt colleak>n, but •l"':er 
you oet used to It, you11 ftnd that thts IS • usetul way to worlic with compucaced playUstS 

You c.n also delete and reNme P'rfiiStJ by r19ht·dkkWlg • playtlst anG ChoOslno the detete or rename opUon Deleted pfly~sts arenl rutty Geteteo. tney are transfefre<J 
to the Deleted Uem• part ot the Media llbr.t ry 

Dc l•tl ng medi a Item • and playll•t• 

If you ~fete. an Item In the audio or video cotlealon, the item Is transferred to the Del et ed Item • part or the Media Library The same Is true tor oele.tecJ ptayllsU This 
IS similar to tht Recyde Bin 1n WindOws 

You c.an 91:t the nte or Pl•yltst back by rk)ht clicking It •ncJ selectl~ tne Rutor• ol)CIOn The me or p111yt1st will return to the piKe you deleted It trom 

u you want to permanefnly erut the me<JI.t Items •n4 pltyii$U you deleted, you un re<latm their diSk 'ftJICe by none ·CIIC~~.tng the D•leled ll•m• nOCJt and d'IOOSIOO tnt: 
!mpt y Dele ted Uem• ogUon 6e c•relufl Aner you do this, you un t 90 bitC.Itl Out •t Ieist you're 01ven .tn optton to ch•~ your mind t>etoft lht medii tile' ano 
playhsts are gone rore..,er 

Uslno the Radio Tuner 

The Radio Tuner leature lt:ts you use tM Ptaytt to IItten to Internet r.ci1o stattons h'om around the wortd l'houuncu of stltlont two~st otudlo QfOQrlms or m~,;sk, 
news, and commentary 

Floure 2 20 shOws the: R•dlo Tyner view. whtcn you c•n Qt:C to by dletono Radio Tuner 1n lhe tas~ O.r on the ~n. side of tne full mOde Of WtndOwS He<JI~ Ptaytr 

Using Sr:.tlon Finder 

The St•tlon Finder can ht4p you tune In to l nttmet Redlo stations Evtn thOU9h there are thOusands ot stations around tne 91ooe, you c.an tiSIIy nnct one you h"e wtlh 
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onty ~ tew d<~.S The contents of tft.e S t a t ion Finde r ire updlted hequenUy by WlnoowV1e<Jiol com so tllat it new stat.ot~S 90 on the '''• you can tune In to them rtQtlt 
.... y 

AJI tnt suoons are llsteoln a tible th" soru them by SttUion ,.me, speed, frequency, and format or oty You c•n 10ft tne table rows by cbc~tno t~ cotumn 1\e.cJlng you 

w1nt to sort on Oouble•dlct • sto~tlon ttsuno to "'" It P'iYiftQ 

AbOve the taote of ridlo st1Uons Is one or more liSt bO•e.s Thf: box on the Itt\ hiS st:veral at~les that you an use to nncs p.~~~mMar r.ctto staUons, lndu<Hncl tl\e 

tonow•n~r 

Fo,.m•t 
fhls Qlves you a set of pre<~enl'ed rldlo Stltlon l'ormats ranotno trom AtletniUve Roc" to Oan~al to News lbdto 

Band 
You un cnoose to searth tnrOUQn tne AM bind or FM bano, or cnoose lnternec.only 

t anou•o• 
There are several spo'cen tanou~es to chOOse trom, lodudlno Chinese, Enohsn, La t'¥'1an, and 20 otntu 

Loutlon 
Countries sud'l o~s the united Stites, flnlano, Kore• . •no 30 omen are represented In the table lisllngs wllh titdlo stauons H you cnoose the UMed Sutes, you c•n searCh 
by uate 

C• ll•ton 
If you ~now the ullletters of 1 radio station, you un nnd the st&ttlon by t'f~no the call letters tn the surch bO• ror eumple, If you type ~c.cww~ . you1tllsten to scauon 
CKWW In DetrOit, MICh igan, tNt spectaflze.s In biO bind MuSk. 

Frequency 
You can tune tn to~ Stilton oy tYP'"9 the trtQuency, for uampte, 88 Son the fM dl.tl woukl 91ve you rad'O StitlOn KPLU In the Se•ttle, WasN"9(on, 11tre1 

Ke yword 
If a stittlOn has it stooan, you can ftnd It w1th • ~eyword f'or eumple, surcntng fOf' ·ofd1es· will Qlve you several st•tlons to cnoose trom 

There are two default presets that you an us.e to son r•dlo st•llons thilt you wUI want to use often One IS called Featuut<l lnd hiS staUons tfl.lt 111 currently feahwed by 
WindOws He<lia Player You canl add Stlllons to Fnture<l 8ut you an f<kl r•olo suuons tho~t )'0\.1 want to we frequently to My Presets 

You can create your own preset c•tegorles by clk.lcii"'Q the fdlt bun on abOve ttle Pruct• list 

All presets aeated In the Radio Tuner are automatically copied to the Medi a Li bra ry In the Radio Tuner Pre••t• uteoorv 

Top of P OQC 

Lttst Up<lated: Saturda Jul 1 2001 

MAMQC your erpme ~ f·MO!I Thts page frts: r,ewsteuecs 

() 2014 MJC:rosoft Corporallon. All rlght.s reserved.~ fermt o f use ~ pnygcv Statement r·r:·e 
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C H A P T E R 2 

How Does the Player Work? 

In this chapter you'll learn how to operate Windows Media Player 7. You'll 
see how to play files, use the buttons to navigate, change the settings, use the 
menus, and switch to different views and modes. You'll also be shown how 
to find files on the Internet, copy music from CDs, and use playlists. 

Playing a file in only three steps 
Playing music or video on the Player is a simple 1-2-3 process: 

1. Go to the Now Playing view. 

2. Pick a song from a playlist and click the song title. 

3. Then click the Play button to begin playing. 

The three steps to playing a song are shown below in more detail. 

Step 1: Start with the full mode Player 
When you start Windows Media Player 7 for the first time, and you are con
nected to the Internet, you should see the full mode Player in the Media 
Guide view. Figure 2.1 a shows a typical Media Guide view. 

~-------------------------------------------
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Figure 2.1 a - Full mode Player in Media Guide view with Internet connection. 

The Media Guide is a Web site that gives you a doorway into the world of 
audio and video on the Internet. The contents change nearly every day, giv
ing you new audio and video selections, current entertainment news, and free 
downloads. 

If you are not connected to the Internet, you' 11 see a s.creen similar to Figure 
2. lb. 

Figure 2.1 b - Media Guide view without an Internet connection. 

·. 



Chapter 2: How Does the Player Work? 

You can now get started using Windows Media Player. Click Now Playing on 
the left side of the full mode Player. You should see a view similar to Figure 
2.2. 

Figure 2.2 - Windows Media Player in full mode in the Now Playing view. 

If you don't see something like Figure 2.2, you 're probably looking at a skin. 
A skin may have been loaded by the last person to use· the Player; you won' t 
be able to see the Now Playing view when a skin is running. If you are view
ing a skin, you will want to return to the full mode of Windows Media Player. 

Windows Media Player comes in two modes : full mode and compact mode. 
The compact mode is used to display skins, and the--full mode displays the 
standard Player. To return to full mode from any skin, right-click anywhere 
on the skin and then click Return to Full Mode on the shortcut menu that 
appears. 

The full mode has several different views it can display. Right now, all you 
want to do is play a fi le, so click Now Playing at the left side of the full 
mode Player. You should now see something that looks close to Figure 2.2. 
You probably will have a different visualization or a different playlist loaded 
on your computer, but you're ready to start. 

27 
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Step 2: Choose a song 
There are several ways to choose a file to play, but the easiest way is to use a 
playlist. Playlis ts will be covered in greater detail later in this chapter, but to 
get you started, use the play li st that should be visible on the right side of the 
Now Playing view. 

Figure 2.3 shows a Now Playing view with a playlist named "All Audio" that 
contains all the songs that the Player has information about. The third song, 
"Laure", is selected and playing. You can double-click any item in the 
play list to s tart playing that item. 

Figure 2.3 - A playlist with more than one item. 

You can learn more about using playlists later in this chapter. There are other 
ways to choose audio and video files as well, and they will also be covered 
in this chapter. 

Step 3: Click Play 
Now that you've selected a song title, click the Play button. It looks like an 
arrow that is pointing to the right. You can see it in Figure 2.4. 

I ., 
··: ~.· . ~1 . ".. 
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Figure 2.4 - The Play button of the full mode Player. 

When you click the Play button, two things happen. The music starts playing 
and the button changes. The button now looks l ike Figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.5 - The Pause button of the full mode Player. 

This new button is the Pause button. Any time you want to stop the Player, 
just click the Pause button. That will stop the music playing and change the 
Pause button back to a P lay button. 

Using the navigation buttons 
Windows Media Player has several other buttons you can use to enhance 
your playing experience. The following buttons are always at the bottom of 
the window in the full mode Player and are listed here from left to right: 

• Play/Pause 

• Stop 

• Seek 

• Mute 

• Volume 

• Previous 

• Fast Reverse 

• Fast Forward 

• Next 

• Switch to compact mode 

If you hover over a button with the mouse pointer, the name of the button 
will appear. 

• .._· ~ _i .\. .. , 

_/ ··- .. 
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Figure 2.6 shows the navigation buttons for the full mode Player. These but
tons are also called transport buttons and use symbols that are common to the 
electronic industry for controlling tape recorders, VCRs, and CD players. 
You '11 often see the same button symbols in skins, but because every artist 
designs skins his own way, and the artwork varies widely, you won't neces
sarily find all the same buttons in each skin, or the buttons may not be in the 
same order. 

t ~ • 'l. ~- •.. : I : 

~)~ 0 ~ ·:,~~ ·~.) 4; --· 0 ;-<f • Ill' t I 

Figure 2.6 -Navigation buttons. 

Here is a brief explanation of each button. 

Play/Pause 
This button toggles back and forth between two states: Play and Pause. 
Play starts the selected music or video playing, and Pause pauses it. 
Clicking Play from a paused state will start the program playing from the 
same position it was paused at. 

Stop 
This button stops a currently playing program. If you click Play after 
clicking Stop, the program will start over at the beginning. 

Seek 
This is the long bar that extends above the other buttons. The Seek bar 
shows the current position in the file. If you click and drag the tiny box, 
you can change the current position in the file to anywhere you want. 
The left end of the Seek bar represents the beginning of the file, and the 
right end represents the end of the file. So the midpoint of the bar 
represents the midpoint of the file, regardless of its length. 

Mute 
Click this to mute the sound of the currently playing file. Click it again to 
return the sound to its previous volume. 

Volume 
This is a short triangular bar with a box above it. Click and drag the box 
left or right to increase or decrease the volume of the sound. 

. ..... .. 
.. 
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Previous 
Click this to go to the previous title in a playlist. 

Fast Reverse 
Click this to move the current seek position of the file backward. Click it 
again to start playing from the new seek position. This button only works 
for video files that use the Windows Media video fi le format. 

Fast Forward 
Click this to move the current seek position of the file forward. Click it 
again to start playing from the new seek position. This button only works 
for video files that use the Windows Media video file format. 

Next 
Click this to go to the next title in the playlist. 

Switch to compact mode 
Use this to change the Player display to compact mode. This will change 
the user interface to the default skin or the last skin you selected. 

Watching visualizations 
At the bottom of the left side of the Now Playing pane, you ' ll see two but
tons. Click these to change visualization presets. These buttons are shown in 
Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 - Previous visualization and Next visualization preset buttons. 

Visualizations draw moving shapes and colors on the screen that rise and fall 
in time to the beat and tone of the music. Several visualizations are included 
with Windows Media Player, and more are available from the Windows Me
dia Player Visualizations Gallery. Click Download Visualizations on the 
Tools menu to go there. 

Each visualization has several presets. Each preset gives a different "flavor" 
or "twist" to the visualization ; for example, one preset might make all the 
colors soft pastels and another preset would make them vivid primary colors. 
You can change visualizations and presets by clicking the Previous visual
ization and Next visualization buttons. The visualization and preset names 
are displayed to the right of the buttons, with the visualization name first, and 
the preset name following, separated by a colon. 
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You won' t see a visualization if you're playing a video, because they both 
use the same display pane. 

Changing other settings 
There's one other button that can be useful when playing audio and video. At 
the top of the full mode Windows Media Player, just to the right of center, 
you' ll see the Show Equalizer & Settings button that looks like Figure 2.8. 

Figure 2.8 - Show/Hide Equalizer & Settings in Now Playing button. 

Clicking this button will show a new pane in the Now Playing area that is 
below the visualization/video pane. This pane covers several settings. To 
move to a new setting, click the Previous setting or Next setting button. 
These buttons are shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 - Previous setting and Next setting buttons. 

The following settings are accessed from this pane by clicking the Previous 
setting and Next setting buttons: 

• SRS WOW Effects 

• Graphic Equalizer 

• Video Settings 

• Windows Media Information 

• Captions 

Here is a brief explanation of each setting. 

SRS WOW Effects settings 
This pane allows you to adjust the SRS WOW settings. SRS is a type of sur
round sound that makes your audio sound more lifelike and three-dimen
sional. You can see the SRS WOW Effects pane in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10 - SRS WOW Effects pane. 

On the right is the logo for SRS. Click it to find out more about SRS. On the 
left are two horizontal sliders that adjust the TruBass and WOW Effect. Be
tween the two sliders and the SRS logo are two buttons: the top turns SRS on 

Q and off, and the bottom one toggles between various presets. 

Here is a brief explanation of each button: 

TruBass 
Sliding this all the way to the right increases the bass enhancement of the 
audio. Sliding to the left decreases it. 

WOW Effect 
Sliding this to the right increases the perceived height and width of the 
audio image. · 

On/Off 
Click this toggle button to turn the SRS WOW Effects on or off. 

Speaker Settings 
Click this to toggle through the following speaker settings: normal 
speakers, large speakers, and headphones. 

Graphic Equalizer settings 
This pane allows you to adjust the audio to make it sound exactly the way 
you'd like. If you want to boost the bass or cut out high notes, this is the 
place to do it. Figure 2.11 shows the Graphic Equalizer pane. 

Figure 2.11 - Graphic Equalizer pane. 

On the left you see ten sliders that correspond to ten divisions of the audio 
spectrum. Move the leftmost slider up to increase the power of the lowest fre-
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quencies, move it down to reduce them. Similarly, the rightmost slider con
trols the upper tenth of the spectrum (the highest frequencies). Play with the 
sliders to see what sounds good to you. 

To the immediate right of the sliders are two buttons. The top one turns the 
graphic equalizer on or off. If it is off, the settings are completely "flat," that 
is, no modification is made to the sounds. The bottom button toggles through 
several presets that are based on popular styles of music. For example, the 
Jazz preset will boost the middle frequencies more than the Acoustic setting. 
If you make changes in the Custom preset, those changes will be saved for 
the next time you use the Player. 

To the right of those two buttons is a fmal horizontal slider that allows you to 
adjust the stereo balance. Move it to the left to increase the apparent volume 
of the left channel and to the right to increase the right volume. 

Video settings 
This pane allows you to adjust the video to make it look the way you like it. 
If you want to adjust the brightness or the intensity of the color, this is the 
place to do it. Figure 2.12 shows the Video Settings pane. 
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Figure 2.12 - Video Settings pane. 

On the left side of the pane are four horizontal sliders. They adjust the 
Brightness, Contrast, Hue, and Saturation of the video picture. To the right 
of these sliders is a button that resets all the sliders to their default (centered) 
positions. 

Here is a brief explanation of each slider: 

Brightness 
This adjusts the brightness of the video picture. Slide it all the way to the 
left to make the picture completely black and all the way to the right to 
make it completely white. Usually you' ll want it somewhere in between . 
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Contrast 
Use this to sharpen or blur video images. Moving this slider all the way 
to the left makes the picture sharper. This effect is sometimes known as 
posterization. Moving it to the right makes the image look blurry, as if 
everything was photographed in a dense fog or underwater. 

Hue 
Adjust the hue for basic color changes. Slide it to the left to make 
everything more red/purple and to the right for green. 

Saturation 
This adjusts how much color is shown in the video. Slide the slider all the 
way to the left, and only the gray tones are used, with no color at all. 
Slide it aU the way to the right, and the colors are extremely intense 
(saturated). 

Windows Media Information 
This pane isn't really a setting, but shows additional information about a par
ticular item. For example, if you load the Sample Playlist , and open the Win
dows Media Information pane, you'll see something like Figure 2.13. 

Figure 2.13 - Windows Media Information pane. 

The Windows Media Information pane can display details such as genre and 
label, but can also display pictures, links, and other useful information. In 
this example, if you click the album cover or the link to the right of it, you ' ll 
be taken to a Web page that gives more details about the artist, album, label, 
and so on. For more information on how to create advertising information 
such as the kind you see in the W indows Media Information pane, see 
Chapter 13. 
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Captions 
This pane isn't really a setting either, but shows captions for video files. See 
Figure 2. 14 for a typical caption file. 

Figure 2.14 - Captions pane. 

For more information about captions, see Chapter 13. 

Using menus 
Many of the operations you can perform with buttons can also be done 
through menus. The File menu is always available in the fu ll mode view but 
is also available in skins that provide menus. Here is a brief listing of each 
menu item and what it does. 

File menu 
The File menu helps you work with files. The following commands are avail
able on the File menu: 

Open 
Use this to load a file, using the standard Windows Open dialog box. The 
file you select will be loaded into a new playlist, and the file will s tart 
playing. 

Open URL 
Use this to load a fi le from a Web site or over a network. A URL 
(Uniform Resource Locator) is a path to a fi le; for example, http:// 
intemalsiLel/aure. H'ma is a URL. You must type a URL that links to an 
audio or video fi le. If you type a URL to a Web page, you will get an 
error. 

C lose 
This doesn't close the Player; it closes the media file that is playing. It 
tops the Player and deselects the current item in the current playlis t. 
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Add to Library 
Use this to add a track to the media library. The media library is the 
collection of all audio and video that the Player has information about. 
When you select this option, you are given three choices: Add Currently 
Playing Track, Add File, and Add URL. The first choice is useful when 
you want to add the content that is currently playing to the media library. 
The second and third choices are similar to the Open and Open URL 
commands on the File menu except that instead of playing the file, the 
Player just adds it to the media library. 

Import Play list to Library 
Use this to import a playlist into the media library. Playlists are Windows 
Media metafiles that have an extension of .asx, .wax, .wvx. You can also 
import a .m3u file which will automatically be converted to a playlist. 

Export Playlist to File 
Use this to save a selected play list in a text file. If you don't have any 
playlists selected (or any playlists at all), the media library will be saved 
as a play list. 

Copy to CD 
Use this to copy files to a CD. You must have a CD-ROM that is 
recordable and a CD drive capable of recording. For more information 
about copying files to a CD-ROM, see Chapter 3. "':(ou may not see this 
menu item if you do not have a recordable CD drive installed on your 
computer. 

Properties 
Selecting this will display information about the audio or video that is 
currently playing. 

Work Offline 
Use this option if you don't want the Player to go out to the Internet to 
gather information about CDs. 

Exit 
This will shut down Windows Media Player. 

View menu 
The View menu helps you see all the different parts of Windows Media Player 
and work with visual elements. The following commands are available 
through the View menu: 
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Full Mode 
This option returns you to the fu ll mode view. 

Compact Mode 
Use this to change from full mode to a skin. Whatever skin you used last 
will be the default skin. 

Now Playing Tools 
Select this to change how the Now Playing area looks. You can choose to 
hide or display the play list, title, and visualization portions of the pane. 
You can also show or hide the fo llowing settings: SRS WOW Effects, 
Graphic Equalizer , Video, Windows Media Information, and Captions. 
Finally, you can also hide or show the resize bars, which are the bars that 
separate the sub-panes of the Now Playing area. 

Task Bar 
The Task Bar menu command provides access to the same features 
found on the Task Bar tabs at the left side of the full mode Player. The 
following features are provided: Now Playing, Media Guide, CD Audio, 
Media Library, Radio Tuner , Portable Device, and Skin Chooser . For 
more information about the Task Bar , see the "Changing views in full 
mode" section of this chapter. 

Visualizations 
Selecting this option provides a list of the currently loaded visualizations. 
Selecting a visualization shows you the presets that are available for each 
visualization. 

File Markers 
Use this to go to a specific position in a file that has markers. If a file 
doesn ' t have markers, you can' t select this option. For more information 
about file markers, see Chapter 12. 

Statistics 
Selecting this option can show you how well the file is playing. This can 
be particularly useful if you want to report problems with files that you 
are receiving in real time through the Internet (called streaming). If there 
are problems, you usually will know, but this option can give you exact 
answers, such as how many packets are being lost during transmission. 

Full Screen 
If you are playing a visualization that supports it, use this option to have 
the visualization display over the full screen of your computer. Once in 
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full screen, you can return to normal mode by pressing the ALT and 
ENTER keys simultaneously. 

Refresh 
Use this to refresh the page when you are using the Media Guide, 
Portable Device, or Radio Tuner panes. If you think you're looking at 
yesterday's Web page, you may be right. Some information in these task 
panes is cached, that is, stored on your hard disk, depending on the 
settings in Internet Explorer or your portable device. 

Zoom 
This allows you to change the size of a video that is playing. You can 
choose to make it fit the screen, or pick .a specific percentage of the 
original. The percentages are 50%, 100%, and 200%. 

Play menu 
The Play menu gives you most of the same options that the transport buttons 
offer. The following commands are available through the Play menu: 

Play/Pause 
This starts the music or video program playing, or if it is already playing, 
pauses it. The Player must have at least one item in the media library in 
order to play. Playing a paused file starts the file playing at the same 
position it was paused at. 

Stop 
This stops the currently playing program. If you click Play after stopping 
the program, the song or video will start over at the beginning. 

Skip Back 
This stops the currently playing item in the playlist and plays the 
previous item in the same playlist. This corresponds to the Previous 
button in the Player buttons at the bottom of the full mode Player. If you 
are at the fi rst item in a playlist and you select Skip Back, the last item in 
the playlist will be played. 

Skip Forward 
This stops the currently playing item in the playlis t and plays the next 
item in the same playlist. This corresponds to the Next button in the 
Player buttons at the bottom of the full mode Player. If you are at the last 
item in a playlist and you select Skip Forward, the first item in the 
playlist will be played. 

.. ,, 
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Rewind 
This rewinds a video in short intervals. You can only rewind videos that 
are encoded in Windows Media Format. This corresponds to the Fast 
Reverse button in the Player buttons at the bottom of the full mode 
Player. 

Fast Forward 
This fast forwards a video in short intervals. You can only fast forward 
videos that are encoded in Windows Media Format. This corresponds to 
the Fast Forward button in the Player buttons at the bottom of the full 
mode Player. 

Shuffle 
This plays the items iri the current playlist in a random order. It does not 
change the order of the items in the play list, only the order in which they 
are played while the shuffle option is selected. 

Repeat 
This repeats the playing of the entire current play list, not specific items in 
a playlist. If you want to repeat only one item, create a new playlist, put 
only that item in it, and repeat that playlist. 

Volume 
This lets you nudge the volume up or down by a small amount. It also 
allows you to mute the volume. 

Tools menu 
The Tools menu is for advanced features of Windows Media Player. The fol
lowing commands are available through the Tools menu: 

Download Visualizations 
Select this to go to a Web page that wi ll let you download new 
visualizations. 

Search Computer for Media 
Use this to search your computer for all audio and video files. The Player 
will add the files it finds to your media library and divide them between 
the audio and video collections. If you choose the option to search for 
WAV and MIDI files, you will add a lot of Windows sound effects that 
you may not want to play with the Player; on the other hand, you may 
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discover some interesting MIDI files that are hidden away inside your 
Windows folder. You can choose to load from local drives, network 
drives, all drives, or a specific drive, and even a specific directory. If you 
have mapped a network drive to your computer, you can search that 
drive as well. For example, if drive X: is mapped to a network drive, you 
can search that drive, or directories on that drive. 

License Management 
If you download music that requires a license, or make copies of CD 
tracks, this option specifies where you want to store the licenses on your 
computer. You might want to pick a folder that you can find easily so you 
can conveniently back up your licenses to another drive or storage 
medium. If you pay for a song and the song needs a license to play, 
you' II want to take good care of your licenses. For more information 
about licensing, see "Understanding digital rights" in Chapter 3. 

Options 
This is the option for everything else not covered in other menu items. 
The following section, "Options dialog box," provides more information 
about this menu item. 

Options dialog box 
If you go to the Tools menu and click Options, the Options dialog box is dis
played. It covers various options you may want to change. T~e following 
tabs are included in the Options dialog box: 

Player 
This tab lets you set how often you want Windows Media Player to check 
for software upgrades (daily, weekly, monthly) , whether you want the 
Player to automatically download codecs it needs (See Chapter 3 for 
more about codecs.), whether you want the Player to identify itself to 
Web sites and download licenses automatically, whether you want the 
Player to start up in Media Guide (instead of whatever you mode you 
used last time), and whether you want skins to be on top of other 
windows. You can also decide whether you want the anchor to be 
displayed when using skins. The anchor window is a small window that 
appears in the lower right corner of the screen when Windows Media 
Player is in compact mode. You can click the anchor window, and then 
click Return to Full Mode to return to the full mode of the Player. Most 
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of the time you'll want to leave these options the way they were initially 
set. 

Network 
If you are an advanced networking user, you can use this tab to set 
proxies, ports, and protocols. 

CD Audio 
Use this to set up how you will play or record CDs. For playing CDs, you 
can choose whether to use digital playback, if your computer supports it, 
and whether to use error correction. Change these options if you are 
having problems playing CDs. For copying music from CDs, you can 
select how much compression to use when converting music from CD 
format to music file formats. You'll have to choose between smaller file 
sizes and better quality. You can also choose whether to use digital 
copying or error correction, and whether to use personal rights 
management. Finally, you can choose what folder you want the copied 
audio files to be created in. For more information about copying CDs and 
digital rights, see Chapter 3. 

Portable Device 
If you have a portable device, you can use this pane to decide whether to 
let the Player convert the music automatically or let you pick a tradeoff 
between file size and audio quality. You can also click a button and find 
out what devices are supported by Windows Media Player. For more 
information about portable devices, see Chapter 5. 

Performance 
You might want to use this tab if you are having trouble with viewing live 
files (streaming) . You can tell the Player what network connection you 
have, how much buffering to do, whether you want to use hardware 
acceleration with video, and how to adjust digital video settings. For 
more information about streaming, see Chapter 4. 

Media Library 
Use this tab to set access rights to your media library. You can specify 
what levels of access you want to grant outside Web sites to read or 
modify the media in your library. This involves both security and privacy 
issues. This also specifies whether you want Internet music purchases to 
be added to your library automatically. 
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Visualizations 
If you have installed a visualization that has properties you can change, 
go to this tab to change them. For example, the Ambience visualization 
will let you set the full-screen size and offscreen buffer size. You can also 
use this tab to load a visualization that is stored on your computer but 
that is not registered with the Player. Be sure you know the source of any 
visualization before loading, and load them from only trusted sites, so 
that you can avoid viruses. 

Formats 
Use this tab to make sure the Player plays the file formats you want it to 
play. If another brand of player starts playing a file that you want 
Windows Media Player to play, change the file association here, if it is a 
file format the Player can play. 

Help .menu 
The Help menu gives you help and information. This menu has the following 
three commands: 

Help Topics 

This coqunand launches the Help file that comes with Windows Media 
Player. The Help file covers all the features you need to know about to 
use the Player. You can also get the Help file by pressing the Fl key on 
your computer at any time while Window Media Player is the active 
Window. 

Check For Player Upgrades 
Use this command any time you're curious about upgrades to Windows 
Media Player. The Player will do this automatically for you, but you may 
want to do it yourself if you've heard news of a new version. 

About Windows Media Player 
This will display the name, copyright, version number, and product ID of 
Windows Media Player. 

Compact mode shortcut menu 
When Windows Media Player is in compact mode, you can right-click the 
skin and get a menu. Each of the commands on the menu corresponds to a 
similarly named command on one of the menus of the full mode Player. 
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Table 2.1 shows the commands on the menu of the compact mode along with 
their con·esponding fu ll mode menu commandv. 

Compact mode menu command Full mode menu command 

Open F ile menu Open option 

Open URL File menu Open URL option 

Shuffle Play menu Shuffle option 

Repeat Play menu Repeat option 

Volume Play menu Volume option 

Play/Pause Play menu P lay/Pause option 

Stop Play menu Stop option 

Skip Back Play menu Skip Back option 

Skip Forward Play menu Skip Back option 

Return to F ull Mode Play menu Skip For ward option 

Full Screen View menu Full Screen option 

Properties F ile menu Properties option 

Sta tis tics View menu Sta tistics option 

Options Tools menu Options option 

Help Help menu H elp Topics option 

About 
Help menu About Windows l\ Iedia 
P layer option 

Exit .. lF~I_e_,~enu Exit option 
---------- --------

Table 2.1 - Menu commands of rhe co111pacl mode Playu 
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Changing views in full mode 
The full mode of Windows Media Player has seven views that are accessed 
by clicking tabs on the Task Bar, which is on the left side of the window. 
Each view gives you a different way to interact with audio and video. Here is 

a list of the views: 

Now Playing 
This view shows a visualization or video on the left pane and a playlist 
on the right. You can also display a hidden settings pane to make various 
adjustments or see additional information. You'll spend most of your time 

in this view. 

Media Guide 
This is the default view of the Player and opens up a world of audio and 
video through the Internet. You can get daily news of new audio and 
video releases, tune in to Internet radio stations, and download tons of 
things to see and hear, most of it free! For more help with downloading, 
see the "Finding files on the Internet" section in this chapter. 

CD Audio 
If you have a CD player in your computer, you can play your CD tracks 
using Windows Media Player. For more information .about using CDs, see 
the "Copying music from CDs" section in this chapter. For more 
information about creating your own CDs, see Chapter 3. 

Media Library 
This is where you can organize all your audio and video. You can search 
for audio and video files on your computer, create playlists, and change 
your Internet radio presets here. For more information about working 
with playlists, see the "Using play lists" section of this chapter. 

Radio Thner 
Use this feature to search out and sort Internet radio stations. From 
around the world or around the block, you can listen to music every hour 
of every day and never hear the same thing twice! 

Portable Devices 
Use this pane to download music to your Pocket PC or other portable 
device. For more information about portable devices, see Chapter 5. 
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Skin Chooser 
Use this to apply skins that came with your installation. You can also use 
this feature to download new skins from the Windows Media Skins 

· Gallery Web site. Once you try one skin, you' ll never want to stop! New 
skins will be appearing frequently, so check this site often. 

Finding files on the Internet 
Now that you know how to use the Windows Media Player, you can go out 
on the Web and find more music. You can use a browser to do this of course, 
but Windows Media Player gives you a special window to the world of music 
and video. This window is called the Media Guide. Earlier in this chapter 
you saw a typical view of the Media Guide in Figure 2.1a. 

The Player will start up with the Media Guide view. You can always get to it 
by using the full mode of the Player and clicking Media Guide on the Task 
Bar on the left side of the Player. If you don 't want Media Guide to be the 
default view, go to the Tools menu and click Options; then click the Player 
tab and clear the Start Player in Media Guide check box. 

The Media Guide is a window to the WindowsMeclia.com Web site. The Me
dia Guide has hundreds of links to new audio and video files to play and 
download, and gives you lots of information about what's new in the world 
of audio and video. You can spend hours and hours exploring the Media 
Guide. 

For more information about file formats you can download, see Chapter 3. 
For information about seeing and hearing files without waiting to download 
them (streaming), see Chapter 4. 

Copying music from COs 
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If you want to listen to music from different CDs without inserting and re
moving your CDs all the time, Windows Media Player can save you a lot of 
time. All you have to do is copy the CD (or just the tracks you want) onto 
your computer, then assemble the tracks into playlis ts and create your own 
customized musical experience. 

Also, you can have the Player compress the files so they won' t take up as 
much room on your hard disk. You can control the amount of compression 
you need. Choosing high compression wi ll create files that won't sound as 
good but will take up less space. 
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Copying tracks 
Copying CD tracks is extremely easy. All you need to do is load a CD into 
your CD-ROM drive and start Windows Media Player. When the Player starts , 
it loads the CD tracks into a play list and displays the CD Audio pane of the 
full mode Player. Figure 2. 15 shows a typical CD Audio pane, which you can 
always get to from the full mode view of the Player by clicking the CD Audio 
tab of the Task Bar on the left side of the Player. 

If you are connected to the Internet, the Player will go out to a database and 
get information about each track on the CD, showing you not only track 
names and lengths, but artist, genre, style, and so on. On many CDs, you can 
even click the Album Details and go to a Web site that contains more infor
mation about the CD. 

After you've loaded your CD, all you have to do is decide which tracks you 
want to copy to your computer. After you've decided, select the check box at 
the left of each track to select the tracks you want to copy. 

Figure 2.15 - Audio CD pane. 

When you're ready to copy, just click the red Copy Music button. You' 11 see 
that the Player starts copying because there is a Copy Status column in the 

- -------- --·---
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CD Audio play list, and the status will be displayed. Files that are being cop
ied will have a percent-copied display; files that will be copied are labeled 
"Pending" and when a file is finished copying, it will be labeled "Copied to 
Library" in the status column. 

Selecting copy options 
There are several options you can select that will allow you to change the 
way that the Player copies files from a CD to your computer. Click Options 
on the Tools menu, and then click the CD Audio tab. You'll see the following 
choices: 

Digital playback (under Playback Settings) 
This setting only applies to playback, not to copying CDs. If your 
computer supports digital playback, select this check box and see how 
digital playback sounds. If you don't select this option, you will not be 
able to see visualizations. 

Use error correction (under Playback Settings) 
This setting only applies to playback, not to copying CDs. If you are 
experiencing a lot of errors, selecting this check box may help correct 
them during playback. You'll know you're getting errors if the audio 
sounds as if parts are missing or the video starts jumping around and 
missing frames. You can only select this if you have also selected the 
Digital playback check box. 

Copy music at this quality (under Copying Settings) 
Windows Media Player can compress the digital information in the files it 
creates so that the files will be smaller. It does this using a variety of 
techniques. Depending on the type of music you're copying, you may or 
may not notice the difference. You can choose the amount of 
compression with a slider bar. An average music CD can be compressed 
from as small as 28 MB to as large as 70 MB. The larger the file, the 
better the sound quality. 

Digital copying (under Copying Settings) 
Select this check box to copy CD tracks to audio files that enable digital 
playback. Not all computers and sound cards have digital playback. If 
yours do, this is a good option to use, and the sound' doesn't need to be 
converted to analog and back to digital. If you're not sure, try a track 
both ways and see what you like. 
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Use error correction (under Copying Settings) 
You can only select this check box if you've also selected the Digital 
copying option. Use this if your tracks are producing errors. Once again, 
if you're not sure whether to use this, try a track both ways and listen to 
the results. 

Enable Personal Rights Management (under Copying Settings) 
If this check box is selected, the files you create will have information 
attached to them indicating that they were created on your computer. You 
will definitely want to keep this option checked if you want to copy your 
files to a portable device such as a Pocket PC; many portable devices will 
not play music if you have not licensed the appropriate rights for a 
particular file. However, if you keep this option checked, you cannot 
play files you have copied on another computer. So if you want to copy 
files from your CD and then transfer them to another computer, you 
should not select this option. Of course, before copying and transferring, 
be sure you have the legal right to do so. The issues of digital rights are 
covered in Chapter 3. 

Using playlists 
A playlist is a convenient way to organize groups of audio and video files. 
The term comes from the radio industry and refers to th~ list of songs that a 
disc jockey plays on a particular radio program. 

You might want to make up play lists for different performers or different 
kinds of music or videos. You can shuffle playlists or repeat them endlessly. 
This way, you can create a media experience that is continuously entertain
ing. 

You can see which playlist is playing by looking in the upper-right corner of 
the full mode Player. You will see a drop-down list box, which shows the cur
rent play list. 

Using the Media Library 
The Media Library is the key to understanding playlists. The Media Li
brary is where you create your playlists. You can get to the Media Library 
by choosing the Media Library tab on the Task Bar of the full mode Win
dows Media Player. Figure 2.16 shows a typical view of the Media Library. 

• •< 
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Figure 2.16 - Media Library. 

On the left side of the Media Library you'll see a tree-like list of all the au
dio and video that the Player has information about, as well as all playlists 
and radio presets. This is set up similar to Microsoft Windows Explorer in 
that you click an item on the left and the contents of that item appear on the 
right. 

The Media Library is divided into the following sections: 

• Audio 

• Video 

• My Playlists 

• Radio Tuner Presets 

• Deleted Items 

Each section is a node in the tree. Figure 2. 17 shows the five nodes of the 
Media Library. · 
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Figure 2.17 - Five nodes of the Media Library. 

Figure 2.18 shows the nodes expanded by one level for each node. You can 
expand a node to show the items inside it by clicking the plus sign to the left 
of the node name. 

Figure 2.18 - Media Library nodes expanded by one level. 

You can explore the contents of the Media Library by expanding the nodes. 
Any time you click one of the node item names, the contents of that node, if 
it is a folder, will be displayed in the right pane of the Media Library. 

Understanding the audio collection 
The audio collection is the part of the library that keeps track of audio fi les 
on your computer and other audio fi les that the Player has information about 
(for example, files on the Internet). 

Adding Audio Files 

You can add to the audio collection in several ways: 

• Click the File menu, click Open, and then choose an audio file. 

• Click the File menu, click Open URL, and then choose an audio file. 

• Click the F ile menu, click Add to Library, and then choose an audio file . 

,I 
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• Click the File menu, and click Import Playlist to Library (if the play list 
has links to audio files in it). 

• From the CD Audio task pane, copy a CD track to your computer. 

• Start an audio file playing by double-clicking it. 

• Start an audio file playing by right-clicking it and selecting the Play op
tion. 

Sorting audio files 

You can flnd a fi le by clicking the Search button at the top of the Media Li
brary pane. 

The Audio collection is a database of audio fi les, and like other databases, it 
stores not only the file name and location of audio files, but additional infor
mation such as artist, album, and genre. This additional information is used 
to sort the Audio collection into at least four categories. You can see the cat
egories by clicking the nodes to the left of the Audio label. Figure 2. 19 shows 
the four nodes inside the Audio collection. 

Figure 2.19 - The four nodes of the audio collection. 

Here is an explanation of each category: 

All Audio 
This includes a list of all audio that Windows Media Player has 
information about. 

Album 
This shows a list of all music that is associated with albums. The album 
information can come from a CD, from a playlist, or can be embedded in 
the fi le itself. The Player can get album information about CDs from 
Internet databases. 

... 
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Artist 
You can see a list of all the artists that are associated with the audio files 
in the Audio collection. 

Genre 
If you want to find audio files that have a genre associated with them, 
this is the place to look. 

Understanding the video collection 
The video collection uses the same concepts as the audio collection except 
that it keeps track of video files. Instead of All Audio, the video collection 
will refer to All Clips, Artist becomes Author, and there is no album or genre 
equivalent for videos. 

Understanding My Playlists 
This is a collection of all play lists that the Player has information about. 
Playlists are lists that you create of audio and video content. 

Creating playlists 

Creating play lists couldn 't be simpler. Click the New Playlist button at the 
top left of the Media Library and enter the new play list name. 

Adding to playlists 

You can add to playlists by doing the following: 

1. Create your playlist. 

2. Find the audio or video file you want to add. You must open an Audio or Video 
collection and select a file from the collection. For example, open the Audio 
collection, then open the Artist collection, choose an artist you like, displaying 
all the songs by that artist in the right pane. 

3. Select the audio or video file, and add it to the playlist. You can do this in one of 
two ways. The easy way is to right-click the file and choose the Add to Playlist 
option. You' 11 be provided with a lis t of play lists. Pick one and you're done. 
There's also an Add to Playlist button at the top of the Media Library pane if 
you prefer to click a button. 

4. You can also select the audio or video file and drag it to the playlist in the left 
pane. This requires a bit of opening and closing of nodes in the collection, but 
after you get used to it, you ' 11 find that this is a useful way to work with 
complicated playlists. 
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Deleting and renaming playlists 

You can also delete and rename play lists by right-clicking a play list and 
choosing the delete or rename option. Deleted playlists aren't really deleted, 
they are transferred to the Deleted Items part of the Media Library. 

Deleting media items and playlists 

If you delete an item in the audio or video collection, the item is transferred 
to the Deleted Items part of the Media Library. The same is true for deleted 
playlists. This is similar to the Recycle Bin in Windows. 

Restoring media items and playlists 

You can get the file or playlist back by right-clicking it and selecting the Re
store option. The file or play list will return to the place you deleted it from. 

Permanently deleting media items and playlists 

If you want to permanently erase the media items and play lists you deleted, 
you can reclaim their disk space by right-clicking the Deleted Items node 
and choosing the Empty Deleted Items option. Be careful! After you do this, 
you can't go back! But at least you're given an option to change your mind 
before the media files and playlists are gone forever. 

Using the Radio Tuner 

54 
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The Radio 1\mer feature lets you use the Player to listen to Internet radio sta
tions from around the world. Thousands of stations broadcast audio pro
grams of music, news, and commentary. 

Figure 2.20 shows the Radio Thner view, which you can get to by clicking 
Radio Thner in the task bar on the left side of the full mode of Windows Me.
dia Player. 

-- ~ --- -- - ..... - -- ~--- ------ ' 
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Figure 2.20 - Radio Tuner view in the fu ll mode Player. 

The Radio Thner view has two panes: Station Finder and Presets. 

Using Station Finder 
The Station Finder can help you tune in to Internet Radio stations. Even 
though there are thousands of stations around the globe, you can easily find 
one you like with only a few clicks. The contents of the Station Finder are 
updated frequently by WindowsMedia.com so that as new stations go on the 
air, you can tune in to them right away. 

All the stations are listed in a table that sorts them by station name, speed, 
frequency, and format or city. You can sort the table rows by clicking the col
umn heading you want to sort on. Double-click a station listing to start it 
playing. 

Above the table of radio stations is one or more list boxes. The box on the 
left has several categories that you can use to find particular radio stations, 
including the following: 

Format 
This gives you a set of predefined radio station formats ranging from 
Alternative Rock to Classical to News Radio. 

i . 
? 
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Band 
You can choose to search through the AM band or FM band, or choose 
Internet-only. 

Language 
There are several spoken languages to choose from, including Chinese, 
English, Latvian, and 20 others. 

Location 
Countries such as the United States, Finland, Korea, and 30 others are 
represented in the table listings with radio stations. If you choose the 
United States, you can search by state. 

Callsign 
If you know the call letters of a radio station, you can find the station by 
typing the call letters in the search box. For example, if you type 
"CKWW", you'lllisten to station CKWW in Detroit, Michigan, that 
specializes in big band music. 

Frequency 
You can tune in to a station by typing the frequency; for example, 88.5 
on the FM dial would give you radio station KPLU in the Seattle, 
Washington, area. 

Keyword 
If a station has a slogan, you can find it with a keyword. For example, 
searching for "oldies" will give you several stations to choose from. 

Using station presets 
There are two default presets that you can use to sort radio stations that you 
will want to use often. One is called Featured and has stations that are cur
rently featured by Windows Media Player. You can't add stations to Featured. 
But you can add radio stations that you want to use frequently to My Presets. 

You can create your own preset categories by clicking the Edit button above 
the Presets list. 

Working with radio stations in the Media Library 
All presets created in the Radio Thner are automatically copied to the Media 
Library in the Radio Thner Presets category. 
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AUDIO CONVERTER DEVICE AND METHOD 
FOR USING THE SAME 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates generally to audio 
playback devices, and more particularly, to an audio con
verter device to convert digital audio data received from a 
computer system to analog electrical data to be played on an 
audio playback device. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] The rapid buildup of tdccommunications infra
structure combined with substantial investment in Internet
based businesses and technology has brought Internet con
nectivity to a large segment of the population. Recent market 
statistics show that a majority of households in the U.S. own 
at least one personal computer (PC), and a significant 
number of these PCs arc connected to the Internet. Many 
hoa<>eholds include two or more PCs, as well as variou~ PC 
productivity peripherals such as printers, scanners, and the 
like. Decreases in the cost of PC components such as 
microprocessors, hard di~k drives, memory, and displays, 
have driven the eommoditization of PCs. Although the 
majority of household PCs are connected to the Internet by 
dialup modem connections, broadband connectivity is being 
rapidly adopted, and is decreasing in price as a variety of 
technologies are introduced and compete in the marketplace. 
A large majority of households in the U.S. and Europe arc 
viable for at least one or more type of broadband connection, 
such as cable, OST ., optical networks, fixed wireles.c;, or 
two~way satellite transmission. 

[0003] A market for home networking technology has 
emerged, driven by the need to share an Internet connection 
between two or more. PCs, and to connect all the PCs to 
productivity peripherals. There has been innovation in local 
area network (T .AN) technology based on end-u.c;er desire for 
simplicity and ease of installation. Installing Ethernet cable 
is impractical for a majority of end-users, therefore a number 
of no-new-wires technologies have been introduced. The 
llome Phoneline Networking Association (IIPNA) promotes 
networking products that turn existing phone wiring in the 
home into an Ethernet physical layer. Adapters are required 
that allow ~a~:h devk:e to plug into any RJ-11 phone jack in 
the home. The adapter modifies the signal from devices so 
that it (.:an be earried by the home phone lines. Exi'iting 
IIPN/\ produ~,;ts provide data-rates equivalent to lObase-T 
Ethernet, approximately 10 Mbps. Networking technology 
that uses the i\C power wiring in the home to carry data 
signals has also appeared. Similar to HPNA devices, adapt
ers are required to convert data signals from devices into 
vo\lage fluctuations carried on to and o[ of the AC wires, 
allowing any AC outlet to become a network interface. 
Although both HPNA and power line networking products 
arc convenient to use because they require no new win.~s. the 
advantage of AC power line products over HPNA is that AC 
power outlets are more ubiquitous than RJ-11 phone jacks. 

[0004] Wireless radio-frequency (RF) LAN technology 
has also been introduced into the home networking market. 
Theoretically, wireless technology is the most convenient 
for the end ust.:r to install. There are currently two prevalent 
standards for wireless networking, Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.llb and HomeRF. Both of 
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these systems utilize the unlicensed 2.4 Ghz ISM band as the 
carrier frequency for the transmission of data. llotb of these 
technologies have effective ranges of approximately 150 feet 
in a typical household setting. IEEE 802.llb is a direct 
sequence spread spectrum technology. HomeRP is a fre
quency-hopping spread spectrum technology. Adapters that 
arc RF transceivers are required for each device to commu
nicate on the network. In addition to utilizing Transmission 
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCPJlP) protocols. 
IEEE 802.11b uml HomeRf include additional encryption 
and security protocollaycrs so that the user's devices have 
controlled access to data being sent through the LAN. 

(0005] Due to market competition and the effect of 
Moore's Law, home networking technology is greatly 
increasing in performance and availability, while decreasing 
in price. l:or example, the current data-rate roadmap shows 
HomeRF increasing from 10 Mbps to 20 Mbps, utilizing the 
5 Ghz band. The IEEE 802.11 technology roadmap shows 
the introduction of 802. lla at 54 Mbps, also utilizing the 5 
Ghz band. It is important to note that LAN data-rates arc 
increasing m11ch faster than wide-area data·ratcs, such as the 
data-rates provided hy ''last mile" technologies including 
DSL, DOCSIS. Wireless wide area data-rates arc also 
improving slowly. Current digital cellular technology pro
vides less than 64 Kbps data-rates, with most systems 
providing throughput in the 20 Kbps range. 

[0006] The MP3 digital audio format is an audio encoding 
technology that allows consumers to further compress digi· 
tal audio Hies such as those found on Compact Oisks, to 
much smaller sizes with very little decrease in sound quality. 
The MP3 format is the audio layer of MPEG-2 digital audio 
and video compression and transmission standard. For 
example, the MP3 format allows for compression of audio 
content to approximately 1 million bytes per minute of 
audio, at near Compact Disk quality. This capability, com
bined with a decrease in the cost of flash memory, a type of 
non-volatile silicon-based mass memory, has made it pos
sible to develop portable digital audio playback devices. 
These are devices that arc significantly smaller than portable 
CD players because they contain no moving parts, only flash 
memory, a microproces.c;or for decoding MP3 compres.c;ed 
audio content, and batteries. However, the cost per bit of 
audio content with portable digital audio playback devices is 
still very high because of the high cost of flash memory. The 
typical portable digital audio playback device includes 
enough flash memory to store about one CO's worth of 
digital music. 'Ibe result is that the user is burdened with 
having to continually manually change the music Jiles in the 
device by plugging the dcvi~c into the PC and operating a 
user interface, if they want to listen to a wide range of music. 

[0007] PC·bascd MP3 software players have been created 
that provide a convenient graphical USt.:r interface and soft
ware decoding of MP3 files. Some ter.:lmology allows u . .-.cr . .., 
to play MP3 files on their PC, using an existing sound card 
with external speakers. However, to li.'iten to MP3s the user 
must interface with the PC, using a mouse and keyboard, and 
mll'il he nearby the PC sound output equipment. 

[0008] "lbe smaller size of MP3 encoded audio files has 
also cnabk:d these files to be shared by users across the 
Internet, .'>ince the transfer of these files takes an acceptable 
amount (.If time. lntcrnet~based digital music a~;;cess and 
distribution service businesses bave appeared that provide 
various means for users to gain access to digital audio tiles. 
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[0009] In addition to music, many otbc:r types of audio 
content are now available in digital format, such as spoken
word content, news, commentary, and educational content. 
Digital files containing audio recordings of books being read 
aloud are available for download directly from their website. 

[0010] At the same time, there is a very large installed base 
of stereo systems in households throughout the world. The 
majority of these systems arc capable of producing high 
fidelity audio if the audio inputs into the stereo system are 
of high quality. 

[0011] What is needed is a system that allows users to play 
all of the digital contt:nl that i.s ston:d on their PC, on their 
existing audio equipment. This system should include an 
audio content management system, and should allow the 
user to control and manipulate the content that is stored on 
the PC, at the stereo system. 

[0012] This system should also provide the ability to 
stream audio from sources beyond the PC on the Internet. 
'lbere should be a seamless interface that allows user to 
manage both locally cached content and Internet streams. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0013] An audio converter device and a method for using 
the same are provided. In one embodiment, the audio 
converter device receives the digital audio data from a first 
device via a local area network. 'The audio converter device 
decompresses the digital audio data and converts the digital 
audio data into analog electrical data. The audio converter 
device transfers the analog electrical data to an audio play
back device. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION or THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] The present invention will be understood more 
fully from the detailed description given below and from the 
accompanying drawings of various embodiments of the 
invention, which, however, should not be taken to limit the 
invention to the specillc embodiments, but are for explana
tion and understanding only: 

[0015] FIG. 1 shows a schematic of one embodiment of 
the digital streaming audio system hardware components; 

[0016] FIG. 2 shows an isometric view of one embodi
ment of a digital audio converter; 

[0017] FIG. 3 shows an isometric exploded view of one 
cmb(ldimcnt or a digital audio <.:onvt:rter; 

(0018] FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of one embodiment 
of a digital audio converter hardware components; 

[0019] FIG. 5 shows a block diagram o( one embodiment 
of the digital streaming audio system software components; 

[0020] FIG. 6 shows an isometric view of om: t:mbodi
ment of a digital audio converter remote control; 

[0021] FIG. 7 shows one embodiment of a PC desktop 
with the console and media manager GUI; 

[0022] FIG. 8 shows one embodiment of a PC desktop 
with the mini-browser open to a content portal; 

[0023] FIG. 9 shows one embodiment of a PC desktop 
with the media manager GUI open with a dialog box; 
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[0024] FIG. 10 shows a flowchart of one embodiment of 
the GUI at digital audio converter; 

[0025] FIG. II shows one embodiment of a tag sequence 
flowchart; 

[0026] FIG. 12 shows a schematic of one embodiment of 
a digital audio converter with alarm clock function; 

[0027] FIG. 13 shows an isometric view of one embodi
ment of the alarm clock controller; 

[0028] FIG. 14 shows a schematic of one embodiment of 
a digital streaming audio system im."tJrporating a PDA with 
an attached wireless LAN adapter module which functions 
as the system controller and, or player device; and 

(0029] FIG. 15 shows an isometric view of one embodi
ment of the PDA removed from the LAN adapter. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0030] An audio converter device and a method for using 
the same are described. In the following description, for 
purposes of explanation, numerous specific details arc set 
forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the 
present invention. It will he apparent, however, to one 
skilled in the art that the present invention can be practiced 
without these specific details. In other instances, well-known 
structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in 
order to avoid obscuring the present invention. 

(0031] A set of definitions is provided below to clarify the 
present invention. 

[0032) Definitions 

[0033] The Internet is used interchangeably with the term 
weh or worldwide web. floth of these are defined as the 
worldwide network of PCs, servers, and other devices. 

[0034] Broadband connection is dt::fined as a communica
tions network in which the frequency bandwidth can be 
divided and shared by multiple simultaneous signals. A 
broadband connection to the Internet typically provides 
minimum upstream and downstream data-ratc::s of approxi
mately 200K or mon: bits per second. There are many 
different types of broadband connections including DSL, 
cable modems, and fixed and mobile wireles.'i connections. 

[0035] A Data Over Cable System Interface Specification 
(DOCSIS) modem is an industry standard type of cable 
modt:m that is u~d to provide broadband access to the 
Internet 8 over a coaxial cable physical layer that is also used 
for the delivery of cable 'JV signals (CATV). 

[0036] A Digital Subscribt:r Line (DSL) modem is also an 
industry standard type of modem that is used to provide 
broadband access to the Internet, but over conventional 
copper phone lines (local loops). 

[0037] 'lbe term gateway, used interchangeably with 
broadband gateway, is defined as an integral modem and 
router, and may include hub functionality. 'lbe modem 
function is used to change voltage lluctuations on an input 
carrier line (a DSL line input or a cable TV input) into digital 
data. 

[0038] Routers arc devices that connect one distinct net
work to another by passing only certain IP addresses that are 
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targeted for specific networks. Hubs allow one network 
signal input to be split and thus sent to many devices. 

[0039) Gateway storage peripheral is dcfint!d as an add-on 
storage device with processing power, an operating system, 
and a software application that manages the downloading 
and storage of data. An example scenario for the use of a 
gateway storage peripheral is a system where a u~r has a 
DOCS IS modem and would like to add an always-on storage 
capability. 'lbe gateway storage peripheral is connected to 
the OOCSIS mmlt:m via a USll port or an Ethernet port in 
the DOCS IS modem. A gateway storage peripheral in com
bination with a DOCS IS modem or any type of broadband 
modem is considered a storage gateway system. A PC that 
is always left on and connected to an always-on gateway 
with a DSL or broadband cable connection is con':iidered a 
storage gateway system. 

[0040] The term "message" is defined as information that 
is sent digitally from one computing device to another for 
various purposes. The term "content" is used to mean the 
information contained in digital files or streams. For 
example, content may be entertainment or news, or audio 
files in MP3 format. ''Data" is used to mean information 
such as digital schedule contents, responses from devices 
sent back through the system, or digital messages and email. 
"Content" and "data" are sometimes used interchangeably. 
''Client devices" are those devices that are not fully func
tional without a bost device such as a personal computer. 

[(HM-l] Local Area Network (f.AN) is defined as a network 
structure that includes two or more devices that can com
municate with other devices utilizing a shared communica
tion infrastructure, including wired network technologies, 
such as Ethernet, or wireless network technologies such as 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 
802.llh or HomeRF technology. Wireless LAN technology 
such as IEEE 802.11b and IlomeRF are based on the 
unlicensed 2.4 Ghz ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical) 
frequency band and are well known the telecommunications 
and LAN industries. These networking technologies utilize 
Transmission Control ProtocoVIn\t::mel 8 Protocols (J'CP/ 
IP) protocols. A LAN typically constitutes a group of 
interconnected devices that share a common geographic 
}()cation and are typically grouped together as a subnet. A 
local network, for t::xample, would be a home nt::twork wht::re 
several computers and other smart devices would be digi
tally connt::cted for the purpose of transferring content and 
data, controlling each other, sharing programming, or pre
senting data and content Ill a user. 

[0042] Codec (Comprcssion/Dt::cumprt::ssion algorithm) is 
a software application that is used to decode (uncomprcss) 
encoded (compressed) media flies or strt::ams. Most content 
is stored and sent in a compressed format so that the content 
files are smaller and thus take up less storage space and use 
less bandwidth when being transferred via the Internet. The 
content is then decoded at the playback device. For example, 
MP3 audio flies are encoded and must be decoded by a 
microprocessor running the codcc in order for the audio 
content to be presented to the user in an analog format. 

(0043] IITTP is Hypt::r~tt::xl transfer proto~.:ol, tht:: protocol 
used by Web browsers and Web servers to transfer files, such 
as text and graphic files. 
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[0044] Data-rate is defined as the data throughput of a 
telecommunications system or technology, and is measured 
in a quantity of bits per second, su~.:h as millions of bits per 
second (Mbps). 
[0045] Overview of Operation 

[0046] The fundamental operation of the digital streaming 
audio system involves LAN transmission of digital audio 
Hlt.:s 116 from a local source that is a perS<.mal computer (PC 
34) 24, to a digital audio converter 32 that receives the 
stream and converts it into a signal that can be input into a 
conventional stereo system 40. Referring now to FIG. 1, the 
key hardware components in the system arc PC 34 con
nectt::d to the Internet 8. 'lb~; PC 34 is also functionally 
connected via a USB connection 64 to a wireless radio 
frequency (RF) LAN access point 28, such that digital 
content from PC 34 is transmitted to nodes on the LAN. 
Digital audio converter 32, shown in FIG. 2, is located 
within communication range of the wireless LAN a~.:cess 
point 28, and is connected to a conventional stereo receiver 
44 via the right and left RCA jack inputs. Stereo receiver 44 
is part of a stereo system 40 that includes a left speaker 4ft 
and a right speaker 48. 0 is a block diagram of a portion of 
the digital streaming audio system including digital audio 
converter 32 and the stereo system 40, showing how left 
analog output 156 and right analog output 160 included in 
digital audio converter 32 are connected respectively to the 
left line input 78 and right line input 82 on exic;ting stereo 
receiver 44. Digital audio converter 32 also includes a 
remote control 52 that communicates with digital audio 
converter 32 via an IR communication link 38. Stereo 
system 40 functions in the conventional way, pre-amplifying 
and amplifying the audio signals and delivering them to the 
left speaker 48 and the right speaker 48. 

[0047] The function of the PC 34 in the digital streaming 
audio system is to acquire, store, manage, and serve digital 
audio content to digital audio convener 32. The PC 34 gains 
access to digital audio content several ways. In one embodi
ment the PC 34 is also '-'Onnected to the Internet 8 via a 
broadband cable modem 16. Thus the PC 34 has access via 
content services to both downloadable digital audio files 116 
such as MP3 formatted content files, as well as digital audio 
streams from Internet 8 servers. For example, some radio 
stations provide access to their programming via digital 
audio streams. 

[0048] In other embodiments, PC 34 is connected to 
Internet 8 through a dial-up modem connection to an ISP, or 
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), or a fixed wireless broad
band connection. 

[0049] Wireless LAN transceivers are capable of st:nding 
and receiving data using radio frequencies via a wireless 
data transfer protocol. 'H:chnology for such a LAN is cur
rently available and includes the Symphony win.~lcss net
working access point provided by Proxim, Inc. of Sunnyvale 
C;liif. LAN systems su~.:h as this are based on RF modulation 
centered on the 2.4 UHz frequency band. Such LANs have 
Cl practical range of approximately 150 feet and <Jre cC!pable 
of rca~.:hing most areas in an average sized house were a 
stereo system 40 and digital audio converter 32 are located. 
In another embodiment, the wireless LAN access point 28 is 
a PCI card that is located internal to the PC 34, with an 
exh.:rnal antt::nna. ln <mother t:mbodimt:nt, the wirt:less LAN 
communication link 6 is provided using IEEE 802.llb 
protocols. 
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[0050] The function of digital audio converter 32 is to 
receive digital audio streams sent from the PC 34, decode 
and de-compress the digital audio in real time, convert it 
from a digital format into a analog electrical signals, spe
cifically a left analog audio signal and a right analog audio 
signal. Through the use of digital audio converter 32, the 
stereo system 40 is the output device for digital audio 
content that was initially stored on the PC 34 or on the 
Internet 8. 

[0051] Digital audio converter 32 includes an LCD 50 that 
is used to display data relevant to the auJio content being 
played, such as track 220 titles. In one embodiment, digital 
audio converter 32 includes one set of control buttons on the 
remote control 52, which attaches onto to the enclosure 60 
of digital audio converter 32. In another embodiment, con
trol buttons are included on both an IR remote control 52 and 
integral to the main enclosure 60. The purpose of the control 
buttons is to provide a user interface for controlling the 
digital streaming audio system, as well as a tag button 120 
used to maintain a record of certain audio content on the PC 
34 for later use, and control of other features. 

[0052] The control buttons include the conventional con
trols that arc found on audio playback devices including 
power on/oil' button 100; track forward button 108 and track 
backward button 112-for advancing through and selecting 
tracks for playback; menu butlon 152; play/pause button 
I 04-for starting and pausing (stopping at point in the 
middle of a playback of an audio track); stop button 116-
for stopping playback of audio content; tag button 120-for 
triggering the transmission of information about a currently 
playing digital audio content back through the system for 
delivery to the end user on a website or for delivery to the 
content creator or content originator; user-defined button 
124-a button that may be associated with a variety of 
functions as selected by the user using the audio playback 
device setup GUI. A four-way navigation control144 includ
ing navigate up button 128, navigate down button 132, 
navigate left button 140, and navigate right button 136. A 
select button is included in the center of the four-way 
navigation contro1144. These control huttons an:~ also shown 
on a remote control 52 in FIG. 6. 

[0053] Mechanical Description 

[0054] Rderring now to FIGS. 2 and 3,one embodiment 
of digital audio c..:onvcrter 32 includes a three-piece plastic 
injection·moldcd enclosure 60 including a top housing 54, a 
bottom housing 58, and a front bezel 66. Internal hardware 
also includes LCD 50 that contains an integral backlight 52 
so that the LCD 50 may he read in low light, a power 
regulation sub-system 30, an infrared (IR) receiver 34 and 
related circuitry, and a printed circuit board (PCB) 70 that 
contains the electronic components that constitute the func
tional data-manipulating aspect of digital audio converter 
32. In one embodiment, the wireless LAN transceiver 36 
antenna 26 is located internal to the digital audio converter 
32 housing a<; shown in FIG. 3. The entire a<;scmbly is held 
together with threaded fasteners. 

[0055] The construction of the remote control 52 is a 
typical two-piece plastic shell construction as shown in FIG. 
6. Internal hardware indudes an infrared (IR) transceiver 
148 and batteries, as well as a printed circuit board that 
contains the electronic components that constitute the func-
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tiona! data-manipulating aspect of digital audio converter 
32. In one embodiment, the remote control 52 is removably 
attached to the enclosure 60. 

[0056) Electrical Description 

[0057] FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of the electrical 
components in digital audio converter 32. PCB electrically 
connects l-"'mponents inclmling a microprocessor 10 with 
dynamic memory (DRAM) 14, programmable (flash) 
memory 18 for storage of control firmware 100 when power 
is turned otJ, a power regulation sub-system 30, and a 
plurality of input/output terminals including an Ethernet port 
and a right analog output 160 ami a left analog output 156. 
A wireless LAN transceiver 36 is functionally connected to 
the PCB. PCB also functionally conncclS an infra-red (IR) 
control sub~systcm 34 for processing IR commands from the 
remote control 52. Digital audio converter 32 also includes 
a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 22 for converting the 
uncompressed digital information into analog signals that 
arc presented at the standard left analog output 156 and right 
analog output 160 RCA connectors. A display driving sub
system 53 is also included for presenting text and graphical 
information to the user. Microprocessor 10 in combination 
with DRAM memory 14 executes instructions from its real 
time operating system 96 and control firmware 100. 

[0058] In another embodiment, digital audio converter 32 
includes a terrestrial broadcast tuner subsystem for tuning 
local AM and FM hroadcast radio. 

[0059] In another embodiment, power to the stereo system 
40 is supplied via a switched power line from the converter 
hox so that the system ha<; the capability of turning the stereo 
on and o[. The on/ofi' fum:tion is controlled via software on 
the PC 34 or through the remote control 52, so that when the 
digital audio converter 32 is powered on, the stereo system 
40 is also automatically powered on. 

[0060] System Soflware Description 

[0061] (1'1G. 5 displays the relevant software comtxments 
of the digital streaming audio system. In one embodiment, 
the software required on the PC 34 includes an operating 
system 72, such as the WindowsXP operating system pro
vided hy Microsoft of Redmond, Oreg. Wide area commu
nication software 121 is also rt:quired for oonnectiog to the 
Internet 8, which is typically provided as drivers in operating 
system 72. I ,AN communication drivers 92 are required for 
connecting the PC 34 to the LAN. Digital audio files 116 
such as MP3 formatted tiles are stored on the hard disk drive 
68. 
[0062] Software Module-System Control Application 76 

[0063] The system control application 76 is software 
executing on PC 34 that manages communicatioo and 
streaming from PC 34 tu digital audio converter 32. System 
control application 76 includes a server module 88 that is a 
Java application. System control application 76 also 
includes a database module 80 that is written to or accessed 
by server module 88, and a graphical user interface (GUI) 
module 84, that provides a user interface for setting up 
content to be streamed to digital audio converter 32 and 
played on the stereo system 40.ln one embodiment, the GUI 
module 84 is a native Windows 32-bit application. 

[0064] In another embodiment, the GUI module 84 is 
available on a web page, implemented as HTML and Java 
Server Pages (JSP). 
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[0065] The GUI module 84 provides a user interface that 
is used to organize audio content into lists. The lists that are 
created using the GUI module 84 at PC 34 are accessible at 
digital audio converter 32 via the 11se of control buttons on 
remote C:(mtrol 52 and visual output on LCD 50. 

[0066) FIG. 7 shows a PC desktop 200 with the media 
manager GUI 208 running. The console 204 is a GUI 
clement that appears when server module 88 is running. 
Console 204 shows icons for any devices that are actively 
communicating on the LAN. Digital audio converter icon 
224 is shown present on console 204. Media manager GUI 
208 is launched from digital audio converter icon 224 on 
console 204 by clicking on digital audio converter icon 224 
on console 204 with a mouse. 
[0067] The media manager GU1208 features a three-level 
nested list structure. The three levels arc labeled as channels 
212, play lists 216, and tracks 220. Channels 212 are lists of 
playlists 216, and playlists 216 are lists of tracks 220. Track 
220 is a GUI representation of a locally cached digital audio 
file 116 or a digital audio stream from Internet 8. Channels 
212 can be added by right-clicking with the mouse on the 
channel bar 232. A menu is displayed that allows the user to 
create and label channel212 by typing in text. Playlists 216 
can be added to channels 212 by right clicking on a channel 
212 label and selecting the option to add playlist 216. 
Playlists 216 can also be added to channels 212 by left 
clicking with the mouse on the add playlist button 236. 
Tracks 220 can be added to playlisLo; 216 hy using the mouse 
to click on the add track button 240. FIG. 9 shows the result 
of left clicking on add track button 240. A conventional 
Windows dialog box 24H is displayed. The left side of dialog 
box 248 includes a navigation window that allows the user 
to navigate to any directory on local PC 34 or to any other 
PC that arc accessible on the LAN. 
[0068] Tracks 220 can also be added to playlists 216 by 
dragging and dropping an audio file icon from a window on 
the desktop, onto track 220 list. 
[(Hl69] Tracks 220 can also he added to playlist< 216 hy 
dragging and dropping track 220 icon from the music library 
244. Music library 244 is a window that shows aH of the 
digital audio Illes 116 stored on the local hard disk drive 68 
that can be dt.!coded by digital audio converter 32. A soft· 
ware agent included in server module 88 of system control 
application 76 searches hard disk drive 68 for compatible 
audio tiles, enters the names and locations of those tiles into 
database module 80, and places l<~bds of the Illes in music 
library 244. 
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[0070] Audio content services are also available through 
online services accessed through a browser interface. FIG. 
8 shows a web-based content selection guide 252 that 
provides the ability to make a playlist online. The online 
digital audio Illes associated with online playlist titles 99 in 
the online playlist 122 an: streamed to digital audio con
verter 32 via PC 34 and wireless LAN communication link 
6. Server module 88 includes software that interfaces with 
the protocols of each online audio service provider to allow 
online playlists 122 to be downloaded and transferred into 
database module 80. Thus, playlist structures and playlist 
titles created online using the web-based content selection 
guidt:: 252 are available t~m.l r..:an be interacted with by the 
user with the user interface at digital audio converter 32. 

[0071] Referring now to FIG. 7, media manager GUI also 
includes a PC audio device control interface 260, which 
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includes the conventional controls for controHing an audio 
player device. PC audio device control interface 260 allow 
the user to control digital audio converter remotely from PC 
34. Using a preference setting, the audio sound playing that 
is controlled by PC audio device control interface 260 can be 
directed to the local PC 34 speakers 48. In other words, the 
digital audio file 116 that is selected to be played can be 
decoded locally at PC 34 and played on PC24 speakers 48. 

[0072] Device Software-Digital Audio Converter 32 
Operating System 

[0073] In one embodiment digital audio converter 32 
operates using VxWorks, a real-time operating system 96 
provided by WindRiver Systems. Digital audio converter 32 
control firmware 100 is a software application that is run on 
real time operating system 96 and manages the processing of 
messages from the IR sub·system 34, communication with 
system control application 76 via LAN 6, stream buffering, 
and decoding of digital audio. 

[0074] Device Software-Device GUI 

[0075] A GUI is provided at digital audio converter 32. 
The GUI is operated using remote control 52 and LCD SO. 
FIG. 10 shows a graphical user interface flow chart to 
describe the user interface structure. The three levels of 
content organization provided by the media manager GUI 
208 correspond to three display lines on digital audio 
converter 32 LCD 50. The display lines arc manipulated by 
using the four-way navigation control144 on remote control 
52. Referring now to FIG. 10, each screen is described 
below: 
[0076] Initial state of digital audio converter 32 is shown. 
The top line of text shows the current channel, the second 
line of text shows the current play list, and the third line of 
text shows the current track. Digital audio converter 32 
status icon 256 shows the filled square symbol, which is the 
conventional symbol for a playback system that is in "stop" 
mode, i.e., nothing is playing. The channel level is depicted 
as the current channel by being graphically reversed (text is 
white with black background). 

[0077] This screen shows the result of activating the right 
navigation button. The channel level label changes to "chan
nel 2". The labels al the playlisl level and !he tracks level 
also update to rellect the new items in "channel 2". 

[0078] 'Ibis screen shows the result of activating the down 
navigation button. The highlight moves from the channel 
level to the playlist level. 

[0079] This screen shows the result of next at:tivating the 
right navigation button. The play list level changes to "play
list2'', the next playlist organized under ''channel 2". The 
track level text also updates to rellect the actual lirst track 
included in ''track 1" under "playlist 2". 

[0080] ·This screen shows the result of next activating the 
play/pause button on th~; remote r..:untrol 52. ''Track 1" 
begins to play. 

(0081] ·lbis screen shows the result of next at:tivating the 
next track button on Jigital audio converter 32 remote 
control 52. ''Track 3" begins to play. Status icon 256 changes 
from a black square to a right-pointing triangle. 

[0082] 'Ibis screen shows the result of next activating the 
play/pause button while a track is playing. The track stops 
playing and status icon 256 is the "pause" icon. 
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[0083] This screen shot shows the result of a few different 
actions. First, the play/pause button was activated, thus 
"Track 3" begins to play where it left o[ when the play/ 
pause button was activated. Next, the right navigation button 
is activated unce. The track line advances to show the next 
track, or ''Track 4" in "Play list 2". "Tra~.:k 3" continues to 
play. This feature allows the user to browse through the 
channeVplaylist/track list structure while continuing to listen 
to a currently playing track. 

[0084] This screen shows the result if no other buttons arc 
activated for six seconds. The display reverts back to display 
the channel, playlist, and track that are currently being 

played. 

[0085) The corresponding other buttons, such as the up 
navigation and left navigation buttons move the highlight to 
the corresponding label. 

[0086] Device Softwarc-CODECs 

[0087] In one embodiment, digital audio converter 32 
includes the Fraunhofcr CODEC 104, licensed for usc by 
Thomson Electronic~ for decoding the digital audio file that 
is streamed to it from PC 34. CO DEC 104 is an executable 
file stored in memory, launched by control finnware 100, 
executed by real time operating system 96 running on digital 
audio converter 32. Digital audio converter 32 may store a 
multiple CODECs in memory 18 for decoding variously 
formatted digital audio files 116 that may he selected by the 
user. For example, the WindowsMcdia CODEC, provided 
hy Microsoft may be stored in memory 18 at digital audio 

converter 32. 

[(M188] Software 
Processing 

runctions-Communication/Message 

[0089] The communication and streaming functions of the 
system will now be described. A user ac;es remote control 52 
to control the function of digital audio converter 32. Dutton 
activations on remote control 52 result in IR pulse codes that 
are received by the IR receiver sub-system 34 in digital 
audio converter 32. These IR pulse codes are deciphered by 
the computer sub-system in digital audio converter 32 and 
are converted into messages that are interpreted by the 
control firmware 100 running on digital audio converter 32 
tc.1 invoke action at digital audio cunwrter 32. Other IR 
pulses codes from remote control 52 are processed by 
control firmware 100 and are converted into XML~based 
messages 94 and sent via I rrrP requests to PC 34 via the 
wird~;:s.-; LAN. These mt:ssagt:s ar~;: interpr~;:ted by M!rver 
module 88 running on PC 34 and specific actions are 

initiatt:d. 

[0090] For example, assume that digital audio converter 
32 is currently in play mode, that is, a first digital audio lite 
ll6 is currently being streamed to digital audio converter 32, 
decoded, and corresponding analog signals arc being pro
duced at the analog outputs. The user activates forward one 
track button 108 and IR pulse code is generated by the lR 
sub-system 34 in remote control 52. IR pulse code 38 is 
rc(.:~ivcd by the IR sub-system 34 in digital audio converter 
32 and is interpreted by control firmwnre 100 running on 
digital audio converter 32 as a "forward one track" com
mnnd. XMI, message 94 expressing the "forward one track" 
command is sc.:ot by mi~:ropruccssor 10 to system control 
application 76 on PC 34. The "forward one track" XML 
message 94 is transmitted by wireless LAN transceiver 36 
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via the Li\N, by an I ITTP request, to wireless LAN access 
point 28 connected to PC 34. The HTI'P request containing 
the ·•forward one track" message is received by server 
module 88, which accesses the next track name and location 
of the lile associated with the next track name, in database 
80. The text string for the track name is expressed in an 
XML message 94 and is sent to back to digital audio 
convert~;:r 32. This text string is interpreted by control 
firmware 100 running at digital audio converter 32 and the 
text string is th~;:n displayed on LCD 50. 

[0091) The preferred embodiment also enables the stream
ing of digital audio files 116 with a buffer management 
function that controls the flow of portions of the digital audio 
file 116 from PC 34 into a local DRAM memory 14 of digital 
audio converter 32. The butl'er management function insures 
that the local DRAM memory 14 buffer is filled as the 
contents of DRAM 14 are decoded by microprocessor 10 
executing the CODEC 104. 

[0092] Other Features-Downloadable Firmware and 
CODECs 

[0093] An aspect of control firmware 100 on digital audio 
Converter 32 is the ability to receive and install new 
CODECs 104 via LAN communication link 6. Non~volatilc 
flash memory 18 in digital audio converter 32 is partitioned 
into two sectors, flash memory sector A and flash memory 
sector B. A control bit determines the flash memory sector 
from which operating system 96 and control firmware 100 is 
loaded. In an initial state, operating system version A and 
control firmware version A are loaded into DRAM 14 upon 
boot of digital audio converter 32. Digital audio converter 32 
is functional. New versions of the software, operating sys
tem B and control firmware B are sent to digital audio 
converter 32 via wireless Li\N communication link. Oper
ating system B and control firmware B are then written into 
fiasb memory sector D. A checksum is provided to insure 
that the exact image of the software has been successfully 
written into flash. If the checksum at digital audio converter 
32 matches the control checksum, the control bit is changed 
to cause the system to boot from flash sector B. Either a 
device rehoot command is initiated from the server module 
88, or a reboot is initiated at digital audio converter 32. 
Operating system R and control firmware B are then loaded 
into DRAM. Digital audio converter 32 operates with new 
versions of the software. The next new version of software 
is loaded into !lash sector A. Each successive revision of 
software is loaded into the flash sector 1\ or flash sector B 
that is not the current boatable llash memory sector. 

[0094] Other Features-Tagging 

[0095] Because LAN technology is a two-way intercon~ 
nection technology, responses from digital audio converter, 
in one embodiment, may be sent back through the digital 
streaming audio system and processed and presented to the 
user and other interested entities at both PC 34 and on the 
web. FIG. 6 shows tag button 120 on digital audio converter 
32. FIG. 11 is a now chart of the tagging seq11ence. During 
the playing of digital audio files 116, activation of tag button 
120 by the user results in a transmission of XML message 
94 back through LAN informing system control application 
76 server module 88 that tag hutton 120 was activated. 
Scrv~;:r module 88 then compiles anJ transmits tag XML 
message 94 to tag storage and processing server 124. The 
information in tag XML message 94 may include but is not 
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limited to: metadata or meta-tags (103 data) included in the 
file or stream (characters or images); the file name if content 
is a Jile; the URL or IP address of the stream if content 10 
is a stream~ time; date; and user identifier. 

[0096] The transmission of lag XML message 94 can have 
different results. The information in the mc..<;sagc may be 
formatted as a readable text mt:ssage and pre~nted to a user 
on a personal tag aggregation web page. In this scenario, the 
user has signed up with an account and receives a password 
for entry into protected tag aggregation web page. 

[IHI97] For the tagging function, the server module 88 
should have access to aL"curale timt: ami date information. 
Server module 88 includes a function that accesses a server 
on Internet 8 where accurate time and date data is available, 
and these quantities arc stored locally by server module 88 
in system control application 76 database module 80. 

[0098) Other Features-User·defined Button 

7 

[0099] A user programmable user-defined button 124 is 
provided on remote control 52. The function of user.defined 
button 124 can be changed based on an menu of items 
available via UUI module 84. For example, a user.defincd 
menu may he acces.<>ible via a left mouse click on digital 
audio converter icon 224 on console 204. The left mouse 
click on digital audio converter icon 224 causes a preference 
menu to appear. Some possible functions for uscr.defined 
button 124 are: delete currently playing track from the 
current playlist; purchase the currently streaming digital 
audio file 116 (if it is a sample digital audio file); shuffle the 
tracks in the existing playlist; repeat the current playlist, if 
the active level is the playlist level; repeat the current 
channel if the active level is a channel. 

[OHIO] Use of the System 

[0101] The PC 34 downloads several digital audio files 
116 through the Internet 8 during the night and stores them 
on hard drive 68. At some time during the day, the user 
builds a playlist 216 of the digital audio 11les 116 to be 
played on his/her stereo system 40. Using digital audio 
converter 32 and remote control 52, the user requests to 
listen to the digital audio files 116. This information is 
relayed to the PC 34. The PC 34 then sends the audio content 
to the stereo system 40 where it is played. The user continues 
to manipulate the playlist 216 through the use of remote 
control 52 and tags certain songs that he/she Jinds appealing. 
'Il1e user later returns to the PC 34 and builds a new music 
playlist 216 from the newly downloaded digital audio files 

116. 

[0102] Alternative Embodiments 

[0103] FIG. 12 shows an embodiment of the inve;:ntion 
used to perform the functions of an alarm clock for usc with 
a stereo system 40. 'lbe system includes an alarm clock 
controller 132 such as the one illustrated in FIG. 13. The 
alarm clock controller 132 includes a wireless LAN trans· 
cciver 316 cmd the functional components required to allow 
the alarm clock remote controller 132 to operate as a node 
on the wireless LAN. '!be user can input a wake·up time into 
a PC 34 using a GUI or on alarm clock controller 132, which 
is sent, via the I.AN communication link 6, to digital audio 
convertt.::r 32. Digital auUi(1 conve;:rt~o:r 32 may include a 
switched AC power conversion function that is used to 
switch on the stereo receiver 44 at the specified time in order 
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to wake up a person sleeping in the room. ·n1e audio content 
that is played on the stereo at the time of wake-up can be 
pre-selected according to the U.':iers preferences. The alarm 
clock controller includes several buttons used to perform 
such functions as inputting a wake up time, tagging a web 
page, or turning the stereo off (snooze button 304). The 
alarm clock controller 132 includes a display 312 and 
several control buttons 308 used to perform such functions 
as inputting a wake up time and tagging digital audio. 

[0104) ln an alternative embodiment, the alarm clock 
controller includes an IR transceiver and mher necessary 
components for establishing an IR communication link to 
digital audio converter 32. '!be 1R communication link to 
digital audio converter 32 is used here instead of a wireless 
LAN communication link to the PC 34. 'lbe alarm clock 
controller module retains the same functionality as previ· 
ously described, but must communicate with the system via 
digital audio converter 32. 

[0105] In a further embodiment, digital audio converter 32 
remote control 52 function'i as the alarm clock controller. 
The user can use the remote control 52 to set the wake·UP 
time for the stereo to turn on and/or usc the remote control 
521 to switch the stereo otf (snooze function). The user
defined button can be programmed by the user to function as 
a snooze button. 

[0106] FIG. 14 shows an embodiment of the invention 
where a PDA docked with a wireless LAN adapter 148 is 
used as an enhanced controller and/or player used with the 
system. FIG. 15 shows the PDA removed from the wireless 
L\N adapter 148. The PDA is used as the system controller 
and is used to manage the audio content that is delivered to 
the stereo by manipulating software on the PC 34 through a 
wireless LAN communication link .to the PC 34. For 
example, the user can create or edit a playlist that is stored 
in the database module 80 on the PC 34, by using a browser 
GUIon the PDA. The PDAean be similarly used to perform 
functions such as volume control, song skip, and pause. 
Furthermqre, earphones can be connected to the wireless 
LAN adapter through the audio out jack on the module and 
the PDA can be used to play audio content stored on the PC 
34. An audio data stream from the PC 34 i<> sent to the 
wireless LAN adapter module, where is decoded and con· 
verted into an analog audio signal that is sent to earphone.'i. 
ln this effect, the wireless LAN adapter module is function
ing as digital audio converter 32, but has the added advan· 
tage of being portable. A custom user interface application 
on the PDA is used as the user interface. 

[0107] The PDJ\s that an.:: included in this system are 
PDA.s that arc currently sold as standalone PDA devices 
such as the Palm Ill, made by Palm lnc. FIG. 13 shows a 
generic PDA. By docking a PDA with the wireless LAN 
adapter, the PDA essentially becomes a node in the LAN 
established by the wireless LAN access point 28 connected 
to the PC 24. 'lbrough the usc of the wireless LAN adapter, 
in conjunction with software on the PDA and software on the 
PC 24, the PDA can send data to and roccive data from the 
PC 24. FIG. 14 shows a PDA docked with a wireless LAN 
adapter 148. Electrical contacts on the rear end of the PDA 
make contact with electrical contacts 608 on the wireless 
LAN adapt~r 148 in order to establish a data communication 
link. There is a printed circuit board that contains the 
electronic components that constitute the functional data· 
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manipulating aspect of wirelt!SS LAN adapter. Batteries are 
included to supply power to the wireless LAN adapter 148. 
"Ibe wireless LAN adapter further includes an audio output 
jack. In the preferred embodiment, the antenna is located 
internal to the PDA, mounted to the printed circuit board. 

[0108] The PDA can also be incorporated into the system 
by using onboard IR capabilities. In this scenario, the PDA 
would communicate with the system via an lR communi
cation link to the Wireless LAN-to-audio converter and 
would be used to perform similar functions to those of the 
remote control 521 described in one cmhodimcnl. 

[0109] In another embodiment, a PDA is used that con
tains the processing power to decode and convert digital 
audio files. An example of such a PDA is the Compaq iPaq, 
manufactured by Compaq Computer. In this case, a wireless 
LAN Compact Flash transceiver card can be added to the 
CompactFJash card slot on the iPaq. A streaming player 
software application is also installed on the PDA that allows 
the PDA to interconnect to they system control application 
76 on the PC 34 as if it were digital audio converter 32. A 
GUI on the PDA allows the user to select playlisL"i and 
control the streaming of digital audio files to the PDA. 

[OliO] The Home PC 34 to Stereo Player System has 
several permutations that have not yet been explicitly men
tioned, but arc implied: the system can be wholly controlled 
through the PC 34 and can be 11"ied without the l1"iC of a 
remote control 521 and or a PDA; digital audio converter 32 
can be internally incorporated into a new stereo device; the 
buttons on digital audio converter 32 can be regarded as 
optional; the switched power line on digital audio converter 
32 can be regarded as optional; the wireles.c;; LAN adapter 
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can be internally incorporated into a new PDA device; the 
audio in/out jack on the HRF Adapter Sled Module and its 
associated functions can be regarded as optional; IIRF 
antennas can be located internal or external to digital audio 
converter 32s they serve. 

[0111] In another embodiment the LAN connection 
between the PC 34 and devi~:e is Ethernet. In a different 
embodiment, the LAN connection between the PC 34 and 
digital audio converter 32 is an networking technology that 
uses the existing phone lines in the home as the physical 
layer. In yet another embodiment, the IAN connection 
between the PC 34 and digital audio converter 32 is a 
networking technology that uses the existing AC power lines 
in the home as the physical layer. 

[0112] In another embodiment, a residential storage gate
way or a storage gateway system is used in place of or in 
addition to the PC 34 to run the system control application 
76, connect to the Internet 8, and store file based content. In 
another embodiment, the system control application 76 
including server module 88, database module 80, and GUI 
module 84 can be run on a set-top box that includes a cable 
modem and a hard disk drive and can perform the same 
functions. 

[0113] An audio converter device and a method for using 
the same have been described. Although the present inven
tion is described herein with reference to specific embodi
ments, many modifications and variations therein will 
readily occur to those with ordinary skill in the art. Accord
ingly, all such variations and modifications are included 
within the intended scope of the present invention as defined 
hy the following claims. 
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APPENDIX A 
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Ill, Reg. No. 33,1 92; Jan Carol Little, Reg. No. 41,181; Julio Loza, Reg. No. 47,758; Joseph Lutz, Reg. No. 
43,765; Michael J. Mallie, Reg. No. 36,591; Andre L. Mare~. Reg. No. 48,095; Paul A. Mendonsa, Rag. 
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APPENPIX B 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1 .56 
Duty to Disclose Information Materia! to Patentabjlitv 

(a) A patent by its very naturals affected with a public interest The public interest Is best 
served, and the most effective patent examlnalion occurs when, at the time an application is being examined, 
the Office Is aware of and evaluates the teachings of all Information material to patentability. Each individual 
associated with the filing and prosecution of a patent application has a duty or candor and good faith In 
dealing with the Office, which includes a duty to disclose to the Office all Information known to that lndMdual 
to be material to patentability as defined in this section. The duty to disclose information exists with respect to 
each pending claim until the claim Is cancelled or withdrawn from consideration, or the application becomes 
abandoned. Information material to the patentability of a claim that is cancelled or withdrawn from 
consideration need not be submitted if the information Is not material to tho patentabll\ty of any claim 
remaining under consideration In the application. There Is no duty to submit Information which Is not material 
to the patentability of any existing claim. The duty to disclose alllnformaUon known to be material to 
patentability Is deemed to be satisfied if all information known to be matertal to patentabNity of any claim 
issued in a patent was cited by the Office or submitted to the Office In the manner prescribed by §§1 .97(b)-(d) 
and 1.98. However, no patent will be granted on an application In connection with which fraud on the Office 
was practiced or attempt9d or the duty of disclosure was violated through bad faith or intentional misconduct. 
The Office encourages applicants to carefully examine: 

(1) Prior art cited In search reports ol a foreign patent office in a counterpart application, and 

(2) The closest Information over which Individuals associated with the flllng or prosecution of a 
patent application believe any pending claim patentably defines, to make sura that any material information 
contained therein Is disclosed to the OHice. 

(b) Under this section, Information Is material to patentability when It Is not cumulative to Information 
already of record or being made of record In the application, and 

(1) It establishes, by itself or In combination with other information, a prima facie case of 
unpatentabillty of a claim; or 

(2) it refutes, or Is Inconsistent with, a position the applicant takes In: 

(I) Opposing an argument ot unpatentab\1\ty rel!ed on by the Office, or 

(11) Asserting an argument of patentablllly. 

A prima facie case of unpatentability is established when the information compels a 
conclusion that a claim is unpatentable under the preponderance of evidence, burden
of-proof standard, giving eaoh term in the claim its broadest reasonable construction 
consistent with the specification, and before any consideration is gtven to evidence 
which may be submitted In an attempt to estabUsh a contrary concluelon of patentability. 

(c) Individuals associated with the filing or prosecution of a patent application within the meaning of 
this section are: 

(1) Each Inventor named In the application; 

(2) Each attorney or agent who prepares or prosecutes the application; and 

(3) Every olher person who Is substantively lnvolv9d In the preparation or prosecution of the 
application and who Is associated with !he inventor, with the assignee or with anyone to whom there is an 
obligation to assign the application. 

(d) Individuals other than the attorney, agent or inventor may comply with this section by disclosing 
Information to the attorney, agent, or Inventor. 

(e) In any continuation-In-part application, the duty under this section Includes the duty to dlscbse 
to the Office all Information known to the person to be material to patentability, as defined In paragraph (b) ot 
this seclion, which became available between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT 
!ntematlonal filing date of the continuation-in~part application. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method of using an audio converter device to obtain 

and convert digital audio data to be played on an auUio 
playback device comprising: 

rel.-civing the digital audio data from a first devke via a 
local area network; 

det.:ompressing the digital audio data; 

converting the digital audio data into analog electrical 
data; and 

transferring the analog electrical data to an audio play
ba'-'k device. 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising manipulating 
the transfer of both the digital audio data and the analog 
electrical data using a user interface on the audio converter 
device. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the first device is a 
computer system. 

4. The method of claim 3 further comprising manipulating 
the transfer of both the digital audio data and the analog 
electrical data using a user interface on the computer system. 

5. The method of claim 3 further comprising manipulating 
the transfer of both the digital audio data and the analog 
electrical data using a portable electronic device. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the portable electronic 
device is a personal digital assistant. 

7. The method of claim 3 further comprising storing the 
digital audio data on a databa.<;c on the computer system. 

R. The method of claim 3 further comprising the computer 
system obtaining the digital audio data from a wide area 
network. 

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the wide area network 
is Internet. 

10. The method of claim 3 further comprising the com
puter system obtaining the digital audio data from a compact 
diso (CD). 

11. The method of claim I wherein receiving the digital 
audio data from a first device via a local area network 
includes receiving the digital audio data using a wireless 
transceiver via wireless transfer protocol. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the wireless transfer 
protocol is IEEE R02.11 h. 

13. 'Ibe method of claim 11 wherein the audio converter 
device is a portable electronic dt:vice including a wireless 
local area network adapter to receive the digital audio data. 

14. 'lbe mdhod of cl<tim 13 wh~rcin ttu: portable elec
tronic device is a pt:rsonal digital as.-;istant. 

15. A machine-readable storage medium tangibly 
cmbmlying <1 sequence of instructions cxt:cutable by the 
machine to perform a mt:thod, the method comprising; 

receiving the digital audio data from a first device via a 
local area network; 

decompressing the digital audio data; 

converting the digital audio data into analog electrical 
data; and 

transferring the analog electrical data to an audio play
back device. 

16. A method comprising: 

an audio converter device receiving digital audio data 
from a computer system; 
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the a\1dio converter device decompressing the digital 
audio data; 

the audio converter dt:vke converting the digital audio 
data into analog electrical data; and 

the audio converter dt:vice transferring the analog elec
trical data to an audio playback device so that the audio 
playback dcvict: can play the analog electrical data. 

17. 'Ille method of claim 16 further comprising manipu
lating the transfer of both the digital audio data and the 
analog electrical data using a system <.:ontrol application on 
the computer system. 

18. '1be method of claim 17 wherein manipulating the 
transfer of both the digital audio data and the analog 
electrical data using the system control application on the 
computt:r systt:m includes inputting instructions on a user 
interface on the computer system. 

19. The method of claim 16 further comprising manipu
lating the transfer of both the digital audio data and the 
analog electrical data by inputting instructions on a user 
interface on the audio converter device. 

20. The method of claim 16 further comprising manipu
lating the transfer of both the digital audio data and the 
analog electrical data by using a portable electronic device. 

21. The method of claim 20 wherein the portable elec
tronic device is a personal digital assistant. 

22. The method of claim 16 further comprising storing the 
digital audio data on a database on the computer system. 

23. The method of claim 16 wherein an audio converter 
device receiving digital audio data from a computer system 
includes first transferring the digital audio data from a wide 
area network to the computer system. 

24. TI1e metbod of claim 16 wherein the wide area 
network is the Internet. 

25. The method of claim 16 wherein an audio converter 
device receiving digital audio data from a computer system 
includes first transferring the digital audio data from a 
compact disc (CD) to the computer system. 

26. 'I be method of claim 16 wherein the digital audio data 
is received by the audio convt:rter device via a wireless 
transceiver using a wireless transfer protocol. 

27. The method of claim 26 wherein the wireless transfer 
protocol is IEEE R02.11 h. 

28. The method of claim 26 wherein the audio converter 
device is a portable electronic device including a local area 
network adapter. 

29. 'lbe mt:thod of daim 2H wherein the portable t:lec
tronit: dt:vice is a personal digital assistant. 

30. The method of claim 16 wherein the digital audio data 
is received by the audio converter device via AC powt:r lines 
coupled to both the audio conwrter device and the computer 
system. 

31. Tht: method of daim 16 wherein the digital audio data 
is rcccivc::d by the audio couverter device via an Ethernet 
connection between the audio (.."'nverter device and the 
computt:r systt:m. 

32. The method of claim 16 the digital audio data is 
received by the audio converter device via phone lines 
coupled to both the audio converter device and the computer 
system. 

33. An audio converter device comprising: 

a transceiver to receive digital audio data from a computer 
system; 
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a digital to analog converter to convert the digital audio 
data to analog electrical data; 

an output to an audio playback dt:vice to transfer tbt: 
analog electrical data to the audio playback device; and 

a processor to rc(.:civc ami execute instructions for the 
transfer of the analog electrical data to the audio 
playback device. 

34. The audio converter device of claim 33 further com
prising a user interface on the computer system to manipu
late the transfer of both the digital audio data and the analog 
dectrical data. 

35. The audio converter device of claim 33 further com
prising a user interface on the audio converter device to 
manipulate the transfer of both the digital audio data and the 
analog electrical data. 

36. The audio l-"'nvcrtcr device of claim 33 further com
prising a portahle electronic device to manipulate the trans
fer of both the digital audio data and the analog electrical 
data. 

37. 1l1c audio converter device of claim 36 wherein the 
portahle electronic device is a personal digital as..c;istant. 

38. The audio converter device of claim 33 further com
prising a display. 

39. The audio converter device of claim 33 further com
prising an infrared receiver to receive instructions from a 
remote controller for the transfer of the analog electrical data 
to the audio playback device. 

40. The audio converter device of claim 33 wherein the 
audio converter device is a portable electronic device includ
ing a local area network adapter. 

41. A system comprising: 

a computer system to obtain digital audio data; 

an audio converter device to receive the digital audio data 
from the computer system, the audio converter device 
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converting the digital audio data to analog electrical 
data; and 

an audio playback devict: to recdve and play the analog 
electrical data from the audio ctmverter device. 

42. The system of claim 28 further l.-omprising a remote 
controller to send instructions to manipulate both the trans
fer of the digital audio data to the audio converter device and 
the transfer of the analog electrical data to the audio play
back device. 

43. TI1e system of claim 41 wherein the computer system 
includes a system control application to manipulate both the 
transfer of the digital audio data to the audio converter 
device and the transfer of analog electrical data to the audio 
playback device. 

44. l11e system of claim 41 further comprising a portable 
electronic device to send instructions to manipulate both the 
transfer of the digital audio data to the audio converter 
device and the transfer of the analog electrical data to the 
audio playback device. 

45. The system of claim 44 wherein the portable elec
tronic device is a personal digital assistant. 

46. The system of claim 41 wherein the audio converter 
device includes a transceiver to receive the digital audio data 
from the computer via a wireless transfer protocol. 

47. The system of claim 46 wherein the wireless transfer 
protocol is IEEE 802.llb. 

48. The system of claim 41 wherein the audio converter 
device is a portable electronic device including a local area 
network adapter. 

49. The system of claim 48 wherein the portable elec· 
Ironic device is a personal digital assistant. 

* * * * * 
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Case IPR2013-00597 
Patent 8,230,099 B2 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Yamaha Corporation of America ("Petitioner") filed a Petition requesting an 

inter partes review of claims 1, 2, 6, and 9-12 of U.S. Patent No. 8,230,099 B2 

(Ex. 1001, "the '099 patent"). Paper 1 ("Pet."). Black Hills Media, LLC ("Patent 

Owner") filed a preliminary response on December 26, 2013. Paper 10 ("Prelim. 

Resp."). We have jurisdiction under 35 U.S.C. § 314. 

The standard for instituting an inter partes review is set forth in 35 U.S.C. 

§ 314(a), which provides as follows: 

THRESHOLD.-The Director may not authorize an inter partes 
review to be instituted unless the Director determines that the 
information presented in the petition filed under section 311 and any 
response filed under section 313 shows that there is a reasonable 
likelihood that the petitioner would prevail with respect to at least 1 of 
the claims challenged in the petition. 

Upon consideration of the Petition and the Preliminary Response, we are 

persuaded the information presented by Petitioner has shown a reasonable 

likelihood that Petitioner would prevail in showing the unpatentability of claims 1, 

2, 6, and 9-12 of the '099 patent. Accordingly, we grant the Petition and institute 

an inter partes review of these claims. 

A. Related Proceedings 

On May 22, 2012, the Patent Owner filed suit against Petitioner in the U.S. 

District Court for the District of Delaware, alleging infringement of several 

patents. See Black Hills Media, LLC v. Yamaha Corp. of Am., No. 1:12-cv-00635-

RGA (D. Del.). On September 12, 2012, the Patent Owner filed a First Amended 
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Complaint alleging, inter alia, infringement of the '099 patent. The First Amended 

Complaint was served on September 19, 2012. The Patent Owner also has filed 

lawsuits alleging infringement of the '099 patent against Pioneer (I: 12-cv-00634), 

Logitech (1:12-cv-00636), Sonos (1:12-cv-00637), LG (1:13-cv-00803), Sharp 

(I: 13-cv-00804), Toshiba (I: 13-cv-00805), and Panasonic (I: 13-cv-00806) in the 

District of Delaware, and against Samsung (2:13-cv-00379) in the Eastern District 

of Texas. On August 5, 2013, the Delaware Court transferred four of the cases to 

the Central District of California, where the Yamaha (2: 13-cv-06054), Pioneer 

(2: 13-cv-05980), Logitech (2: 13-cv-06055), and Sonos (2: 13-cv-06062) cases are 

now pending. Pet. 2-3. 

The Patent Owner also initiated a Section 337 action in the U.S. 

International Trade Commission against LG, Sharp, Toshiba, Panasonic, and 

Samsung alleging, inter alia, infringement of the '099 patent. See Certain Digital 

Media Devices, Including Televisions, Blu-Ray Disc Players, Home Theater 

Systems, Tablets and Mobile Phones, Components Thereof and Associated 

Software, Inv. No. 337-TA-882 (USITC). /d. at 3. 

B. Real Party-in-Interest 

Patent Owner asserts that Petitioner fails to identify all real parties-in

interest and requests the Petition be dismissed for noncompliance with 35 U.S.C. 

§ 312(a) and 37 C.F.R. § 42.8(b)(l). Prelim. Resp. 8-12. Patent Owner asserts that 

Pioneer Corporation and Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc. (collectively "Pioneer") 

should have been identified in the Petition as real parties in interest. /d. at 9. 
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Patent Owner and Pioneer currently are engaged in a patent infringement lawsuit in 

parallel with the patent infringement lawsuit between Patent Owner and Petitioner. 

/d. A V receivers, networked Blu-Ray players, and home theater systems from 

Pioneer and Petitioner are alleged to infringe claim 1 of the '099 patent. /d. Thus, 

according to Patent Owner, Pioneer and Petitioner are aligned on claim 

construction and invalidity of the claims asserted in the district court litigation. !d. 

Patent Owner also argues that Petitioner's counsel in this proceeding has spoken 

on behalf of Petitioner and Pioneer at a district court technology tutorial directed to 

the '099 patent. /d. at 10. Finally, Patent Owner states that Pioneer's counsel 

agreed to be bound by the outcome of this proceeding if the district court would 

agree to stay the district court litigation. /d. 

On this record, we are not persuaded Pioneer is a real party in interest in this 

matter. A determination as to whether a non-party to an inter partes review is a 

real party-in-interest is a "highly fact-dependent question," based on whether the 

non-party "exercised or could have exercised control over a party's participation in 

a proceeding" and the degree to which a non-party funds, directs, and controls the 

proceeding. Office Patent Trial Practice Guide, 77 Fed. Reg. 48,756, 48,759-60 

(Aug. 14, 2012). In other words, the question before us is whether there is a non

party "at whose behest the petition has been filed" or a relationship "sufficient to 

justify applying conventional principles of estoppel and preclusion." /d. 

We are not persuaded Pioneer is in position to exercise control over 

Petitioner's involvement in this proceeding. It is common for one lawyer to speak 

on behalf of multiple parties at a technology tutorial in patent infringement 
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litigation. This can occur for efficiency purposes and does not, by itself, signify 

control over the decision making of the various entities in the litigation. In 

addition, while Pioneer and Petitioner both may be interested in the patentability of 

the '099 patent claims, this does not mean that the parties have the same interests. 

Litigation alliances may arise for numerous reasons, including, but not limited to, 

parties having a similar perspective on one or more issues in a case. However, the 

existence of such alliances, alone, generally does not rise to the level that would 

require naming the ally/co-defendant as a real party-in-interest. Office Patent Trial 

Practice Guide, 77 Fed. Reg. 48,760 (Aug. 14, 2012). We, therefore, will not deny 

the Petition for failure to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 312(a) and 37 C.F.R. 

§ 42.8(b )(1 ). 

C. The '099 Patent 

The subject matter of the challenged claims of the '099 patent relates 

generally to methods and devices for sharing play lists, and in particular, to a 

method for presenting a play list on a wireless handheld remote control for 

selection for playback on a media player device associated with, but separate from, 

the remote control. Ex. 1001, col. 1, ll. 25-29, col. 9, ll. 1-8. 

Figure 2 of the '099 patent is reproduced below. 
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Figure 2 depicts an embodiment of the invention with a playlist communicated 

from server 11 to remote control IS via Internet 12. Ex. 1001, col. 9, ll. 1-23. 

After the play list has been communicated to the remote control, the play list may be 

displayed on the remote control and used to choose which selection is to be played 

by dedicated media player 17. /d. at col. 9, 11. 5-8. The playlist may be 

communicated further to media player 17. !d. at col. 9, 11. 9-23. Thus, playlists 

may be stored in, displayed upon, and used to make selections from either 
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dedicated media player 17, remote controll8, or both. !d. at col. 9, ll. 21-23. As 

summarized by Petitioner, the display of the playlist on the remote control allows 

the user to select a song to be played on the media player without physically 

making a selection at the media player. Pet. 5( citing Ex. 1001, col. 9, ll. 9-23). 

D. Illustrative Claim 

Claims 1, 2, 6, and 9-12 are the subject of the Petition. Claims 1 and 10-12 

are independent claims. Independent claim I is reproduced as follows: 

1. A method comprising: 
receiving, at a wireless handheld remote control, a play list from 

a remote source; and 
presenting, at the wireless handheld remote control, the play list 

to a first user associated with the wireless handheld 
remote control such that the first user is enabled to select 
at least one item from the play list for playback by a 
media player device which is associated with and 
separate from the wireless handheld remote control. 

E. Prior Art Relied Upon 

Petitioner relies upon the following five prior art references. 

Reference Title Ex. No. 

Bi US 2002/0087996 A 1 Ex. 1008 

Gladwin W001/17142A2 Ex. 1009 

Berman US 6,502,194 B1 Ex. 1010 

Janik '558 US 2002/0068558 AI Ex. 1011 

Janik '902 US 2002/0065902 A1 Ex. 1012 
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F. The Asserted Grounds 

Petitioner contends the challenged claims are unpatentable based on four 

grounds, as follows. 

Reference( s) Basis Claims Challenged 

Bi § 102(b) 1, 2, 6, and 9-12 

Gladwin § 102(b) 1, 2, 6, 9, 11,12 

Berman § 103(a) 1, 2, 6, 9, 11,12 

Janik '558 and 
§ 103(a) 1, 2, 6, and 9-12 

Janik '902 

II. ANALYSIS 

A. Claim Construction 

In an inter partes review, claim terms in an unexpired patent are interpreted 

according to their broadest reasonable construction in light of the specification of 

the patent in which they appear. 3 7 C.F .R. § 42.1 OO(b ); Office Patent Trial 

Practice Guide, 77 Fed. Reg. 48,756,48,766 (Aug. 14, 2012). Also, claim terms 

are given their ordinary and customary meaning, as would be understood by one of 

ordinary skill in the art in the context of the entire disclosure. In re Trans logic 

Tech., Inc., 504 F.3d 1249, 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Petitioner submits proposed 

constructions for two claim terms ("play list" and "remote source"), and Patent 

Owner submits proposed constructions for two claim terms ("play list" and "media 

player device"). 
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Petitioner proposes that "play list" is "a list of media items from which one 

or more selections may be made by a user." Pet. 7-8. Patent Owner proposes that 

"play list" is "a list referencing media items arranged to be played in a sequence." 

Prelim. Resp. 6-7. The Specification states, "[a] playlist is a list of a user's favorite 

selections." Ex. 1001, col. 1, 11. 33-34. We are persuaded that the construction 

proposed by Patent Owner is too narrow and would exclude the embodiment 

described in the specification. For purposes of this Decision, we determine that the 

broadest reasonable interpretation of the term "play list" consistent with the 

specification is "a list of media selections." 

Patent Owner has not proposed a construction for "remote source," which is 

a term found only in the claims of the '099 patent, where it is not defined. We 

determine that the Petitioner's proposed construction ("a source of a play list that is 

separate from a remote control") is reasonable and adopt that construction as the 

broadest reasonable interpretation for purposes of this Decision. 

Finally, Patent Owner has proposed that "media player device" be construed 

as "a device capable of playing audio or video or a combination of both, other than 

a general purpose computer." The term "media player device" appears only in the 

claims of the '099 patent, where it is not defined. The term "media player" is used 

throughout the Specification, and contrary to Patent Owner's proposal, is described 

as a general purpose computer, for example, "the media player 17 may be a general 

purpose computer," (id. at col. 8, 11. 62-63), and, "a general purpose computer may 

be used to request play lists that are then communicated from other general purpose 

computers or other dedicated media players to the user's player device" (id. at col. 
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3, ll. 29-32). Therefore, for purposes of this Decision, we determine the broadest 

reasonable construction of "media player device" is "a device capable of playing 

audio or video or a combination of both." 

B. Claims I, 2, 6, 9-12- Anticipated by Bi 

Petitioner contends claims 1, 2, 6, and 9-12 are unpatentable under 

35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as anticipated by Bi. Pet. 10-20. 

Bi (Exhibit 1008) 

Bi is titled, "Interactive Remote Control of Audio or Video Playback and 

Selections." Petitioner contends Bi discloses a system for an interactive remote 

control, which may be wireless, of an audio or playback application running on a 

personal computer or other computing platform. Pet. 11. Figure 2 ofBi is 

reproduced below. 
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Figure 2 depicts data server I 02 that provides digital audio or video data via the 

Internet or other network 101 to computing platform 110. Navigator 260 is a 

wireless remote control that communicates with computing platform I 00 to control 

selection of audio or video data. Ex. I 008 ~ 0020. 

Analysis 

Petitioner contends claims I, 2, 6, and 9-12 are unpatentable under 

35 U.S.C. § 102(a) as anticipated by Bi. In support of this asserted ground of 
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unpatentability, Petitioner provides detailed explanations as to how the subject 

matter of each claim is disclosed by Bi. Pet. 14-20. Patent Owner contends the 

play list in Bi does not constitute the claimed play list recited in independent claims 

1, 10, and 11. We have determined for purposes of this Decision that Patent 

Owner's proposed construction ofplaylist is not the broadest reasonable 

construction, and that, for purposes of this Decision, a play list is a list of media 

selections. See Section II. A above. On the record currently before us, we are 

persuaded that Bi's "playlist" (Ex. 1008 'I] 0032) discloses the "playlist" of the '099 

patent. 

Patent Owner next contends that as to all four independent claims of the 

'099 patent, Bi fails to disclose receiving a playlist from a remote source. Prelim. 

Resp. 14-20. According to Petitioner, in Bi, a playlist is received by navigator 260 

from computing platform 100, which is a remote source. Ex. 1008 'I] 0032 

(computing platform 100 sends the results of a local music browse, which can be 

based on playlists, to navigator 260). Patent Owner further contends that as to all 

four independent claims, Bi fails to disclose the user of the wireless handheld 

remote being enabled to select at least one item from the play list for playback by a 

media player device. Bi, however, discloses "digital content can be controlled 

from a location away from the computing platform running the digital content 

playback application." /d. at 'I] 0007, Fig. 7. Therefore, we are persuaded on the 

present record by Petitioner's arguments on the disputed limitations. As to the 

remaining limitations of the independent claims, we have reviewed Petitioner's 
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supporting evidence and determine that Petitioner has made an adequate showing 

under35 U.S.C. § 314(a). 

The Preliminary Response does not respond to Petitioner's contentions on 

dependent claim 6, and reiterates for dependent claims 2 and 9 the arguments 

addressed above for the independent claims. For claim 2, we are persuaded by 

Petitioner's argument that Bi discloses the limitation of claim 2 where the play list 

further is communicated from the remote source to the media player device. 

Pet. 15, citing Ex. 1008 ~ 0032. For the remaining dependent claims 6 and 9, we 

have reviewed Petitioner's supporting evidence and determine that Petitioner has 

made an adequate showing under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a). 

Accordingly, on the present record, we are persuaded there is a reasonable 

likelihood of Petitioner prevailing in establishing the unpatentability of 

independent claims 1, and 10-12, and dependent claims 2, 6, and 9 of the '099 

patent as anticipated by Bi. 

C. Claims I, 2, 6, 9, II, and I2: Anticipated by Gladwin 

Petitioner contends claims 1, 2, 6, 9, 11, and 12 are unpatentable under 

35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as anticipated by Gladwin. Pet. 21-26. 

Gladwin (Exhibit I009) 

Gladwin is titled, "Structure and Method for Selecting, Controlling and 

Sending Internet-Based or Local Digital Audio to an AM/FM Radio or Analog 

Amplifier." Petitioner contends Gladwin discloses a remote device interfacing 

with a personal computer that obtains audio from the Internet or other digital audio 
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from any web server. Pet. 21-22 (citing Ex. 1009, col. 3, 11. 1-9). Figure 1 of 

Gladwin is reproduced below. 

22 
Remote Device· 

USB PC Software 
PC Adopter 

Digital audio Digital audio 
Analog audio files ~n local from internet 

broadcast over 1 L:::::::::d's=k=::!.!::===:!.J 
FM channel 1-

r-~"--------., Host PC 
/>J!. radio or 28 

stereo ompHfier 
FIG. I 

20 
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Oigaal audio 
on any web 
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Internet audio sources 

Audio 1 
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In Figure 1, digital audio obtained by host PC 26 via the Internet is selected by 

remote device 22 to be played through a radio or stereo amplifier 28 using PC 

adapter 24. Ex. 1009, 3-4. The digital audio data is organized as a play list. !d. at 

4, 11. 13-14. Petitioner contends Gladwin "discloses precisely what was asserted to 

be missing from the prior art during the prosecution of the '099 patent"- a 

wireless handheld remote for selecting an item from a play list for playback on a 

separate media player device. Pet. 23-26 (citing Ex. 1009, 3-6, Figs. 1-6). 

Analysis 

Patent Owner's two arguments against Gladwin as to the independent claims 

1, II, and 12 of the '099 patent both are premised on its proposed claim 

constructions for "playlist" and "media device player." Prelim. Resp. 22-24. 

Patent Owner first contends the "play list" in Gladwin is not the "playlist" of its 
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proposed construction. We have determined that Patent Owner's proposed 

construction is not the broadest reasonable construction, and that, for purposes of 

this Decision, a "play list" is a list of media selections. See Section II.A above. On 

the record currently before us, we are persuaded that Gladwin's "play list" (Ex. 

1009,4, II. 13-14) discloses the "playlist" of the '099 patent. 

Patent Owner next contends the "media player device" in Gladwin is a 

general purpose computer. Patent Owner's proposed construction of"media player 

device" excludes general purpose computers, but as stated in Section II.A above, 

we have determined, for purposes of this Decision, that Patent Owner's proposed 

construction is not the broadest reasonable construction, and we construe "media 

player device" as a device capable of playing audio or video or a combination of 

both. For purposes of this Decision, we are persuaded that the PC in Gladwin (Ex. 

1009, 3-4) discloses the media player device of the '099 patent. Thus, we are not 

persuaded by Patent Owner's arguments against Gladwin based on its proposed 

claim construction. As to the remaining limitations of the independent claims, we 

have reviewed Petitioner's supporting evidence and determine that Petitioner has 

made an adequate showing under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a). 

The Preliminary Response does not respond to Petitioner's contentions on 

dependent claims 6 and 9. For claim 2, Patent Owner contends Gladwin fails to 

disclose the remote source sending a play list to the PC. We are persuaded by 

Petitioner's citation to the contrary of Gladwin's disclosure that "[t]he PC software 

... gets digital audio data from audio files on the local disk and/or internet 

streaming audio data. This data is organized as a play list." Ex. 1009,4, II. 12-14. 
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For the remaining dependent claims 6 and 9, we have reviewed Petitioner's 

supporting evidence and determine that Petitioner has made an adequate showing 

under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a). 

Accordingly, on the present record, we are persuaded there is a reasonable 

likelihood of Petitioner prevailing in establishing the unpatentability of 

independent claims 1, 11, and 12, and dependent claims 2, 6, and 9 of the '099 

Patent as anticipated by Gladwin. 

D. Claims 1, 2, 6, 9, 11, and 12: Obvious Over Berman 

Petitioner contends claims 1, 2, 6, 9, 11, and 12 are unpatentable under 

35 U.S.C. § 103 as obvious over Berman. Pet. 27-35. 

Berman (Exhibit 1010) 

Berman is titled, "System for Playback of Network Audio Material on 

Demand." Petitioner contends Berman discloses the use of a remote control that 

displays a play list to select music for playback from a separate media playback 

device. Pet. 27-30 (citing Ex. 1010, Figs 1, 3, 13, and col. 3, 11. 33-39, col. 4, 

11. 47-53, col. 5, 11. 42-67, col. 6, I. 64). An embodiment of Berman's system is 

depicted in Figure 1, which is reproduced below. 
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FIG. 1 

Figure 1 is a block diagram of Berman's playback unit 100. Ex. 1010, col. 4, 11.17-

19. Playback unit 100 receives audio material from audio material server 104, and 

access rights to this material are controlled by directory and user list ("DUL") 

server 107. !d. at col. 4, 11. 51-53,63-65. Playback unit 100 includes network 

interface 110 that facilitates communication with the servers over the internet. 

!d. at col. 5, 11. 11-13. Memory 116 temporarily stores audio for playback and 

processing. !d. at col. 6, 11. 6-8. In certain embodiments, the user may be 

permitted to record a song to memory. !d. at col. 8, 11. 4-6. Berman's playback 

unit may receive input from a wireless remote control unit. !d. at col. 5, 11. 46-49. 

The remote control unit may be used to move through the song list and search for 

songs. !d. at col. 5, 11. 54-61, col. 13, II. 51-64, Figs. 2 and 13. 

The operation of the playback unit is illustrated in Figure 3, which is 

reproduced below. 
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Figure 3 is a processing flow diagram depicting the steps executed to request 

and receive audio material. Ex. 1010, col. 4, 11. 22-25. At step 302, the user 

selects a music category or type of song. /d. at col. 6, I. 65- col. 7, I. 4. The 

playback unit then contacts the DUL server to confirm that the playback unit's 

song list is up to date. /d. at col. 7, 11. 4-6, Fig. 3 step 304. If the song list is not up 
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to date, the DUL server will send an updated song list to the device. !d. at col. 7, 

11. 14-19, Fig. 3 steps 306 and 308. In certain embodiments, the song list may be 

updated to reflect the user's preferred songs. !d. at col. 13, 11. 9-15. The user 

selects a song from the song list. !d. at col. 7, II. 22-24. The DUL server then 

sends playback unit I 00 the network address or URL for the requested song. !d. at 

col. 7, II. 30-41. Playback unit I 00 then uses that URL to obtain the requested 

sound file or streaming audio from the appropriate audio material server. !d. at 

col. 7, 11.41-45, col. 8, 11.32-34. 

Analysis 

Petitioner contends that Berman explicitly discloses a11 of the elements of 

the '099 patent, with the exception of the remote control being wireless, which 

Petitioner asserts would have been obvious to one of skill in the art, citing the 

Declaration of Dr. Bove. Pet. 30 (citing Ex. 1002 ~ 14). We note that Berman also 

explicitly discloses the playback unit "may also include a sensor, such as an 

infrared sensor 206, for receiving command signals from a remote control unit." 

Ex. 1010, col. 5, 11. 46-48. Berman's disclosure of a sensor suggests that the 

remote control unit is wireless. Thus, on the record before us, we are persuaded 

that the remote control of Berman could be implemented as a wireless unit. 

Patent Owner contends that for the independent claims of the '099 patent, 

Berman fails to disclose a remote control that can present a play list to the user. 

Petitioner argues that the play list is presented on the graphical user interface of the 

remote control and enables the user to select at least one item for playback by the 
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playback unit. Pet. 31 (citing Ex. 1010, col. 4, ll. 47-53, col. 5, I. 5- col. 6, I. 49, 

col. 6, I. 64- col. 7, I. 3 8). We determine that Petitioner has made an adequate 

showing under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a) for this and the other limitations of the 

independent claims 1, 11, and 12. 

The Preliminary Response does not respond to Petitioner's contentions on 

dependent claims 6 and 9. For claim 2, Patent Owner contends Berman fails to 

disclose the remote source sending a play list to the playback unit. We are 

persuaded by Petitioner's citation to the contrary of Berman's disclosure in Figure 

3 of the song list being sent by the DUL server to the playback unit. !d. at 32 

(citing Ex. 1010, Fig. 3 and col. 6, I. 64- col. 7, I. 38). For dependent claims 6 and 

9, we have reviewed Petitioner's supporting evidence and determine that Petitioner 

has made an adequate showing under 35 U.S.C. § 314(a). Accordingly, on the 

present record, we are persuaded there is a reasonable likelihood of Petitioner 

prevailing as to the unpatentability of independent claims 1, II, and 12, and 

dependent claims 2, 6, and 9 of the '099 patent, as obvious over Berman. 

E. Janik '558 and Janik '902 

On its final asserted ground ofunpatentability, Petitioner contends claims I, 

2, 6, and 9-12 of the '099 patent would have been obvious over Janik '558 

("System and Method for Providing Content, Management, and Interactivity for 

Client Devices") and Janik '902 ("Webpad and Method for Using the Same"). On 

the present record, we are not persuaded there is a reasonable likelihood that Janik 

'558 and Janik '902 render the challenged claims obvious. We agree with Patent 
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Owner that neither Janik reference discloses the limitation recited in all of the 

challenged claims where the user is enabled to select at least one item from the 

play list received from a remote source for playback by a media player device. 

Prelim. Resp. 36-37; see Ex. 1001, col. 11, 11. 19-27, col. 12, ll. 11-48. In 

particular, Janik '558 states that "webpad 92 version of audio device content editor 

and audio device controller GUI allow the user to access play lists and tracks." Ex. 

1011 ~ 243. The audio device content editor in tum "provides the user with the 

ability to group audio files (tracks) into user-defined play lists" (id. at~ 147), but 

there is no disclosure of receipt by the audio device content editor of a play list, or 

of a user's ability to select a media item with the webpad version of audio device 

controller GUI. Prelim Resp. 36. 

Janik '902 states that its "webpad 32 can be used to control a digital audio 

converter, a device that is a node on the LAN and is able to receive digital audio 

streams from PC, decode and convert the stream into analog signals that are 

plugged into any existing stereo system." Ex. 1012 ~ 0069. The selection of a 

target device, such as a digital audio converter, however, does not meet the 

claimed limitation of selecting a media item for playback. 

III. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, we are persuaded the information presented in the 

Petition establishes a reasonable likelihood that Petitioner would prevail in 

establishing unpatentability of claims I, 2, 6, and 9-12 of the '099 patent as 
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anticipated by Bi, and of claims 1, 2, 6, 9, 11, and 12 as anticipated by Gladwin 

and as obvious over Berman. 

The Board has not made a final determination on the patentability of any 

challenged claim. 

IV. ORDER 

Accordingly, it is 

ORDERED that pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314, an inter partes review is 

hereby instituted as to the following claims and grounds: 

1. Claims 1, 2, 6, and 9-12 of the '099 patent are unpatentable 

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as anticipated by Bi; 

2. Claims 1, 2, 6, 9, 11, and 12 of the '099 patent are unpatentable 

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as anticipated by Gladwin; 

3. Claims 1, 2, 6, 9, 11 and 12 of the '099 patent are unpatentable 

under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as obvious over Berman; and 

FURTHER ORDERED that all other grounds raised in the Petition are 

denied for reasons discussed above. 

FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 314(d) and 37 C.F.R. 

§ 42.4, notice is hereby given of the institution of a trial; the trial commences on 

the entry date of this decision; and 

FURTHER ORDERED that an initial conference call with the Board is 

scheduled for 4:00PM, Eastern Time on April 9, 2014; the parties are directed to 
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the Office Trial Practice Guide1 for guidance in preparing for the initial conference 

call, and should be prepared to discuss any proposed changes to the Scheduling 

Order entered herewith and any motions the parties anticipate filing during the 

trial. 

PETITIONER: 

David L. Fehrman 
Mehran Arjomand 
MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP 
dfehrman@mofo.com 
marjomand@mofo.com 

PATENT OWNER: 

Thomas Engellenner 
Reza Mollaaghababa 
PEPPER HAMIL TON LLP 
engellennert@pepperlaw .com 
mollaaghababar@pepperlaw .com 

Theodosios Thomas 
BLACK HILLS MEDIA, LLC 
ted.thomas@sceneralabs.com 

1 Office Patent Trial Practice Guide, 77 Fed. Reg. 48,756, 48,765-66 (Aug. 14, 
2012). 
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